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CHAPTER IV.

WlIETIIEll specie's HAVE A REAL EXISTENCE IN NATfJRE

contimied*
r

Plicnomena of hybrids— Hunter's opinions-— Mules not strictly

intermediate between parent specie.s— Hybrid plants— Expe-

riments of Kdlreuter and M'iegmann— Vegetable hybrids pro-

lific tJiroughoul several generations— Why rare in a wild state
,

^1.7.) — De Candolle on h^^orid plants— The phenomena

of hybrids confirm the distinctness of species— Theory of the

gradation in the intelligenee of animals as indicated by the

facial angle (p. 15.)— Tiedemann on the brain of the foetus in

mammalia assuming successively the form of t^e brain of fish,

reptile, and bird — Bearing of this discovery on tiie theory of

progressive develoinnent and transmutation (|?. 20.)— Reca-

pitulation.

Phenomena of hybrids, — AV

e

yet to consi(ie?r

another class of phenomena, tli#se relating to the ^ro-

dyction hybrids, which have been regarded in a

very ^ifl’erent light with reference to th.jfr bearing on

tlie question o^the permanent distinctness of species;

some naturalists considering tilem affording the

strongest of all proofs in favour of the reality of

species
; otlifers, qji the contrary, appealing to them
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•[Book III.|l» EXPBRIA^kfTS ON

jDppositie doqtrine^ that all the

mqj^feation and'^instinct now exh' ited in

vegeAble kingdoms may have been

propagated from a small number of original types.

* In regard to flie mamniifers and birds, it is found

that no sexual union will take place between races

which are remote from each other in their l^bits and

organization; and^it is only in species that are very

negrly allied Aat such unions produce offspring. It

mdy be laid down as a general rule, admittL ^ of very

few exceptions among quadrupeds, ^hat the hybrid

progeny is sterile, and there seem to be no well-authen-

ticated examples of the continuance oY the mule race

beyond one generation. The principal number of

observations and experiments relate to the mixed off-

spring of the horse and the ass ; and in this case it is

well established that the he-mule can generate, and

the she-mule produce. Such cases occur in Spain and

Italy, and much more fre<|uently in the West Indies

and New Holland ; but these mules have never bred

in cold climates, seldom m warm regions, and still

more rarely in temperate countries.

The hybrid offspring of the she-ass and the stallion,

the yivvoq of Arlltotle, lind the hinnus of Pliny, differs

from the mufe, or the offspring of the ass and mare.

In both cases, says Buffon, these aflimals retain more

of the dam thafl^j^he sire, not only in the magnitude,

but^in the hgiq’e of tj^e body ; whereas, in the form

of the head, limbs, and tail, they bear a greater re-

semblance tk the sire. The same naturalist infers,

from various eweriments* respecting qj^oss-brccds tfer-

tween the he^^t and ewe, the dog and she-wolf, the

goldfinch antr canary-bird, that the male transmits

his sex to the greatest number, aqd that the prepon-
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derance of males over femalet^

prevail- 'Vhere the parents are of the speeds.

Hunter's pinion.— The celebrated Johb Hunter

has observed, that the true distinction of sp’ediel must

ultimately be gathered from their incapacity of pro-

pagating ^with each other, and producing ofispring,

capable of again continuing itself. He was unwilling,

however, to admit that the hojse arid the ass were of

the sajtie ‘species, because some rare instances had b^n
adduced of the breeding of mules, although he main-

tained that theVolf, the dog, and the jackal were all

of one species
;

^because he had found, by two experi-

ments, that the dog would breed both;with tlfe wolf

and the jackal; and that the n>ule, in each case, would

breed again with the dog. In these cases, however,

it may be observed, that there was always one parent

at least of pure breed, and no proofwas obtfiined that

a true hybrid race couldjbe perpetuated; a fact of

which I believe no examples are yet recorded, either

in regard to mixtures of the horse and ass, or any

other of the mammalia.

Should the fact be hereafter ascertained, that two

mules can propagate their kind, we must s^ll inquire

whether the offspring may not be regarded in the

light of a monstrous birth, proceeding from some ac-

cidental cause, or, rather, to speak more philosophically,

from some general law not yet undei^tood, but whidi

may not be permitted permanently to interfere ^vith

those la\t's of generation by which species may, in

general, be prevented from becoming bl/lfided. If,Tor

example, we discovered that the pif^eny of a mule
race degenerated greatly, in tfie fir^^ojeheration, in

force, sagacity, or any attribute necessary for its pre-

servation in a^st£>te of nature, we might infer thaf^
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4 EXPERIMENTS ON tBook III.

like a monster, it .is a mere temporary and fortuitous

variety. Nor does it seem probable that the greater

number of such monsfers could ever occur unless ob-

tained4)y drt ; for, in Hunter’s experiments, stratagem

8r force was, itf most instances, employed to bring

about the irregular connexion.*

Mules not strictly intermediate between the parent

species.— It seems rarely to happen that the mule

offepring is truly intermediate in character between

the two parents. Thus Hunter mentions that, in his

experiments, one of the hybrid puprf? resembled the

wolf much more than the rest of the litter ; and we
are informed by Wiegmann, that, in a'litter lately ob-

tained in the R,oyal%Menagerie at Berlin, from a

white pointer and a she-wolf, two of the cubs resem-

bled the common wolf-dog, but the third was like a

pointer with hanging ears.

There is undoubtedly a tery close analogy between

these phenomena and thaie presented by the inter-

mixture of distinct races of the same species, both in

the inferior aiymals and in man. Dr, Prichard, in his

“ Physical History of Mankind,” cites examples where

the peculiarities of the parents have been transmitted

very unequaBy*to the^ offspring ; as where children,

entirely white, or perfectly black, have sprung from

the union of thie European and the negro. Sometimes

the colour or other peculiarities of one parent, after

ha>iing failed) U> sho^ themselves in the immediate

progeny, reafppear in a subsequent generation ; as

where a whK^ child is born of two black parents,

the grandfath^Aaving been a white.f c

• Phil. Tran/s., 1787. Additional Remarks, Phil. Trans., 1789.

t Prichard,^ vol. i. p. 217.
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The same author judiciously observes that, if dif-

ferent species mixed their breed, and hybrid races

were often propagated, the animal world would soon

present a scene of confusion; its tribes would be

everywliere blended together, and w% should perhaps

find moye hybrid creatures than genuine and uncor-

rupted races.*

Hylrridplants— Kdlrenter*s^ expeMmp^nts,— The his-

tory «^f the vegetable kingdom has been thought»»to

afford more decisive evidence in favour,of the theory

of the formatioli of new and permanent species from

hybrid stocks.
^
The first accurate experiments in il-

lustration of this curious subject appear to havb been

made by Kdlreuter, who obtfyned a hybrid from two

species oftobacco, Nicotkma rustica and N* paniculatay

which differ greatly in the shape of their leaves, the

colour of the corolla, and the height of
,
the stem.

The stigma of a female plant of N, rustica was im-

pregnated with the pollen^of a male plant of N.pani^

culata. The seed ripened, and produced a hybrid

which was intermediate between the t\wo parents, and
which, like all the hybrids which this botanist brought

up, had imperfect stamens. He afterwards impreg-

nated this hybrid with the pollen of pamciilata,

and obtained plants which much more resembled the

last. This he continued through several generations,

until, by due perseverance, he actually changed the

Nicotiana rmtica into the Nicatiana paniculata.

The pan of impregnation adopted was the cutting

off ofthe anthers of the plaint intended fructification

before they hjwd shed pollen, and theJ^/'aying on foreign

pollen upon the stigma.

Wiegmanns experiments.—The same experiment

* Trichard, vol. i. p, 97.
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6 RARITY OF HYBRIDS AMONO ^[Book in.

has since been repeated with success by Wiegmann^

who found that he could bring back the hybrids to the

exact likeness of eitlfer parent, by crossing them a

sufficient number of times.

The blending' of the characters of the parent stocks,

in many other of Wiegmann's experiments, was com-

plete ; the colour and shape of the leaves and flowers,

and even the sceiit, being intermediate, as in the off-

spuing of the two species of verbascum. Ant inter-

marriage, also, between the common onion and the

leek {Allium cepa and A. porrum) g^ve a mule plant,

which, in the character of its leaves and flowers, ap-

proached most nearly to the garden oni6n, but had the

elongated bulbous roof ^and smell of the leek.

The same botanist remarks, that vegetable hybrids,

when not strictly intermediate, more frequently ap-

proach the female than the male parent species, hut

they never exhibit charactersforeign to both, A recross

with one of the original stocks generally causes the

mule plant to revert towards that stock ; but this is

not always the-case, the offspring sometimes continuing

to exhibit the character of a full hybrid.

In general',' the success attending the production

and perpetuity of hybrids among plants depends, as

in the animal kingdom, on the degree of proximity

between the species intermarried. If their organiz-

ation be very remote, impregnation never takes place

;

if s(?mewhat lesa distant, seeds are formed, but always

imperfect and sterile. The next degree of relationship

yields hybri(^seedlings, but these are barren ; and it

is only when tn^^^rent species are very nearly allied

that the hybrj^ race may be perpetuated for several

generations. Even in this case, the best authenticated

examples seem confined to the crossing of hybrids
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with individuals of purf breed. In none of the ex-

periments most accurately detailed does it appear that

both the parents were mules.

Wiegmann diversified as much as possible his mode

of bringing about these irregular uniotis among plants*

He oftei\ sowed parallel rows, near to each other, of

the species from which he desired to breed; and,

instead of mutilating, after Kdlreuter s fashion, the

plants of one of the parent stocks, he merely washed

the pollen olf their anthers. The branches of *the

plants in each if)w were then gently bent towards each

other and intertwined; so that the wind, and numerous

insects, as they passed from the flowers of one to those

of the other species, carried tj^fe pollen and produced

fecundation.

Vegetable hybrids why rare in a wild state,— The
same observer saw a good exemplification of the

manner in which hybrids may be formed in a state of

nature. Some wallflowerscind pinks had been growing

in a garden, in a dry sunny situation ; and their stigmas

had been ripened so as to be moist, and to absorb pollen

with avidity, although their anthers were not yet de-

veloped. . These stigmas became impregnated by
pollen blown from some othel adjacent plants of the

same species ; but, had they been of different species,

and not too remote in their organization, mule races

must have r.esulted.

When, indeed, we consider J>ow busily some inlets

l)^ve been shown to be engaged in conveying anther-

dust*from flower to flowe^, especially^'^ees, flower-

eating beetlespand the like, it seema^;t most enigmati-

cal problem how it can happen promiscuous

alliances between distinct species are not perpetually

occurring.

B 4



8 RARITY OF HYBRIDS AMONG "[Book IIL

How continually do we obceiwe the bees diligently

employed in collecting the red and yellow powder by

which the stamens of dowers are covered, loading it

on their hind legs, and carrying it to their hive for the

purpose of feedmg their young! In thus providing

for their own progeny, these insects assist materially

the process of fructification.’*^ Few persons need be

reminded that tht stamens in certain plants grow on

different blossoms from the pistils ; and, unleJs the

summit of the pistil be touched with the fertilizing

dust, the fruit does not swell, nor tlte seed arrive at

maturity. It is by the help of bees, chiefly, that the

development of the fruit of many such species is se-

cured, the powder which they have collected from the

stamens being unconsciously left by them in visiting

the pistils.

How often, during the heat of a summer’s day, do

we see the males of dioecious plants, such as the yew-

tree, standing separate fronV the females, and sending

off into the air, upon the slightest breath of wind,

clouds of buoyant pollen I That the zephyr should so

rarely intervene to fecundate the plants of one species

with the anther-dust of others, seems almost to realize

the converse gf the miracle believed by the credulous

herdsmen of the Lusitanian mares—

;

Ore* omnes versa? in Zephyrum, stant rupibus altis,

Exceptantque leves auras ; et saepe sine ullis

Conjugiis, v^nto gra\^2dac, mirabile clictu.f

•But, in th6^first place, it appears that there,Js a

natural aversions^jji plants, as well as ^ animals, to

irregular sexua^ miona ; and in most of the successful
«

• See Barton on the Geography of Plants, p. 67.

t Georg, lib. hi, 273.
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experiments in the anijpial and vegetable world, some

violence has been used in order to procure impregna-

tion. The stigma imbibes, slowly and reluctantly, the

granules of the pollen of another species, eve«i when

it is abundantly covered with it ; ;fnd if it happeh

that, dtyring this period, ever so slight a quantity of

the anther-dust of its own species alight upon it, this

is instantly absorbed, and the effect^ of the foreign

polleji destroyed. Besides, it does not often happen

that the male and female organs of fructification, in

different specitfS, arrive at a state of maturity at pre-

cisely the same time. Even where such synchronism

docs prevail, so that a cross impregnation is effected,

the chances are very numerq^s against the establish-

ment of a hybrid race.

If we consider the vegetable kingdom generally, it

must be recollected that even of the seeds which are

well ripened^ a great part are either eaten by insects,

b«*ds, and other animals^ or decay for want of room

and opportunity to germinate. Unhealthy plants are

the first which are cut off by causes prejudicial to the

species, being usually stifled by more vigorous indivi-

duals of their own kind. If, therefore, the relative

fecundity or hardiness of hybrfds be in the least degree

inferior, they cannot maintain their footing for many
generations, even if they were ever produced heyond

one generation in a wild state. In tliFe universal strug-

gle for existence, the right of^hc stremgest event^lly

Iirevails; and the strength and durability of a race

depends mainly on its projificness, in ;/?hich hybrids

are acknowledged to be deficient.

Cmtaurea hybrida^ a plant wliich i.vver bears seed,

and is supposed to be produced by the frequent inter-

mixture of two well-knowm species of Centaurea,

B 5



10 RARITY OF HYBRIDS AMON^ i^Book III.

grows wild upon a hill ne§r Turin, B^inuruyulus

lacerusy also sterile, has been produced accidentally at

Grenoble, and near Pafis, by the union of two Ranun-

culi ; l^ut this occurred in gardens.*

* Mr^ Herbert^Sk.Bxperiments.— Mr. Herbert, in one of

his ingenious papers on mule plants, endeavours to ac-

count for their non-occurrence in a state of nature,

from the circumstance that all the combinations that

w^e likely to’ occur have already been made*<many

cehturies ago, and have formed the various species of

botanists ; but in our gardens, he 'says, whenever

species, having a certain degree of affinity to each

other, tare transported from different’ countries, and

brought for the first tipie into contact, they give rise

to hybrid species.f But we have no data, as yet, to

warrant the conclusion, that a single permanent hybrid

race has ever been formed, even in gardens, by the in-

termarriage of two allied species brought* from distant
’ habitations. Until some fi.ct of this kind is fairly

established, and a new species, capable of perpetuating

itself in a state of perlect independence of man, can

be pointed out, it seems reasonable to call in question

entirely this Hypothetical source of new species. That

varieties do sometimes spring up from cross breeds, in

a natural way, can hardly be doubted ; but they pro-

bably die out even more rapidly than races propagated

by grafts or layers.

Opinion of De Caf:;dolle.— De Candolle, whose

opinion on a philosophical question of this kind df-

serves the ^eatest attention, has observed, in his

Essay on Botai^:al Geography, that tfre varieties of

* Hon. and Rev, W. Herbert, Hort. Trans., vol. iv, p. 41.

t Ibid.
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plants range themselves under two general heads :

those produced by external chrcumstances, and those

formed by hybridity. After tadducing various argu-

ments to show that neither of these causes can ex-

plain the permanent diversity of pjants indigenous

in different regions, he says, in regard to the cross-

ing of races, “ I can perfectly comprehend, without

altogether sharing the opinion, that, where many species

of thg same genera occur neat togetheV, hybrid species

may be formed, and I am aware that the great num-

ber of species *of certain genera whidh are found in

particular regions may be explained in this manner

;

but I am unable to conceive how any one can regard

the same explanation as applicable to species which

live naturally at great distanOes. If the three larches,

for example, now known in the world, lived in the same

localities, I might then believe that one of them was

the produce of the crossing of the two others ; but I

iUpver could admit that the Siberian species has been

produced by the crossing of those of Europe and Ame-
rica. I see, then, that there exist, in organized beings,

permanent differences which cannot be referred to any

one of the actual causes of variation, and these differ-

ences are what constitute sp€i:ies.''

Heality of species confirmed by t/i?, phenomena of
hybrids The •most decisive arguments, perhaps,

amongst many others, against the ^probability of the

derivation of permanent species from cross-breeds, are

^0 be drawn from the fact alftded to by De Caifdolle,

of sj)ecies having a close affinity to ea'ih other occur-

ring in distinct botanical 'provinces, or countries in-

habited by groups of distinct sp^Jes of indigenous

£ss§i El^mcntaire, &c., 3me partie.
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plants : for in this case naturalists who are not pre-

pared to go the whole fength of the transmutationists,

are under the necessity of admitting that, in some

cases, species which approach very near to each other

ki their characters, were so created from their origin

;

an admission fatal to the idea of its being ^ general

law of nature, that a few original types only should be

formed, and that 9JI intermediate races should spring

fro]g[i the interm’ixture of those stocks.

This notion, indeed, is wholly at variance with all

that we know of hybrid generation ; for*i;he phenomena

entitle us to affirm, that had the types been at first

somewhat distant, no cross-breeds would, ever have been

produced^ much less th6^e prolific races which we now
recognize as„distinct species.

In regard, moreover, to the permanent propagation

of hybrid races among animals, insuperable difficulties

present themselves, when we endeavour to conceive

the blending together of the different instincts and

propensities of two species, so as to insure the pre-

servation of thejntermediate race. The common mule,

when obtained by human art, may be protected by the

power of man but, in a wild state, it would not have

precisely tile sarfie wanls cither as the horse or the

ass: and if, ii/consequence of some difference of this

kind, it strayed from the herd, it would soon be hunted

doyrn by beasts of,prey, and destroyed.

Ifjve take sorne genus of insects, such as the bee,

we find that each of the numerous species has somq

difference in iVij habits, its mode of collecting hopey,

or constructing its^welling, or providing^or its young,

and other particij^ars. In the case of the common hive-

bee, the workers are described, by Kirby and Spence,

as being endowed with no less thap thirty distinct
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instincts.* So also we find thaj, amongst a most nu-

merous class of spiders, there are nearly as many

different modes of spinning tlieir webs as there are

species. When we recollect how complicated afire the

relations of these instincts with co-dhcisting species,'

both of jhe animal and vegetable kingdoms, it is

scarcely possible to imagine that a bastard race could

spring from the union of two of thesK? species, and re-

tain just so much of the qualities of each parent stock

as to preserve its ground in spite of Ihe ^langers which

surround it.

We might also ask, if a few generic types alone

have been created among insects, and the intermediate

species have proceeded from^#hybridity, where are

those original types, combining, as they ought to do,

the elements of all the instincts which have made their

appearance in the numerous derivative races J So also

ill regard to animals of all classes, and of plants ; if

species in general are of hybrid origin, where are the

stocks which combine in themselves the habits, proper-

ties, and organs, of which all the intervening species

ought to afford us mere modifications ?

Eecapitidatiofi of the arguments from Viylgrids,— I

shall now" conclude this subject* by sunnying up, in a

few words, the results to which I have been led by the

consideration of the phenomena of hybrids. It appears,

that the aversion of individuals of distinct species tcT

the sexual union is common to ajiiimals and plants; aad
thi|t it is only when the species approach near to each

other jn their organization ^nd habits, that any off-

spring are prodiiced from their connei^on. Mules are

of extremely rare occurrence in a*state of nature, and

Intr. to Ent*m., vol. ii., p. 504 . Ed. 1817.
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no examples are yet known of their having procreated

in a wild state. But it has been proved, that hybrids

are not universally steKle, provided the parent stocks

have a near affinity to each other, although the con-

*ltinuation of thtf> mixed race, for several generations,

appears hitherto to have been obtained only by crossing

the hybrids with individuals of pure species; an ex-

periment which no means bears out the hypothesis

tliat a true hybrid race could ever be permanently

established.

Hence we may infer, that aversioif to sexual inter-

course is, in general, a good test of the distinctness

of original stocks, or of species; and the procreation of

hybrids is a proof of‘{he very near affinity of species.

Perhaps, hereafter, the number of generations for

which hybrids may be continued, before the race dies

out (for it seems usually to degenerate rapidly), may
afford the zoologist and botanist an experimental test

of the difference in the degree of affinity of allied

species.

I may also«remark, that if it could have been shown

that a single permanent species had ever been pro-

duced b;^ h^bridity (of which there is no satisfactory

proof), it mi^hl certahily have lent some countenance

to the notions of the ancients respecting the gradual

deterioration of created things, bu\ none whatever to

Lamarck’s theory of their progressive perfectibility ; for

observations b^ve hj^herto shown that there is a

tendency in mule animals and plants to degenerate in

organizatioi)t

It was befor^remarked, that the theory of progres-

sive developnrent gftose from an attempt to ingraft

the doctrines of the transrautationists upon one of the

most popular generalizations in ge;plpgy« But modern
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geological researches haw almost destroyed every ap-

pearance of that gradation in the successive groups of

animate beings, which was supposed to indicate the

slow progress of the organic world from the mow sim-

ple to the more compound structure?* In the more*

modern i^rmations, we find clear indications that the

highest orders of the terrestrial mammalia were fully

represented during several successiw epochs ; but in

the monuments which we have hitherto examined cf

more remote eras, in which there are as yet discovered

few fiuviatile, ahd perhaps no lacustrine formations,

and, therefore, scarcely any means of obtaining an in-

sight into the zoology of the continents then existing,

we have only as yet found one Example of a mammi-
ferous quadruped. The recent origin of man, and the

absence of all signs of any rational being holding an

analogous relation to former states of the animate

world, affords one, and the only reasonable argument,

in support of the hypothesis of a progressive scheme;

but none whatever in favour of the fancied evolution

of one species out of another*

Theory of the gradation in intellect as shown by the

facial angle,—When the celebrated anatornist^ Camper,

first attempted to estimate the ^degrees qf sagacity of

different animals, cmd of the races of man, by the mea>

surement of the facial angle, some speculators were

bold enough to affirm, that certain snniae differed as

little from the more savage rac^s of nwn, as thcse^o

fr(|m the human race in general ; and that a scale

might, be, traced from “ ape% with foreheads villanous

low” to the African variety of the hui^an species, and

from that to the European. iTie facial angle was

measured by drawing a line from the prominent centre

of the forehead to the most advanced part of tlie lower
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jaw-bone, and observing the angle which it made with

the horizontal line ; and it was affirmed, that there was
c

a regular series of such angles from birds to the

mamrhalia.

The gradation from the dog to the monkey was said

to be perfect, and from that again to man* One of

the ape tribe has a facial angle of 42°
; and another,

which approximated nearest to man in figure, an angle

of^0°. To this succeeds (longo sed proximuft inter-

vallo) the head of the African negro, which, as well as

that of the Kalmuc, forms an angle o‘f 70° ;
while that

of the European contains 80°. The Roman painters

prefeiVed the angle of 95° ; and the character of

beauty and sublimity/^ so striking in some works of

Grecian sculpture, as in the head of the Apollo, and

in the Medusa of Sisocles, is given by an angle which

amounts to 100°.*

A great number of valuable facts and curious ana-

logies in comparative anatomy were brought to light

during the investigations which were made by Camper,

John Hunteit and others, to illustrate this scale of

organization ; and their facts and generalizations must

not be confounded with the fanciful systems which

White and others deduced from them.f

That there is some connexion between an elevated

and capacious forehead, in certain races of men, and a

Itirge development of the intellectual faculties, seems

highly probable ; and rthat a low facial angle is fre-

quently accompanied with inferiority of mental powt^rs,

is certain ; but the attempt to trace a graduated scale

of intelligence ^irough the different sj>ecies of animals

* Prichard’s Phys. Hist, of Mankind, vol. i. p. 159.

f Ch. White on the Regular Gradatioii^in Man, &c., 1799.
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accompanying the modifications of the form of the

skull, is a mere visionary sp^ulation. It has been

found necessary to exaggerate the sagacity of the ape

tribe at the expense of the dog ; and strange contra-

dictions have arisen in the conclusions deduced from

the structure of the elephant ; some anatomists being

disposed to deny the quadruped the intelligence whrth

he really possesses, because they foufid that the volume

of his*brain was small in comparison to that of tRe

other mammalia^ while others were indined to mag-

nify extravagantly the superiority of his intellect, be-

cause the vertical height of his skull is so great when

compared to its horizontal lengtji.

Different races of men are \ll of one species.—It

would be irrelevant to our subject if we were to enter

into a farther discussion on these topics ; because, even

if a graduated scale of organization and intelligence

could have been established, it would prove nothing in

favour of a tendency, in each species, to attain a

higher state of perfection. I may refer the reader to

the writings of Blumenbach, Prichard, tawrence, and

others, for convincing proofs that the^ varieties of

form, colour, and organizatioi\ of differenisi races of

men, are perfectly consistent with the generally re-

ceived opinion, that all the individuals of the species

have originated from a single pair; and, while they

exhibit in man as many diversities of a physiological

nature as appear in any other* specieS, they confJhn

als^o the opinion of the slight deviation fropi a common
standA*d of which species are capable.

The p(>wer 8f existing and multi/5f)lying in every

latitude, and in every variety of situation and climate,

which has enabled the great human family to extend

itself over the,hatfitable globe, is partly, says Law-
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rence, the result of physical Constitution, and partly of

the mental prerogative of man. If he did not possess

the most enduring and flexible corporeal frame, his

arts would not enable him to be the inhabitant of all

climates, and to brave the extremes of heaj; and cold,

and the other destructive influences of local situation.*

Yet, notwithstanding this flexibility of bodily frame,

we find no signs oT indefinite departure from a common

sfendard, and thq, intermarriages of individuals’ of the

most remote varieties are not less fruitful than between
o

those of the same tribe.

Tiedemann on the brain of the fcetns in vertehrated

animals. —There is yet another department of ana-

tomical discovery to which I must allude, because it

has appeared, to some persons, to afford a distant

analogy, at least, to that progressive development by

which scwne of the inferior species may have been

gradually perfected into those of more complex organ-

ization. Tiedemann found, and his discoveries liave

been most fully confirmed and elucidated by M. Serres,

that the brafii of the foetus, in the highest class of

vertebrated ^animals, assumes, in succession, forms

analogous to tlv>se whjch belong to fishes, reptiles, and

birds, before* it acquires the additions and modifications

which are peculiar to the mamtriferous tribe. So

that, in the passage from the embryo to the perfect

mammifer, there is a typical representation, as it

w^:re, of all th6se transformations which the primitive

species are ^supposed to have undergone, during a long

series of generations, between the present period a^^d

the remotest geological era.

• Lawrence, Lectures on Phys. Zool. and Nat. Hist, of Man,

^p. 192. Ed. 1823.
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If you examine the brain of the mammalia, says

M, Serres, at an early stage of uterine life, you per-

ceive the cerebral hemispheres^consolidated, as in fish,

in two vesicles, isolated one from the other; at a later

period, you see them affect the configuration of the

cerebral Jienaispheres of reptiles ; still later again,

they present you with the forms of those of birds

;

finally, they acquire, at the era of•birth, and some-

times 4ater, the permanent forms which the admit

mammalia present.

The cerebral liemispheres, then, arrive at the state

which we observe in the higher animals only by a

series of successive metamorphoses. If we reduce

the whole of these evolutions tr/four periods, we shall

see, that in the first are born the cerebral lobes of

fishes; and this takes place homogeneously in all

classes. The second period will give us the organ-

ization of reptiles ; the third, the brain of birds ; and

the fourth, the complex hemispheres of mammalia.

If we could develop the different parts of the brain

of the inferior classes, we should make, nn succession,

a reptile out of a fish, a bird out of a reptile, and a

mammiferous quadruped out of a bird.^ If, 05 the con-

trary, we could starve this organ in the ijiammalia, we
might reduce it s^pccessively to the condition of the

brain of the three inferior classes.

Nature often presents us with this last phenomenon
in monsters, but never exhibits«the first. Among the

valious deformities which organized beings may ex-

perience, they never pass j:he limits of their own
classes to put <jti the forms of the cli^ss above them.

Never does a fish elevate itself so as to assume the

form ofthe brain of a reptile ; nor does the latter ever

attain that of birds ? nor the bird that of the mammifer.
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It may happen that monster may have two heads

;

but the conformation of the brain always remains cir-

cumscribed narrowly within the limits of its class.*

Behring of these discoveries on tJm theory of pro-

gressive derelopfnent.— It will be observed, that these

curious phenomena disclose, in a highly interesting

manner, the unity of plan that runs through the organ-

ization of the .wh^le se^'ics of vertebrated animals ; but

tlijey lend no support whatever to the notion of a gra-

dual transmutation of one species into another ; least

of all of the passage, in the course of many generations,

from an animal of a more simple to one of a more

complex structure. On the contrary, were it not for

the sterility imposed *on monsters, as well as on hy-

brids in general, the argument to be derived from

Tiedemann’s discovery, like that deducible from expe-

riments respecting hybridity, would be in favour of the

successive degeneracy^ rather than the perfectibility,

in the course of ages, of'certain classes of organic

beings.

Recapitulaiion.— For the reasons, therefore, detailed

in this and the two preceding chapters, we may draw

the following jjiferences in regard to the reality of

species in nature :—
1st. That there is a capacity i?[» all species to ac-

commodate themselves, to a certain extent, to a change

6f external circumstances, this extent varying greatly,

according to tlie specits.

2dly. Wl^en the change of situation which they 6an

endure is great, it is usually attended by some modifi-

cations of the /brm, colour, size, sti\*cture, or other

• E. R. A. Serres, Anatomie Compard^ du Cerveau, illustrated

.by numerous plates, tome i., 1824.
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particulars ; but the mu^tions thus superinduced are

governed by constant laws, and the capability of so

varying forms part of the pA-manent specific cha-

racter.

3dly. Some acquired peculiarities ofiform, structure,

and instiqct, are transmissible to the offspring ; but

these consist of such qualities and attributes only as

are intimately related to the natural wants and pro-

pensities of the species.

4thly. The entire variation from"the original type,

which any giveit kind of change can produce, may
usually be effected in a brief period of time, after

which no farthest deviation can be obtained by con-

tinuing to alter the circumstaiSces, though ever so

gradually ; indefinite divergence, either in i;he way of

improvement or deterioration, being prevented, and

the least possible excess beyond the defined limits

being fatal to the existence of the individual.

5thJy. The intermixture^distinct species is guarded

against by the aversion of the individuals composing

them to sexual union, or by the sterility of the mule
offspring. It does not appear that true hybrid races

have ever been perpetuated for several ^generations,

even by the assistance of man f for the cases usually

cited relate to the crossing of mules with individuals

of pure species, and not to the intermixture of hybrid

with hybrid.

6thly. From the above considerations, it appe^
thft species have a real existence in nature ; and that

each vas endowed, at the tiiqp of its creation, with the

attributes and organization by whicl\ it is now dis-

tinguished.
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CHAPTER V.

t4AW8 WHICH HEOULATB THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRI-

^.BUTION OP SPECIES.

I

Atialogy of climate ^lot attended with identity of species Bo-

tanical geog/aphy— Stations— Habitations— Distinct pro-

vinces of indigenous plants— Vegetation of islands— Marine

vegetation (p. 29.)— In what manner plants become didused

— Bffects of wind, rivers, marine currents— Agency of animals

(p. 36.)— Many seeds ‘^ass through the stomachs of animals

and birds ^undigested— Agency of man in the dispersion of

plants, both voluntary and involuntary (p. 42.) — Its analogy

to that of the inferior animals.

«

Next to determining the question whether species

have a real existence, the*^ consideration of the laws

which regulate their geographical distribution is a sub-

ject of primary importance to the geologist. It is

only by stuc|ying these laws with attention, by observ-

ing the positio'is which groups of species occupy at

present, and inquiring how these may be varied in the

course of time by migrations, by changes in physical

geography, and other causes, that we can hope to learn

whether the duration of species be limited, or in what

manner the sta*te of the animate world is affected by

the endless cvicissitudes of the inanimate. ^

Different regions inhabited by distinct species.-i^That

different region^ of tfie globe are inhabited by entirely

distinct animals and plants, is a fact which has been

familiar to all naturalists since Buffon first pointed out

the want of ^ecific identity between the land quadru-
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peds of America and those of the Old World. The

same phenomenon has, in later ‘times, been forced in

a striking manner upon our attention, by the examin-

ation of New Holland, where the indigenous species

of animals and plants were found to bej^almost without *

exception, distinct from those known in other parts of

the world.

But the extent of this parcelling jout of the globe

amongst different nations, as tRey have been termed,

of plants and animals^the universtliity of a pheno-

menon so extraordinary and unexpected, may be

considered as one of the most interesting facts clearly

established by tire advance of modern science; •

Scarcely fourteen hundred species of plants appear

to have been known and described by the Greeks,

Romans, and Arabians. At present, more than three

thousand species are enumerated, as natives of our own
island."^ In other parts of the world there h*ave been

collected, perhaps, upwards ^fseventy thousand species.

It was not to be supposed, therefore, that tjj^e ancients

should have acquired any correct notioijs respecting

what may be called the geography of plants, although

the influence of climate on the character bf the vege-

tation could hardly have escaped their ‘observation.

Antecedently to investigation, there was no reason

for presuming that the vegetable productions, growing

wild in eastern hemisphere, should JE>e unlike thos^

of the western, in the same latitude^ nor that t^
plaints of the Cape of Good rfope should be unlike

those of the South of Europe ; situation# where the

climate is little (^ssimilar. l^e contr^iry supposition

would have seemed more probable, and we might

* Barton’s Lectures on the Geography of Plants, p. 2.
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have anticipated an almost ^perfect identity in the

animals and plants which inhabit corresponding paral-

lels of latitude. The discovery therefore, that each

separate region of the globe, both of the land and

•water, is occupied by distinct groups of species, and

that most of the exceptions to this general rule may
be referred to disseminating causes now in opera-

tion, is eminently,calculated to excite curiosity, and to

stimulate us to seek some hypothesis respecting the

first introduction of species which may be reconcileable

with such phenomena.

Botanical geography.—A comparison of plants

of different regions of the globe affords results more

to be depended upon^n the present i^tate of our know-

ledge thao those relating to the animal kingdom,

because the science of botany is more advanced, and

probably comprehends a great proportion of the total

number of the vegetable productions of the whole

earth. Humboldt, in several eloquent passages of his

Personal l^rative, was among the first to promulgate

philosophicitViews on this subject. Every hemisphere,

says this traveller, produces plants of different species;

and it is not^by the diversity of climates that we can

attempt to expfain why equinoctial Africa has no lau-

riniae, and the New World no heaths ; why the calceo-

lariae are found only in the southeAi hemisphere ; why
the birds ofthe continent ofIndia glow with colours less

^snlendid than jthe birds of the hot parts of America

;

finally, why the tiger is peculiar to Asia, and the o»*ni-

thorhynchu‘4 to New Holland.*

“ We can conceive,” lie adds, “ that a small number

of the families of plants, for instance, the musaceae

* Pers. Nar., vol. v., p. 180.
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and the palms, cannot belong to very cold regions, on

account of their internal structure and the importance

of certain organs ; but we cannot explain why no one

of the family of melastomas vegetates north «f the

parallel of thirty degrees ; or why no nose-tree belongs*

to the southern hemisphere. Analogy of climates is

often found in the two continents without identity of

productions.”*

The^luminous essay of De Candolle on “ Botanical

Geography ” presents us with the frtJits of his own re-

searches and thase of Humboldt, Brown, and other

eminent botanists, so arranged, that the'principal phe-

nomena of the distribution of plants are exhibited in

connexion with the causes to w^iich they are chiefly

referrible.f “ It might not, perhaps, be difficult,^' ob-

serves this writer, “ to find two points, in the United

States and in Europe, or in equinoctial America and

Africa, which present all the same circumstances: as

for jexample, the same tenjperature, the same height

above the sea, a similar soil, an equal do,^ of humi-

dity; yet nearly all, perhaps all^ the plant! in these two

similar localities shall be distinct. A certain degree

of analogy, indeed, of aspect, and even bf structure,

might very possibly be discoveriHble befiveen the plants

of the two localities in question; but the species would

in general be different. Circumstances, therefore, dif-

ferent from those which now determyie the stations^

have had an influence on the /labitation^ of plants.”

Stations and hcdfitations of plants,— As I shall fre-

quentljr have occasion to speak of the Stations and
hab%ta£on8 of plants in the technical^sense in which

* Pers. Nar., vol. v, p. 180.

f Essai Elementaire de Geographic Botanique. Extrait du
18me vol. du Diet. desjSci. Nat.

VOL. III. C
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the terms are used in the a^pve pasl^age, 1 may re-

mind the geologist that station indicates the peculiar

nature of the locality where each species is accustomed

to grow, and has reference to climate, soil, humidity,

Sight, elevation above the sea, and other analogous cir-

cumstances ; whereas, by habitation is meant a general

indication of the country where a plant grows wild.

Thus the station of a plant may be a salt-marsh, in a

temperate climate, a hill-side, the bed of the sea, or a

stagnant pool^. Its habitation may be Europe, North

America, or New Holland between the tropics. The

study of stations has been styled the topography, that

of habitations the geography, of botahy. The terms

thus defined, expressVeach a distinct class of ideas,

which have, been often confounded together, and which

are equally applicable in zoology.

In further illustration of the principle above alluded

to, that difference of longitude, independently of any

influence of temperature, js accompanied by a great,

and sometimes a complete diversity in the species of

plants, De Ca^idolle observes, that, out of 2891 species

of phaenogamous plants described by Pursh, in the

United StatdS, there are only 385 which are found in

northern or temperate Europe. MM. Humboldt and

Bonpland, in all their travels through equinoctial

America, found only twenty-four species (these being

all cyperacea and graminea) common to Ameiica and

part of the, Old World. On comparing New Hol-

land with Europe, Mr. Brown ascertained that, outi*of

4100 specie^, discovered in Australia, there were only

166 common tp Europe, and of th^s small number

there were some few'Which may have been transported

thither by man.

But it is still more remarkably, that in the more
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widely separated parts of the ^ncient continent, not-

withstanding the existence of an uninterrupted land-

communication, the diversity in the specific character

of the respective vegetations is almost as striking.

Thus there is found one assemblage^ of species in

China, another in the countries bordering the Black

Sea and the Caspian, a third in those surrounding the

Mediterranean, a fourth in the^greal platforms of Si-

beria and Tartary, and so forth.

The distinctness of the groups of mdigjBnous plants,

in the same parallel of latitude, is greatest where con-

tinents are disjoined by a wide expanse of ocean. In

the northern hemisphere, near the pole, where the

extremities of Europe, Asia, and^^America unite or ap-

proach; ear to one another, a considerable-number of

the same species of plants are found, common to the

three continents. But it has been remarked, that these

plants, which are thus so widely diffused in the Arctic

regions, are also found iiiithe chain of the Aleutian

islands, which stretch almost across from America to

Asia, and which may probably have served as the

channel of communication for the partial blending of

the Floras of the adjoining regions. It bas^ indeed,

been found to be a general rule, that plants found at

two points very remote from each other, occur also in

places intermediate.

Ve^ei^twn of Ulands.— In islands very distant from

continents the total number of Q^anis comparativcr]^

smill
; but a large proportion of the species are such

as occur nowhere else. In sq far as the t^ora of such

islands is not peiuliar to theni, it con^ins, in general,

species common to the nearest m&in lands.*^

* Prichard, vol. i. g. 36 . Brown, Appendix to Flinders,

c 2
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The islands of the^reat southern ocean exemplify

these rules; the easternmost containing more American,

and the western more^ Indian plants.* Madeira and

Tenewffe contain many species, and even entire genera,

*peculiar to then#; but they have also plants in common

with Portugal, Spain, the Azores, and the ^orth-west

coast of Africa, f
In the Canaries, out of 533 species of phaenogamous

plants, it is said that 310 are peculiar to these islands,

and the rest identical with those of the African con-

tinent ; but in the Flora of St. Helerfa, which is so far

distant even from the western shores of Africa, there

have been found, out of sixty-one native species, only

two or three which ar&to be found in any other part of

the globe. <

Number of botanical provinces*— De Candolle has

enumerated twenty great botanical provinces inhabited

by indigenous or aboriginal plants ; and although many

of these contain a variety of species which are common
to several others, and sometimes to places very remote,

yet the lines of demarcation are, upon the whole,

astonishingly well defined. Nor is it likely that the

bearing of the evidence on which these general views

are founded wrfl ever be materially affected, since they

are already confirmed by the examination of seventy

or eighty thousand species of plants.

« The entire change of opinion which the contem-

jl^tion of thesciphenomena has brought about is worthy

• Forster, (observations, &c.

t Humboldt, Pers. Nar.j'^vol. i. p. 270. of the translation.

Prichard, Phys. Fist, of Mankind, vol. i. pJ' 37.

I See a farther subdivision, by which twenty>seven provinces

are made, by M. Alph. De Candolle, son ofDe Candolle. Monogr,

des Campanulees. Paris, 18S0.
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of remark. The first traveller^ were persuaded that

they should find, in distant regjions, the plants of their

own country, and they took a pleasure in giving them

the same names. It was some time before this Hlusion

was dissipated; but so fully sensible*did botanists at

last become of the extreme smallness of the number of

phaenogamous plants common to different continents,

that the ancient Floras fell info di»epute. All grew

diffidefit of the pretended identifications ; and we ijdw

find that every naturalist is inclined to*examine each

supposed exception with scrupulous severity.* If they

admit the fact,^ they begin to speculate on the mode
whereby the seeds may have been transported from

one country into the other, or inquire on which of two

continents the plant was indigenous, assuming that a

species, like an individual, cannot have two birth-

places.

Marine vegetation.— The marine vegetation is less

knftwn ; but we learn from Itemouroux, that it is divisible

into different systems, apparently as distinct as those

on the land, notwithstanding that the* uniformity of

temperature is so much greater in the ocean. For on

that ground we might have expected fhc phenomenon

of partial distribution to have been far* less striking,

since climate is, in general, so influential a cause in

checking the dispersion of species from one zone to

another.

The number of hydrophytesf as they are termed/siB

vA*y considerable, §nd their stations are^ found to be

infinitely more varied than ccmld have been anticipated

;

for while some plants are covered and uncovered daily

by the tide, others live in abysses of the ocean, at the

* De Candolle, Essai Elemen. de G6og. Botan., p. 45.

c 3
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extraordinary depth ofone thousand feet: and although

in such situations there must reign darkness more pro-

found than night, at least 4o our organs, many of these

vegetables are highly coloured. From the analogy of

‘terrestrial plants we might have inferred, that the

colouring of the algae was derived from the influence

of the solar rays
;
yet we are compelled to doubt when

we reflect how feeble must be the rays which penetrate

these great depths.

The subaqueous vegetation of the Mediterranean is,

upon the whole, distinct from that of the Atlantic on

the west, and that part of the Arabian gulf which is

immediately contiguous on the south. Other botanical

provinces are found iit the West Indian spas, including

the gulf of Mexico ; in the ocean which washes the

shores of South America ;
in the Indian Ocean and its

gulfs; in the seas of Australia; and in the Atlantic

basin, from the 40th degree of north latitude to the

pole. There are very few sv.pecies common to the C'Sast

of Europe and the United States of North America,

and none conr.man to the Straits of Magellan and the

shores of Van Diemen’s Land.

It must flot be overlooked, that the distinctness

alluded to between the vegetation of these several

countries relates strictly to speciesy and not to forms.

In regard to the numerical preponderance of certain

forms, and many peculiarities of internal structure,

jthere is a marked agreement in the vegetable produc-

tions of districts placed in corresponding latitudes, and

under similar physical circumstances, however remote

their position. /Ihus there are innuigp^erable points of

analogy between the vegetation of the Brazils, equi-

noctial Africa, and India ; and there are also points of

difference wherein the plants of these regions are dis-
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tinguisbable from all exira-tropical groups. Biit there

are very few species common to the three continents.

The same may be said, if wl compare the plants of

the Straits of Magellan with those of Van Dyemen’s

Land, or the vegetation of the United States with that

of the middle of Europe : the species are distinct, but

the forms are in a great degree analogous.

Let us now consider what means^of diffusion, inde-

pendently of the agency of man, are possessed

plants, whereby, in the course of hges^ they may be

enabled to stra^ from one of the botanical provinces

above mentioned to another, and to establish new

colonies at a great distance from their birth-place.

Manner in lohicli plants hecorie doused,— Winds.--—

The principal of the inanimate agents provided by

nature for scattering the seeds of plants over the globe,

are the movements of the atmosphere and of the ocean,

and the constant flow of water from the mountains to

the sea. To begin with •4;he winds : a great number

of seeds are furnished with downy and feathery

appendages, enabling them, when ripe^ to float in the

air, and to be wafted easily to great distances by the

most gentle breeze. Other plants are fitted for dis-

persion by means of an attache*d wing, in the case of

the fir-tree, so th|^t they are caught up by the wind as

they fall from the cone, and are carried to a distance.

Amongst the comparatively small number of plants*

known to Linnaeus, no less t^an 1 3S genera are

n^ierated as having^winged seeds.

As winds often prevail jfor days, weeks, or even

months togetlifcr, in the same direotion, these means

of transportation may sometim*es be without limits;

and even the heavier grains may be borne through con-

c 4?
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siderable spaces, in a very slwart time, during ordinary

tempests; for strong gales, which can sweep along

grains of sand, often rfiove at the rate of about forty

miles an hour, and if the storm be very violent, at the

'Tate of fifty-si» miles.* The hurricanes of tropical

regions, which root up trees and throw down,buildings,

sweep along at the rate of ninety miles an hour ; so

that, for however,.short a time they prevail, they may
carry even the heavier fruits and seeds over friths and

seas of considerable width, and doubtless, are often

the means of introducing into islands ‘the vegetation of

adjoining continents. Whirlwinds are also instrumental

in bearing along heavy vegetable substances to con-

siderable distances, l^aght ones may frequently be ob-

served in o\ir fields, in summer, carrying up haycocks

into the air, and then letting fall small tufts of hay far

and wide over the country ; but they are sometimes so

powerful as to dry up lakes and ponds, and to break
' off the boughs of trees, and- carry them up in a wMrl-

ing column of air.

Franklin tells us, in one of his letters, that he saw,

in Maryland, a whirlwind which began by taking up

the dust whidi lay in the road, in the form of a sugar-

loaf with the pointed ^nd downwards, and soon after

grew to the height of forty or fifty ^eet, being twenty

or thirty in diameter. It advanced in a direction con-

« trary to the wind; and although the rotatory motion of

column was surprisingly rapid, its onward progress

was sufficiently slow to allow a man to keep pace with

it on foot, franklin followed it on horseback, accom-

panied by his S0in, for three-quarters^’of a mile, and

saw it enter a wood, where it twisted and turned

• Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes.
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round large trees with surprising force. These were

carried up in a spiral lin^, and were seen flying in

the air, together with boughs and innumerable leaves,

which, from their height, appeared reduced 4o the

apparent size of flies. As this cause operates at difier-*

ent intervals of time throughout a great portion of

the earth’s surface, it may be the means of bearing not

only plants but insects, land-testac^a and their eggs,

with many other species of animals, to points whieh

they could never otherwise have readied, and from

which they ma/ then begin to propagate themselves

again as from a new centre.

Distribution of cryptogamous plants•—^^It has been

found that a great numerical proportion of the excep-

tions to the limitation of species to certain* quarters of

the globe, occur in the various tribes of cryptogamic

plants. Linnaeus observed that, as the germs of plants

of this class, such as mosses, fungi, and lichens, con-

sist»of an impalpable powider, the particles of which

are scarcely visible to the naked eye, there is no dif-

ficulty to account for their being dispersed throughout

the atmosphere, and carried to every point of the

globe, where there is a station fitted for tlien^. Lichens

in particular ascend to great* elevations, sometimes

growing two thou^nd feet above the line of perpetual

snow, at the utmost limits of vegetation, and where

the mean temperature is nearly at the freezing point.

This elevated position must cyntribute greatly to

cifttate the dispersion of those buoyant^ particles of

widely theif fructification cor\sists.*

Some have irJerred, from the springing up of mush-

rooms whenever particular soils *and decomposed or-

• Linn., T*ur in Lapland, vol. ii. p. 282 .

c 5
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ganic matter are mixed together, that the production

of fungi is accidental, and not analogous to that of

perfect plants.* But Vries, whose autliority on these

questions is entitled to the highest respect, has shown

the fallacy of tiiis argument in favour of the old doc-

trine of equivocal generation. “ The sporuleg of fungi,”

says this naturalist, “ are so infinite, that in a single

individual of Il^ticularia maxima, I have counted

above ten millions, and so subtile as to be fccarcely

visible, often resembling thin smoke ; so light that

they may be raised perhaps by evdj^oration into the

atmosphere, and dispersed in so many ways by the

attraction of the sun, by insects, * wind, elasticity,

adhesion, &c., that A* is difficult to conceive a place

from which they may be excluded.”

Agency of rivers ami currents,— In considering, in

the next place, the instrumentality of the aqueous

agents of dispersion, 1 cannot do better than cite

the words of one of ouv ablest botanical writers.

“ The mountain stream or torrent,” observes Keith,

‘‘ washes down to the valley the seeds which may ac-

cidentally fall into it, or which it may happen to sweep

from its bartivs when it suddenly overflows them. The

broad and majestic rrver, winding along the extensive

plain, and traversing the continents of the world,

conveys to the distance of many hundreds of miles

the seeds tha^ may have vegetated at its source.

Thus the soutjiern shores of the Baltic are visited by

seeds which grew in the interior of Germany
; 'and

the western shores of the Atlantic by seeds tl\;at have

been generated in the interior of Aieerica.”f Fruits,

* Lindley, Introd. to Nat. Syst, of Botany, who cites Fries.

f System of Physiological Botany, voj. ii. p. 405.
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moreover, indigenous to^meriqa and the West Indies,

such as that of the Mimosa scandens, the cashew-nut,

and others, have been known to be drifted across the

Atlantic by the Gulf stream, on the western coasts of

Europe, in such a state that they migHt have vegetated

had the. climate and soil been favourable. Among
these the Guilandina Bonduc, a leguminous plant, is

particularly mentioned, as having been raised from a

seed fhund on the west coast of Ireland.*

Sir Hans Sloane states, that several Jcinds of beans

cast ashore on tlie Orkney Isles, and the coast of Ire-

land, are derived from trees which grow in the West
Indies, and many of them in Jamaica. He conjectures

that they may have been conveyed by rivers into the

sea, and then by the Gulf stream to greater distances,

in the same manner as the sea-weed called Lenticula

marina, or Sargasso, which grows on the rpcks about

Jamaica, is known to be “ carried by the winds and

current towards the coasfrof Florida, and thence into

the North American ocean, where it lies very thick on

the surface of the sea.”f

The absence of liquid matter in the composition of

seeds renders them comparatively ir^sensiye to heat

and cold, so that they may be carried without detri-

ment through climates where the plants themselves

would instantly perish. Such is their power of resist-

ing the effects of heat, that SpaHanzani mentiofts

some seeds that germinated jjfter having been boil^^

in water.J When, therefore, a strong gale, after

blowing violently off the land for a time, dies away,

* Brown, Append, to Tuckey, No. V. p. 481.

f Phil. Trans., 1696.

^ System of Physiological Botany, vol. ii. p. 403.

c 6
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and the seeds alight upon the surface of the waters,

or wherever the ocean, by eating away the sea- cliffs,

throws down into its waves plants which would never

otherwise approach the shores, the tides and currents

t)ecome active /nstruments in assisting the dissemin-

ation of almost all classes of the vegetable kingdom.

In a collection of six hundred plants from the

neighbourhood oC the river Zaire, in Africa, Mr.

Bjjown found that thirteen species were also mot with

on the opposite shores of Guiana and Brazil. He re-

marked that most of these plants wefe found only on

the lower parts of the river Zaire, and were chiefly

such as produced seeds capable of retaining their

vitality a long time in^ihe currents of the ocean.

The migration of plants aided by isla'nds .— Islands,

moreover, and even the smallest rocks, play an im-

portant part in aiding such migrations ; for when seeds

alight upon them from the atmosphere, or are thrown

up by the surf, they often, vegetate, and sujiply the

winds and waves with a repetition of new and un-

injured crops fof fruit and seeds. These may after-

wards pursue their course through the atmosphere, or

along tlie^suHace of the sea, in the same direction.

The number of plants found at any given time on an

islet affords us no test whatever of the extent to

which it may have co-operated towards this end,

since a variety (Of species may first thrive there and

4lien perish, and be followed by other chance-comers

like themselves.

Currents and winds in the arctic regions drift^along

icebergs covered with an alluvial soilfon which herbs

and pine-saplings are seen growing, which may often

continue to vegetate on some distant shore where the

ice-island is stranded.
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Dispersion of marine^ plants,—With respect to

marine vegetation, the seeds, being in their native

element, may remain immersetl in water without in-

jury for indefinite periods, so that there is no difficulty

in conceiving the diffusion of species wherever uncon-*

genial clijpliates, contrary currents, and other causes,

do not interfere. All are familiar with the sight of the

floating sea-weed,

“ Flung from the rock on ocean’s foam to Sail,

Where’er the surg^ may sweep, the tempest’s Breath prevail.”

Remarkable accumulations of that species of sea-

weed generally known as gulf-wc^d, or sargasso,* occur

on each side of the equator in the Atlantic, Pacific,

and Indian Oceans. Columbus and other navigators,

who first encountered these banks of algae in the

Northern Atlantic, compared them to vast,inundated

meadows, and state that they retarded the progress of

,

thSir vessels. The most* extensive bank is a little

west of the meridian of Fayal, one of the Azores,

between latitudes 35° and 36° : violedt north winds

sometimes prevail in this space, and drive the sea-

weed to low latitudes, as far as the .g4th or even the

20th degree.*

The hollow pod-like receptacles in which the seeds

of many algae are lodged, and the filaments attached

to the seed-vessels of others, seem •intended to gi^e

buoyancy ; and I may observe»that these hydrophytes

are in general proliferous^ so that the smaVest fragment

of a •branch can be developed into a perfect plant.

The seeds, moftover, of the greater number of species

are enveloped with a mucous matter like that which

Greville, Introduction to Algae Britannicae, p. 12.
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surrounds the eggs of some,fish, and which not only

protects them from injury, but serves to attach them

to floating bodies or to^ rocks*

Aguncy of animals in the distt'ihution of plants,-^

But we have a»»yet considered part only of the fertile

resources of nature for conveying seeds to a distance

from their place of growth. The various tribes of

animals are busily enj^aged in furthering an object

vjhence they derive such important advantages.'* Some-

times an express provision is found in the structure of

seeds to enable them to adhere fiihnly by prickles,

hooks, and hairs, to the coats of animals, or feathers

of the winged tribe, to which they remain attached

for weeks, or even mSbnths, and are borne along into

every region whither birds or quadrupeds may migrate.

Linnaeus enumerates fifty genera of plants, and the

number now known to botanists is much greater, which

are armed with hooks, by which, when ripe, they

adhere to the coats of aninpals. Most of these vege-

tables, he remarks, require a soil enriched with dung.

Few have failtid to mark the locks of wool hanging on

the thorn-bushes, wherever the sheep pass, and it is

probable that^ the wolf or lion never give chase to her-

bivorous animals without being unconsciously subser-

vient to this part of the vegetable economy.

A deer has strayed from the herd when browsing on

some rich pasture, when he is suddenly alarmed by

^he approach of| his foe. He instantly takes to flight,

dashing through many a thicket, and swimming across

many a river and lake. The seeds of the herbs and

shrubs which have adhered to his smoking flanks, are

washed off again b}^ the waters. The thorny spray is

torri off, and fixes itself in his hairy coat, until bruslied

oif again in other thickets and copses. Even on the
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spot where the victim i^ devoured many of the seeds

which he had swallowed immediately before the chase

may be left on the ground ilhinjured, and ready to

spring up in a new soil.

The passage, indeed, of undigested seeds through

the stonjdchs of animals is one of the most efficient

causes of the dissemination of plants, and is of all

others, perhaps, the most likely ^o be overlooked.

Few are ignorant that a portion of the oats eaten by a

horse preserve their germinating fifcult^ in the dung.

The fact of their being still nutritious is not lost on

the sagacious rook. To many, says Linnaeus, it seems

extraordinary, &nd something of a prodigy, that when

a field is well tilled and sown vdth the best wheat, it

frequently produces darnel or the wild o^t, especially

if it be manured with new dung: they do not consider

that the fertility of the smaller seeds is not destroyed

in the stomachs of animals.*

Agency of birds.— So]jpe birds of the order Pas-

seres devour the seeds of plants in great quantities,

which they eject again in very distant places, without

destroying its faculty of vegetation ; thus a flight of

larks will fill the cleanest field with a great quantity of

various kinds of plants, as tlffe melifot^ trefoil (Medi^

cago lupidina)^ and others whose seeds are so heavy

that the wind is not able to scatter them to any dis-

tance.f In like manner, the blaclcbird and missel-

thrush, when they devour berries in^too great quanti-

ties, are known to consign them to the earth undigested

in tl^eir excremenf.:]:

* Linnaeus, Amoen. Acad., vol. ii. p. 409.

f Amocn. Acad., vol. iv. Essay 75. § 8.

t Ibid., vol^vi. § 22.
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Pulpy fruits serve quadrupeds and birds as food,

while their seeds, often hard and indigestible, pass

uninjured through th^' intestines, and are deposited

far from their original place of growth in a condition

peculiarly fit for vegetation. So well are the farmers,

in some parts of England, aware of this fact, that when

they desire to raise a quick-set hedge in the shortest

possible time, they feed turkeys with the haws of the

cpmmon \vh\tG-ihorn {OratmgmOxycLcanthd), ar.d then

sow the stones which are ejected in their excrement,

whereby they gain an entire year in file growth of the

plant.f Birds when they pluck cherries, sloes, and

haws, r fly away with them to some convenient place;

and when they have devoured the fruit, drop the stone

into the grqund. Captain Cook, in his account of the

volcanic island of Tanna, one of the New Hebrides,

which he visited in his second voyage, makes the fol-

lowing interesting observation :— “ Mr. Forster, in his

botanical excursion this (ky, shot a pigeon, in the

craw of which was a wild nutmeg. He took some

pains to find the tree on this island, but his endeavours

were without success.”:[: It is easy, therefore, to per-

ceive, that bifds in their migrations to great distances,

and even across seas, niay transport seeds to new isles

and continents.

The sudden deaths to which great numbers of fru-

givorous birds are annually exposed must not be

^mitted as auxiliary to the transportation of seeds to

new habitations. When the sea retires from the shore,

Smith’s Introd. Vo PJp?^s. and Syst. Botany, p. 304. 1807.

f This information was communicated to me by Professor

Henslow, of Cambridge,

\ Book iii. ch. iv.
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and leaves fruits and seeds on
^
the beach, or in the

mud of estuaries, it might, by the returning tide, wash

them away again, or destroy them by long immersion;

but when they are gathered by land birds which fre-

quent the sea-side, or by waders and vRater-fowl, they

are often t)bme inland ; and if the bird to whose crop

they have been consigned is killed, they may be left to

grow up far from the sea. Let sucli^ an accident hap-

pen buir once in a century, or a thousand years, it wi'H

be sufficient to spread many of the* plants from one

continent to another ; for, in estimating the activity of

these causes, we must not consider whether they act

slowly in relation to the period o^ our observation, but

in reference to the duration of species in general.

Let us trace the operation of this cause in. connexion

with others. A tempestuous wind bears the seeds of a

plant many miles through the air, and then delivers

them to the ocean ;
the oceanic current drifts them to

a distant continent ; by th» fall of the tide they be-

come the food of numerous birds, and one of these is

seized by a hawk or eagle, which, soaring across hill

and dale to a place of retreat, leaves, after devouring

its prey, the unpalatable seeds to ^spfing^ up and

flourish in a new soil.

The machinery ^^efore adverted to is so capable of

disseminating seeds over almost unbounded spaces,

that were we more intimately acquainted with the

economy of nature, we might pjobably. explain all the

ins1:ances which occur of the aberration ^f plants to

great distances from their native countries. The real

difficulty which iiiust present itself to* every one who
contemplates the present geographical distribution of

species, is the small number of exceptions to the rule

of the non-intermiiij^ure of different groups of plants.
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Why have they not, supposing them to have been ever

so distinct originally, become more blended and con-

founded together in the lapse of ages?

Agency ofman in the dispersion of plants.—But in

addition to aU the agents already enumerated as in-

strumental in diffusing plants over the glohe» we have

still to consider man— one of the most important of

all. He transpcjrts with him, into every region, the

vegetables which he cultivates for his wants*; and is

the involuntary* means of spreading a still greater

number which are useless to him,* or even noxious.

“ When the introduction ofcultivated plants is of recent

date, there is no difficulty in tracing* their origin ; but

when it is of high antiquity, we are often ignorant of

the true qountry of the plants on which we feed. No

'

one contests the American origin of the maize or the

potato ; nor the origin, in the old world, of the coffee-

tree, ancl of wheat. But there are certain objects of

culture, of very ancientt>date, between the trt^ics,

such, for example, as the banana, of which the origin

cannot be verified. Armies, in modern times, have

been known to carry, in all directions, grain and cul-

tivated vegfetables from one extremity of Europe to

the other
;
^and thu3 have shown us how, in more

ancient times, the congests of Alexander, the distant

expeditions of the Romans, and afterwards the cru-

-sades, may ha//e transported many plants from one

part of the wo^’ld to the other.”*

But, besides the plants used in agriculture, *the

number which have been naturalized by accident, or

which man has.spread unintentionally) ^ considerable.

One of our old autlTors, Josselyn, gives a catalogue of

* De Candolle, Essai Elemea. &c., p, 50.
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such plants as had, in his jime, sprung up in the colony

since the English planted and kept cattle in New
England. They were two^and-tVenty in number. The
common nettle was the first which the settlers noticed;

and the plantain was called by the Indians English- '

man’s foot^*’ as if it sprung from their footsteps.*

“ We have introduced everywhere,” observes De
Candolle, “ some weeds which grow ^mong our various

kinds ofi wheat, and which have teen received, perhaps,

originally from Asia along with them.* Thus, togettfer

with the BarbaryVheat, the inhabitants of the south of

Europe have sown, for many ages, the plants of Algiers

and Tunis. Wifh the wools and^ cottons of thejilast,

or of Barbary, there are often brought into France the

grains of exotic plants, some of which natur^ilize them-

selves. Of this I will cite a striking example. There

is, at the gate of Montpellier, a meadow set apart for

drying foreign wool after it has been washed. There

hardly passes a year withoiy; foreign plants being found

naturalized in this drying-ground. I have gathered

there Centaurea parviflora, Psoralea j^laestina, and

Hypericum crispum.” This fact is not only illus-

trative of the aid which man lends inadvertently to

^e propagation of plants, but if also demonstrates the

multiplicity of se^ds which are borne about in the

woolly and hairy coats of wild animals.

The same botanist mentions instances of plants

naturalized in seaports by the ballas| of ships; and

several examples of others whicli have spread through

Europe from botanical gardens, so as to have become

more common then many indigenous species.

It is scarcely a century, says* Linnaeus, sirjcc the

Quarttrly Review, vol. xxx. p, 8.
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Canadian erigeron, or flea-bane, was brought from

America to the botanical garden at Paris ; and already

the seeds have been carried by the winds, so that it is

diffused over France, the British islands, Italyjf Sicily,

Holland, and ^Oermany.* Several others are men-

tioned by the Swedish naturalist, as having been dis-

persed by similar means. The common thorn-apple

{Datura Stramopium)^ observes Willdenow, now grows

as a noxious weed throughout all Europe, ^ith the

exception of Sweden, Lapland, and Russia. It came

from the East Indies and Abyssinia 'to us, and was so

universally spread by certain quacks who used its seed

as an emetic.f

In hot and ill-cultivated countries, such natural-

izations take place more easily. Thus the Cheno-

podium ambrosioides, sown by Mr. Burchell on a point

of St. Helena, multiplied so in four years as to become

one of the commonest weeds in the island.J

The most remarkable proof, says De Candolle, of

the extent to which man is unconsciously the instru-

ment of dispersing and naturalizing species, is found in

the fact, that in New Holland, America, and the Cape

of Good^Hope,^ the aboriginal European species exceed

in number a)l the ottiers which have come from anJI

distant regions ; so that, in this instance, the influence

of man has surpassed that of all the other causes

which tend to disseminate plants to remote districts.

Although we are l;»ut slightly acquainted, as yet,

with the extent of our instrumentality in naturalizing

species, yet the facts ascertained afford no small rea-

son to suspect,* that the number wh^h we introduce

* Essay on the Habitable Earth, Amcen. Acad., vol. ii. p. 409.

t Principles of Botany, p. 389. \ Ibid,
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unintentionally exceeds aU those transported by de-

sign. Nor is it unnatural to suppose that the func-

tions, which the inferior beings, extirpated by man,

once discharged in the economy of nature, should

devolve upon the human race. If drive many
birds of pa^^age from different countries, we are pro-

bably required to fulfil their office of carrying seeds,

eggs of fish, insects, molluscs, and otjier creatures, to

distant regions; if we destroy quadrupeds, we must*

replace them, not merely as consumers of the animd

and vegetable substances which they devoured, but as

disseminators of plants, and of the inferior classes of

the animal kingdom. I do not m^an to insinuate*that

the very same changes which man brings about would

‘have taken place by means of the agency, of other

species, but merely that he supersedes a certain

number of agents ; and so far as he disperses plants

unintentionally, or against his will, his intervention

is strictly analogous to that of the species so extir-

pated.

I may observe, moreover, that if, at fonner periods,

the animals inhabiting any given district have been

partially altered by the extinction of^some ^species,

a«id the introduction of others,*whetherJ)y new cre-

ations or by immigi^ption, a change must have taken

place in regard to the particular plants conveyed about

with them to foreign countries. Asf for example,

when one set of migratory bircjs is sixbstituted for

another, the countries from and to whicl^ seeds are

transported are immediately changed. Vicissitudes,

therefore, analogcjis to those which man lias occasioned,

may have previously attended the springing up of new
relations between species in the vegetable and animal

worlds.
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It may also be rernarkedy> that if man is the most

active agent in enlarging, so also is he in circumscrib-

ing tlie geographical boundaries of particular plants.

He promotes the migration of some, he retard# that of

other species, ^so that, while in many respects he ap-

pears to be exerting his power to blend and confound

the various provinces of indigenous species, he is, in

other ways, instrumental in obstructing the fusion

kito one group of the inhabitants of contiguous pro-

vinces.

Thus, for example, when two botanical regions

exist in the same great continent, such as the European

region^ comprehending the central parts of Europe

and those surrounding the Mediterranean, and the

Oriental region^ as it has been termed, embracing the

countries adjoining the Black Sea and the Caspian,

the interposition between these of thousands of square

miles of cultivated lands, opposes a new and powerful

barrier against the mutual interchange of indigenous

plants. Botanists are well aware that garden plants

naturalize and diffuse themselves with great facility in

comparatively unreclaimed countries, but spread them-

selves slpwty ^nd with difficulty in districts highly

cultivated. There are many obvious causes for this

difference : by drainage and cultural the natural variety

of stations is diminished, and those stray individuals

by which the passage of a species from one fit station

to another is cffectecj, are no sooner detected by the

agriculturisjj, than they are uprooted as weeds. The
larger shrubs and trees, in particular, can scarcely

ever escape observation, when the)^ have attained a

certain size, and will rarely fail to be cut down if

unprofitable.

The same observations are applicable to the inter-
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change of the insects, birds, and quadrupeds of two

regions situated like those above Eluded to. No beasts

of prey are permitted to make •their way across the

intervening arable tracts. Many birds, and hundreds

of insects, which would have found s#me palatable

food amongst the various herbs and trees of the prim-

eval wilderness, are unable to subsist on the olive,

the vine, the wheat, and a few trges and grasses

favourecUby man. In addition, therefore, to his direct*

intervention, man, in this case, operates indirectly to

impede the disseitiination of plants, by intercepting

the migrations of animals, many of which would other-

wise have been attive in transpor^ng seeds from, one

province to another.

• Whether, in the vegetable kingdom, the,influence

of man will tend, after a considerable lapse of ages, to

render the geographical range of species in general

more extended, as De Candolle seems to anticipate, or

whether the compensating agency above alluded to,

will not counterbalance the exceptions caused by our

naturalizations, admits at least of some doubt. In the

attempt to form an estimate on this subject, we must
be careful not to underrate, or almost (tverlook, as

» •
some’ appear to have done, the* influence of man in

checking the diffusion of plants, and restricting their

distribution to narrower limits.
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CHAPTER VI.

LAV^ WHICH REGULATE THE GEOGRAPHICAL HISTRIBU-

Tioi^' OF tPEciEs

—

continued.

Geographical distribution of animals— Buifon on specific dis-

tinctness of quadrupeds of old and new world— Different re-

gions of indigenous mammalia— Quadrupeds in islands—
B^nge of the Cetacep— Dispersion of quadrupeds (p. 54.)

— their powers of swimming— Migratory instincts— Drifting

of animals on ice-floes (p. 61.)— On floating islands of drift-

timber— !tM[igrations of Cetacea— Habitations of birds (p. 67.)

— Their migrations and facilities of diffusion— Distribution of

reptiles, ,and their powers of dissemination.

Geographical distribution ^of animals.— Although
in speculating on philosophical possibilities,” said

BuiFon, the same temperature might have been

expected, al^ other circumstances being equal, to pro-

duce the*same1beings. in different parts of the globe,

both in the afiimal and vegetable kingdoms, yet it is an

undoubted fact, that when AmericaVas discovered, its

indigenous quadrupe<|| were all dissimilar to those

previously known in t^ old w'orld. The elephant, the

rhinoceros, the hippITpotamus, the camelopard, the

camel, the Vlromedary, the buffalG, the horse, the ass,

the lion, the tiger, the apes, the baboons, and a number

of other mammalia,vwere nowhere to be met with on

the new continent; while in the old, the American

species, of the same great class, were nowhere to be
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seen— the tapir, the lama, the jjecari, the jaguar, the

couguar, the agouti, the paca, the coati, and the sloth.”

These phenomena, although few in number relatively

to the whole animate creation, were so striking and so

positive in their nature, that the great F^nch naturalist

caught sight at once of a general law in the geographi-

cal distribution oforganic beings, namely, the limilMion

of groups of distinct species to ^regions separated from

the rest? of the globe by certain natural barriers. It

was, therefore, in a truly philosophicaf spijit that, rely-

ing on the clearness of the evidence obtained respecting

the larger quadrupeds, he ventured to call in question

tlie identifications announced bytsome contemporary

naturalists of species of animals said to be common to

the southern extremities of America and Africa.*

Causes which prevent the migration ofanimals.—The
migration of quadrupeds from one part of the globe to

another, observes one of our ablest writers, is pre-

vented by uncongenial cliraates and the branches of

the ocean which intersect continents. “ Hence, by a

reference to the geographical site of courrtries, we may
divide the earth into a certain number of regions fitted

to become the abodes of particular grojip? o^animals,

and we shall find, on inquiry, that each (jf these pro-

vinces, thus conj(iCturally marked out, is actually

inhabited by a distinct nation of quadrupeds.”f

Where the continents of^ old 4ind new world

approximate to each other towi^s theaiorth, the nar-

BifflTon, vol, V.— On the Virginian Opossum,

t Prichard’s PhystHist. of Mankind, vol. i. p. 54. In some

of the preliminary chapters will be found a sketch of the leading

acts illustrative of the geographical distribution of animals, drawn

up with the author’s usual clearness and ability.

VOL. III. D
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row straits which separate 4hem are frozen over in

winter, and the distance is further lessened by intet-

vening islands. Thus a passage from one continent to

another becomes practicable to such quadrupeds as

are fitted to enflure the intense cold of the arctic circle.

Accordingly, the whole arctic region has become one of

the provinces of the animal kingdom, and contains many
species common to bot];i the great continents. But the

(temperate regions of America, which are separated by

a wide extei^ of ocean from those of Europe and Asia,

contain each a distinct nation ofindigenous quadrupeds.

There are three groups of tropical mammalia belong-

ing severally to Ametica, Africa, and continental India,

each inhabiting lands separated from each other by
the ocean.*

In Peru and Chili, says Humboldt, the region of the

grasses, which is at an elevation of from 12,300 to

15,400 feet, is inhabited by crowds of lama, guanaco,

and alpaca. These quadrupeds, which here represent

the genus camel of the ancient continent, have not

extended theiliselves eitherto Brazil or Mexico; because,

during their journey, they must necessarily have de-

scended jnto regions that were too hot for them.*

Animals iu New Aollcmd.—New Holland is well

known to contain a most singular and characteristic

assemblage of mammiferous animals, consisting of more
than forty species of the marsupial family, or those
furnished with a pouch under the belly for their youjng
of which a'^arcely any congeners occur elsewhere,
except a few species in some islandsVthe Indiah archi-

pelago and the opossums of AmeriA. There are, it

appears, some examples of marsupial animals in the

• Description of the Equatorial Regions.
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eastern hemisphere out bf the •Australian continent.

Thus the Phalangista vulpina «inhabits both Sumatra

and New Holland ; the P. ursina is found in the

island of Celebes ; P. chrysorrhos, in the Moluccas ;

P. macula^a, and P. cavifrons, in I?anda and Am-
boyna.*

This almost exclusive occupation of the Australian

continent by the kangaroos andothei^tribes of pouched

animals, although it has justly excited great attention,

is a fact, nevertliyeless, in strict accordance with the

general laws of the distribution of species ; since, in

other parts of the globe, we find peculiarities of form,

structure, and habit, in birds, reptiles, insects, pr plants,

confined entirely to one hemisphere, or one continent,

and sometimes to much narrower limits.

In tile south of Africa.— The southern region of

Africa, where that continent extends into the temperate

zone, constitutes another separate zoological province,

surrounded as it is on three *sides by the ocean, and cut

off from the countries ofmilder climate, in the northern

hemisphere, by the intervening torrid zone. In many
instances, this region contains the same genera which

are found in temperate climates to t\fe norfhward of

the line : but then the southern are diffel'ent from the

northern species. • Thus, in the south we find the

quagga and the zebra ; in the north, the horse, the ass^

and the jiggetai of Asia.

The south of Africa is spr^d out* into fine level

plains from the tropic to the Cape ; in this*region, says

Pennant, besides the horse genus, of which five species

have been founJI there are also^ peculiar species of

rhinoceros, tlie hog, and the hyrax, among pachyder-

TeYnminck, Mammologie.
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matous races ; and amongst t‘he ruminating, the giraffe,

the Cape buffalo, and a variety of remarkable antelopes,

as the springbok, the oryx, the gnou, the leucophoe,

the pygarga, and several others.*

In the Indian archipelago*— The Indian archipelago

presents peculiar phenomena in regard to its Indigenous

mammalia, which, in their generic character, recede, in

some respects, frOm that of the animals of the Indian

coaitinent, and approximate to the African. The Sunda

isles contain- a hippopotamus, which is wanting in the

rivers of Asia ; Sumatra, a peculiar species of tapir,

and a rhinoceros resembling the African more than

the Indian species, bilit specifically distinguishable from

both.f

Beyond the Indian archipelago is an extensive region,

including New Guinea, New Britain, and New Ireland,

together with the archipelago of Solomon’s Islands, the

New Hebrides, and Louisiade, and the more remote

group of islands hi the great southern ocean, which

may be considered as forming one zoological province.

Although these remarkable countries are extremely

fertile in thpir vegetable productions, they are almost

wholly destitute of native warm-blooded quadrupeds,

except a few species of bats, and some domesticated

animals in the possession of the naftves.|

Quadrupeds in islands.— Quadrupeds found on

islands situated*^ near the continents generally form a

part of the sto^k of a^iimals belonging to the adjacent

mainland ;
^ but small islands remote from continents

• Pennant*s Hist, of Quadrupeds, cited by Prichard, Phys,

Hist, of Mankind, voL i. p. 66.

f Prichard, Phys. Hist, of Mankind, vol. i. p. 66. ; Cuvier,

Ann. du Musdum, tom. vii.

t Pri<^ard, ibid., p. 56.
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are in general altogether destitute of land quadrupeds,

except such as appear to have Ueen conveyed to them

by men. Kerguelen’s Land, Juan Fernandez, thq Gal-

lapagos, and the Isles de Lobos, are ej:amples of this

fact. Among all the groups of fertile islands in the

Pacific Ocean, no quadrupeds have been found, except

dogs, hogs, rats, and a few bats. The bats have been

found iii New Zealand and the Tnore westerly groups

i

they may probably have made theit way along the

chain of islands vihich extend from the shores of New
Guinea far into the Southern Pacific. The hogs and

the dogs appear to have been conveyed by the nj^tives

from New Guinea. The Indian islands, near New
Guinea, abound in oxen, buffaloes, goats, deer, hogs,

dogs, cats, and rats ; but none of them are said to have

reached New Guinea, except the hog and the dog. The
New Guinea hog is of the Chinese variety, 'and was

probably brought from some of the neighbouring

islands, being the animal most in request among
savages. It has run wild in New Guinesy Thence it

has been conveyed to the New Hebrides, the Tonga

and Society Isles, and to the Marquesas ; Imt it is still

wanting in the more easterly islasids, anfl, to tfie south-

ward, in New Caledonia.

Dogs may be traced from New Guinea to the New
Hebrides and Fiji Isles ; but they are^wanting in the,

Tonga Isles, though found among the Society and

Sandwich islanders, by some of*whom th^ are used

for food : to the soutlfward they have been conveyed to

New Caledonia a^d New Zealand. In Easter Island,

the most remotely situated in this lacean, there are no

domestic animals except fowls and rats, which are

eaten by the natives : these animals are found in most

of the islands; the fowls are probably from New Guinea.

D 3
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Rats are to be found even on some desert inlands^

whither they may hfive been conveyed by canoes

whicji have occasionally approached the shore. It is

known, also, that rats occasionally swim in large num-

bers to considerable distances.” *

Geographical range of the cetacea,— It is natural

to suppose that the geographical range of the different

jspecies of cetacea should be less correctly a803rtained

than that of the terrestrial mammifers. It is, however,

well known that the whales which aie obtained by our

fishers in the South Seas are distinct from those of the

North ; ai^d the san^e dissimilarity has been found in

all the other marine animals of the same class, so far

as they have yet been studied by naturalists.

Dispersion of quadrupeds,— Let us now inquire

what facilities the various land quadrupeds enjoy of

spreading themselves over the surface of the earth.

In the first place, as thejr numbers multiply, gll of

them, whether they feed on plants, or prey on other

animals, are, disposed to scatter themselves gradually

over as wide an area as is accessible to them. But

before they have extended their migrations over a

large space, thhy are usually arrested either by the sea,

or a zone of uncongenial climate,^ or some lofty and

unbroken chain of mountains, or a tract already occu-

,pied by a hostile and more powerful species.

Their powers of swimming,— Rivers and narrow

friths can seldom interfere with their progress; for*the

greater part of them swim well,®and few are without

this power when urged by danger gpd pressing want.

Thus, amongst beasts of prey, the tiger is seen swim-

ming about among the islands and creeks in the delta

* Prichard, Phys. Hist, of Mankind, /ol. i. p. 75.
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of the Ganges, and the jftguar traverses with ease the

largest streams in South Amejica.* The bear, also,

and the bison, cross the current of the Mississippi.

The popular error, that the common swine cannot

escape by swimming when thrown inttf the water, has

been conti*adicted by several curious and well-authenti-

cated instances during the recent floods in Scotland.

One pig, only six months old, after having been carried

down from Garmouth to the bar at the mouth of tlie

Spey, a distance^ of a quarter of a mile, swam four

miles eastward to Port Gordon, and landed safe. Three

others, of tTie s^me age and litter, swam, at the same

time, five miles to the west, and‘landed at BlacWiill.*

In an adult and wild state, these animals would

doubtless have been more strong and activej and might,

when hard pressed, have performed a much longer

voyage. Hence islands remote from the continent may
obtain inhabitants by casualities which, like the late

storms in Morayshire, m^y only occur once in many
centuries, or thousands of years, under all the same

circumstances. It is obvious that powerftil tides, winds,

and currents, may sometimes carry along quadrupeds

capable, in like manner, of preserving themselves for

hours in the sea, to very considerable distances ; and in

this way, perhaps^ the tapir (Tapir Indicus) may have

become common to Sumatra and the Malayan peninsula.

To the elephant, in particular, the "power of crossiftg

rivers is essential in a wild state, for the quantity of

food which a herd pf these animals consumes renders

it necessary that they should be constantly moving

from place to p&ce. The elephant crosses the stream

* Buffon, vol. V. p. 204.

f Sir T. D. Lauder, Bart., on the Floods in Morayshire, Aug.

1829, p. 302. se(
2
pnd edition.
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in two ways. If the bed of the river be hard, and the

water not of too great .a depth, he fords it. But when

he crosses great rivers, such as the Ganges and the

Niger, the elephant swims deep, so deep, that the end
' of his trunk onfy is out of the water ; for it is a matter

of indifference to him whether his body be completely

immersed, provided he can bring the tip of his trunk

' to the surface, so as to breathe the external air.

• Animals of the deer kind frequently take to the

water, especially m the rutting season, when the stags

are seen swimming for several leagues at a time, from

island to island, in search of the does, especially in the

Canadian lakes; and^in some countries where there

are islands near the sea shore, they fearlessly enter

the sea and swim to them. In hunting excursions, in

North America, the elk of that country is frequently

pursued for great distances through the water.

The large herbivorous animals, which are gregarious,

can never remain long in confined region, as they

consume so much vegetable food. The immense herds

of bisons which often, in the great valley of the Mis-

sissippi, blacken the surface, near the banks of that

river and, its tributaries, are continually shifting their

quarters, followed by wolves, which prowl about in

their rear, It is no exaggeration,**’ says Mr. James,

‘‘to assert, that in one place, on the banks of the

Hatte, at least ton thousand bisons burst on our sight

in an instant. In the ,morning, we again sought the

living picture; but upon all thq plain, which last

evening was so teeming with noble animals, not one

remained,” *

• Expedition from Pittsburg to the Rocky Mountains, vol. ii.

p. 153.
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Migratory instincts. —t Besides the disposition com-

mon to the individuals of every species slowly- to ex-

tend their range in search of food, in proportion as

their numbers augment, a migratory instinct* often

develops itself in an extraordinary »manner, when,*

after an unusually prolific season, or upon a sudden

scarcity of provisions, great multitudes are threatened

by famine. It may be useful^to ei)]umerate some ex-

ample^ of these migrations, because they may pwt

us upon our guard against attributing a high antiquity

to a particular species merely because it is diffused

over a great space : they show clearly how soon, in a

state of nature, a newly created?species might spread

itself, in every direction, from a single point.

In very severe winters, great numbers c£ the black

bears of America migrate from Canada into the

United States ; but in milder seasons, when they have

been well fed, they remain and hybernate in the

nopth,* The rein-deer which, in Scandinavia, can

scarcely exist to the south of the sixty-fifth parallel,

descends, in consequence of the grea1»er coldness of

the climate, to the fiftieth degree, in Chinese Tartary,

and often roves into a country of more Southern lati-

tude than any part of EnglandT.

In Lapland, an^ other high latitudes, the common
squirrels, whenever they are compelled, by want of

provisions, to quit their usual abodes, migrate in

amazing numbers, and travel djrectly. forwards, allow-

ing neither rocks and forests, nor the brq^dest waters,

to turn them from their course. Great numbers are

often drowned i« attempting to pass friths and rivers.

In like manner the small Norway rat sometimes pur-

* Richardson’sgFauna Boreali-Americana, p. 16.
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sues its migrations in ^ straight line across rivers and

lakes ; and Pennant informs us, that when the rats,

in Kamtschatka, become too numerous, they gather

together in the spring, and proceed in great bodies

'westward, swinSming ovfer rivers, lakes, and arms of

the sea. Many are droivned or destroyed «by water-

fowl or fish. As soon as they have crossed the river

Penginsk, at the head Qf the gulf of the same name,

they turn southward, and reach the rivers Judoma

and Okotsk hy the middle of July
j
a district more

than SQP miles distant from their point of departure.

The lemings, also, a small kind ofrat. are described as

natives ofthe mountailis of Kolen, in Lapland ;
and once

Fig. 49-

The Lemingy or Lapland Marmot (Mus LcT»xnus» Linn.).

or twice iji a qi^^rter of a century they appear in vast

numbers, advancing along the ground, and devouring

every green thing.” Innumerable 6ands march from

the Kolen, through Nordland and Finmark, to the

Western Ocean,*»which they immediately enter ; and,

after swimming . about ^for some time, perish. Other

bands take tfieir route through S^wedish Lapland, to

the Bothnian Gulf, where they are drowned iii the

same manner. They^ are followed in ftieir journeys by

bears, wolves, and foxes, which prey upon them inces.

santly. They generally move in lines, which are about

.three feet from each other, and exactly^ parallel, going
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directly forward through rivers and lakes ; and when

they meet with stacks of hay or corn, gnawing their

way through them instead of passing round.* These

excursions usually precede a rigorous winter, of.which

the lemings seem in some Wiy forewaitned.

Vast t];6ops of the wild ass, or onager of the an-

cients, which inhabit the liiouhtainous deserts of Great

Tartary, feed, during the summerj^’in the tracts east

and ndt*th of Lake Aral. In the autumn they collett

in herds of hundreds, and even thousands, and direct

their course tovferds the north of India, and often to

Persia, to enjoy a warm retreat during winter.f Bands

of two or three hundred quaggas, a species of wild

ass, are sometimes seen to migrate from the tropical

plains of southern Africa to the vicinity pf the Ma-
laleveen river. During their migrations they are fol-

lowed by lions, who slaughter them night by night.J

The migratory swarms of the springbolc, or Cape

antelope, afford another illustration of the rapidity

with which a species, under certain circumstances,

may be diffused over a continent. Whon the stagnant

pools of the immense deserts south of the Orange

River dry up, which often happens aftef intervals of

three or four years, myriads of these ^nimals desert

the parched soil, ^nd pour down like a deluge on the

cultivated regions near the Cape. The havoc com-
mitted by them resembles that of th% ,4frican locuste ;

and so crowded are the herds, that ‘‘^iffe lion has been

seen to walk in the midst of tlie compressed phalanx

with* only as much room between him and his victims

Phil. Trans., yo\, ii. p. 872.

+ Wood’s Zoography, vol. i. p. 11.

I On the authority of Mr. Campbell. Library of Entert.

Know., Menageries, ^lol. i. p. 152.
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L

as the fears of those immediately around could procure

by pressing outwards.” *

Dr, Horsfield mentions a singular fact in regard to

the geographical distribi^n of the Mydaus meliceps,

*an animal internLediate b^tireen the polecat and badger.

It inhabits Java, and is “ confined exclusively to those

Fig. 5a

Mydaus melidepSf or badger-hcadcd Mydaus, Lettftht including the tad,

16 inches.

mountains^which have an elevation of more than seven

^
thousand feet above tbe level of the ocean ; on these

it occurs with the same legularity as many plants.

The long-extended surface of Java, abounding with

conical points^" which exceed this elevation, affords

many places favourable for its resort. On ascending

these mountain^ the traveller scarcely fails to meet

with this animal, which, from its peculiarities, is

universally known to the inhabitantsoof these elevated

tracts, while to those of the plains it is as strange as an

afiimal from a f|lfign country. In my visits to the moun-

tainous districts,*’ I uni&rmly met with it ; and, as far

as the information of the natives c^ be relied on, it is

fou^jd on all the mountains.”f
^

* Cuvier’s Animal^^^gdom by Griffiths, vol. ii. p. 109. Li>

brary of Entert. Kno^, Menageries, vol. i. p. 366.

f Horsfield, Zoological Researches in Java, No. ii., from which

the figure is taken.
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Now, if asked to con^cture^how the Mydaus ar-

rived at the elevated regions of each of these isolated

mountains, we might say that, before the island was

peopled by man, by whoni:^their numbers are now

thinned, they may occasionftHy have multiplied so as

to be forced to collect together and migrate ; in which

case, notwithstanding the slowness of their motions,

some few would succeed in reaching |inother\nountain,

some tvrenty, nr even, perhaps, fifty miles distant
;
for

although the climate of the hot intervening plains

would be unfavodVable to them, they might support it

for a time, and would find there abundance of insects

on w*,*Ji they feed. Volcanic eruptions, whieh, at

different times, tu.ve covered the summits of some

of those lofty cones with sterile sand and wishes, may
have occasionally contributed to force on these migra-

tions.

Drifting ofanimals on ice-floes,—The power of the

terrestrial mammalia to crftss the sea is very limited,

and it was before stated that the same species is

scarcely ever common to districts widelj^ separated by

the ocean. If there be some exceptions^to this rule,

they generally admit of explanation ^ for there are

natural means whereby some animals may be floated

across the water, and the sea sometimes wears a pas-

sage through a neck of land, leaving individuals of a

species on each side of the new chanigj^ Polar beai%

are known to have been frequQjitly diified on the ice

from Greenland to Iceland: they can also swim to

considerable distances, for Captain Parry, on th%re-

turn of his shiptfthrough Barrow^s Strait, met with a

bear swimming in the water aboti# midway between

the shores, which were about forty miles apart, and
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where no ice was i^ sight.!' “ Near the east coast

of Greenland,” observes Scoresby, they have been

seen on the ice in such quantities, that they were

compared to flocks of shmep on a common ; and they

* are often found on field-fee, above two hundred miles

from the shore.”f Wolv^ in the arctic regions, often

venture upon the ice near the shore, for the purpose

of preying upon ^oungjseals, which they surprise when

ksleep. When these ice-floes get detached, thfe wolves

are often carried out to sea ; and though some may be

drifted to islands or continents, tlie greater part of

them perish, and have been often heard >in this situ-

ation*howling dreadfully, as they die\)y famine, if

During the short summer which visits Melville

Island, various plants push forth their leaves and

flowers the moment the snow is off the ground, and

form a carpet spangled with the most lively colours.

These secluded spots are reached annually by herds of

musk-oxen and rein-deer,fewhich travel immense* dis-

tances over dreary and desolate regions, to graze

undisturbed 6n these luxuriant pastures. § The rein-

deer often pass along in the same manner, by the chain

of the 4feutiqn Islands, from Behring's Straits to

Kamtschatka^ subsisting on the moss found in these

islands during their passage.
||

r

On floating islands of drift-wood,—Within the

tropics there arje no ice-floes; but, as if to compensate

for that mode of transportation, there are floating

islets of matted trees, which are often borne along

• ^Append, to Parry’s Second Voyage, y^rs 1 SI 9-20.

f Account of the ^rotic Regions, voL i. p. 518.

I Turton, in a note to Goldsmith’s Nat. Hist., vol. iii. p. 43.

§ Supplement to Parry’s First Voyage of Disc., p. 189.

[{
Godman’s American Nat. Hist, voL 1. p. 22.
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through considerable spafres. T^ese are sometimes

seen sailing at the distance of^ fifty or one hundred

miles from the mouth of the Ganges, with living trees

standing erect upon them, ^le Amazon, the Congo,

and the Orinoco, also produce these *verdant rafts,

which are .formed in the manner already described

when speaking of the great raft of the Atchafalaya, an

arm of the Mississippi, wher^ a natural bridge of

timber, len miles long, and more than two hundred*

yards wide, has existed for more than forty years, sup-

porting a luxuriant vegetation, and rising and sinking

with the water which flows beneath it.* That this

enormous mass will one day break up and send down

a multitude of floating islands to the Gulf of Mexico,

is the hope and well-founded expectation of the in-

habitants of Louisiana.

On these green islets of the Mississippi, ^observes

Malte-Brun, young trees take root, and the pistia and

nenifphar display their yelled flowers : there serpents,

birds, and the cayman alligator, come to repose, and

all are sometimes carried to the sea, andbngulphed in

its waters.f

Spix and Martius relate that,^during^heir travels* in

Brazil, they were exposed to great danger while

ascending the Ams^on in a canoe, from the vast quan-

tity of drift-wood constantly propelled against them

by the current; so much so, that their safety dependei?

on the crew being always on the ^lert ts turn aside the

trunks of trees witlj long poles. The teps alone of

some Irees appeared above water, others had their

roots attached tef them with so lyuch soil that they

* See vol. I. p. 282.

t System of*Geography, voJ. v. p, 157,
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might be compared ^to floatring islets. On these, say

the travellers, we saw^ some very singular assemblages

of animals, pursuing peacefully their uncertain way in

strange companionship. On one raft were several

grave-looking Storks, perched by the side of a party of

monkeys, who made comical gestures, and burst into

loud cries, on seeing the canoe. On another was seen

a number of du^ks and divers, sitting by a group of

^jquirrels. Next came down, upon the stem of a large

rotten cedar^tree, an enormous crocodile, by the side

of a tiger-cat, both animals regarding each other with

hostility and mistrust, but the saurian being evidently

most' at his ease, as <?onscious of his superior strength.*

In a memoir lately published, a naval officer informs

us, that, as he returned from China by the eastern pas-

sage, he fell in, among the Moluccas, with several

small floating islands of this kind, covered with man-

grove-trees interwoven with underwood. The trees

and shrubs retained their ^verdure, receiving nourish-

ment from a stratum of soil which formed a white

beach round^-the margin of each raft, where it was

exposed to the washing of the waves and the rays of

the sun.-J: occurrence of soil in such situations

may easily be explained; for all the natural bridges of

timber which occasionally connect# the islands of the

Ganges, Mississippi, and other rivers, with their banks,

are exposed to#floods of water, densely charged with

sediment. <

Captain W. H. Smyth informs me, that, when cruiz-

ing in the Cornwallis amidst the Philippine Islands, he

c

* Spix and Maitius, Reise, &c., vol. iii. pp. 101 1. 1013.

t United Service Journal, No. xxiv. p, 697.
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has more than once seerj^ after, those dreadful hur-

ricanes called typhoons, floating^masses of wood, with

trees growing upon them ; and ships have sometimes

been in imminent peril, as often as these islands were

mistaken for terra firma, when, in fact? they were in

rapid motion.

It is highly interesting to trace, in imagination, the

effects of the passage of these rjfts fr^om the mouth of

a large river to some archipelago, such as those in the*

South Pacific, raised from the deep, in CQmparatively

modern times, by tlie operations of the volcano and the

earthquake, and the joint labours of coral animals and

testacea. If a storm arise, and' the frail vessel be

wrecked, still many a bird and insect may succeed in

gaining, by flight, some island of the newiy formed

group, while the seeds and berries of herbs and shrubs,

which fall into the waves, may be thrown upon the

strand. But if the surface of the deep be calm, and

the rafts are carried along Ity a current, or wafted by

some slight breath of air fanning the foliage of the

green trees, it may arrive, after a passage of several

weeks, at the bay of an island, into which its plants

and animala may be poured out as fropi an ark, and

thus a colony of several hundred new spocies may at

once be naturalized*

The reader should be reminded, that I merely advert

to the transportation of these rafts as ofiextremely rare*

and accidental occurrence ; but* it may account, in

tropical countries, fof some of the rare e^iceptions to

the geiferal law of the confined range of species.

Migrations oj Hie cetacea.—Many of the cetacea,

the whales of the northern seas for example, are found

to desert one tract of the sea, and to visit another
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very distant, when they ard urged by want of food or

danger. The seals /ilso retire from the coasts of

Greenland in July, return again in September, and

dep^t again in March, to return in June. Thby pro-

ceed in greaY droves northwards, directing their

course where the sea is most free from ice, and are

observed to be extremely fat when they set out on

diis expedition, i:nd very lean when they come home
again.*

,

Species of<the Mediterramany Black Sea^ and Caspiariy

identicaL—Some naturalists have wondered that the

sea calves, dolphins, and other marine mammalia of

the Mediterranean and Black Sea, should be identical

ivith those found in the Caspian; and among other

fanciful theories, they have suggested that they may

dive through subterranean conduits, and thus pass

from one sea into the other. But as the occurrence

of wolves and other noxious animals, on both sides of

the British Channel, was adduced, by Desmarest, as one

of many arguments to prove that England and France

were once united ; so the correspondence of the aqua-

tic species .of the inland seas of Asia with those of the

Black Sea tends to cqnfirm the hypothesis, for which

there are abundance of independent geological data,

that those seas were connected together by straits at

no remote period of the earth’s history.

«>

Geographicah Distrd^ution and Migrations of Birds,

I shall now offer a few observations on somq of the

other divisions of the animal kingdom. Birds, not-

<

* Krantz, vol. i, p. 129., cited by Goldsmith, Nat. Hist,

vol. iii. p. 260.
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withstanding their great focomotive powers, form no

exception to the general rules akeady laid down ; but,

in this class, as in plants and terrestrial quadrupeds,

different groups of species are circumscribed within

definite limUs. We find, for example, one assemblage

in the Brazils, another in the same latitudes in Central

Africa, another in India, and a fourth in New Holland.

But son^ species, again, are so4ocal,*that in the same

archipelago, a single island frequently contains a spe-

cies found in no ctfher spot on the wholes earth ; as is

exemplified in some of the parrot tribes. In this ex-

tensive family, which are, with ^w exceptions, inha-

bitants, of tropical regions, the American group has

not one in common with the African, nor either of

these with the parrots of India.*

Another illustration is afforded by that minute and

beautiful tribe, the humming birds. The .whole of

them are, in the first place, peculiar to the new

world ; but there, although*some have a considerable

range, as the TrochilusjiammijronSy which is common

to Lima, the island of Juan Fernandez, and the Straits

of Magellan f ; other species are peculiar t(^some ofthe

West India islands, and have*not beto^ found else-

where in the western hemisphere. Thfe ornithology

of our own country affords a no less striking exempli-

fication of the same law; for the common grouse

(Tetrao scoticus) occurs nowhere in tlie known world

except in the British isles.

Some species of»the vulture tribe ard said to be

• Prichard, vol. p. 47,

f Captain King, during his late survey, found this bird at the

Straits of Magellan, in the month of May—the depth of winter

—

sucking the flowers of the large species of fuchsia, then in bloom,

in the midst of a shower of snow.
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true cosmopolites ; afid the common wild goose (Anas

anser, Linn.), if we may believe some ornithologists,

is a general inhabitant of the globe, being met with

from*^ Lapland to the Cape of Good Hope, frequent in

Arabia, Persia, China, and Japan, and in the Ame*
rican continent, from Hudson’s Bay to SoutB Carolina.*

An extraordinary range has also been attributed to the

nightingale, whibh extends from western Ejirope to

Persia, and still /arther. In a work entitled Specchio

Comparativcff, by Charles Bonaparte, many species

of birds are enumerated as common to Rome and

Philadelphia; the greater part of these are migratory,

but some of them, such as the long-eared owl (Strix

oites)f are permanent in both countries.

Their fUcilities of diffusion.— In parallel zones of

the northern and southern hemispheres, a great gene-

ral correspondence of form is observable, both in the

aquatic and terrestrial birds ; but there is rarely any

specific identity: and this phenomenon is truly re-

markable, when we recollect the readiness with which

some birds, not gifted with great powers of flight,

shift their quarters to different regions, and the facility

with which ptlfers, porsessing great strength of wing,

perform theiV aerial voyage. Some migrate periodi-

cally from high latitudes, to avoid the cold of winter,

and the accompaniments of cold,—scarcity of insects

hnd vegetable food ; others, it is said, for some pajj-

ticular kinds of nutriment required for rearing their

young : for this purpose, they often traverse the ocean

for thousands of miles, and recross it at other periods,

with equal security*

* Bewick’s Birds, vol. ii. p. 294., who cites Latham,

t Pisa, 1827 (not sold). *

^
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^ Periodical migrations, no less regular, are mentioned

by Humboldt, of many American water-fowl, from

one part of the tropics to another in a zone wjiere

there is the same temperature throughout the year.

Immense flights of ducks leave the valley of the Ori-

noco, when*the increasing depth of its waters and the

flooding of its shores prevent them from catching fish,

insects, and aquatic worms. They then betake them-#

selves to the Rio Negro and Amazort, having passed

from the eighth ami third degrees of north latitude to

the first ancl fourth of south latitude, directing their

course south-south-east. In September, when, the

Orinoco decreases and re-enters into its channel, these

•birds return northwards.*

The insectivorous swallows which visit our island

would perish during winter, if they did not annually

repair to warmer climes. It is supposed that,* in these

aerial excursions the average rapidity of their flight is

not less than fifty miles an hour ; so that, when aided

by the wind, they soon reach warmer latitudes. Spal-

lanzani calculated that the swallow can fly at the rate of

ninety-two miles an hour, and conceived th&t the rapi-

dity of the swift might be three "times greater.f The
rate of flight of the^ eider duck (Anas mollissimd) has

been ascertained to be ninety miles an hour ; and that

of hawks, and several other tribes, to be 150 miles.

When we reflect how easily different species, in a

great lapse of ages, may be eacli overtaken by gales

and hi^ricanes, andf abandoning themselves to the

tempest, be scattered at random through various

regions of the earth’s surface, whete the temperature

• Voyage aux R^giyns Equinoiiales, tome vii. p. 429.

f Fleming, PIril. Zool., vol. ii. p. 43.
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of the atmosphere, **the vegetation, and the animal

productions, might Wh suited to their wants, we shall

be prepared to find some species capriciously distri-

buted, and tq be sometimes unable to determine the

native countries of each. Captain Smyth informs me,

that, when engaged in his survey of the Me*diterranean,

he encountered a gale in the Gulf of Lyons, at the

distance of between ‘twenty and thirty leagues from

the coast of Frmice, which bore along many land birds

of various species, some of which alighted on the ship,

while others were thrown with violence against the

sail^. In this mapner islands beCOme tenanted by

species of birds inhabiting the nearest mainland.

GeographicalDistribution andDisseminationofReptiles.

A few facts respecting the third great class of ver-

tebrated animals will suffice to show that the plan of

nature in regard to their <ocation on the globe ife per-

fectly analogous to that already exemplified in other

parts of the* organic creation, and has probably been

determined by similar causes.

Hahiiations%of reptiles.— Of the great saurians, the

gavials whicii inhabit the Ganges differ from the cay-

man of America, or the crocodilb of the Nile. The

monitor of New Holland is specifically distinct from the

Indian species*, these latter, again, from the African,

and all from their congeners in the new world. So in

regard to snakes ; we find the |joa of America repre-

sented by the python, a different though nearly allied

genus in India. America is the ccfiintry of the rattle-

snake; Africa, of the cerastes ; and Asia, of the hooded

snake, or cobra di capello.

There is a legend that St. Patrick expelled all rep-
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tiles from Ireland ; and certain ft is that none of the

three species of snakes commoil in England, nor the

toad, have been observed there by naturalists. They

have our common frog, and our water-nevjt, and accord*

ing to Ray (Quad. 264?.), the green lizard {Lacerta

viridis), Sbhultes the botanist observed, a few years

since, in his tour in England, that there were two

great islands in Europe of whieh thS floras were un-

known— Sardinia and Ireland ; he might perhaps, have

added, the fauna ofi the latter country.

Migrations of the larger reptiles.— The range of the

large reptiles is, in general, quite^^ limited as that of

some orders of the terrestrial mammalia. The great

.saurians sometimes cross a considerable tract in order

to pass from one river to another
; but their motions

by land are generally slower than those of quadrupeds.

By water, however, they may transport themselves to

distant situations more easily. The larger alligator of

the (janges sometimes descends beyond the brackish

water of the Delta into the sea ; and in s^ich cases it

might chance to be drifted away by a current, and sur-

vive till it reached a shore at some distance; but such

casualities are probably very rare.*

Turtles migrate in large droves from one part of the

ocean to another (furing the ovipositing season. Dr.

Fleming, mentions, that an individual of the hawk’s,

bill turtle (Chehnia imbricata)^ so common in theAme-
rican seas, has been taken at P^a Stour, one of the

West Zetland islands+ ; and,according to Sibbald, the

* Malte-Brun says (Syst. of Geog,, toR viii. p. 193.), that a
crocodile is still preserved at Lyons that was taken from the Rbrne^
about two centuries ago ; but no particulars are given.

t Brit. Animals,^. 1^. ; who cites Sibbald.
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same animal came into Orkney." Another was taken,

in 1774^, in the Severft, according to Turton. Two in-

stances, also, of the occurrence of the leathern tortoise

(C7. coriacea)„on the coast of Corowall, in 1756, are

mentioned by Borlase. These animals ofjnore? south-

ern seas can be considered only as stragglers attracted

to our shores during uncommonly warm seasons by an

•abundant supply of fodd, or carried by the Gu\f stream,

or driven by stofms to high latitudes.

Some of the smaller reptiles lay their eggs on aquatic

plants ; and these must often be borne rapidly by rivers,

and conveyed to distant regions in a «manner similar to

the dispeiision of seeds before adverted to. But that

the larger ophidians may be themselves transported,

across the seas, is evident from the following most

interesting account of the arrival of one at the island

of St. Vincent. It is worthy of being recorded, says

Mr. Guilding, ‘‘ that a noble ^^men of the Boa
constrictor was lately conveyed to us by the currents,

twisted round the trunk of a large sound cedar tree,

which had probably been washed out of the bank

by the ^fldbds of some great South American river,

while its huge folds hung on the branches, as it waited

for its prey. The monster was fortunately destroyed

after killing a few sheep, and his skeleton now hangs

•before me in njy study, putting me in mind how much

reason 1 might have had to fear in ray future rambles

through the forests of St. Vincent, had this formidable

reptile been a pregnant female, Mnd escaped to a safe

retreat.”*

Zool. Jouru., vol. Ul p. 406. Dec. 1627.
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CHAPTER VIL

LAWS WHICH BEOULATE THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRI-

BUTION OP SPECIES

—

continued.

Geographical distribution and migrations of*fish-— of testacea—
of zoophytes (p. — Distribution of inserts— Migratory

instincts of some species— Certain types characterize particular

countries—•Their means of dissemincibn •— Geographical dis-

tribution and diffusion of man (p. -— Speculations as to

the birth-place of the human species —* Progress of human
population— Drifting of canoes to vast distsmces— On the

involuntary influence of man in extending the range of many
other species (p. 95 * )•

•

Geographical Difj^utwn and Migrations of Fish.

Although we are less acquainted with the habita-

tions of marine animals than with the gi^uping of the

terrestrial species before described, yet it is well ascer-

tained that their distribution is governed hy the same
general laws. The testimony borne by^MlVt. P6ron

and Lesueur to this important fact is remarkably

strong. These eminent naturalists, after collecting

and describing many thousand species of marine ani-

mals which they brought to Europe from the southern

hemisphere, insist most emphatically on their distinct-

ness frpm those north of the equator ; and this remark

they extend to anjpials of all classes, from those of a

more simple to those of a more complex organization

—

from the sponges and medusae to the cetacea. Among
all those which we have been able to examine/* say

VOL. III. E
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they, “ with our own eyes, qr with regard to which it

has appeared to possible to pronounce with cer-

tainty, there is not a single animal of the southern

regions which is not distinguished by essential charac-

ters from the analogous species in the northern seas.”*

The fish of the Arabian Gulf are said to^ differ en-

tirely from those of the Mediterranean, notwithstanding

the proximity of tjhiese seas. The flying-fish are found

(some stragglers excepted) only between the tropics ;

in receding /rom the line, they never approach a

higher latitude than the fortieth p^allel. Those in-

habiting the Atlantic are said to be different species

from •those of the e?a^tern ocean.f The electric gym-

notus belongs exclusively to America ; the trembler,

or Silurus^electricuSy to the rivers of Africa ; but the

torpedo, or cramp-fish, is said to be dispersed over all

tropical, and many temperate seas.:j:

All are aware that there are certain fish of passage

which have their periodical migrati^fis, like some tribes

of birds. The salmon, towards the season of spawn-

ing, ascends ^the rivers for hundreds of miles, leaping

up the cataracts which it meets in its course, and then

retreats ^gain \pto the depths of the ocean. The her-

ring and the rhaddock, after frequenting certain shores,

in vast shoals, for a series of years,# desert them again,

and resort to other stations, followed by the species

which prey ono them. Eels are said to descend into

the sea for the purpose of producing their young,

which are seen returning into the fresh water by my-
riads, extremely small in size, but possessing tha power

of surmounting every obstacle which occurs in the

* Sur les Habitations des Animaux Marius.—Ann. du Mus.,

tom. XV., cited by Prichard, Phys. Hist, of Mankind, vol. i. p. 51.

t Malte-Brun, voL i. p. 507. | Ibid.
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course of a river, by appfying tliek slimy and glutinous

bodies to the surface of rocks, tor the gates of a lock,

even when dry, and so climbing over it.* Before the

year 1800 there were no eels in Lake Wener, the.

largest inland lake in Sweden, which discharges its

waters by*the celebrated cataracts of Trolhattan. But

I am informed by Professor Nilsson that since the

canal was opened uniting tho rivtftr Gotha with th^

lake by a series of nine locks, each of great height,

eels have been observed in abundance in* the lake. It

appears, therefore, that though they were unable to

ascend the lalls, 4:hey have made {heir way by the locks,

by which in a very short space a difference of level of

114< feet is overcome.

Gmelin says, that the anseres (wild geese,* ducks, and

others) subsist, in their migrations, on the spawn offish

;

and that oftentimes, when they void the spawn, two or

three days afterwards, the eggs retain their vitality un-

imp*aired. f When there are many disconnected fresh-

water lakes in a mountainous region, at^various eleva-

tions, each remote from the other, it has often been

deemed inconceivable how they could all bacome stock-

ed with fish from one common source; 1)ut it*has been

suggested, that the minute eggs of these* animals may
sometimes be entangled in the feathers of water-fowl.

These, when they alight to wash and plume themselves

in the water, may often unconsciously contribute to

propagate swarms of fish, whidi, in flue season, will

supply them with fsod. Some of the water-beetles,

also, as the dyticidae, are amphibious, and in the even-

ing quit their lakes and pools, and, flying in the air,

transport the minute ova of fishes to distant waters.

* Phil. Trans.,
J747,*p. 395. f Amoen. Acad., Essay 75.

E 2
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In this manner some naturalists account for the fry of

fish appearing occasiorally in small pools caused by

heavy rains.
a

Geographical Distribution and Migrations of

Testacea.

The testacea, of which so great a variety of

species occurs in the sea, are a class of animals of pe-

culiar importance to the geologist ; because their re-

mains are found in strata of all ages, and generally in

a higher state of preservation than those of other

organic beings. Climate has a decided influence on

the geographical distribution of species in this class;

but as there is much greater uniformity of temperature

in the waters of the ocean, than in the atmosphere

which invests the land, the diffusion of many marine

molluscs is extensive.

Causes which limit the extension of many species.—
Some forms, as those of the nautili, volutse, and

cypraeae, attain their fullest development in warm lati-

tudes ; and njost of their species are exclusively con-

fined to them. Peron and Lesueur remark, that the

Haliotis gigantea of Van Diemen's Land, and the

Phasianella, diminish ia size as they follow the coasts

of New Holland to King George’s Sound, and entirely

disappear beyond them.* Almost all the species of

^South American shells differ from those of the Indian

Archipelago in the same latitudes ; and on the shores

of many of the islands of the South Pacific, peculiar

species have been obtained. But we are as yet by no

means able to sketch out the submarine provinces of

shells, as the botanCst has done those of the terrestrial,

and even of the subaqueous plants. There can be

Ann. du Mus. d’Hist. Nut., tom. xv.
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little doubt, however, th^ the boundaries in this case,

both of latitude and longitude, will be found in general

well defined. The continuous lines of continents,

stretching from north to south, prevent a particular

species from belting the globe, and following the*

direction of the isothermal lines. The inhabitants of

the West Indian seas, for example, cannot enter the

Pacific, without passing round through the inclement

climat€b of Cape Horn. Currents also flowing pe»-

manently in certain directions, and Ihe influx at cer-

tain points of gi^at bodies of fresh water, limit the

extension Qf many species. Those which love deep

water are arrestfed by shoals; others, fitted for slj^allow

seas, cannot migrate across unfathomable abysses.

Great range of some species,— Some few species,

however, have an immense range, as the Bulla aperta^

for example, which is found in almost all zones. The
habitation of the Bulla striata extends *from the

shores of Egypt to the coasts of England and France,

and it recurs again in the seas of Senegal, Brazil, and

the West Indies. The Turbo petrceus inhabits the

seas of England, Guadaloupe, and the Cape of Good
Hope *, and many instances of a similar k4nd might be

enumerated.

The lanthina fragilis has wandered into almost

every sea, both tropical and temperate. This ‘‘ com-
mon oceanic snail” derives its buoyancy from ap

admirably contrived float, which has enabled it not

only to disperse itself so universally, but to become an

active agent in disseminating oth^r species, which

attach themselvei.^ or their ova, to its shell.f

* F<Sr. Art. Geogr. Phys. Diet. Class. d’Hist. Nat.

t Mr. Broderip possesses specimens of lanthina Jragilis, bear-

ing more than one species of barnacle {Pentelasmis) presented to

E 3
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It is evident that, among jthe testacea, as in plants

and the higher order of animals, there are species

which have a power of enduring a wide range of tem-

perature, whereas others cannot resist a considerable

• change of climate. Among the freshwater molluscs,

and those which breathe air, Ferussac mendpns a few

instances of species of almost universal diffusion.

The Helix putris ( Suceinea putris^* Lam.), so com-

mon in Europe, where il reaches from Norway Ifo Italy,

is also found in Egypt, in the United States, in New-

foundland, Jamaica, Tranquebar, and; it is even said,

in the Marianne Isles. As this animal inhabits con-

stantly the borders df pools and streams where there

is much moisture, it is not impossible that different

water-fowl^have been the agents of spreading some of

its minute eggs, which may have been entangled in

their feathers. Helix aspersa^ one of the commonest

of our larger land-shells, is found in South America,

at the foot of Chimborazo, <as also in Cayenne. Some
conchologists have conjectured that it was accident-

ally importedrin some ship ; for it is an eatable species,

and these animals are capable of retaining life during

long voyjgeS, without air or nourishment.*

him by Captain King and Lieutenant O.’aves. One of these

specimens, taken alive by Captain King far at sea, and a little

porth of the equato;*, is so loaded with those cirrhipeds, and with

numerous ova, that all the upper part of its shell is invisible.

* Four individuals of large species of land shell {Bulimus),

from Valparaiso, were brought to Englaidby Lieutenant Graves,

who accompanied Captain King in his late expedition to the

Straits of Magellan. They had been packed up in a box, and

enveloped in cotton ; two for a space of thirteen, one for seven-

teen, and a fourth for upwards of twenty months ; but, on being

exposed by Mr. Broderip to the warmth o^f a fire in London, and
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Cmfined range of otlt£r%.— Mr. Lowe, in a memoir

published in the Cambridge Transactions in 1831, enu-

merates seventy-one species of land mollusca, collected

by him in the islands of Madeira and Porto Santo, sixty

of which belonged to the genus Helix aione, including

as sub-gerve'ra Bulimus and Achatina, and excluding

Vitrina and Clausilia ;
— forty-four of these are new.

It is remarkable, that very few of the ^above-mentioned

species ^re common to the neighbouring archipelago*

of the Canaries ; but it is a still mcJre s^triking fact,

that, of the sixty* species of the three genera above

mentioned, thirty-one are natives of Porto Santo

;

whereas, in Madeira, which contains ten times the

superficies, were found but twenty-nine. Of these

only four were common to the two islands, .which are

separated by a distance of only twelve leagues ; and
two even of these four (namely, Helix rhodostoma and
H ventrosa) are species of general diffusion, common
to Madeira, the Canaries, and the South of Europe.*

The confined range of these molluscs may easily be
explained, if we admit that species have only one

birth-place
; and the only problem to be solved ivoulT

relate to the exceptions— to account fcjr tfie dissemin-

ation of some species throughout several islands, and
the European continent. May not the eggs, when
washed into the sea by the undermining of cliffs, or

blown by a storm from the land, float uninjured to a
distant shore ?

T/ieir mode of diffusion Notwithstanding the
provenbially slow motion of snails and molluscs in

provided with tepid w’ater and leaves, they revived, and lived
for several months in Mr. Loddiges* palm-house.

* Camb. Phil. Tran^., vol.iv., 1831.

E 4f
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general, and although many aquatic species adhere

constantly to the sam^ rock for their whole lives, they

are by no means destitute of provision for dissemin-

ating themselves rapidly over a wide area. Some lay

their eggs in ft sponge-like nidus, wherein the young

remain enveloped for a time after their birtii ; and this

buoyant substance floats far and wide as readily as

sea-weed. The .young of other viviparous tribes are

•often borne along, entangled in sea-weed. Sometimes

they are so light, that, like grains of sand, they can be

easily moved by currents, Balani and serpulae are

,
Eggs offre^-waUr MoUuscs.

Fig. 1, Eggs of Arapullaria ovata (a Auviatile species), fixed to

a small sprig which had fallen into the water.
^

Fig. 2. Eggs of Planorbis albus, attached'to a dead leaf lying

under water.

Fig. 3. Eggs of the common Limneus (L« vulgaris), adhering to

a dead stick under water.
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sometimes found adhering to floating cocoa-nuts, and

even to fragments of pumice. • In rivers and lakes, on

the other hand, aquatic univalves usually attach their

eggs to leaves and sticks which have fallen into) the

water, and which are liable to be swe^t away during

floods, from tributaries to the main streams, and from

thence to all parts of the same basins. Particular

species may thus migrate duripg one season from the

head waters of the Mississippi, or, any other great

river, to countries bordering the sea, a^ the distance

of many thousand miles.

An illustratiop of the mode (jf attachment of these

eggs will be seen in the annexed cut. (Fig. 51.)*

The habit of some testacea to adhere to floating

wood is proved by their fixing themselves *10 the bot-

toms of ships. By this mode of conveyance Mytilus

polymorphus has been brought from northerp Europe

to the Commercial Docks in the Thames, where the

species is now domiciled. •

A lobster (^Astactis marinus) was lately taken alive

covered with living mussels (^Mytilus etJulis)* \ and^.

large female crab (Cancer pagw^)^ cpvered with

oysters, and bearing also Aqomia ephippium, and

actiniae, was taken in April, 1832, ofl^the English

coast. The oystets, seven in number, include indi-

viduals of six years* growth, and the two largest are

four inches long and three inches and a half broad!

Both the crab and the oysters were seen alive by Mr.
Robert Brown.f

•

* The specimen isjireserved in the Museum of the Zool, Soc.

of London.

t This specimen is in the collection of my friend Mr. Broderip,

who observes, that this crab, which was apparently in perfect health,

could not have cast her ifcell for six years, whereas some naturalists

£ 5
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From this example we le&rn the manner in which

oysters may be diffused over every part of the sea

where the crab wanders; and if they are at length

carried to a spot where there is nothing but fine mud,

the foundation* of a new oyster-bank may be laid on

the death of the crab. In this instance the oysters

survived the crab many days, and were killed at last

only by long exposure ^to the air.

GeographicdH Distribution and Migrations of Zoophytes,

Zoophytes are very imperfectly finown, but there

can be little doubt ^chat each maritime region pos-

sesses species peculiar to itself. The madrepores,

or lamelliferous polyparia, are found in their fullest

development only in the tropical seas of Polynesia

and the East and West Indies; and this family is re-

presented only by a few species in our seas. Those

even of the Mediterranean are inferior in size; and,

for the most part, different from such as inhabit the

tropics. Peron and Lesueur, after studying the Holo-

thurise. Medusae, and other congeners of delicate and

changea]ple Torms, came to the conclusion that each

kind has its jjace of residence determined by the tem-

perature necessary to support its^ existence. Thus,

for example, they found the abode of Pyrosoraa At-

lantica to be confined to one particular region of the

Atlantic Ocean,

,

Let us now inquire how the transportation of polyps

from one part of the globe to another is effected.

have stated that the species moults annually, without limiting the

moulting period to tlie early stages of growth of the animal.

* Voy. aux Terres Australes, tome i. p. 492.
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Many of them, as in the famines Flustra and Sertu-

laria, attach themselves to sej-weed, and are occa-

sionally drifted along with it. Many fix themselves

to the shells of gasteropods, and are thus borne •along

by them to short distances. Some polyps, like the sea-

'

pens, floai* about in the sea, although naturalists are

not agreed whether or not they possess powers of spon-

taneous motion. But the most frequent mode of trans-

portation consists in the buoyancy of their eggi,

or certain small vesicles, which are detai:jhed, and are

capable of becom*ing the foundation of a new colony.

These gems, as they are called, have in many instances

a locomotive power of their own, by which they pro-

ceed in a determinate direction for several days after

separation from the parent. They are propelled by

means of numerous short threads or hairs, which are

in constant and rapid vibration ; and, when thus sup-

ported in the water, they may be borne along by cur-

rents to a great distance.

That some zoophytes adhere to floating bodies, is

proved by their being found attached to the bottcgps

of ships, like certain testacea before alluded to.

Geographical Distribution arvd MigrStions of Insects^

Before I conclude this sketch of the manner in which

the habitable parts of the earth are shared out among
particular assemblages of organic beings, I ini|st offer

a few remarks on insects, which, by t^eir numbers and

the variety of their powers and instincts, exert a pro-

digious influence in the economy of animate nature.

As a large poJtion of these minute creatures are

strictly dependent for their subsistence on certain spe-

cies of vegetables, the entomological provinces must

coincide in a consklerable degree with the botanical.

£ 6
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All the insects, sa^s Laiveille, brought from the

eastern parts of Asia find China, whatever be their

latitude and temperature, are distinct from those ofEu-

rope and of Africa. The insects of the United States,

although often•they approach very close to our own,

are nevertheless specifically distinguishable by some

characters. In South America, the equinoctial lands

of NeiV Granada c.and ^eru on the one side, and of

Guiana on the otljer, contain for the most part distinct

groups; the .Andes forming the division, and inter-

posing a narrow line of severe cold between climates

otherwise very similar.*
^

Migratory instincts* — The insects of the United

States, even those of the northern provinces as far as

Canada, differ specifically from the European ; while

those of Greenland appear to be in a great measure

identical with our own. Some insects are very local

;

while a few, on the contrary, are common to remote

countries, between which the torrid zone and the odean

intervene. Thus our painted lady butterfly ( Vanessa

re-appears in New Holland and Japan with

scarcely a varying streak.f The same species is said

to be one of the few ^insects which are universally

dispersed ovef the earth, being found in Europe, Asia,

Africa, and America ; and its wide*range is the more

interesting, because it seems explained by its migratory

ihstinot, secom^ed, no doubt, by a capacity, enjoyed

by few specials^ ^of enduring a great diversity of tem-

perature. ^

A vasit swarm of this species, forming a columi! from

* 04ographie G^n^rale des Insectes et des Arachnides. Mem.
dll Mus. d’Hist. Nat., tome iii.

t Kirby and Spence, vol. iv. p. 487.
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ten to fifteen feet broad,* was, a few years since, ob-

served in the Canton de Vaud; they traversed the

country with great rapidity from north to south, all

flying onwards in regular order, close together, an3 not

turning from their course on the approach of other ob-

jects. Professor Bonelli, of Turin, observed in March

of the same year, a similar swarm of the same species,

also directing heir flight frosn nca'th to south, in

Piedmont, in such immense numbers d^hat at night the

flowers were literally covered with them! They had

been traced from Coni, Raconi, Susa, &c. A similar

flight at the* end of the last century is recorded by

M. Louch, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Turin.

The fact is the more worthy of notice, because the

caterpillars of this butterfly are not gregarious, but

solitary from the moment that they are hatched ; and

this instinct remains dormant, while generation after

generation passes away, till it suddenly displays itself

in fifll energy when their humbers happen to be in

excess.

Not only peculiar species, but certain types, distill

guish particular countries; and there are groups, ob-

serves Kirby, which represent,each other irr distant

regions, whether in their form, their functions, or in

both. Thus the hdhey and wax of Europe, Asia, and

Africa, are in each case prepared by bees congenerous

with our common hive-bee (Apis, Ldtr.)

;

while, in

America, this genus is nowhere^ndig^h^is, but is re-

placed by Melipona., Trigona, and Ei^lossa
; and in

New Holland by a still different, but undescribefl type.*

The European be^ (Apts mellijicq)^ although not a

native of the new world, is now established, both in

* Kirby and Spence, vol. iv. p. 497.
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North and South A^.nerica!’ It was introduced into

the United States some of the early settlers, and

has since overspread the vast forests of the interior,

building hives in the decayed trunks of trees. “ The

Indians,’* says*lrving, ‘‘consider them as the harbinger

of the white man as the buffalo is of the red man, and

say that in proportion as the bee advances the Indian

and the buffalo retire.r It is said,** continues the same

writer, “ that thff wild bee is seldom to be met with at

any great distance from the frontier, and that they

have always been the heralds of civilization, preceding

it as it advanced fropi the Atlantic borders. Some of

the ancient settlers of the west even pretend to give

the very year when the honey-bee first crossed the

Mississippi.”*

As almost al^ Insects are winged, they can readily

spread themselves wherever their progress is not op-

posed by uncongenial climates, or by seas, mountains,

and other physical impediments ; and these ba'rriers

they can sometimes surmount by abandoning them-

Mt:elves to viofent winds, which, as I before stated, when

speaking of floating seeds, may in a few hours carry

them to very€‘Conside|rable distances. On the Andes

some sphinjles and flies have been observed by Hum-
boldt, at the height of 19,180 feet?'above the sea, and

which appeared to him to have been involuntarily car-

‘ried into these ^regions by ascending currents of air.f

White mentions remarkable shower of aphides

which seem to have emigrated, w,ith an east wind, from

the great hop plantations of Kent and Sussex, and

blackened the s^irubs and vegetables where they
i(p-

* Washington Irving’s Tour in the Prairies, ch. ix.

f Description of the Equatorial Regions— Malte-Brun, vol. v.

p. 379.
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alighted at Selbourne, spreading »at the same time in

great clouds all along the vale fiiom Farnham to Alton.

These aphides are sometimes accompanied by vast

numbers of the common lady-bird ( Coccinella s^tem-

punctata), which feed upon them.

It is reflnarkable, says Kirby, that many of the in-

sects which are occasionally observed to emigrate, as,

for instance, the libellulaj, cocvinellee, carabi, cicadas,

&c. are not usually social insects ; bu^ seem to congre-

gate, like swallo^^s, merely for the purpose of emi-

gration. f Here,^therefore, we have an example of an

instinct developing itself on certain rare emergencies,

causing unsocial species to become gregarious, and to

venture sometimes even to cross the ocean.

The armies of locusts which darken the air in Africa

and traverse the globe from Turkey to our southern

counties in England, are well known to all, When
the western gales sweep over the Pampas, they bear

alon^ with them myriads df insects of various kinds.

As a proof of the manner in which species may be

thus diffused, I may mention that when the Creok

frigate was lying in the outer roads off Buenos Ayres,

in 1819, at the distance of si?^ miles from Hie land,

her decks and rigging were suddenly Covered with

thousands of flies ^ind grains of sand. The sid^ of

the vessel had just received a fresh coat of paint, to

which the insects adhered in such nuitibers as to spot'

and disfigufe the vessel, and tQ render it necessary

partially to renew th§ paint. J Captain W. H. Smyth
was obliged to repaint his vessel, the Adventure, in

* Kirby and lienee, vol. ii. p. 9. 1817. t Ibid. p. 12.

^ I am indebted to Lieutenant Graves, R.N., for this inform^

ation.
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the Mediterranean, feom thh same cause. He was on

his way from Malta to^ Tripoli, when a southern wind

blowing from the coast of Africa, then one hundred

milefe ^distant, drove such myriads of flies upon the

fresh paint, that not the smallest point was left un-

occupied by insects. «

To the southward of the river Plate, off Cape St.

Antonio, and at*the distance of fifty miles from land,

‘several large dr^igon- flies alighted on the Adventure

frigate, during Captain King’s late^ expedition to the

Straits of Magellan. If the wind abates when insects

are thus crossing tl^ sea, the mosit delicate species

are *not necessarily drowned; for many can repose

without sinking on the water. The slender long-

legged tipulae have been seen standing on the surface

of the sea, when driven out far from our coast, and

took wii^g immediately on being approached.* Exotic

beetles are sometimes thrown on cur shore, which

revive after having been Bong drenched in salt water

;

and the periodical appearance of some conspicuous

<??utterflies amongst us, after being unseen for five or

fifty years, ,has been ascribed, not without probability,

to the agencytof the ^l^^ds.

Inundatiolis of rivers, observes Kirby, if they hap-

pei at any season except in thfe depth of winter,

always carry down a number of insects, floating on

‘the surface of bits of stick, weeds, &c.; so that when
the waters subside, <.the entomologist may generally

reap a plentiful harvest. In thecdissemination, more-

over, of these minute beings, as in that of plants, the

larger animals play their part. IiSsects are, in num-

I state this fact on the authority of my friend, Mr, John

Curtis.
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berless instances, borne alccig in t)ie coats of animals,

or the feathers of birds ; and the|eggs of some species

are capable, like seeds, of resisting the digestive

powers of the stomach, and after they are swalbwed

with herbage, may be ejected again unliBrmed in the

dung.

Geographical Distrihiition and Diffusion ofMan.

I have reserved for the last some observations on the

range and diffusion of the human specieys over the

earth, and the influence of man in spreading other

animals and plants,^ especially the terrestrial.

Many naturalists have amused themselves in specu-

lating on the probable birth-place of mankind, the

point from which, if we assume the whole human race

to have descended from a single pair, the tide of emi-

gration must originally have proceeded. It has been

always a favourite conjecture, that this birth-place

was situated within or near the tropics, where perpe-

tual summer reigns, and v-here fruits, herbs, and roots

ijre plentifully supplied throughout the yeaV. The cli-*-

mate of these regions, it has been said, is suited to a

being born without any covering, and wha had »ot yet

acquired the arts of buildir habitations ot providing

clothes.

Progress ofhuman populaCian,— “ The hunter state,”

it has been argued, “which Montesquieu placed the first,

was probably only the second stag^ to which mankind

arrived ; since so many arts must have been invented

to catch* a salmon, or a deer, that society could no

longer have been irf its infancy whep they came into

use.” * When Jllgions where the spontaneous fruits of

* Branch’s Select Dissert^ from the Amoen. Acad., vol.i. p.118.
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the earth abound became everpeopled, men would na-

turally diffuse themselves over the neighbouring parts

of the temperate zone ; but a considerable time would

probably elapse before tliis event took place ; and it is

possible, as a writer before cited observes, that in the

interval before the multiplication of their numbers and

their increasing wants had compelled them to emigrate,

some arts to talje animals were invented, but far infe-

rior to what we see practised at this day amorig savages.

As their habitations gradually advanced into the tem-

perate zone, the new difficulties tliey had to encounter

would call forth bj^ degrees the spirit of invention,

and the probability of such inventions always rises with

the number of people Involved in the same necessity.*

A distinguished modern writer, who coincides for

the most part in the views above mentioned, has in-

troduced one of the persons in his second dialogue as

objecting to the theory of the human race having gra-

dually advanced from a ravage to a civilized state, on

the ground that “ the first man must have inevita-

bly been destroyed by the elements or devoured by

savage beasts, so infinitely his superiors in physical

force.’Jjf Hp then contends against the difficulty here

started by r/arious arguments, all of which were, per-

haps, superfluous; for if a philosopher is pleased to

indulge in conjectures on this subject, why should he

not assign, as the original seat of man, some one of

those large idands within the tropics, which are as free

from wild beasts as Van Diemen’s Land or Australia ?

Here man may have remained for a period, peculiar to

a single island, just as some of tht large anthropomor-

* Brand*s Select Dissert, from the Amcen. Acad., vol. i. p. 1 18.

f Sir H. Davy, Consolations in Trj^vel, p.74.
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phous species are now limited to one island within the

tropics. In such a situation, the few-born race might

have lived in security, though far more helpless than

the New Holland savages, and might have found

abundance of vegetable food. Colonies n^y afterwards

have been sent fortli^from this mother country, and

then the peopling of the earth may have proceeded

according to the hypothesis before alluded to.

In an oarly stage of society thd necessity of hunting

acts as a principle of repulsion, causing men to spread

with the greatest rapidity over a country, until the

whole is covered with scattered settlements. It has

been calculated that eight hundred acres of hunting-

ground produce only as much food as half an acre of

arable land. When the game has been in a great

measure exhausted, and a state of pasturage succeeds,

the several hunter tribes, being already scattered, may
multiply in a short time into the greatest number which

the pastoral state is capable^ of sustaining. The ne-

cessity, says Brand, thus imposed upon the two savage

states, of dispersing themselves far and wide over the

country, affords a reason why, at a very early period,

the worst parts of the earth may have become in-

habited.

But this reason, jt may be said, is only applicable

in as far as regards the peopling of a continuous con-

tinent ; whereas the smallest islands, hpwever remote

from continents, have almost invariably been found

inhabited by man. St. Helena, if is true, afforded an

exception; for when tHat island was discovered in 1501 ,

it was only inhabited by sea-fowl, and occasionally by
seals and turtles, and was covered with a forest of trees

and shrubs, all of species peculiar to it, with one or
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two exceptions, and which s^em to have been expressly

created for this reniote and insulated spot.*

Drifting of canoes^to vast distances.— But very few

of the numerous coral islets and volcanos of the vast

Pacific, capq^le of sustaining a few families of men,

have been found untenanted
;

^jid we have, therefore,

to inquire whence and by what means, if all the mem-

bers of the great human family have had one common
source, could {hose* savages have migrated. Cook,

Forster, and dchers, have remarked that parties of

savages in their canoes must often* have lost tlieir way,

and must have been driven on distant .shores, where

thej were forced *co remain, depHved both of the

means and of the requisite intelligence for returning

to their own country. Thus Captain Cook found on

the island of Wateoo three inhabitants of Otaheite,

who had been drifted thither in a canoe, although the

distance between the two isles is 550 miles. In 1696,

two canoes, containing thirty persons, who hqd left

Ancorso, were thrown by contrary winds and storms

on the island of Samar, one of the Philippines, at a

distance of 800 miles. In 1721, two canoes, one

of which ‘contained twenty-four, and the other six

persons, men, womeil, and children, were drifted from

an island called Farroilep to thg island of Guahara,

one of the Marians, a distance of 200 miles.f

Kotzebue, when investigating the Coral Isles of

Radack, at the eastern extremity of the Caroline

Isles, became acqu*ainted with a person of the name

of Kadu, who was a native df Ulea, an i§le 1500

miles distant, from which he hai} been drifted with a

SeeVol. III. p. 28.

f Malte-Brun’s Geography, vol. iii. p. 419.
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party. Kadu and three of his ciDuntrymen one day

left Ulea in a sailing boat, when t violent storm arose,

and drove them out of their course; they drifted about

the open sea for eight months, according to their

reckoning by the moon, making a knot \)n a cord at

every new moon. Being expert fishermen, they sub-

sisted entirely on the produce of the sea ; and when

the rain fell, laid in as much frc^h water as they had

vessels to*contain it. ‘‘Kadu,” says I^otzebue, “ who

was the best diver,^frequently went down to the bot-

tom of the sea, where it is well known that the water

is not so salt, with.a cocoa-nut shqjl, with only a small

opening.”* When these unfortunate men reached *the

isles of Radack, every hope and almost every feeling

had died within them ; their sail had long been de-

stroyed, their canoe had long been the sport of winds

and waves, and they were picked up by the inhjibitants

of Aur, in a state of insensibility; but by the hospitable

care of those islanders they £t)on recovered, and were

restored to perfect health.f

Captain Beechey, in his late voyage to the Pacific^

fell in with some natives of the Coral Island^, who had

in a similar manner beem carried to a great distance

from their native country. Thqy had emba!*ked, to the

number of 150 souts, in three double canoes, from

Anaa, or Chain Island, situated about three hundred

miles to the eastward of Otaheite. They were over-

taken by the monsoon, which dispersed the canoes

;

* Chai^isso states tliat the water which they brought up was

cooler, and, in their opir^n, less salt. It is difficult to conceive

its being fresher near the bottom, except whSre submarine springs

may happen to rise.

t Kotzebue’s Voyage, 1815—1818. Quarterly Review, vol.

xxvi. p, 361.
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and, after driving ihem about the ocean, left them

becalmed, so that a |reat number of persons perished.

Two of the canoes were never heard of, but the other

was drifted from one uninhabited island to another, at

each of which the voyagers obtained a few provisions;

and at length, after having wandered for a distance of

600 miles, they were found and carried to tlieir home

in the Blossom/^

The^ space tnaversed in some ot these instances was

so great, that similar accidents mjght suffice to trans-

port canoes from various parts of Africa to the shores

of South America, cor from Spain to the Azores, and

thence to North America: so that man, even in a rude

state of society, is liable to be scattered involuntarily

by the i^vinds and waves over the globe, in a manner

singularly analogous to that in which many plants and

animals are diffused. We ought not, then, to wonder,

that during the ages required for some tribes of the

human race to attain that advanced stage of civilization

which empowers the navigator to cross the ocean in all

"^directions with security, the whole earth should have

become tlj^e abode of rude tribes of hunters and fishers.

Were* the i’»»hole of, mankind now cut off, with the

exception 'of one family, inhabiting the old or new

continent, or Australia, or even sbrae coral islet of the

Pacific, we might expect their descendants, though

they should nfever become more enlightened than the

South Sea Islandeis or the Esquimaux, to spread in

the . course of ages over the,,whole earth, diffused

partly by the tendency of population to increase, in a

Narrative of a i^oyage to the Pacific, &c., in the years 1825,

1826, 1827, 1828, p. 170.
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limited district, beyond thebnieans^.,of subsistence, and

partly by the accidental drifting canoes by tides and

currents to distant shores.

Livoluntary Influence of Man in diffujing Animals

and Plants.

Many of the general remarks which have been made
respecting the iiifluence of man in Spreading or in

checking the diffusion of plants, appl}* equally to his

relations with the animal kingdom. On a future occa-

sion, 1 shall be led to speak of the instrumentality of

our species in naturalizing useful* animals and plants

in new regions, when explaining my views ofthe effects

which the spreading and increase of certain species

exert in the extirpation of others. At present I shall

confine myself to a few remarks on the involuntary aid

which man lends to the dissemination of species.

In the mammiferous class our influence is chiefly

displayed in increasing the* number of quadrupeds

which are serviceable to us, and in exterminating or

reducing the number of those which are noxious.

Sometimes, however, we unintentionally promote

the multiplication of inimical species, a^ when 'we in-

troduced the rat, which was not indigenous in the new

world, into all parts of America, They have been

conveyed over in ships, and now infest a great multi-

tude of islands and parts of that continent. In like

manner the Norway rat has been ifnported into

Englan^ where it plitnd^s our property in ships and

houses.

Among birds, the house sparrow may be cited as a

species known to have extended its range with the

tillage of the soil. During the last century it has
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spread gradually over Asiatic Russia towards the north

and east, always following the progress of cultivation.

It made its first appearance on the Irtisch in Tobolsk,

soon after the Russians had ploughed the land. It

came in 1731^ up the Obi to Beresow, and four years

after to Naryn, about fifteen degrees of longitude far-

ther east. In 1710, it had been seen in the higher

parts of the coi^rse of the Lena, in the government of

Irkutzk. In all these places it is now comifton, but is

not yet fqund in the uncultivated regions of Kamt-

schatka.*

The great viper {Fer de lance)) a species no less

venomous than the rattle-snake, which now ravages

Martinique and St. Lucia, was accidentally introduced

by man^ and exists in no other part of the West

Indies.

: Many parasitic insects which attack our persons,

and some of which are supposed to be peculiar to our

species, have been carried into all parts of the. earth,

and have as high a claim as man to an universal geo-

graphical distribution.

A great variety of insects have been transported

in ships fropi one country to another, especially in

warmer latitudes. Notwithstanding the coldness of our

climate, fre have been unable to prevent the cockroach

{Blatta orientalis) from entering and diffusing itself in

our ovens and kneading troughs, and availing itself

of the artificial warmth w'hich we afford. It is well

known also that beetles, ancLmany other kinds of ligni-

perdous insects, have bedi introduced into Great

Britain in timber^; especially several North American

Gloger, Aband. der Vogel, p. 103. ; Fallas, Zoog. Rosso-

Asiat., tom. ii. p. 1 97.
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species. “ The commercial relations/’ says Malte-

Brun*, between France and Itidia, have transported

from the latter country the aphis which destroys the

apple-tree, and two sorts of Neuroptera, the Ivmfuga

and Jlavicola^ mostly confined to Provence and the

neighbourhood of Bourdeaux, where they devour the

timber in the houses and naval arsenals.”

Amon^ molluscs we may mention the Teredo navaliSf^

which is a native of equatorial sea*!, but which, by

adhering to the bpttom of ships, was transported to

Holland, where it has been most destructive to vessels

and piles. The same species has*also become natural-

ized in England, and other countries enjoying an

extensive commerce. JBulimus undatus, a land species

of considerable size, native of Jamaica and other West
Indian islands, has been imported, adhering to tropical

timber, into Liverpool ; and, as I learn from Me. Brode-

rip, is now naturalized in the woods near that town.

In hll these and innumeratile other instances we may
regard the involuntary agency of man as strictly ana-

logous to that of the inferior animals. Like them,

unconsciously contribute to extend or linfit the geo-

graphical range and numbers pf certain speties, in

obedience to general rules injthe economy of nature,

which are for the nfost part beyond our co&ol.

• Syst. of Geog., vol. viii. p. 16^.

VOL* III. I*
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CHAPTER VIII.

THEORIES RESPECTING^ THE ORIGINAL INTRODUCTION OF

SPECIES.

Proposal of an hypothesis on this subject— Supposed centres or

foci of creation— W|,»y distinct provinces of ahimals and plants

h4Ve not become more blended together— Brocchi’s speculations

on the loss of species (p. 104.)— Stations of plants and animals

— Causes on which they depend— Stations of plants, how

affected by animals— Equilibrium in the number of species,

how preserved— Peculiar efficacy of insects in this task (p. 110.)

— Ra()idity with which certain insects multiply or decrease

in numbers— Effect of omnivorous animals in preserving the

equilibrium ofspecies (p. 1 M?.).—Reciprocal influence ofaquatic

and terrestrial species on each other.

Theory of^Lihncpus,—It would be superfluous to exa-

mine khe YEwous attempts which were made to explain

the phenorhena of the distribution of species alluded

•to in th|^ preceding chapters, ii the infancy Of the

sciences of botany, zoology, and physical geography.

The theories er rather conjectures then indulged now
stand refuted*by a synple statement of facts; and ifLin-

naeus were living he would te^he first to renounce the

notions which he promulgJKa. For he imagined the

habitable would tp have been for ^ certain time limited

to one small tract, the only portion of the earth’s sur-

face that was as yet laid bare by the subsidence of the

primseval ocean. In this fertile spot he supposed the
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originals of all the species of plants which exist on this

globe to have been congregated, together with the

first ancestors of all animals and of the human i^ace*

“In qua commode habitaverint anima^a omnia, et

vegetabilia l^t^ germinaverint.” In order to accommo-

date the various habitudes of so many creatures, and

to provide a diversity of climate suited to their several

natures, gthe tract in which th^ creation took place •

was supposed to have been situated in* some warm re-

gion of the earth, tnit to have contained a lofty moun-

tain range, op the heights and in the declivities of

which were to be found all temjieratures and ,eyery

climate, from that of the torrid to that of the frozen

^one.*

That there never was a universal ocean since the

planet was inhabited, or, rather, since the oldest groug^

of strata yet known to contain organic remains were

formed, is proved by the presence of terrestrial plants

in all the older formations ; and if this conclusion was

not established, yet no geologist could deny that, sincg

the first small portion of the earth was laid dry, there

have been many entire changes in the specic/s of plants

and animals inhabiting the land. •

But, without dwelling on the above and othgf refuted

theories, let us inquire whether some hypothesis

cannot be substituted as simple as thf^t of Linnaeus,

to which the phenomena now ascertained in regard to

the distribution both of aquatic and terrestrial species

may be ^referred. The "l^llowing may, perhaps, be

reconcileable with kpown facts :— Each^ species may
have had its origin in a single pair, or individual,

• De terra babitabili incremento; also Prichard, Phys; Hist,

of Mankind, vol. i. p. 1 7., where the hypotheses of different natu-

ralists are enumerated*
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where an individual ^was sufficient, and species may

have been created in succession at such times and in

such places as to enable them to multiply and endure

for an appoirted period, and occupy an appointed

space on the globe.

In order to explain this theory, let us suppose every

living thing to be destroyed in the western hemisphere,

' both' on the land and in the ocean, and permission to

be given to, man to people this great desert, by trans-

porting into it animals and plants from the eastern

hemisphere, a strict prohibition being enforced against

introducing two original stocks of the same species.

Now it is easy to show that the result of such a

mode of colonizing would correspond exactly, so far ac

regards the grouping of animals and plants, with that

i^w observed throughout the globe. In the first place,

it would be necessary for naturalists, before they im-

ported species into particular localities, to study atten-

tively the climate and other physical conditions of

pach spot. ' It would be no less requisite to introduce

the different species in succession, so that each plant

and apimal ^qnght have time and opportunity to mul-

tiply before the species destined to prey upon it was

admitted Many herbs and shrubs, for example, must

spread far and wide before the sheep, the deer, and

the goat could be allowed to enter, lest they should

devour and annihilate the original stocks of many
plants, and then perish thernselves for want of food.

The above-mentioned herbivorous animals in their turn

must be permitted to make consfderable progress be-

fore the entrance of the first pair of wolves or lions.

Inisects must be allowed to swarm before the swallow

could be permitted to skim through the air,<and feast

on thousands at one repast.
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It is.evident that, howerer eqt^tlly in this case our

original stocks were distributed r»ver the whole surface

of land and water, there would nevertheless arise dis-

tinct botanical and zoological provinces, for there^ are

a great many natural barriers which opjiose common
obstacles to»lhe advance of a variety of species. Thus,

for example, almost all the animals and plants natural-

ized by us, towards the extremity ofi South America,

would be unable to spread beyond ^ certain limit,

towards the east, west, and south ; because ‘they would

be stopped by the ocean, and a few of them only

would succeed in ^reaching the CQoler latitudes of the

northern hemisphere, because they would be incdpable

of bearing the heat of the tropics, through which they

faiust pass. In the course of ages, undoubtedly, ex-

ceptions would arise, and some species might become

common to the temperate and polar regions, or both

sides of the equator ; for I have before shown that the

powers of diffusion conferredion some classes arp very

great. But we might confidently predict that these

exceptions would never become so nunierous as t»

invalidate the general rule.
,

Some of the plants and animals transplanted^ by us

to the coast of Chili or Peru would nevel* be able to

cross the Andes, so •as to reach the Eastern plains;

nor, for a similar reason, would those first established

in the Pampas, or the valleys of the Amazon and the

Orinoco, ever arrive at the shores ,pf the* Pacific.

In the ocean an analogous state of things would

prevail; "for there, also, climate would exert a great

influence in limiting 'the range of spepies, and the land

would stop the migrations of aquatic tribes as effect-

ually as the sea arrests the dispersion of the terrestrial.
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:^s certain birds, insects, and the seeds of plants can

never cross the diretfion of prevailing winds, so cur-

rents form natural barriers to the dissemination of

marty oceanic races. A line of shoals may be as im-

passable to dfeep-water species, as are the Alps and

the Andes to plants and animals peculiar to plains;

while deep abysses may prove insuperable obstacles to

the migrations of the .inhabitants of shallow waters.

Supposed cent^es^ or foci^ of creation.— It is worthy

of observation, that one effect of the introduction of
*-

single pairs of each species must be the confined range

of certain groups in ^pots, which, lil^e^sm'all islands, or

solitSiry inland lakes, have few means of interchanging

their inhabitants with adjoining regions. Now this con-

gregating, in a small space, of many peculiar species,

would give an appearance of centres orfoci of creation,

as they^have been termed, as if there were favourite

points where the creative energy has been in greater

action:^ in others, aAd where the numbers ’of pe-

culiar organic tfeings have consequently become more

considerable.

I do not mean to call in question the soundness of

the inferences^ of somp botanists, as to the former ex-

istence of bertain limjted spots whence species of

plants have been propagated, radfating, as it were, in

all directions from a common centre. On the contrary,

I conceive theSe phenomena to be the necessary con-

sequences of nhe plan of nature before suggested,

operating during the successive^ mutations of the sur-

face, some of which the geologist can prove*'to have

taken place subsequently to the ^period when many
species now existing were created. In order to ex-

emplify ho\V this arrangement of plants may have been

produced, let us imagine that, ?about three Centuries
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before the discovery of St. flelenai (itself of submarine

volcanic origin), a multitude of•new islands had been

thrown up in the surrounding sea, and that these had

each become clothed with plants emigrating from* St.

Helena, in the same manner as the Wild plants of

Campania have diffused themselves over Monte Nuovo.

Whenever the first bptanist investigated the new ar-

chipelago, he would, in all probability, find a different

assemblage of plants in each of the islands of recent

formation; but, in St. Helena itself, he would meet

with individuals of every species belonging to all parts

of the archipelago, and some, ir^ addition, peculiar to

itself, viz., those which had not been able to obtain a

passage into any one of the surrounding new-formed

lands. In this case, it might be truly said, that the

original island was the primitive focus, or centre, of a

certain type ofvegetation ; whereas, in the surrounding

islands, there would be a smaller number of species,

yet all belonging to the sam« group.

But this peculiar distribution of jjlants would not

warrant the conclusion that, in the space*occupied by

St. Helena, there had been a greater exertion of cre-

ative power than in the spaces of equa\ area occupied

by the new adjacent lands, because, within the period

in which St. Helena had acquired its peculiiir vege-

tation, each of the spots supposed to be subsequently

converted into land may have been the birth-places pf

a great number of marine animals and plants, which

may have had time tp scatter themselves far and wide

over tHe southern Atlantic.

WAy distimt provinces not more plended.— Perhaps

it may be objected to some parts of the foregoing train

of reasoning, ^at during the lapse of past ages,

especiMly during m^y partial revolutions of the globe
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of comparatively modern da^e, different zoological and

botanical provinces ought to have become more con-

founded and blended together— that the distribution

of species approaches too nearly to what might have

been expected, if animals and plants had been intro-

duced into the globe when its physical geography had

already assumed the features which it now wears

;

whereas we know, that,
^
in certain districts, considerable

•geographical changes have taken place since species

identical witli those now in being were created.

jBrocchis speculations on loss of species.— These,

and many kindred topics, cannot be fuliy discussed

untiKwe have considered, not merely the general laws

which may regulate the first introduction of species,

but those which may limit their duration on the earth.

Brocchi, whose untimely death in Egypt is deplored

by all who have the progress of geology at heart, has

remarked, when hazarding some interesting conjec-

tures reipecting the lose of species,” that a modern
naturalist had no small assurance, who declared “ that

individuals alone were capable of destruction, and that

species were so perpetuated that nature could not an-

nihilate jhem, ,so long as the planet lasted, or at least

that nothing Jess than the shock of a comet, or some

similar disaster, could put an end to their existence.”*

The Italian geologist, on the contrary, had satisfied

himself, that many species of testacea, which formerly

inhabited the Mediterranean, had become extinct,

although a great number of others, which had been

the contemporaries of those lost races, still sul vived.

He came to the opinion, that about half the species

Necker, Pbytozool. Fhilosopb., p. 21. Brocchi, Conch,

Foss. Subap., tome i. p. 229.
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which peopled the waters when the Subapennine

strata were deposited had gone*out of existence ; and

in this inference he does not appear to have been far

wrong.

But, instead of seeking a solution ot^ this problem,

like some o!her geologists of his time, in a violent and

general catastrophe, Brocchi endeavoured to imagine

some regular and constant law which species might

be made* to disappear from the earth gradually and in*

succession. The death, he suggested, of a species

might depend, like that of individuals, on certain pe-

culiaries of donstitution conferred upon them at their

birth
; and as the longevity of the one depends^on a

certain force of vitality, which, after a period, grows

’weaker and weaker, so the duration of the other may
be governed by the quantity of prolific power bestowed

upon the species, which, after a season, ma^j decline

in energy, so that the fecundity and multiplication of

individuals may be graduallylessened from c^tury to

century, until that fatal term arrives when the em-

bryo, incapable of extending and devefoping itself,

abandons, almost at the instant of its formation, the

slender principle of life by which it wai scarcely ani-

mated,— and so all dies with it.”

Now we might ct)incide in opinion with the Italian

naturalist, as to the gradual extinction of species one

after another, by the operation of regular and constant

causes, without admitting an inherent principle of

deterioration in their physiological attributes. We
might concede, “ that many species are on the decline,

and that the day is not far distant when they will

cease to exist;” yet deem it consistent with what we
know of the nature of organic beings, to believe that

,F 5
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tl;ie last individuals each* species retain their pro-

lific powers in their fuK intensity.

Brocchi has himself speculated on the share which

a chAnge of climate may have had in rendering the

Mediterranean unfit for the habitation of certain tes-

tacea, which still continued to thrive in "the Indian

Ocean, and of others which were now only represented

by analogous forms within the tropics. He must also

*liave been awara that other extrinsic causes, such as

the progress of human population^ or the increase of

some one of the inferior animals, might gradually

lead to the extirpation of a particular; species, although

its fc*Cundity might remain to the last unimpaired. If,

therefore, amid the vicissitudes of the animate and

inanimate world, there are known causes capable of

bringing about the decline and extirpation of species,

it became him thoroughly to investigate the full extent

to which thescr anight operate, before he speculated

on any tause of so purely hypothetical a kind as**** the

diminution of the prolific virtue.’’

•‘If it coulcl have been shown that some wild plant

had insensibly dwindled away and died out, as some-

times happens, to culjtivated varieties propagated by

cuttings, evbn though plimate, soil, and every other

circumstance should continue identically the same

—

if any animal had peri&hed while the physical condition

‘ of the earth, artd the number and force of its foes, with

every other extrinsic cause, remained unaltered, then

might we have some ground fpr suspecting that the

infirmities of age creep on as naturally on species as

upon individuals.
,
But, in the absence of such observ-

ations, let us turn to another class of facts, and examine

attentively the circumstances which determine the
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stations of particular aniqials and plants, and perhaps

we shall discover, in the vicisijjtudes to which theSe

stations are exposed, a cause fully adequate to explain

the phenomena under consideration.

Stations of plants and animals.— Stations compre-

hend all the circumstances, whether relating to the

animate or inanimate world, which determine whether

a given plant or animal can exist in a given place ; so

that if k be shown that stations can become essen-*

tially modified by the influence of Known causes, it

will follow that species, as well as individuals, are

mortal.

Every naturalist is familiar * with the fact,
^
that

although in a particular country, such as Great Britain,

there may be more than three thousand species of

plants, ten thousand insects, and a great variety in

each of the other classes
;
yet there will not be more

than a hundred, perhaps not half th^t number, inha-

biting any given locality. ,There ma^ be no want^pf

space in the supposed tract : it may be a large moun-

tain, or an extensive moor, or a great river-plain, con-

taining room enough for individuals of every species

in our island
;
yet the spot will be occupied by a few

to the exclusion of many, and these few,are enabled,

throughout long pej^iods, to mtiintain their ground suc-

cessfully against every intruder, notwithstanding the

facilities which species enjoy, by virtue of their powej

of diffusion, of invading adjacent terrUories.

The principal causes which enable a certain assem-

blage of plants thus to maintain their ground against

all others depend, as is well known, on the relations

between the physiological nature ot each species, and

the climate, exposure, soil, and other physical con-
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ditions of the locality* Some.plants live only on rocks^

others ia meadows, a |hird class in marshes. Of the

latter, some delight in a fresh-water morass,— others

in sa^ marshes, where their roots may copiously ab-

•sorb saline particles. Some prefer an alpine region in

a warm latitude, where, during the heat of summer,

they are constantly irrigated by the cool waters of

melting snows. To others loose sand, so fatal to the

generality of species, affords the most proper'station.

The Carex arenaha and the Elymus arenarim acquire

their full vigour on a sandy dune, obtaining an ascend-

ancy over the very plants which in a stiff clay would

immediately stifle them.

Where the soil of a district is of so peculiar a na-

ture that it is extremely favourable to certain species,

and agrees ill witli every other, the former get exclu-

sive possession of the ground, and, as in the case of

heaths, live in societies. In like manner the Bog

mo|^ (^SplliagnufApalustre\h fully developed in peaty

swamps,* and becomes, like the heath, in the language

of botanists, a social plant. Such monopolies, how-

ever, are not common, for they are checked by various

causes. ^Not only are many species endowed with

equal powers fo obtain dnd keep possession of similar

stations, but each plant, for reasons cot fully explained

by the physiologist, has the property of rendering the

soil where it has, grown less fitted for the support of

other individuals of its own species, or even other

species of the same family. Yet the same spot, so

far from being impoverished, is im*proved, for plants of

another family. Animals also interfere most actively

to preserve an equilibrium in the vegetable kingdom.

Equilibrium in the number of species^ how preserved.

— ‘‘ All the plants of a given coun/ry,” says De Can-
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dol]e, in his usual spiriteiistyle^ “are at war one with

another. The hr$t which establish themsekes By

chance in a particular spot tend, by the mere occu-

pancy of space, to exclude other species^ the gr,eater

choke the smaller; the longest livers# replace those

which last /or a shorter period; the more prolific gra-

dually make themselves masters of the ground, which

species multiplying more slowly would otherwise fill.”

In this continual strife, it is not always the resources*

of the plant itself which enable it to maintain or extend

its ground. Its sdccess depends, in a great measure,

on the number of its foes or allies, among the animals

and plants inhabiting the same region. Thus, f^r ex-

ample, a herb which loves the shade may multiply, if

some tree with spreading boughs and dense foliage

flourish in the neighbourhood. Another, which, if un-

assisted, would be overpowered by the rank growth of

some hardy competitor, is secure ; because its i'eaves are

unpalatable to cattle, which, on the other hand, annually

crop down its antagonist, and rarely suffer it to ripen

its seed.

Oftentimes we see some herb which has flowered in

the midst of a thorny shrub, when all Jhe* ottjer indi-

viduals of the same species, in ’the open fields around,

are eaten down, and cannot bring their seed to maturity.

In this case, the shrub has lent his armour of spines

and prickles to protect the defenceless herb against*

the mouths of the cattle; and thus a/ew individuals

which occupied, perhaps, the most unfavourable station

in regard to exposure, soil, and other circumstances,

may, nevertheless, by the aid of an ally, become the

principal source whereby the winds are supplied with

seeds which perpetuate the species throughout the sur-

rounding tract.
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In tip above example see one plant shielding

aitbther«frotti the attacY^s of animals ; but instances.are,

pi^haps, still more numerous, where some animal de-

fendSrR plant against the enmity of some other subject

of the vegetabk kingdom.

Scarcely any beast, observes a Swedish^naturalist,

will touch the nettle, but fifty different kinds of insects

are fed by it.* Some of these seize upon the root,

others upon the stem*; some eat the leaves V others

devour the speds and flowers : but for this multitude of

enemies, the nettle would annihilate*'a great number of

plants. Linnaeus tells us, in his Tour in ^Scania, that

goats ;were turned into an island which abounded with

the Agrostis arundinacea^ where they perished by

famine ; but horses which followed them grew fat on

the same plant. The goat, also, he says, thrives on

the meadow-sweet, and water-hemlock, plants which

are injurious to cattle.f

Agency of ir sects, — Eyery plant, observes WiAcke,

has its ‘proper insect allotted to it to curb its luxu-

riapcy, and to prevent it from multiplying to the ex-

clusion of others. “ Thus grass in meadows some-

times flourishes so as to exclude all other plants : here

the Phalaina ,graminis {Bombyx gram,,)^ with her nu-

merous progeny, find a well-spread t«ble ; they multiply

in immense numbers, and the farmer for some years

laments the failure of his crop ; but, the grass being

consumed, the moths die with hunger, or remove to

another place. Now the quantity of grass being

greatly diminished, the other plants, which* were

before choked by it, spring up, and the ground be-

* Amoen. Acad. vol. vi. p.17, § 12,

+ Ibid., vol. vii. p. 409.
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comes variegated with a multitu^ of different species

of flowers. Had not nature gpven a commission to

this minister for that purpose, the grass would destroy

a great number pf species of vegetables, of which the

equilibrium is now kept up.” ^

In the aljove passage allusion is made to the ravages

committed in 1740 and the two following years in many
provinces in Sweden, by a most destructive insect.

The sarAe moth is said never to touch the fox-tail*

grass, so that it may be classed as a most active ally

and benefactor of that species, and as peculiarly instru-

mental in preserving it in its present abundance.f A
discovery of Ilolander, cited in the treatise of V^ilcke

above mentioned, affords a good illustration of the

checks and counter-checks which nature has ^appointed

to preserve the balance of power amongst species.

‘‘ The Phalasna strobilella has the fir cone assigned to

it to deposit its eggs upon; the young ca’terpillars

coming out of the shell co^ume the cone and super-

fluous seed ; but, lest the destruction should be too

general, the Ichneumon strobilella) lays its eggs in die

caterpillar, inserting its long tail in the openings of the

cone till it touches the included insect^ for it^ body is

too large to enter. Thus it fixes its minute egg upon

the caterpillar, which being Hatched destroys it.” J
Entomologists enumerate many parallel cases where

insects, appropriated to certain plants^ are kept down

by other insects, and these again by paj^asites expressly

appointed to prey on them.§ Few, perhaps, are in

the habit of duly appreciating the extent to which

* Ama‘11 . Acad., vol. vi. p. 17. ,§ 11, 12.

f Kirby and Spence, vol. i. p. 178.

I Amoen. Acad., vol. vi. $14.

§ Kirby and Spence, vol. iv. p. 218.
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insect^ active in^reserang the balance of species

toODg*plants, and th|«s regulating indirectly the rela*

tive numbers ol* many of the higher orders of terres*

trial,animals.

The peculiarity of their agency consists in their

power of suddenly multiplying their numbers to a de-

gree which could only be accomplished in a consider-

able lapse of time in any of the larger animals, and then

•as instantaneously relapsing, without the intervention

of any violent dikurbing cause, into their former in-

significance.

If, for the sake of employing, on differ'ent but rare

occasions, a power of many hundred horses, we were

under the necessity of feeding all these animals at great

cost in the intervals when their services were not

required, we should greatly admire the invention of a

machine, such as the steam-engine, which was capable

at any moment of exerting the same degree of strength

without any consumption 5>f food during periods ^^f in-

action. The same kind of admiration is strongly

excited when we contemplate the powers of insect

life, in the creation of which nature has been so pro-

digal. A scanty number of minute individuals, to be

detected only by careful research, are ready in a few

days, weeks, or months, to give birth to myriads, which

may repress any degree of monopoly in another species,

qr remove nuisances, such as dead carcasses, which

might taint the air. But no sooner has the destroying

commission been executed than the gigantic power

becomes dormant — each of the mighty host/ soon

reaches the term of its transient existence, and the

season arrives when the whole species passes naturally

into the egg, and thence into the larva and pupa state.

In this defenceless condition it may be destroyed either
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by the elements, or by themugmentation of some of its

numerous foes which may prey ilpon it in these*stages

of its transformation ; or it often happens that in the

following year the season proves unfavourable to* the

hatching of the eggs or the developmentfof the pupae.

Thus the^swarming myriads depart which may have

covered the vegetation like the aphides, or darkened

the air like locusts. In almost ^very^season there are

some species which in this manner ^put forth their

strength, and then, like Milton’s spirits, whi«h thronged

the spacious hall, “reduce to smallest forms their

shapes immehse”—

— So thick the aery crowd

Swarm’d and were straiten’d ; till, the signal given,

Behold a wonder ! tliey but now who seem’d
*

In bigness to surpass earth’s giant sons,

Now less than smallest dwarfs.

A examples will illu^rate the mode in^which

this force operat^. It is well known that, among the

countless species of the insect creation, some feed on

animal, others on vegetable matter ; and,^ upon con-

sidering a catalogue of eight thousand 15ritisb.insects

and arachnidae, Mr, Kirby found that tln?se two divi-

sions were nearly counterpoise to each other, the

carnivorous being somewhat preponderant. There

are also distinct species, some appointed to consume*

living, others dead or putrid animal •and vegetable

substances. One fem^ale, of Musca camaria^ will give

birth t<5 twenty thousand young; and the larvae of

many flesh-flies devour so much food in twenty-four

hours, and grow so quickly, as to increase their weight

two hundred-fold I In five days after being hatched

they arrive at their full growth and size, so that there
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was ground, says Kirby, for* the assertion of Linnseus,

that three flies of M.^vomitoria could devour a dead

horse as quicl^ as a lion^; and another Swedish

naturalist remarks, that so great are the powers of

propagation of a single species, even of the smallest

insects, that each can commit, when required, more

ravages than the elephant.f

Next to locusts, the aphides, perhaps, exert the

•greatest power over the vegetable world, and, like

them, are sometimes so numerous as to darken the air.

The multiplication of these little creatures is without

parallel, and almost every plant has its peculiar species.

ReaiHMur has proved that in five generations one aphis

may be the progenitor of 5,904‘,900,000 descendants

;

and it is supposed that in one 3^ear there may be twenty

generations.^ Mr. Curtis observes that, as among

caterpillars we find some that are constantly and un-

alterably attached to one or more particular species of

plants, and others that fi/ed indiscriminately on" most

sorts of herbage, so it is precisely with the aphides

:

some are particular, others more general, feeders; and

as they resemble other insects in this respect, so they

do also <in being more abundant in some years than in

others. § In 1793 they were the chief, and in 1798

the sole, cause of the failure of the hops. In 1794*, a

season almost unparalleled for drought, the hop was

•perfectly free from them ; while peas and beans, espe-

cially the former, suffered very much from their de-

predations.

The ravages ofthepaterpillars of some ofour'smaller

• Kirby and Spence, vol. i. p. 250.

Wilcke, Amoen. Acad., chap. ii.

^ Kirby and Spence, vol. i. p. 174,

§ Trans. Linn. Soc., vol. vi.
^
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moths afford a good illustfation of the temporary in-

crease of a species. The oak-tlees of a considerable

wood have been stripped of their lea^s as bare as in

winter, by the caterpillars of a small green moth ( Tor-

trix viridana)^ which has been observec? the year fol-

lowing not io abound.* The Gamma moth (Plusia

gamma), although one of our common species, is not

dreaded by us for its devastation^ ; bivt legions of their

caterpillars have at times created alajm in France, as

in 1735. Reaumur observes that the fomale moth

lays about four hundred eggs ; so that if twenty cater-

pillars were 'distributed in a garden, and all lived

through the winter and became moths in the succeed-

ing May, the eggs laid by these, if all fertile, would

produce more than three million moths.f A modern

writer, therefore, justly observes that, did not Provi-

dence put causes in operation to keep them in due

bounds, the caterpillars of this moth alone| leaving

out ctf consideration the tvfo thousand other British
»

species, would soon destroy more than half of our

vegetation. :|;

In the latter part of the last century an ant, most

destructive to the sugar-cane (Formica saccharivord),

appeared in such infinite hosts in the island of Granada,

as to put a stop id the cultivation of that vegetable.

Their numbers were incredible. The plantations and

roads were filled with them ; many domestic quadru-*

peds, together with rats, mice, and reptiles, and even

birds, perished in copsequence of this plague. It was

not till 1780 that they were at length annihilated by

* Lib. Ent. Know., Insect Trans., p? 203. See Haworth,

Lep.

f Reaumur, ii. 237.

I Lib. Ent. Know., Insect Trans., p. 212.
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torrents of rain, wUcli accompanied a dreadful hur-

ficanejij:

i hy locusts.— We may conclude

by nientioning some instances of the devastations of

locusts in various countries. Among other parts of

Afrfca, Cyrenaica has been at different 'periods in-

fested by myriads of these creatures, which have con-

sumed nearly ev^ry green thing. The effect of the

•havoc committed by them may be estimated by the

famine they occasioned. 8t. Augustin mentions a

plague of this kind in Africa which destroyed no less

than 800,000 men in ,the kingdom of Masinissa alone,

and many more upon the territories bordering upon

the sea. It is also related, that in the year 591 an

infinite axymy of locusts migrated from Africa into

Italy ; and, after grievously ravaging the country, were

cast into the sea, when there arose a pestilence from

their stench which carried off nearly a million of men
and beasts.

In the Venetian territory, also, in 14?78, more than

thirty thousand persons are said to have perished in a

faniine occasioned by this scourge ; and other instances

are recorded oS their devastations in France, Spain,

Italy, Germa?.y, &c. In different parts of Russia also,

Hungary, and Poland,— in Arabia dnd India, and other

countries,— their visitations have been periodically ex-

perienced, Although they have a preference for certain

plants, yet, when these are consumed, they will attack

almost all the remainder. In the Recounts of the inva.

sions of locusts, the statements which appear most

marvellous relate to the prodigious mass of matter

* Kirby and Spence, vol. i. p. 183. Castle, Phil. Trans,,

nxx. 346.
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which encumbers the sea wherevtr they are blown into

it, and the pestilence arising Ifrom its putrefaction.

Their dead bodies are said to have beeiji, in some places,

heaped one upon another, to the depth of four feet, in

Russia, Poland, and Lithuania ; and wh&n, in southern

Africa, thoy were driven into the sea by a north-west

wind, they formed, says Barrow, along the shore, for

fifty miles, a bank three or four feet high.* But when

we consider that forests are strippec^ of their foliage,*

and the earth of its green garment, for thousands of

square miles, it may well be supposed that the volume

of animal m*atter produced may equal that of great

herds of quadrupeds and flights of large birds suddenly

precipitated into the sea.

The occurrence of such events at certaiij intervals,

in hot countries, like the severe winters and damp

summers returning after a series of years in the tem-

perate zone, affect the proportional numbers *of almost

all ckisses of animals and pkints, and are probably fatal

to the existence of many which would otherwise thrive

there ; while, on the contrary, they mustfbe favourable

to certain species which, if deprived of such aid, might

not maintain their ground.

Although it may usually be remarked that the ex-

traordinary increasie of some one species is immediately

followed and checked by the multiplication of another,

yet this does not always happen
;
partly because many

species feed in common on the same kinds of food, and

partly because man^^ kinds of food are often consumed

indiffi^ently by one and the same species. In the

former case, wdiere a variety of different animals have

precisely the same taste, as, for example, when many

Tsavels in Africa, f). 257. Kirby and Spence, vol. i. p. 215.
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insectivorous birds ^nd reptiles devour alike some par-

ticulai* fly or beetle^ the unusual numbers of these

insects may cause only a slight and almost impercep-

tible augmentation of each of these species of bird and

reptile. In the other instance, where one animal preys

on others of almost every class, as, for example, where

our English buzzards devour not only small quadrupeds,

as rabbits and fiel|l-nnce, but also birds, frogs, lizards, and

insects, the profusion of any one of these 'last may

cause all such general feeders to subsist more exclu-

sively upon the species thus in excess, by which

means the bMance m/iy be restored.^

Agency of ornnivoroiis animals^—The number of

species which are nearly omnivorous is considerable

;

and although every animal has, perhaps, a predilection

for some one description of food rather than another,

yet some are not even confined to one of the great

kingdom’s of the organic world. Thus, when the racoon

of the West Indies can ‘procure neither fowls,* fish,

snails, nor insects, it will attack the sugar-canes, and

devour vari6us kinds of grain. The civets, when

animal food is scarce, maintain themselves on fruits
i

and roots.

Njipnerous* birds, which feed indiscriminately on in-

sec^^'khd plants, are perhaps morb instrumental thati

any other of the terrestrial tribes in preserving a

constant equilibrium between the relative numbers of

different classes, of animals and vegetables. If the in-

sects become very numerous, ai\d devour the plants,

these birds will immediately derive a larger portion of

their subsistence from insects, just as the Arabians,

Syrians, and Hottentots feed on locusts, when the

locusts devour their crops.
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Reciprocal if^uence ofaquatic qnd terrestrial ^cies,

—The intimate relation of the i|habitants of the water

to those of the land, and the influence exerted by each

on the relative number of species, must not be over-

looked amongst the complicated cause&i which deter-

mine the e;;!cistence of animals ana plants in certain

regions. A large portion ofthe amphibious quadrupeds

and reptiles prey partly on aquajtic plants and animals,

and in p&rt on terrestrial; and a deficiency of one kind*

of prey causes them to have immediate .recourse to

the other. The voracity of certain insects, as the

dragon-fly, for example, is confined to theVater during

one stage of their transformations, and in their perfect

state to the air. Innumerable water-birds, both of

rivers and seas, derive id like manner theif food in-

differently from either element ; so that the abundance

or scarcity of prey in one induces them either to for-

sake or more constantly to haunt the other. Thus

an intimate connexion between the state of the ani-

mate creation in a lake or river, and in the adjoining

dry land, is maintained ; or between a cdhtinent, vrith

its lakes and rivers, and the ocean. It is well known

that many birds migrate, during stormy seasons, fjrom

the sea-shore into the interior, in search »f food^yhile

others, on the contrary, urged by like wants, iSake
their inland haunts, and live on substances rejected by

the tide.

The migration of fish into rivers diving the spawn-

ing season supplies another link of the same kind.

Suppoi^e the salmon to be reduced in numbers by some

marine foes, as by seals and grampuses, the conse-

quence must often be, that in the course of a few years

the otters at the distance of several hundred miles
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inland will be lessened in mimber frc^ the scarcity of

fish. On the other hind, if there be a dearth of food

for the young fry of the salmon in rivers and estuaries,

so that few return to the sea, the sand-eels and other

marine species, which are usually kept down by tl^e

salmon, will swarm in greater profusion. #

It is unnecessary to accumulate a greater number
of illustrations ip order to prove that the stations of

different plants and animals depend on a gfeat com-

plication of circumstances,— on an immense variety

of relations in the state of the animate and inanimate

worlds. Every plant requires a certain climate, soil,

and other conditions, and often the aid ofmany animals,

in order to maintain its ground. Many animals feed

on certain plants, being often restricted to a small

number, and sometimes to one only ; other members
of the animal kingdom feed on piant-eating species,

and thus become dependent on the conditions of the

stations not only of theiiv prey, but of the plants con-

sumed by them.

« Having dhly reflected on the nature and extent of

these mutual relations in the difl'erent parts of the

organic, and inorganic woi*fds, we may next proceed to

exapine the results which may be anticipated from
thdi«;ffi(ictuations now Viontinually* in progress in the

state of the earth’s surface, and in the geographical

»distribution o/ its living productions.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH CONSTITUTE THE STATIONS

OP ANIMALS ARE CHANGEABLE.

Extension of the range of one species alters the condition of many

others— The first appearance of a new species cahses the chief

disturbance— Changes known to have resulted from the ad-

vance of hum&n population (p. 127.)-^- Whethel' man increa$;es

the productive powers of the earth — Indigenous quaeiggjpeds

and birds extirpated in Great Britain— Extinction of the Dodo

(p. 133.)— Rapid propagation ofdomesticquadrupeds in America

—Power ofexterminating species no prerogative of man (p. 1 39.

)

—Concluding remarks.

We have seen that the stations of animals anU plants

depend not merely on the influence of external agents

in the inanimate world, and the relations of tfiat in-

fluence to the structure and habits of each* species, but

also on the state of the contemporary living beings

which inhabit the same paft of the glq];)e. Ij) other

words, the possibility of the existence of a ca||am

species in a given tplace, or of its thriving

less therein, is determined not merely by temperature,

humidity, soil, elevation, and other cijrcurastances of

the like kind ; but also by the existence or^non-existence,

the abundance or scarcity, of a particular assemblage

of othei» plants and ammals in the same region.

If it be shown that both these classes of circum-

stances, whether^elating to the ai^imate or inanimati^

creation, are perpetually changing, it will follow that

species are subject todneessant vicissitudes ; and if the

VOL. III. G
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result of these mut9.tion8, ia the couiie of ages^ be so

""great as materially tcfj affect the general condition of

stations^ it will follow that the successive destruction

of species must now be part of the regular and con-

stant order of nature. f"

JSxtension of %e range of one specn^ alters the

condition of others,— It will be desirable, first, to con-

sider the effects,which every extension of the numbers

• or geographical range of one species must pfoduce on

the condition of others inhabiting the same regions.

When the necessary consequences of such extensions

l^ve been ftilly explained, the reader will be prepared

ti appreciate the important infiuence which slight mo-

difications in the physical geography of the globe may

exert on,the condition of organic beings.

In the first place, it is clear that when any region is

stocked with as great a variety of animals and plants as

the productive powers of that region will enable it to

support, the addition Qf any new species, pr the

permanent numerical increase of one previously estab-

lifihed, must always be attended either by the local

extermination or the numerical decrease of some other

specie^

'^ere may undoubtedly be considerable fluctuations

from j^ear to year, and the equilitbrium may be again

restored without any permanent alteration ; for, in par-

*»ticular seasons,, a greater supply of heat, humidity, or

other causes, ptiay augment the total quantity of ve-

getable produce, in which case all the animals sub-

sisting on vegetable food, and others which ^rey on

them, may multiply without any one species giving

#ay : but whilst the aggregate quaijtity of vegetable

produce remains unaltered, the progressive increase

of one amimal or plant implies the decline of ^another.
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All agficultisSstd andgafdencryare familiar with th^,

factthat)When weeds hitrude th^selves into the space

appropriated to cultivated species, the latter are starved

in their growth or stifled. Jf we abandon for a short

time a^field or gardenj a h<^ of indigenous plants,

The darnel, hemlock, and rank fumitory,

pour in and obtain the mastery, textirpating the

exotics^ or putting an end to the monopoly of some na-

tive plants.

If we inclose a park, and stock it with as many deer

as the herbage will support^ w^ cannot add she§|>

without lessening the number of the deer ; ndl^ cin

other herbivorous species be subsequently introduced,

unless the individuals of each species in the .park be-

come fewer in proportion.

So, if there be an island where leopards are the only

beasts of prey, and the lion, tiger, and hyaena after-

wards <?nter, the leopards, if they stand their g]uound,

will be reduced in number. If the locusts then arrive

and swarm greatly, this may deprive a large numbCSr

of plant-eating animals of their food, an^ thereby

cause a famine, not only among them, bat among the

beasts of prey ; certain species, perhaps? which#ad
the weakest feoting^in the island may thus be ^idhi-

hilated.

We have seen how many distinct geographical pro-

vinces thel^ are of aquatic and terrestrial species, and
how great are the powers of migration conferred on
differentclasses, whereby the inhabitants of orie region

may be enabled from time to time tg invade another,

and do actually v^so migrate and tdiffuse themselves

over new countries. Now, although our knowledge
of the history 6f tbCP animate Creation dates from so
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^^ecent a period, thak we caA scarcely trace the advance

or dedline of any anin^al or plant, except in those cases

ivhere the influence of man has intervened
;
yet we can

easily conceive what must happen when some new

colony of wilfi anijmals or pants enters a region for the

first time, and succeeds in establishing itself.

Supposed effects of the first entrance of the polar

hear into Iceland.—l et us consider how great are the

devastations cqmmitted at certain periods by the

Greenland^ bears, when they are drifted to the shores

of Iceland in considerable numbers on the ice. These

f
riodical invasions ,are formidable^ even to man ; so

at'^^rhen the bears arrive, the inhabitants collect to-

gether, and go in pursuit of them with fire-arms

—

each native who slays one being rewarded by the king"

of Denmark. The Danes of old, when they landed in

their marauding expeditions upon our coast, hardly

excited more alarm
;
nor did our islanders muster more

promptly for the defence of their lives and pfbperty

against a common enemy, than the modern Icelanders

against these formidable brutes. It often happens,

saj^s Henclerson, that the natives are pursued by the

bear vAien her has been long at sea, and when his na-

tural ferocity has been ^heightened by the keenness of

hunger ; if unarmed, it is frequently by stratagem only

that they make their escape.^

Let us cast* our thoughts back to the period when
the first polar bears reached Iceland, before it was

colonized by the Norwegians in^874'; we may imagine

the breaking up of an immense barrier of ice, like that

which, in 1816 qnd the following year, disappeared

from the east coast of Greenland, which it had sur-

' Journal of a Residence in Iceland, p.276. *
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rounded for four centuries.* By ike aid of such means

of transportation a great numbe) of these quadi*upeds**

might effect a landing at the same time, and the havoc

which they would make among the species previously

settled in the island wouS| be terrific.* The deer,

foxes, seals,«and even birds, on which these animals

sometimes prey, would be soon thinned down.

But this would be a part only,^ and,probably an in-

significant portion, of the aggregate amount of change

brought about by the new invader. The* plants on

which the deer feci being less consumed in conse-

quence of the lessened numbers^ of that herbivoroqs

species, would soon supply more food to several i®
sects, and probably to some terrestrial testacea, so that

the latter would gain ground. The increase,of these

would furnish other insects and birds with food, so

that the numbers of these last would be augmented.

The diminution of the seals would afford a respite to

some fish which they had persecuted ; and these fish,

in their turn, would then multiply and press upon their

peculiar prey. Many water-fowls, the egg^ and young

of which are devoured by foxes, would increase when

the foxes were thinned down by the bqars ; ayd the

fish on which the water-fowls subsisted would then,

in their turn, be les» numerous. Thus the numerical

proportions of a great number of the inhabitants, both

of the land and sea, might be permanently altered by

the settling of one new species in the rqgion ; and the

changes caused indirectly would ramify through all

classes af the living creation, and be almost endless.

An actual illustration of what we have here only

proposed hypothetically, is in some degree afforded by
the selection of small islands by the eider duck for its

residence during the* season of incubation, its nests

G 3
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being seldom if e^er found on the shores of the mam
tmdy Or even of a lar^ island. The Icelanders are so

well aw^o of this, that they have expended a great

deal of labour in forming artificial islands, by separ-

ating from th\£ main land dbrtain promontories, joined

to it by narrow isthmuses. This insulaf* position is

necessary to guard against the destruction of the eggs

and young birds, by^foxes, dogs, and other animals.
* One year, says pooker, it happened that, in ihe small

island of V*idoe, adjoining the coast of Iceland, a fox

got over upon the iccy and caused great alarm, as an

iigmense number of jducks were then sitting on their

J|gs*'6r young ones. It was long before he was taken,

which was at last, however, effected by bringing

another fox to the island, and fastening it by a string'

near the haunt of the former, by which he was allured

within shot of the hunter.*

The first appearance of a new species causes the

chief (disturbance,— It i# usually the first appearance

of an animal or plant, in a region to which it was pre-

viously a stranger, that gives rise to the chief alter-

ation; sinpe, after a time, an equilibrium is again

estSblished. «6ut it must require ages before such a

new adjustment of the relative forces of so many con-

flicting agents can be definitively Settled. The causes

in simultaneous action are so numerous, that^hey
‘ admit of an almost infinite number of combinations ;

and it is necessary that all these should have occurred

once before the total amount of change, capable of

flowing from any new disturbing force, can be estimated.

Thus, for example, suppose that once in two cen-

turies a frost of unusual intensity, or a v<^anic erup-

f Tour ia Ic^nd, to2. i. p. 6#., second edkioiu
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tion of great violence accompanied by floods from the

melting of glaciers, should occVr in Iceland ; *or an*

epidemic disease, fatal to the larger number of indt^

viduals of some one species, and not aflfecting others,

— these, and a variety of' other contingencies, all of

which may gccur at once, or at periods separated by

different intervals of time, ought to happen before it

would be possible for us to declare wh^t ultimate alter-

ation the^resence of any new comer, such as the bear

before mentioned, might occasion in t!ie arimal popu-

lation of the isle.

Every newconditibn in the state of the organic or

inorganic creation,* a new animal or plant, an addkioiiil

snow-clad mountain, any permanent change, however

slight in comparison to the whole, gives rise ,to a new
order of things, and may make a material change in

regard to some one or more species. Yet a swarm of

locusts, or a frost of extreme intensity, or an epidemic

disease, may pass away witho^it any great apparent de-

rangement ; no species may be lost, and all may soon,

recover their former relative numbers, because the same

scourges may have visited the region again and again,

at preceding periods. Every plant that yras inqap^le

of resisting such a degree of cold, every animal which

was exposed to be entirely cut* off by an epidemic or

by fajjiine, caused by the consumption of vegetation by

the locusts, may have perished already, so that the

subsequent recurrence of similar catastrophes is at-

tended only by a temporary change.

Changes caused hy Man.

We are best acquainted with the mutations brought

about by the progress of human population, and the

G 4
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growth of plants and animals favoured by man. To
these,* therefore, we Ihould in the first instance turn

our attention. If we conclude, from the concurrent

testimony of history and of the evidence yielded by

geological data, that man is, comparatively speaking,

of very modern origin, we must at once jierceive how

great a revolution in the state of the animate world

the increase of tJie hpman race, considered merely as

consumers ofa certain quantity of organic matter, must

necessarily^ cause.

Whether man increases the productive powers of the

earth, — It may, pei^iaps, be said, that* man has, in

SBlhio«- degree, compensated for the appropriation to

himself of so much food, by artificially impfroving the

natural productiveness of soils, by irrigation, manure,*

and a judicious intermixture of mineral ingredients

conveyed from different localities. But it admits of

reasonable doubt whether, upon the whole, we fertilize

or impoverish the lands vihich we occupy. This* asser-

tion may seem startling to many; because they are so

much in the* habit of regarding the sterility or produc-

tiveness of land in relation to the wants of man, and

nofas regardfc the organic world generally. It is diffi-

cult, at firsts to conceive, if a morass is converted into

arable land, and made to yield a c^ op of grain, even of

moderate abundance, that we have not improve!^ the

capabilities of the habitable surface— that we have not

empowered it ,40 support a larger quantity of organic

life. In such cases, however; ^a tract, before of no

utility to man, may be reclaimed, and become*of high

agricultural importance, though it may, nevertheless,

yield a scantier vegetation. If a lake be drained, and

turned intO' a meadow, the space will provide suste-

nance to man, and many terrestrial animals serviceable
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to him, but not, perhaps, so much/ood as it previously

yielded to the aquatic races.

If the pestiferous Pontine Marshes were drained,

and covered with corn, like the plains of the Po, they

might, perhaps, feed a smaller number o^ animals than

they do iioW; for these morasses are filled with herds

of buffaloes and swine, and they swarm with birds,

reptiles, and insects.

The felling of dense and lofty forests^ which covered,

even within thefecords of history, a considerable space

on the globe, now* tenanted by civilized man, must

generally havli lessened the amount of vegetable food

throughout the space where these woods grew.%* We
must also ^take into our account the area covered by

•towns, and a still larger surface occupied by ?;oads.

If we force the soil to bear extraordinary crops one

year, we are, perhaps, compelled to let it lie fallow the

next. But nothing so much counterbalances ‘the fer-

tilizing effects of human art as*the extensive cultivation

of foreign herbs and shrubs, which, although they are

often more nutritious to man, seldom thrive with the

same rank luxuriance as the native plants of a district.

Man is, in truth, continually striving tc\ diminish the

natural diversity of the stations of animals^ and plants

in every country, and to reduce them all to a small

number fitted for species of economical use. He may
succeed perfectly in attaining his objecit, even though

the vegetation be comparatively meagre^ and the total

amount of animal life be greatly lessened.

Spix and Martius have given a lively description of

the incredible number of insects which lay waste the

crops in Brazil, besides swarms oC monkeys, flocks of

parrots, and other birds, as well as the paca, agouti,

G 5
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and wild swine. They des<^ribe the torment which the

planter and the natur|^list suffer &om the musquitoes,

and the devastation of the ants and blattaa ; they speak

of the dangers to which they were exposed from the

jaguar, the poisonous serpents, lizards, scorpions, cen-

tipedes, and spiders. But with the incre^asing popu-

lation and cultivation of the country, observe these

naturalists, these evils will gradually diminish ; when
the inhabitants l^ave cut down the woods, druined the

marshes, ipade 'roads in all directions, and founded

villages and towns, man will, by degrees, triumph over

the rank vegetation and the noxious animals, and all

the ^ements will second and amply recompense his

activity.*

The number of human beings now peopling the

earth is supposed to amount to eight hundred millions,

so that we may easily understand how great a number
of beasts of prey, birds, and animals of every class,

this prodigious populatiqo must have displaced^ inde-

pendehtly of the still more important consequences

n^ich have-followed from the derangement brought

about by man in the relative numerical strength of

particular \ipecies.

Indigenoys quadrupeds and birds extirpated in Great

Britain,—Let us make* some inquiries into the extent

of the influence which the progress of society has

exerted during the last seven or eight centuries, in

altering the distribution of indigenous British animals.

Dr. Fleming has prosecuted this inquiry with his usual

aeal and ability ; and in a memdir on the subject has

enumerated the best authenticated examples of the

decrease or extirpation of certain species during a

• Travels in Brasil, vol.J. p. 260.
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period when our population has made the most rapid

advances. I shall offer a l>rief|Dutline of his r^sults^

The stag, as well as the fallow deer and the roe,

were formerly so abundant in our island, that, accord-

ing to Lesley, from five hundred to a thousand were

sometimes .slain at a hunting-match ; but the native

races would already have been extinguished, had they

not been carefully preserved in certain forests. The

otter, llse marten, and the pol^-cat,* were also in suf-,

ficient numbers to be pursued for the sake of their

fur; but they hate now been reduced within very

narrow bounds. The wild cat and fox have also been

sacrificed throughout the greatdi* part of the c^ntry,

for the security of the poultry-yard or the fold. Bad-

gers have been expelled from nearly every district

which at former periods they inhabited.

Besides these, which have been driven out from

some haunts, and every where reduced in* number,

there; are some which have^ been wholly extirpated ;

such as the ancient breed of indigenous horses, and

the wild boar ; of the wild oxen, a few* remains are

still preserved in the parks of some of our nobility.

The beaver, which was eagerly sought aftef for its fur,

had become scarce at the close of the n^th century

;

and, by the twelfth century, Was only to be met with,

according to Giraldus de Barri, in one river' in Wales,

and another in Scotland. The wol^ once so mucl^

dreaded by our ancestors, is said to have maintained

its ground in Ireland so late as the beginning of the

eighteenth century (1710), though it had been extir-

pated in Scotland thirty years before, and in England

* Ed. FhiL Journ., No. xxii. p. Oct 1824.

G 6
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at a much earlier period. Tfhe bear, which, in Wales,

tiias regarded as a beas^l of the chase equal to the hare

or the boar^, only perished, as a native of Scotland,

in the year 1057.f
I ]V/any nativfi birds of prey have also been the sub-

jects of unremitting persecution. The eagles, larger

hawks, and ravens, have disappeared from the more

cultivated districts. The haunts of the mallard, the

/snipe, the redshank, and the bittern, have beerr>drained

equally with the feummer dwellings of the lapwing and

the curlew. But these species sfill linger in some

portion of the British isles; whereas the ‘large caper-

cailzieig, or wood grouse, formerly natives of the pine-

forests of Ireland and Scotland, have been ^stroyed

within the lilt fifty years. The egret and the crane,

which appear to have been formerly very common in

Scotland, are now only occasional visitants.if

The bastard ( Otis tardd)y observes Graves, in his

British Ornithology $, “ )vas formerly seen ii\ the

downs knd heaths of various parts of our island, in

flocks of forty or fifty birds ; whereas it is now a cir-

cumstance of rare occurrence to meet with a single

individual.”'^ Bewick also remarks, “ that they were

formerly morje common in this island than at present

;

they are now found only in the open counties of the

south and east— in the plains of Wiltshire, Dorset-

shire, and some parts of Yorkshire.” In the few years

tliat have elapsed since Bewick wrote, this bird has

en^ely disappeared from Wiltshire and Dorsetshire.il

These changes, it may be observed, are clerived

* Ray, Syn. Quad.,«p. 214.

ir Fleming, Ed. Plu|^ourn., No. xxii. p. 295.

^ Fleming, ibid., p. m. § Vol. iii., London, 1821.

II Land Birds, vol. i. p. 310. ed. 1821.*
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from very imperfect memqrials, syid relate only to the

larger and more conspicuous anilnals inhabiting a small'

spot on the globe ; but they cannot fail to exalt our

conception of the enormous revolutions which, in ^the

course of several thousand years, the ivhole human
species mus{ have effected.

Extinction of the Dodo.—The kangaroo and the

emu are retreating rapidly l^fore ^the progress of

colonization in Australia ; and it scarcely admits of

doubt, that the general cultivation of that country

must lead to the extirpation of both. The most strik-

ing example tif the loss, even within the last two cen-

turies, of a remarkable species, is that of the d^o—
a bird first seen by the Dutch, when they landed on

•the Isle of France, at that time uninhabited, imme-

diately after the discovery of the passage to the East

Indies by the,Cape of Good Hope. It was of a large

size, and singular form ; its wings short, like •those of

an ostrich, and wholly incapable of sustaining its

heavy body, even for a short flight. In its general

appearance it differed from the ostrich, cassowary, pr

any known bird.

Many naturalists gave figures of the docfo after the

commencement of the seventeenth century ; and there

is a painting of it iuithe BritisK Museum, which is said

to have been taken from a living individual. Beneath

the painting is a leg, in a fine state pf preservation,

which ornithologists are agreed cannot belong to any

other known bird. In the museum at Oxford, also,

there is a foot and a head, in an imperfect state; but

M. Cuvier doubts the identity of this species with that

of which the painting is preserved in London.

In spite of* the most active seiipbh, during the last

century, no information respecting the dodo was ob-
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taiqe4 mi Authors h^ave gone so far as to pre-

taad that it never existed ; but> amongst a great mass

of satisfactory evidence in favour of the recent exist-

ence of this species, we may mention that an assem-

' blage of fossil.bones were recently discovered, under a

bed of lava, in the Isle of France, and sentto the Paris

Museum by M. Desjardins. They almost all belonged

to a large living speciel^of land-tortoise, called Teshido

Jhdioa

;

but amongst*^ them were the head> sternum,

and humerus of the dodo. M. Cuvier showed me
these valuable remains in Paris, afid assured me that

they left no doubt in his mind that the huge bird was

one ojjj^the gallinaceods tribe.^

Rapid propagation of domestic qaadrupedk over the

American contineM^— Next to the direct agency of

man, his mdirect influence in multiplying the numbers

of large herbivorous quadrupeds of domesticated races

may be regarded as one of the most obvious causes of

the extermination of species. On this, and on several

other grounds, the introduction of the horse, ox, and

other mammalia, into America, and their rapid propa-

gation over that continent within the last three cen-

turies, is a Vact of great importance in natural history.

The extraordinary herds of wild cattle and horses

which overran the plains of South America sprung

from a very few pairs first carried over by the Spa-

guards; and they prove that the wide geographical

range of large species in great continents does not

necessarily imply that they have existed there from

remote periods.

Humboldt observes, in his Travels, on the authority

* Sur quelques Ossdaens, &c.—> Ann. des Sci., tome xzi.

p. 103. Sept 1830.
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ofAzzarm that it is believ^ ther^ exis^inthePaix^pas

of Buenos Ayres, twelve milliorScows and thlreeinilliolf

horses, without comprising, in this enumeration, the

cattle that have no acknowledged proprietor. In^ the

Llanos of Caraccas, the rich hateros, or«proprietors of

pastoral faijpas, are entirely ignorant of the number of

cattle they possess. The young are branded with a

mark peculiar to each herd,%nd some of the most

wealthy*awner8 mark as many as fourteen thousand a*

year.* In the northern plains, from tlie Orinoco to the

lake of Maracaybo,*M. Depons reckoned that 1,200,000

oxen, 180,000 horses, and 90,000 mules, wandered at

large.t In some parts of the vatley of the Mississippi,

especially in the country of the Osage Indians, wild

horses are immensely numerous. '"I

The establishment of black cattle in America dates

from Columbus’s second voyage to St. Domingo. They

there multiplied rapidly ; and that island presently be-

camcva kind of nursery fron^ which these animals were

successively transported to various parts of the conti-

nental coast, and from thence into the interior, ^t-
withstanding these numerous exportations, in twenty-

seven years after the discovery of the island, herds of

four thousand head, as we learn from Oviedo, were not

uncommon, and there were even some that amounted

to eight thousand. In 1587, the number of hides ex-

ported from St. Domingo alone, acco|;ding to Acosta’s

report, was 35,44'4' ; and in the same^year there were

exported 64,350 from the ports of New Spain. Hais

was m the sixty-fiflli year after the taking of Mexico,

previous to which event the Spaniards, who came into

^ Pers. Nar., voL ir.

t Quart^ly Review, vol. xxi. p. 335.
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that country, had nof ^ble to engage in any thing

llbe than war.*

Every one is aware that these animals are now es-

tablished throughout the American continent, from

Canada to Paraguay.

The ass has thriven very generally iji the New
World; and we learn from Ulloa, that in Quito they

ran wild, and multi^feed in amazing numbers, so

las to become a nuisance. They grazed together in

herds, and,when attacked defended themselves with

their mouths. If a horse happened to stray into the

places where they fed, they all fell upon him, and

did ngi^. cease biting and kicking till they left him

dead.f

The first hogs w^ile carried to America by Colum-

bus, and established in the island of St. Domingo the

year following its discovery, in November, 1493. In

succeeding years they were introduced into other

places where the Spaniards settled
;
and, in tlie rpace

of half h century, they were found established in the

Ne,w World, from the latitude of 25^ north, to the 40th

degree of south latitude. Sheep, also, and goats have

multiplied enormously in tlie New World, as have also

the cat and the rat ; which last, as before stated, has

been imported unintentionally in »ships. The dogs

introduced by man, which have at different periods

become wild in ^America, hunted in packs, like the

wolf and the jackal, destroying not only hogs, but the

calves and foals of the wild cattle and horses*

Ulloa in his Voyage, and Buifon on the authority of

Quarterly Review, vol. xxi. p. 335.

t Ulloa*s Voyage. Wood’s Zoog., vol. i. p. 9.
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old writers, relate a fact wihich ill^istrates very clearly

the principle before explained, of the check^hkh th§*

increase of one animal necessarily offers to that of

another. The Spaniards had introduced goats into^the

island of Juan Fernandez, where they became so pro-

lific as to ftfrnish the pirates who infested those seas

with provisions. In order to cut off this resource from

the buccaneers, a number of dogs w/jre turned loose

into the island ; and so numerous did^ they become in

their turn, that the^’ destroyed the goats in every ac-

cessible part, after which the number of the wild dogs

again decreaSed.*

Increase of rein-deer imported into Iceland,—WV.S an

example of the rapidity with which a large tract may
become peopled by the offspring^^lif a singje pair of

quadrupeds, I may mention, that in the year 1773

thirteen rein-deer were exported from Norway, only

three of which reached Iceland. These wefe turned

loose into the mountains of Cruldbringd Syssel, where

they multiplied so greatly, in the course ol* forty

years, that it was not uncommon to meeit with herds,

consisting ^of from forty to one hundred, in various

districts.

In Lapland, observes a modern writer, the rein-deer

is a loser by his coftnexion with man, but Iceland will

be this creature’s paradise. There is, in the interior,

a tract which Sir G. Mackenzie computes at not lessw

than forty thousand square miles, without a single

human habitation, and almost entirely unknown to the

native)? themselves. There are no wolves
; the Ice-

landers will keep out the bears; and the rein-deer,

being almost unmolested by man, will have no enemy

* Bufibn, vol. V. p.ltX). Ulloa’s Voyage, vol. ii. p. 220.
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unless it has brpught with it its own tor-

Sesides the quadrupeds before enumerated, our

domestic fowls have also succeeded in the West
Indies and .^werica, where they have the common
fowl, tlie goose, the duck, the peacock, the;pigeon, and

the guinea-fowl. As these were often taken suddenly

from the temperate to very hot regions, they were not

^reared at first without* much difficulty; but after a few

generations, the}? became familiarized to the climate,

which, in many cases, approached*'much nearer than

that of Europe to the temperature of tlieir original

nativ^ countries.

The fact of so many millions of wild and tame indi-

viduals of our domestic species, almost all of them the

largest quadrupeds and birds, having been propagated

throughout the new continent within the short period

that has elapsed since the discovery of America, while

no appreciable improvement can have been made in

the productive powers of that vast continent, affords

abyndant evidence of the extraordinary changes which

accompany the diffusion and progressive advancement

of the hunian^race over the globe. That it should

have remained for us to witness such mighty revolu-

tions is a proof, even if *there was no other evidence,

that the entrance of man into the planet is, com-

paratively speaking, of extremely modern date, and

that the effects of his agency are only beginning to be

felt*

Population which the globe is capable ofsupporting^-^

A modern writer has estimated, that there are in

AsAeriqii upwards of four million square miles of use-

* Travels ia Iceland in 18)0, p. 842.
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ful aoiv eBcU o^pable of nuyporimg 200 persons ; and

nearly six million^ OWJh mile capable of suppi^iilg 490 *

persons.*^ If this Gonjeotqre be true, it will follow, as

that author observes, that if the natural resources of

America were fully developed, it would afford sus-

tenance to fWe times as great a number of inhabitants

as the entire mass of human beings existing at present

upon the globe. The new continent, he thinks^ though

less tham half the size of the old, contains an equal <

quantity of useful soil, and much more than an equal

amount of productit'e power. Be this as it may, we
may safely conclude that the amount of human popu-

lation now existing constitutes out a small proportion

of that which the globe is capable of supporting, or

•which it is destined to sustain at nd distant period, by

the rapid progress of society, especially in America,

Australia, and certain parts of the old continent.

Power of^terminating species no prerogative ofman*

— But if we reflect that many millions of square miles

of the most fertile land, occupied originally by a bound-

less variety of animal and vegetable fornre, have been

already brought under the dominion of man, and com-

pelled, in a great measure, to yield n^urfshipent to

him, and to a limited number of plants and animals

which he has caused to increase, we must at once be

convinced, that the annihilation of a multitude of spe-

cies has already been effected,%nd wilj continue to go,

on hereafter, in certain regions, in a still more rapid

ratio, as the colonies of highly civilized nations spread

themselvea over unoccupied lands.

Yet, if we wield the sword of extermination as we
advance, W'f have no reason to repine at tho; havoc

f Macloiren, art.«Ainexioa, Encyo. Britannica.
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committed nor to f^nr-y, Scottish poet, that

we \ioM:e the social union of nature or complain,

with the melancholy Jaques, that we

Are mere usurpers, tyrants, and what's worse,

To fright the animals and to kill them^up

In their assign’d and native dwelling-place.*

We have only to reflect, that in thus obtaining pos-

,» session of the earth fey conquest, and defeifding our

acquisition^ by force, we exercise no exclusive prero-

gative. Every species which has l^pread itself from a

small point over a wi(k area must, in like manner, have

marked its progress oy the diminution or the entire

extirpation ofsome other, and must maintain its ground

by a successful struggle against the encroachments of'

other plants and animals. That minute parasitic plant,

called the rust” in wheat, has, like the Hessian fly,

the lociKt, and the aphis, caused famines ere now

amongst the “ lords of tbe creation.” The most in-

signifidant and diminutive species, whether in the

an;mal or vegetable kingdom, have each slaughtered

their thousands, as they disseminated themselves over

the globe, as well as the lion, when first it spread itself

over the tropical regions of Africa.

Concluding Although we have as yet

considered one class only ofthe causes (the organic) by

,which species nqay become exterminated, yet it cannot

but appear evident that the continued action of these

alone, throughout myriads of future ages, must work

an entire change in the state of* the organic creation,

not merely on the continents and islands, where the

power of man is ch'iefly exerted, but in the great ocean,

where his controul is almost unknown. * The mind is

prepared by the contemplation o£ such future .revolu-
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tions to look for the signs ^of ckh§rs, of an analogous

nature, in the monuments ofthe past. Insteid ofbeing*

astonished at the proofs there manifested of endless

mutations in the animate world, they will appear to one

who has thought profoundly on the fluctuations now
in progress,; to afford evidence in favour of the uni-

formity of the system, unless, indeed, we are precluded

from speaking of uniformity when we characterize a

principle*of endless variation.
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COAPtER X.

IKFLUSNOK OF INORGANIC OAUSBfl IN OBAMOING THS

HABITATIONS OF SPEOIBB.

Powers of diffusion indispensable, that ea&;h species may maintain

its ground^ How chafes in the physical geo^aphy affect the

distribution of species *- Rate of the change of species due to

thi^cause cannot be uniform (p. 145.)— Every change in the

physical geography of large regions tends to the extinction of

species ^p. 152.)— Effects of a general alteration of climate on

the migration of species •— Gradual refrigeration would cause

species in the northern and southern hemispheres to become

distinct*.— elevation of temperature the reverse •— Effects on

the condition of species which must result from inorganic^hauges

incoi^stent with the theory of transmutation (p. 161).

V

lowers ofdiffusion indispensahhy that each species may
maintain its ground,— Having shown in the last

chapter how considerably the numerical increase or

the extension of the geographic^ range of any one

species must derange the numbers and distribution of

others, let us now direct our attention to the influence

which the inorganic causes described in the second

book are continually exerting on the habitations of

species.

So great is the instability of the earth’s surface, that

if nature were noh; continually engaged in the task of

sowing seeds and colonizing animals, the depopulation

of a certain portion of the habitable aod land
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would in u few years be 0OR(|idei^)||b]il&. Whenever a rirei:

transports sediment into a lake or sea, so as materiallj^^

to diminish its depths ibe aquatic animah and plants

which delight in Water are expelled : the trj^ct,

however, is not allowed to remain useless ; but is soon

peopled by species whidi rc^iiire more light and heat,

and thrive Where the water is shallow. Every addi-

tion made to the land by the encrqachmeht of the

delta of^ river banishes many subaqueous species

from their native abodes; but the new^formed plain

is nqj permitted to lie unoccupied, being instantly

covered with^ terrestrial vegetatjjon. The ocean de-

vours continuous lines of sea-coast, and precipitates

forests or rich pasture land into the wavea: but this

*space is not lost to the animate creation ; for fhells

and sea-weed sooii adhere to the new-made cliffs, and

numerous frsh people the channel which the current

has scooped out for itself. No sooner has a Volcanic

island •been thrown up than some lichens begin to

grow upon it, and it is sometimes clothed with verdure,

while smoke and ashes are still occasioi^ally throTm

from the crater. The cocoa, pandanus, and^mangrove

take root upon the coral reef before it has fairly risen

above the waves. The burning stream of lava that

descends from Etna rolls through the stately forest,

and converts to asheb every tree and herb which

Stands in its Way ; but the black strip of land thus de-

solated is coveted again, in the Course of time, with

oaks, pines, and chestnuts, as luxuriant as those v4ich

the fiery torrent swept away.

Every flodd and landslip, Cvery T^'ave Which a hut-

ricane or earthquake throws upon the shore, evety

shower df tdlcanic dust and ashes Which bmies a

country fer and wide®to the depth of many feet, every
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Advance of the sand^ioo^. every conversion of salt-

Vateit into fresh when rivers alter their main channel

of discharge, every permanent variation in the rise or

All of tides in an estuary vii^ thej^^|ind countless other

causes displace, in the course ofa lew centuries, certain

plants and animals from ^ticms thfy previously

occupied. If, therefor^ the^Amthprof nature had not

been prodigal of those numerous contrivances, before

alluded |o, fdr spreacling all classes of orgaviic beings

over the earth— if he had not ordained that the fluc-

tuations of the animate and inanidiate creation should

be in perfect harmony with each otheis it is evident

that#considerable spaces, now the 'hiost habitable on

the.globqj would soon be as devoid of life as are the

Alftme snows, or the dark abysses of the ocean, or the

ttio^ttg sands of the Sahara.

The powers then of migration and diffusion confer-

red on animals and plants are indispensable to enable

them to maintain their ^ound, and would be.neces-

‘ sary even though it were never intended that a species

should gradually extend its geographical range. But

a facility of shifting their quarters being once given,

it canpot^faij to happen that the inhabitants of one

province should occasionally penetrate into some other,

since the strongest of those barriers which 1 before

described as separating distinct regions are all liable

to be thrown ^dwn, one after the other, during the

vicissitudes of the earth’s surtfl^ce*

How changes in •phy^ml geography affect the dis-

tribuHon of species. •— The numSers and distribution of

particular species are affected in two ways, by changes

in the physical geography of the earth:—First, these

changes promote or retard the migrations of species ;

secondly, they alter the physical conditlonei of the
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localities which species inl\^bitl|^ Jf the ocean should

gradually wear its way through an isthmus, liloe tha£*

of Suez, it would open a gassage for the intermixture

of the aquatic trib^s«iof two seas previously disjoii\ed,

and would, at the same time, close a fi^e communi-

cation which; the terrestrialplants and animals of two

continents had bifpre %njoyed. These would be, per-

haps, the most important conseguenges in regard to

the distribution of species, which would re|ult from

the breach made by the sea in such a spot> but there

would be others of a distinct nature, such as the con-

version of a Certain tract of la^d which formed the

isthmus into sea. * This space, previously occupiiid by

terrestrial plants and animals, would be inunedwely

delivered over to the aquatic; a local revolution uiich

might have happened in innumerable other patrls of

the globe, without being attended by any alteration

in the blending together of species of two distihct pro-

vinces..

Rate of change of species cannot be uniform,— This

observation leads me to point out one of the most in-

teresting conclusions to which We are led by the con-

templation of the vicissitudes of the in^irnat^ world

in relation to those of the animate. It is alear that, if

the agency of inorganic causes* be uniform, as I have

supposed, they must operate very irregularly on the

state of organic beings, so that the ra^e according to

which these will change in particular regions will not

be equal in equm periods of time.

I am not about to acfirocate the doctrine of general

catastrophes recurring at certain intervals, as in the

ancient Oriental cosmogonies, ndr do I doubt that, if

very considerable periods of equal duration could be

compared one with another, the rate of change in the

VOL. III. ’ H
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living, as well as in th^j inwganic world,, might be

nearly ryaiform ; but if we regard each of the causes

separately, whicli we know to be, at present the most

instrumental in remodelling the sta|eof the surface, we

^hallland thati^e must expect ea^h to be in action for

thousands of jears, without producing anij extensive

alterations in the habitable surface,and then to give rise,

during a very brief period, to important revolutions,

t Illustration derived from subsidences.— I shi^ll illus-

trate" this principle by a few of the most remarkable

examples which present themselves. In the course of

the last century, as we .have seen^ a considerable num-

ber of^lstances are recorded of the solid surface,

whe|bj^ covered by water or not, having been perma-

nently sunk or upraised by subterranean movements.

Most W these convulsions are only accompanied by

temporary fluctuations in the state of limited districts,

and a continued repetition of these events for thou-

sands of years might not produce any decided change

in the slate of many of those great zoological or bota-

nical provincer, of whicli I have sketched the boundaries.

When, for example, large parts of the ocean and

even of inland seas are a thousand fathoms or upwards

in depth, it a matter of no moment to the animate

creation that vast tracts should b» heaved up many
fathoms at certain intervals, or should subside to the

^ame amount. Neithei^ can,any material revolution be

produced in South America either in the terrestrial or

the marine plants or animals by a series of shocks on

the coast of Chili, each of which,'like that of Ponco, in

1750, should uplift the coast about twenty-five feet.

Nor if the ground sinks fifty feet at a time, as in the

harbour of Port Roy^l, in Jamaica, in 1692, will such
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alterations of level work |iny Jj^eperal fluctuations in

the state of organic beings inhabiting the West Indil*

islands, or thfe Caribbean Sea.

It is only when thaee subterranean powers, by sl\ift-

ing gradually the poinl»!Where their pHitcipSl force is

developed, happen to strike upon som^ particular

region where a slight change of level immediately

affects the distribution of land and w^ter, or the state

of the cliftiate, or the barriers between distinct groups

of species over extensive areas, that the rate*of fluctua-

tion becomes accelerated, and* may, in the course of a

few years or 'centuries, work mjghtier changes than

had been experienced in myriads of antecedent;^^s.

Thus, for example, a repetition ofsubsidences ci|^ing

the narrow isthmuS of Panamd to sink down a few

hundred feet, would, in a few centuries, bring about a

great revolution in the state of the animate creation in

the western hemisphere. Thousands of aquatic species

would pass, for the first time^ from the Caribbean Sea

into the Pacific ; and thousands of others, before pecu-

liar to the Pacific Ocean, would make th*eir way into

the Caribbean Sea, theGulfofMexico, and thp Atlantic.

A considerable modification would probably be occa-

sioned by the same event in the direction Or volume of

the Gulf stream, andnhereby the temperature of the sea

and the contiguous lands might be altered as far as the

influence of that current extends. A change of climate

might thus beproduced in the ocean from Florida to

Spitzbergen, and in many countries of North America,

Europe,-and Greenlan3. Not merely the heat, but the

quantity of rain which falls, would be,altered in certain

districts, so that many species would be excluded from
tracts where they before flotirished ; others Would be
reduced* in number ; and some would thrive more and

H 2
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multiply. The seeds ajs^and,the fruits of plants would

no* longer be drifted in jprecisely the same directions,

nor the eggs of aquatic aninials| neither would species

be any longer impeded in their initiations towards par-

ticular stations* before shut nuljj^^om them by their

inability to crpss the mighty current. ;;

Let us take another example from a part of the globe

which is at present liable to suffer by earthquakes,

namely, the low sandy tract which intervenes between

the Sea of Azof and the Caspian. If there should occur

a sinking down to a trifling amount^ and 'such ravines

should be formed as mi^ht be produced by & few earth-

quakes 5s?|3bt more considerable than have fallen within

our li^^ed observation during the last 140 years, the

waters of the Sea of Azof would poitr rapidly into the

Caspian, which, according to the levellings of the Rus-

sian travellers Engelhardt and Parrot, is about S50

feet below the level of the Black Sea.* The Sea of

Azof would immediately borrow from the Black •»Sea,

that sea again from the Mediterranean, and the Medi-

terranean front the Atlantic, so that an inexhaustible

current wouM pour down into the low tracts of Asia

bordering the (Caspian, by ,which all the sandy salt

steppes adjacent to that sea would be inundated. An
area of at least eighteen thousand square leagues, now

below the level of the Mediterranean, would be con-

verted from land jnto sea.

The diluvial waters would reach the salj^lake of Aral,

nor stop until their eastern shores were bounded by the

high land which in the steppe of flie Kirghis connects

the Altay with the Himalaya Mountains. Saratof,

Orenburg, and the low regions of the Oxus and Jaxar-

tes, would be submerged. A few years, pferhaps a few

^ Keise in den KaukaSus.
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months, might suffice few th'^’lsccomplishment of thjs

great revolution in the geography of the interior of

Asia ;
and it is impossible for those who believe in the

permanence of thd with which existing onuses^

now act, not to anti<^l§a|ie analogou?^(Bvent§ again and

again in the course of future ages.

Illustration derivedfrom the elevation of land,— Let

us next imagine a few cases of,the elevation of land of

small e*xtent at certain critical points, as, for ex^piple,

in the shallowest garts ofthe Straits of Gilfraltar, where

the soundings from the African to the European side

give only 2*20 fathoms. In proportion as this subma-

rine barrier of rock was upheaved,to effect whieft .would

merely require the shocks of partial and confineij earth-

quakes, the volume of water which pours ki from the

Atlantic into the Mediterranean would be lessened.

But the loss of the inland sea by evaporation would

remain the same ; so that being no longer able to draw

on the ocean for a supply sufficient to restore,its equi-

librium, it must sink, and leave dry a certain portion of

land around its borders. The current which now flows

constantly out of the Black Sea into the Mediterranean

would then rush in more rapidly, and the levtl of the

Mediterranean would be thej:eby*preveiited from fall-

ing so low ; but tlie level of the Black Sea would, for

the same reason, sink so that when, by a continued

series of elevatory movements, the Straits of Gibraltar

had become completely closed up, we might expect

large and level san^y steppes to surround both the

Black ISea and Mediterranean, like those occurring at

present on the skirts of the Caspipai, and the Lake of

Aral. The geographical range of hundreds of aquatic

species would be thereby circumscribed, and that of

hundreds of terrestrial plants and animals extended.

H 3
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A line of submariJfVolaanos crossing the channel

of sonSe strait, and gradually choking it up with ashes

and lava, might produce a new barrier as effectually as

a sories of earthquakes ; esp^lllly if thermal springs,

charged with ha^bonate oflim^Siiica, artid other mineral

ingredients, should promote the rapid multiplication of

corals and shells, and cement them together with solid

matter precipitated during the intervals between erup-

'’tions. Supposep this manner a stoppage to be caused

of the Bahama Channel between thp bank of that name
and the coast of Florida. This insignificant revolution,

confined to a mere sfot in the botfom of the ocean,

woulcf, by diverting the main current ofthe Gulfstream,

give rise more effectually than the opening ofthe Straits

of Panarn/i, before supposed, to extensive changes in

the climate and distribution of animals and plants in-

habiting the northern hemisphere.

Illustration from the formation of new islands,—A
repetitjon of elevatory ‘^movements of earthquakes

might continue over an area as extensive as Europe,

fof thousands of ages, at the bottom of the ocean, in

certain regions, and produce no visible effects ; where-

as, if they should operate in some shallow parts of the

Pacific, amid the coral archipelagos, they would soon

give birth to a new continent. Hundreds of volcanic

islands may be thrown up, and become covered with

Vegetation, without causing more than local fluc-

tuations in the r.nimate world ; but if a chain like the

.Aleutian archipelago, or the Kuyle Isles, run for a dis-

tance of many hundred miles, so as to form an almost

uninterrupted communication between two continents,

or two distant islands, the migrations of plants, bi^ds,

insects, and even of some quadrupeds, may cause, in

a short time, an extraordinary lerie^ of revolutions
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tending to augment th^ rai^ft of sbme animals and
plants, and to limit that of others. A new arohipelSgo

might be formed in the Mediterranean, the fey of

Biscay, and a thousa^d^other places, and migl^t pro-

duce less important events than one^i*cR:k which should

rise up bfetween Australia ‘ and Java, so placed that

winds and currents might cause an interchange of

the plants, insects, and birds.
^

Frohi the wearing through of an isthmus.— If vfe

turn from the igneous to the aqueous agents, we find

the same tendency to an irregular rate of change,

naturally Connected with the^. strictest uniformity in

the energy of those causes. When the sea^^for ex-

ample, gradually encroaches upon both sides of a

narrow isthmus, *as that of Sleswick, separating the

North Sea from the Baltic, where, as before stated,

the cliffs on both the opposite coasts are wasting

away *, no material alteration results for thousands of

years, save only that there* is a progressive conversion

of a small strip of land into water. A few feet only,

or a few yards, are annually removed"; but when, at

last, the partition shall be broken down, and the tides

of the ocean shall enter b\ a direct passage into the

inland sea, instead of going by a circuitous route

through the Cattegat, a body of salt water will sweep

up as far as the Gulfs of Bothnia and Finland, the

waters of which are now brackish^ or almost fresji

;

and this revolution will be attended^by the local anni-

hilation of many species.

Similar consequences must have resulted, on a small

scale, when the sea opened its wa}'^ through the

isthmus of Staveren in the thirteenth century, forming

« a union between an inland lake and the ocean, and

* p. 59.
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opening, in the courgf^?)f oqe century, a shallow strait,

^more ^fian half as wide as the narrowest part of that

which divides England from France.

Changes in physical geography which must occasion

extinction of species.— It will lalmost seem superfluous,

after I have thus traced the important modifications in

the condition of living beings which flow from changes

of trifling extent, to argue that entire ^revolutions

•might be brought about, if the climate and* physical

geography ,,of the whole globe were greatly altered.

It has been stated, that species are in ‘general local,

some being confined, to extremely sma^l spots, and

depei^ling for their existence on a combination of

causes, which, if they are to be met with elsewhere,

occur only in some very remote 'region. Hence it

must happen that, when the nature of these localities

is changed, the species will perish ; for it will rarely

happen that the cause which alters the character of

the district will afford neiv facilities to the speeies to

establish itself elsewhere.

African desert.— Jf we attribute the origin of a great

part of the desert of Africa to the gradual progress of

moving sands, ^riven eastward by the westerly winds,

we may safely infer that a variety of species must

have been annihilated by this cause* alone. The sand-

flood has been inundating, from time immemorial, the

^ich lands on thq^west of the Nile; and we have only

to multiply this effect a sufficient number of times, in

order to understand how, in the lapse of ages, a whole

group of terrestrial animals and plants may become
extinct.

This desert, without including Bornou and Darfour,

extends, according to the calculation of Humboldt,

over 194?,000 square leagues; an area nearly^ three

times as great as that of France. In a small portion
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of SO vast a space, we niay^itfer from analogy th§t

there were many peculiar species of plants an^ animals

which must have been banished by the sand, and their

habitations invaded by the camel, and by birda and

insects formed for the arid sands.

There Js evidently nothing in the nature of the

catastrophe to favour the escape of the former inha-

bitants to some adjoining proviijce; nothing to weaken,

in the bordering lands, that powerful barrier against

emigration—pre-occupancy. Nor, even If the exclu-

sion of a certain group of species from a given tract

were compensated by an exter^sion of their range over

a new country, would that circumstance tend^to the

conservation of species in general ; for the extirpation

would merely then be transferred to the/.region so

invaded. If it be imagined, for example, that the

aboriginal quadrupeds, birds, and other animals of

Africa, emigrated in consequence of the advance of

drift'sand, and colonized Arabia, the indigenqus Ara-

bian species must have given way before them, and

have been reduced in number or destroyed.

Let us next suppose that, in some central and more

elevated parts of the great African desf;rt, the* upheav-

ing power of subterranean niovements Should be ex-

erted throughout 3n immense series of ages, accompa-

nied, at certain intervals, by volcanic eruptions, such

as gave rise at once, in 1755, to a mauntain 1600 feel

high, on the Mexican plateau. Whan the continued

repetition of these events had caused a mountain-

chain, it is obvious that a complete transformation in

the state of the climate would he brought about

throughout a vast area.

We may imagine the summits of the new chain to

rise scr high as to be covered, like Mount Atlas, for

H 5
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several thousand feet) /%h ,snpw, during a great part

0? the year. The melting of these snows, during the

greatest heat, would cause the rivers to swell in the

sea|pn when the greatest drought now prevails ; the

waters, moreover, derived from this source, would

always be of lower temperature than the Surrounding

atmosphere, and would thus contribute to cool the

climate. During the^numerous earthquakes and vol^

*canic eruptions j^upposed to accompany the gradual

formation of the chain, there would be many floods

caused by the bursting of temporary lak^s, and by the

melting of snows by l^va. These inundations might

deposft alluvial matter far and wide over the original

sands, as the country assumed various shapes, and was

modified.(iagain and again by the moving power from

below, and the aqueous erosion of the surface above.

Al length the Sahara might be fertilized, irrigated by

rivers ancl streamlets intersecting it in every direction,

and covered by jungle anii morasses; so that the ani-

mals and plants which now people Northern Africa

woCuld disapp"ear, and the region would gradually be-

come fitted for the reception of a population of species

perfectly dissimilar in their forms, habits, and organ-

ization.

There are always some peculiar^ and characteristic

leatures^in the physical geography of each large

Vlivlsion of the globe; and on these peculiarities the

State of animal,,and vegetable life is dependent. If,

therefore, we admit incessant fluctuations in the phy-

sical geography, we must, at the same time. Concede

the successive extinction of terrestrial and aquatic

species to be part of the economy of our system.

When some great class of statiom is in dxcess in cer-

tain latitudes, as, for example, in vide savannahs, arid
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sands, lofty mountains, qr it^aqd seas, we find a cor*

respofiding development of species adapted for suth

circumstances. In North America, where there is a

chain of vast inland lakes of fresh water, we find an

extraordinary abundance and variety cf aquatic £irds,*

fresh-watg* fish, testacea, ^d small amphibious rep-

tiles, fitted for such a climate. 'Fhe greater part of

these would perish if the lakes were destroyed,

—

event that might be brought about by some of tlm

least of those important revolutions contemplated in

geology. It mi^t happen that no fresh-water lakes

of corresponding magnitude might then exist on the

globe ; or that, if they occurred elsewhere, they might

be situated in New Holland, Southern Africa, Eastern

Asia, or some region so distant as to be quite inacces-

sible to the North American species ; or Ihey might

be situated within the tropics, in a climate uninhgi>it-

able by species fitted for a tempet^te zone
;
*or, finally,

we may presume that thejj would be pre-occupied by

indigenous tribes.

To pursue this train of reasoning farther is unneces-

sary; the geologist has only to reflect on what has

been said of the habitations and stations of organic

beings in general, and to consider .|her8 in relation to

those effects w'hkh were contemplated in the second

book, as resulting from the igneous and aqu^us causes

now in action, and he will immediately perceive th^t,

amidst the vicissitudes of the earth’s surface, species

cannot be immortal, but must perish, one after the

othertlike the indiviHuals which compose them. There

is no possibility of escaping from this conclusion, with-

out resorting to some hypothesis as violent as that of

Lamarck, who imagined, as we have before seen, that

species ai^ each Df them endowed with indefinite

H 6
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powers of modifying th^ir organization, in conformity

iG the endless changes of circumstances to which they

are exposed.

Effects ofa general Alteration in Climate on the

Distribution of Species,

Some of the effects wllich must attend every gene-

ral alteration of climate are sufficiently peculiar to

,claim a separate consideration before concluding the

present chapter.
*

I have before stated that, during^ seasons of extra-

ordinary severity, many northern birds, and in some

countp^es many qi idrupeds, migrate southwards. If

these cold seasons were to become frequent, in con-

sequence of a gradual and general refrigeration of the

s^osphere, such migrations would be more and more

regular, until, at length, many animals, now confined to

the arctic regions^^ould become the tenants of the

temperate zone ; while t|jie inhabitants of the tempe-

rate zohe would approach nearc*' to tlie equator. At

the, same time, many species prcvioiisly established on

high niountaiiis would begin to descend, in every lati-

tude, towards ^the middle regions
; and those which

were confined to the flanks of mountains would make

their way into the plaint. Analogous changes would

also takejplace in the vegetable kingdom,

„ If, on Uie contrary, the heat of the atmosphere be

on the increase, the plants and animals of low grounds

would ascend to higher levels, the equatorial species

would migrate into the temperate zone, and those of

the temperate into the arctic circle.

But although some species might thus be preserved,

every great change of climate must be fatal to many
which can find no place of retreat when their original
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habitations become unfit fqr tlijerp. For if the gene-

ral temperature be on the rise, then there is ncv cooler

region whither the polar species can take refuge ; if it

be on the decline, then the animals and plants pre-

viously established between the tropics have no

resource. iSuppose the ge^ral heat of the atmo-

sphere to increase, so thateven the arctic region became

too warm for the musk-ox and rein^-deer, it is clear

that they must perish ; so, if the torrid zone should*

lose so much of its heat by the progressi^ie refriger-

ation of the earth’s surface as to be an unfit habitation

for apes, bods, bamboos, and palms, these tribes of

animals and plants, or, at least, most of the species

now belonging to them, would become extinct, for

there would be no Warmer latitudes for their reception.

It will follow, therefore, that as often as the climates

of the globe are passing from the extreme of heat to

that of cold— from the summer tee the wintfer of the

great year before alluded to^— the migratory move-

ment will be directed constantly from the poles towards

the equator ; and for this reason the spbcies inhabit-

ing parallel latitudes, in the northern and southern

hemispheres, must become widely dili^prent. , For I

assume on grounds before explained, ,,thal> the original

stock of each specit*s is introduced into one spot of the

earth only, and, consequently, no species c§n be at

once indigenous in the arctic and antarctic circles.f •

But when, on the contrary, a series qf changes in the

physical geography of the globe, or any other sup-

posed cause, occasions an elevation of the general

temperature,—when there is a passage from the winter

to one of the vernal or summer seasons of the great

•• Book I. chap, tii. f Chap. viii.
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cycle of climates, -rtJ^ien tihe order of the migratory

^'foovement is inverted. The different species of animals

and plants direct their course from the equator towards

the poles ; and the northern and southern hemispheres

may become peopled, to a great degree, by identical spe-

cies. Such is not the actual state of the inh'abited earth,

as I have already shown in my sketch of the geogra-

phical distribution of its living productions ; and this

fact adds an additional proof to the geological'fevidence,

derived from independent sources, that the general tem-

perature has been cooling down during the epochs which

immediately preceded our own.

I cki not mean to speculate on the entire transposition

of a group of animals and plants from tropical to polar

latitude^, or the reverse, as a probable, or even pos-*

sible, event ; for although we may believe the mean

annual temperature of one zone to be transferrible to

another,' we know^that the same climate cannot be so

transferred. Whatever be the general temperature of

the earth’s surface, comparative equability of heat will

characterizc'the tropical regions; while great periodical

variations^will belong to the temperate, and still more

to the polar, latitudes. These, and many other pecu-

liarities connected with heat and light, depend on fixed

astronomical causes, such as the filotion of the earth

and its position in relation to the sun, and not on those

fluctuations of vits surface, which may influence the

general temperature.

Among many obstacles to such extensive transfer-

ence of habitations we must not forget the fmraense

lapse of time re9uired, according to the hypothesis

before suggested, to bring about a considerable change

in climate. During a period so vast, thfe other causes

of extirpation, before enumerated, would exert so
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powerful an influence as Jo pvenent all, save a very

few hardy species, from passing from equatorial th*

polar regions, or from the tropics to the pole.*

But the power of accommodation to new circum-

stances is great in certain species, andnnight enable

many to pajs from one zone to another, if the mean
annual heat of the atmosphere and the ocean were

greatly altered. To the marine tribes, especially, such

apassagdwould be possible; for they^are less impeded*

in their migrations by barriers of land, than are the

terrestrial by the ocean. Add to this, that the tem-

perature of the ocean is much more uniform than that

of the atmosphere investing the land; so that wi may
easily suppose that most of the testacea, fish, and

•other classes, mighl pass from the equatoriaHnto the

temperate regions, if the mean temperature of those

regions were transposed, although a second expatria-

tion of these species of tropical origin into the arctic

and antarctic circles would probably be impossible.

On the principles above explained, if we found that

at some former period, as when, for exanlple, our car-

boniferous strata were deposited, the same^tree-fcrns

and other plants inhabited the regions*now occupied

by Europe and Van Diemen's Land, we slwuld suspect

that the species in ’question had, at some antecedent

period, inhabited lands within the tropics, and that.,an

increase of the mean annual heat l\ad caused tfterc?

to emigrate into both the temperate zpnes. There are

no geological data, however, as yet obtained, to war-

rant the opinion that such identity of species existed

in the two hemispheres in the era ir^ question.

Let us now consider more particularly the effect of

See Book 1. chap. vi. vii. and viii.
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vicissitudes of cliiu^tp in ^causing one species to give

Vay before the increasing numbers of some other.

When temperature forms the barrier which arrests

the progress of an animal or plant in a particular di-

rection, theindividuals are fewer and less vigorous as

they approach the extreme confines of the^geographical

range of tl\e species. But these stragglers are ready

to multiply rapidly on the slightest increase or dimi-

nution of heat that may be favourable to thdm, just as

particular, insects increase during a hot summer, and

certain plants and animals gain ground! after a scries

of congenial seasons.

Iib almost every district, especially if it be moun-

tainous, there are a variety of species the limits of

whose habitations are conterminous, some being unable

to proceed farther without encountering too much heat,

others too much cold. Individuals, which are thus on

the bortlers of the regions proper to their respective

species, are like the out^josts of hostile armies*, ready

to profit by every slight change of circumstances in

their favourt and to advance upon the ground occupied

by their neighbours and opponents.

The;, proximity of distinct climates, produced by the

inequalities* of the earth’s surface, brings species pos-

sessing very different constitutions*into such immediate

contact, that their naturalizations are very speedy

whenever opportunities of advancing present them-

selves. Many ^insects and plants, for example, are

common to low plains within the arctic circle, and to

lofty mountains in Scotland and other parts oPEurope.

If the climate, therefore, of the polar regions were

transferred to our own latitudes, the species in ques-

tion would immediately descend from these elevated

stations to overrun the low grounds. Invasions of this
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kind, attended by tKe expillsion (Tf the pre-occupants^^

are almost instantaneous, because the change of tem-

perature not only places the one species in a more

favourable position, but renders the others sickly and

almost incapable of defence.

These ckdnges inconsistent with the theory of trans^

mutation.— Lamarck, when speculating on the trans-

mutation^ of species, supposed every* modification in

organization and instinct to be brought about slowly

and insensibly in ay indefinite lapse of agel. But he

does not appear to have sufficiently considered how

much every alteration in the physical condition of the

habitable surface changes the relations of agreat fium-

ber of co-existing species, and that some of these would

be ready instantly to avail themselves of the /slightest

change in their favour, and to multiply to the injury

of others. Even if we thought it possible that the palm

or the elephant, which now flourish in equatorial re-

gions, could ever learn to bear the variable seasons of

our temperate zone, or the rigours of an arctic winter,

we might, with no less confidence, affirm, that thfey

must perish before they had time to become habituated

to such new circumstances. That they*wouldi)e dis-

placed by other species as oftey as the climate varied,

may be inferred from the data before explained re-

specting the local extermination of species produ^d
by the multiplication of others.

Suppose the climate of the highest part of t!ie woody

zone ofEtna to be transferred to the sea-shore at the base

of the iriountain, no botanist would anticipate that the

olive, lemon-tree, and prickly pear (^Cactus opuntia)y

would be able to contend with the oak and chestnut,

which would begin forthwith to descend to a lower

level ; ot that these last would be able to stand their
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,

ground against the*pine, 'Srhich would also, in the space

of a lew years, begin to occupy a lower position. We
might form some kind of estimate of the time which

might be required for the migrations of these plants

;

whereas we have no data for concluding .that ^any num-

ber of thousands of years would be sufficient for one

step in the pretended metamorphosis of one species

into another, posseissing distinct attributej^ and qua-

lities.

This argument is applicable not rnerely to climate^

but to any other cause of mutation. Powever slowly

a lake may be convG.*ted into a marsh, or a marsh into

a Aeadow, it is evident that before the lacustrine

plants can acquire the power of, living in marshes, or

the marsh-plants of living in a less humid soil, other

species, already existing in the region, and fitted for

these several stations, will intrude and keep possession

of the ground. So, if a tract of salt water becomes

fresh by passing througli every intermediate Jegree of

brackishness, still the marine molluscs will never be

permitted to be gradually metamorphosed into fluviatile

species ,• because Jong before any such transformation

can tUke ^ISce by slow and insensible degrees, other

tribes, already formed to delight in brackish or fresh

water, will avail themselves of the change in the fluid,

s^d will, each in their turn, monopolize the space.

It is idle therefore to dispute about the abstract pos-

sibility of thef conversion of one^ species into another,

when there are known causes«so much more active in

their nature, which must always intervene and prevent

the actual accomplishment of such conversions. A
faint image of the certain doom of a species less fitted

to struggle with some new condition in a region which

it previously inhabited, arid wliere it has to contend
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with a more vigorous spocies, k presented by the

extirpation of savage tribes of men by the advancing

colony of some civilized nation. In this case the con-

test is merely between two different races— two va-

rieties, moreover, of a species which excefeds all others

in its aptituitie to accommodate its habits to the most

extraordinary variations of circumstances. Yet few fu-

ture events are more certain thaij thejspeedy extermi-

nation of the Indians of North America and the savages

of New Holland in tjie course of a few centuries, when

these tribes will be remembered only in poetry and

tradition.
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CHAPTER XL

EXTINriTlON ANI> CREATION OF SPECIES.

Theory of the successive extinction of species consistent with their

limited geographical distribution — Opinions of botanists re-

specting the centres from which plants have been diffused—
WJiether there arc grounds for inferrin'g that the loss, from time

tb time, of certain animals and plants, is compensated by the

introduction of new species?—Whether any evidence of such

new creations could be expected within the historical era?

(p. Iffy.)— The question whether the existing species have

been created in succession must be decided by geological

monuments.

Succ3ssiiie J^xtmethm of Species consistent with their

limited Geographical Distribution,

In tlie preceding chapters I have pointed out the

strict depeivlence of each species of animal and plant

on certain physical conditions in the state of the

earth s surface, and on the number and attributes of

other organic beings inhabiting the same region. I

have also endeavoured to show that all these conditions

are in a state of continual fluctuation, the igneous and

aqueous agents remodelling, from time to time, the

physical geography of the globe, and the migrations

of species causing new relations to spring up succes-

sively between different organic beings. I have de-

duced as a corollary, that the species existing at any

particular period must, in the course of ages, become
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extinct one after the other. “Thej^must die out,” to

borrow anemphatical expression from BufFon
; “because

Time fights against them.”

If the views which I have taken are just, there wilJ^

be no difficulty in explaining why the hallitations of

so many specie^ are now restrained within exceedingly

narrow limits. Every local revolution, such as those

contemplated in the preceding chapter,., tends to cir-

cumscribe the range of some species, wh.ile it enlarges

that of others; and if we are led to infer th^it new
species originate in one spot only, each must require

time to diffuse ifself over a wide area. It will follow,

therefore, from the adoption of this hypothesis, tlifet

the recent origin of some species, and the high an-

tiqriity of others, are equally consistent with thc^cne-

ral fact of their limited distribution, some being local,

because they have not existed long enough to admit

of their wide dissemination ; others, because circum-

stances in* the animate or inanimate world have occur-

red to restrict tlie range which they may once have

obtained.

As considerable modifications in the relative^ levels

of land and sea have taken place in certain regions

since the existing species were in being, we* can feel

no surprize that the zoologist and botanist have hitherto

found it difficult to refer the geographical distribution

of species to any clear and determinate principles,

since they have usually speculated on the^phenomena,

upon the assumption that the physical geography of

the globe had undergone’ no material alteration since

the introduction of the species now living. So long as

this assumption was made, the facts relating to the

geography of plants and animals appeared capricious

in the extreme, and by many the subject was pro-
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nounced to be so full of mystery and anomalies, tliat

the establishment of a satisfactory theory was hopeless.

Centresfrom which plants have been diffused,—Some

botanists conceived, in accordance with the hypothesis

of Willdenow, that mountains were the centres of crea-

tion from which the plants now inhabitijig large con-

tinents have radiated ; to which De Candolle and others,

with much reason, objected, that mountains, on the

contrary, are often the barriers between two provinces

of distinct vegetation. The geologist who is acquainted

with the extensive modifications "which the surface of

the earth has undergone in very recent geological

epochs, may be able, perhaps, to reconcile both these

theories in their application to different regions.

A lofty range of mountains, which is so ancient as

to date from a period when the species of animals and

plants differed from those now living, will naturally

form a barrier between contiguous provinces; but a

chain which has been raised, in great part, within the

epocli of existing species, and around which new lands

have arisen from the sea within that period, will be a

centre of peculiar vegetation.

“ Ip France,” observes De Candolle, “ the Alps and

Cevennes prevent a great number of the plants of the

south from spreading themselves to the northward

;

but it has been remarked that some species have made
their way through the gorges of these chains, and are

found on their northern sides, principally in those

places where they are lower and more interrupted.’^*

Now the chains here alluded to have probably been of

considerable height ever since the era when the exist-

ing vegetation began to appear, and were it not for .

• Essai £I4n[ient«ire,«j&c. p. 46.
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the deep fissures which divide them, they might have

caused much more abrupt terminations to the exten-

sion of distinct assemblages of species.

Parts of the Italian peninsula, on the other hand

have gained a considerable portion of their present

height, since a majority of the marine species now in-

habiting the I^iediterranean, and probably, also, since

the terrestrial plants of the same region, were in being.

Large tracts of land have been added, both on the,

Adriatic and Mediterranean side, to what originally

constituted a much parrower range of mountains, if

not a chain of islands running nearly north and south,

like Corsica anil Sardinia. It may therefore be pre-

sumed that the Apennines have been a centre whence

species have diffused themselves over the contiguous

l(ixoer and newer regions. In this and all analogous

situations, the doctrine of Willdenow, that species

have radiated from the mountains as from centre^, may
be well founded.

Introdmtion ofNew Species^

If the reader should infer, from the facts laid before

him in the preceding chapters, that the succfe&^ive ex-

tinction of animals and plants may be parf of the* con-

stant and regular course of nature, he will naturally

inquire whether there are any means provided for the

repair of these losses ? Is it part of the economy of

our system that the habitable globe should, to a certain

extent, become depopulated both in th^ ocean and on

the land ; or that the variety of species should diminish

until some new era arrives when a new and extraor-

dinary effort of creative energy is to* be displayed?

Or is it possible that new species can. be called into
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being from time to time, and yet that so astonishing a

phenomenon can escape thfe observation of naturalists?

Humboldt has characterized these subjects as among

the mysteries which natural science cannot reach ; and

hd^ observes ,,that the investigation of the origin of

beings does not belong to zoological or botanical geo-

graphy. To geology, however,, these topics do strictly

appertain ; and this science is chiefly interested in in-

,

quiries into the *state*of the animate creatiomas it now

exists, with a ^iew of pointing out its relations to

antecedent periods when its condition ivas different.

Before offering any hypothesis towards the solution

of so difficult a problem, let us corfsider what kind of

evidence we ought to expect, in the present state of

science, of the first appearance lof new animals or,

plants, if we could imagine the successive creation of

species to constitute, like their gradual extinction, a

regular part of the economy of nature.

In the first place, it is obviously more easy tej prove

that a*species, once numerously represented in a given

district, has ceased to be, tlian that some other which

did not pre-exist has made its appearance— assuming

always, Ibr reasons before stated, that single stocks

only 0^ e^ch animal and plant are originally created,

and that individuals of new species do not suddenly

start up in many different places at once.

So imperfect has the science of natural history re-

mained down to our own times, that, within tlie me-

mory of persons now living, the numbers of known
animals apd plants have been doubled, or even qua-

drupled, in many classes. New and often conspicuous

species are annually discovered in parts of the old

continent, long inhabited by the most civilized nations.
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Conscious, therefore, of th^ limited extent of our in-

formation, we always infer, when such discoveries are

made, that the beings in question had previously eluded

our research ; or had at least existed elsewhere, a^jd

only migrated at a recent period into tile territories

where we no}kv find them. It is difficulty even in con-

templation, to anticipate the time when we shall be

entitled to make any other hypotJiesis,in regard to all

the marine tribes, and to by far the greater number of

the terrestrial ;
— such as birds, which possess such

unlimited powers of migration ; insects which, besides

their numbers,' are also so capable of being d^sed to

vast distances; and cryptogamous plants, to whicl#,*as

to many other classes, both of the animal and vege-

table kingdom, similar observations are applicj^ble.

What kind of evidence of new creations could he ex-

pected ?— What kind of proofs, therefore, could we
reasonably expect to find of the origin at a particular

period of a new species ?

Perhaps it may be said in reply that, within the last

two or three centuries, some forest tree or* new quadt

ruped might have been observed to appear, yiddenly

in those parts of England or France whi«h had* been

most thoroughly investigated;— that naturalists might

have been able to show that no such living being in-

habited any other region of the globe, and that there

was no tradition of any thing similar Jiaving before

been observed in the district where itjiad made its

appearance.

Now, although this objection may seem plausible,

yet its force will be found to depend entirely on the

rate of fluctuation which we suppose to prevail in the

animate world, and on the proportion which such con-

VOL. lU. I
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spicuous subjects of, the apimal and vegetable king-

llbras bear to those which are less known and escape

our observation. There are perhaps more than a

million species of plants and animals, exclusive of the

microscopic und infusory animalcules, now inhabiting

tho terraqueous** globe. The terrestrial Jplants may

amount, says De Candolle, to somewhere between

110,000 and 120,000 * ; but the data on which this

conjecture is founded are considered by many«botanists

to be vague anti unsatisfactory. Sprengel only enu-

merated, in 1827, aWut 81,000 known phaenogamous,

and 6(||p cryptogamous plants ; but that naturalist

011^* 0(1 many, perhaps 7000 phaenogamous, and 1000

cryptogamous species. Mr. Lindley is of opinion that

it would be rash, in the present ‘state of science, to

speculate on the existence of more than 80,000 phae-

nogamous, and 10,000 cryptogamous plants. “ If we

take,” he says, in a letter to the author on this sub-

ject, “ 37,000 as the number of published pbacnoga-

mous species, and then add, for the undiscovered

species in Asia and New Holland 15,000, in Africa

10,000, ai)d in America 18,000, we have 80,000 spe-

cies ; cBnd if, 7000 be the number of published crypto-

gamous plants, and we allow 300(^or the undisco-

vered species (making 10,000), there would then be,

on the whole, 90,000 species.”

It was supposed by Linnaeus that there were four

or five species^ of insects in the world for each phaeno-

gamous plant : but if we may judge from the relative

proportion of the two classes in*Great Britain, the

number of inseipts must be still greater ; for the total

* O^g. des Plantes. Diet, des Sci*
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number of British insects# act«ording to the last

census/* is about 12,500*, whereas there are* only

1500 phaenogamous plants indigenous to our island.

As the insects are much more numerous in hot coun-

tries than in our temperate latitudes, it sdems difficult

to avoid the conclusion that there are more than half

a million species in the world.

The number of known mamrpifera^ according to

TemmincK, exceeds 800, and Baron Quvier estimated

the amount of known fishes at 6000. Neifrly 6000

species of birds'have likewise been ascertained.'!* We
have still to ad*d the reptiles, and, all the inve^pxrated

animals, exclusive of insects. It remains, in a gtlgat

degree, mere matter of conjecture what proportion the

aquatic tribes may bear to the denizens of tl^e land

;

but the habitable surface beneath the waters can hardly

be estimated at less than double that of the continents

and islands, even admitting that a very considerable

area is destitute of life, in constequence of great clppth,

cold, darkness, and other circumstances. In the late

polar expedition it was found that, in some regions, alfe

in Baffin's Bay, there were marine animals irdiabiting

the bottom at great depths, where the teifiperatttre of

the water was btitew the freezing point. Thht there

is life at much greater profundities in warmer regions,

may be confidently inferred. I have before stated

that marine plants not only exist, buU acquire vivid

colours at depths where, to our senses, there would be

darkness deep as night.

The ocean teems with life—the class of alone

are conjectured by Lamarck to be as strong in indivi-

* See Catalogue of Brit. Insects, by John Curtis, Esq.

t See Quarterly Review, No. xciv. p. 337.
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duals as insects. Every t;*opical reef is described as

covered with corals and sponges, and swarming with

Crustacea, echini, and testacea; while almost every

ti^e-washed rock in the world is carpeted with fuci and

supports sonfe corallines, actiniae, and mollusca. There

are innumerable forms in the seas of the wjtrmer zones,

which have scarcely begun to attract the attention of

the naturalist ; and there are parasitic animals without

number, three or four of which are sometinffes appro-

priated to one genus, as to the BalcmUy for example.

Even though we concede, therelbre, that the geogra-

phical ^ge of marine species is mor^ extensive in

gei3te*al than that of the terrestrial (the temperature

of the sea being more uniform, and the land impeding

less the migrations of the oceanic'than the ocean those

of the terrestrial species), yet it seems probable that

the aquatic tribes far exceed in number the inliabitants

of the Ihnd.

Without insisting om-this point, it may be^safe to

assume, that, exclusive of microscopic beings, therfe

afe betweei? one and two millions of species now inha-

biting tl)e terraqueous globe ; so that if only one of

these were to become extinct annu^y, and one new

one were to be every year called ^pto being, much

more than a million of years might be required to

bring about a complete revolution in organic life.

I am not hazarding at present any hypothesis as to

the probable r^te of change ; but none will deny that,

when the annual birth and the annual death of one

species on the globe is proposed as a mere speculation,

this at least is tp imagine no slight degree of instabi-

lity in the animate creation. If we divide the surface

of the earth into twenty regions of equal area, one of

these might comprehend a space of land and water
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about equal in dimensions*to Eufope, and might corl/-#

tain a twentieth part of the million of speciesVhich
may be assumed to exist in the animal kingdom. In

this region one species only would, according to the

rate of mortality before assumed, perish in twenty

years, or on}y five out of fifty thousand in the course

of a century. But as a considerable proportion of the

whole would belong to the aquatic classes, with which

we have a very imperfect acquaintancie, we must ex-

clude them from ouj* consideration ; and if they con-

stitute half oi^* the entire number, then one species

only might be lost,in forty years*among the tlrrestrial

tribes. Now the mammalia, whether terrestriA or

aquatic, bear so small a proportion to other classes of

‘animals, forming less, perhaps, than one thousandth

part of the whole, that, if the longevity of species in

the different orders were equal, a vast period must

elapse before it would come to the turn of this con-

spicuous class to lose one ot* their number. If one

species only of the whole animal kingdom^ died out in

forty years, no more than one mammifer might disap-

pear in 40,000 years, in a region of the dinletisions of

Europe.

It is easy, thef^fore, to see, tjiat, in a smalf portion

of such an area, in countries, for example, of the size

of England and France, periods of much greater dur-

ation must elapse before it would be •possible to au-

thenticate the first appearance of one of the larger

plants and animals, assuming the annual birth and

death of one species to be the rate of vicissitude in the

animate creation throughout the worlds

The observations of naturalists, upon living species,

may, in the course of future centuries, accumulate

positive data, from Which an insight into the laws
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which govern this prart ofrour terrestrial system may
be derived ; but, in the present deficiency of historical

records, we have traced up the subject to that point

where geological monuments alone are capable of

leading us on to the discovery of ulterior truths. To
these, therefore, we must now appeal, ^carefully ex-

amining the strata of recent formation wherein the

remains of living species, both animal and vegetable,

are known to o^'cur. We must study these strata in

strict reference to their chronological order, as deduced

from their superposition, and other relations. From
these sources we may learn which of the species, now
our^Contemporaries, have survived the greatest revo-

lutions of the earth’s surface ; which of them have

co-existed with the greatest number of animals and

plants now extinct, and which have made their ap-

pearance only when the animate world had nearly

attained its present condition.

Frpm such data we may be enabled to infer, whether

Species have been called into existence in succession,

dr all at one period ; whether siijgly, or by groups

simultau^eously ; whether the antiquity of man be as

high «s that of any of the inferior^Jbeings which now
share the

‘
planet with him, or whether the human

species is one of the most recent of the whole.

To some of these questions we can even now return

a satisfactory eanswer ; and with regard to the rest,

we have some<data to guide conjecture, and to enable

us to speculate with advantage : but it would be pre-

mature to anticipate such discussions until 1 have laid

before the read#ir an ample body of materials amassed

by the industry of modern geologists.
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CHAPTER XII.

EFFECTS PRODUCED BY THE POWERS ‘OF VITALITY ON
THE STATE OP THE EARTll’s SURFACE.

Modifications in physical geography caused by organic beings-—

Why the vegetable soil docs not augment in thickness — 'I’hc

theory, that vegetation is an antagonist power counterba,]|incir)g

the degradation caused by running water, untenable (p. 180.)

— Conservative infliyince of vegetation (p.l84.)— Rain dimin-

ished by felling of forests— Distribution of Amcjican forests

dependent on direction of predominant winds (p. 188.) -

Influence of man in modifying the physical geography of tlie

globe.

The second branch of our inquir}'^, respecting changes

of the organic world, relates to the proceiSses by which

the remains of animals and plants become /q^sil, or, to

speak still morc^jenerally, to all the effects produced

by the powers of vitality on the surface naiAl shell of

the earth.

Before entering on the principal division of this

subject, the imbedding and preservatipn of animal and*

vegetable remains, I shall offer a few^remarks on the

superficial modifications caused directly by the agency

of organic beings, as w^en the growth of certain plants

covers the slope of a mountain with .peat, or converts

a swamp into dry land ; or when vegetation prevents

the soil, in certain localities, from being washed away

by running water.

1 4f
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In considering a1tCFations,«of this kind, brought about

in the ^diysical geography of particular tracts, we are

top apt to think exclusively of that part of the earth’s

surface which has emerged from beneath the waters,

and with whfich alone, as terrestrial beings, we are

familiar. Here the direct power of animal^ and plants

to cause any important variation is, of necessity, very

limited, except ip che^cking the progress of that decay

'of which the land is the chief theatre. Hut if we
extend our views, and, instead of contemplating the

dry land, consider that larger portion wh*ich is assigned

to the aquatic tribes, we discover the great influence

of tlw living creation, in imparting varieties of con-

formation to the solid exterior which the agency of

inanimate causes alone could not pVoduce.

Thus, when timber is floated into the sea, it is often

drifted to vast distances, and subsides in spots where

there might have been no deposit, at that time and

place, jt' the earth had ciot been tenanted by«> living

beings. If, therefore, in the course of ages, a hill of

wood, or lighite, be thus formed in the subaqueous

regions, a cjiange in the submarine geography may be

said to have resulted from the action of organic powers.

So in regard to the growth of coral reefs ; it is pro-

bable that almost all the matter of which they are

composed is supplied by mineral springs, whic*h often

'rise up at the bqttom of the sea, and which,* on land,

abound througl
2,out volcanic regions hundreds of

leagues in extent. The matter thus constantly given

out could not go on accumulating for ever in the

waters, but would be precipitated in the abysses of

the sea, even if there were no polyps and testacea;

but these animals arrest and secrete the carbonate of

lime on the summits of submarine mountains, and form
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reefs many hundred feet in thicfeess, and hundreds

miles in length, where, but for them, none miglit ever

have existed.

Why the vegetable soil does not augment in thickness^

— If no such voluminous masses are formed on the

land, it is iiot from the want of solid matter in the

structure of terrestrial animals and plants ; but merely

because, as I have so often stated, the continents arc

those parts of the globe where accessions of matter

can scarcely ever t£^e place— where, on th5 contrary,

the most solid parts already formed are, each in their

turn, exposed to, gradual degradation. The quantity

of timber and vegetable matter which grows in h tro-

pical forest in the course of a century is enormous,

and multitudes of animal skeletons are scattg:ed there

during the same period, besides innumerable land-

shells and other organic substances. The aggregate

of these materials, therefore, might constitute a mass

greater in volume than that Vhich is producedtin any

coral-reef during the same lapse of years; but, although

this process should continue on the land for ever, no

mountains of wood or bone would be seen stretching

far and wide over the country, or pushing oht bold

promontories into the sea. TJie whole solul mass is

either devoured by animals, or decomposes, as does a

portion of the rock and soil on which the animals and

plants are supported.

The decomposition of the strata themselves, espe-

cially of their alkaline^ingredients and of the organic

remains which they so frequently include, is one

source from whence running water and the atmosphere

may derive the materials which are absorbed by the

roots and leaves of plants. Another source is the

passage* into a gasebus form of even the hardest

1 5
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parts of animals and 'plants•which die and putrefy in

the air,* where they are soon resolved into the elements

of which they are composed ; and while a portion of

^thokse constituents is volatilized, the rest is taken up

by rain water, and sinks into ^the earth, or flows

towards the sea ; so that they enter agaiii and again

into the composition of difierent organic beings.

The principA clcmonts found in plants are hydrogen,

carbon, and oxygerf; so that water and the atmo-

sphere cohtain all of them, eithe5 in their own com-

position or in solution.* The constant supply of these

elements is maintained not only by the putrefaction of

animal and vegetable substances, and the decay of

rocks, but also by the copious evolution of carbonic

acid and pther gases from volcanos and mineral springs,

and by the effects of ordinary evaporation, whereby

aqueous vapours arc made to rise from the ocean, and

to circulate round the globe.

It i^well known that,*when two gases of different

specific gravity are brought into contact, even though

thfi heavier fce the lowermost, they soon become uni-

formly diffased by mutual absorption through the

whole tspace •which they occupy. By virtue of this

law, the ^le'kvy carbonic acid finds its way upwards

through the lighter air of the atmosphere, and con-

veys nourishment to the lichen which covers the

“mountain top. c

The fact, the»3fbre, that the vegetable mould which

covers the earth’s surface does not decrease in thick-
*

ness, will not altogether bear out the argument which

was founded upon it by Playfair. This vegetable soil,

* See some good remarks on the Formation of Soils, Bake-

welfs Geology, chap, xviii.
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he observes, consists partly of loose earthy materials,

easily removed, in the form of sand and ^gravel

;

partly of finer particles, suspended in the waters,

which tinge those of some rivers continually, jin^

those of all occasio|i|illy, when they are flooded. “ The
soil,” he sApposes, “ although continually diminished

from this cause, remains the same in quantity, or at

least nearly the same, and must haife done so ever

since the earth was the receptacle pf animal or vege-

table life. The s^oil, therefore, is augmented from

other causes^ just as much, at an average, as it is di-

minished by thaf. now mentioned ; and this augment-

ation evidently can proceed from nothing btft the

constant and slow disintegration of the rocks.”

That the repair of the earthy portion of ^ejsoil can

proceed, as Playfair suggests, only from the decom-

position of rocks, may be admitted ; but the vegetable

matter may be supplied, and is actually furnished, in

a greht degree, by absorptioh from the atmospjiere
; so

that in level situations, such as in platforms that inter-

vene between valleys where the action of runfling

water is very trifling, the vegetable partides carried

off by the ifdn may be perpetually restored, ndt by the

waste of the rock below, but from the aif above.

If the quantity of food consumed by terrestrial ani-

mals, and the elements imbibed by the roots and

leaves of plants, were derived entirely from that

supply of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen^ azote, and other

elements, given out^ into the atmosphere and the

waters by the putrescence of organic substances, then

we might imagine that the vegetpJble mould would,

after a series of years, neither gain nor lose a single

IJlustt of Hutt. Theory, § 103.

I 6
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particle oy the actioivof orgj^nic beings ;
and this con«

61usion«is not far from the truth; but the operation

which renovat|s the vegetable and animal mould is by

no means so^simple as that here supposed. Tliou-

*sands of carcasses of terrestrial animals are floated

down, every century, into the sea^; and, together with

forests of drift-timber, are imbedded in subaqueous

deposits, wher%tlieir elements are imprisoned in solid

strata, and may there remain throughout whole geo-

logical epochs before they again become subservient

to the purposes of life.

On the other hand, fresh ’ supplies are** derived by

the atmosphere, and by running water, as before

stated, from the disintegration of rocks and their

organic contents, and through the*agency of mineral

springs from the interior of the earth, from whence all

the elements before mentioned, which enter princi-

pally into the composition of animals and vegetables,

are continually evolved.* Even nitrogen has«been

recently found, by Dr. Daubeny, to be c ontained very

generally in die waters ofmineral springs.

Vegetatm^ not an antagonist power counterbalancing

the actio\i of rt^rining water— If we supp(»{e that the

copious supply from the nether regions, by springs

and volcanic vents, of carbonic acid and other gases,

together with the decomposition of rocks, may be just

suiiHcient to counterbalance that loss of matter which,

having already served for the nourishment of animals

and plants, is annually ^ij^rried down in organized

forms, and buried in subaqueods strata, we concede

the utmost that is consistent with probability. An
opinion, however, has been expressed, that the pro-

cesses of vegetable life, by absorbing various gases

from the atmosphere, cause so large a mass of solid
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matter to ac?cumulate on t^ie surfece of the land, that

this mass alone may constitute a great counterpoise to

all the matter transported to lower ^^evels by the

aqueous agents of decay. Torrents ahS rivers, it^is

said— the waves of the sea and marinfe currents

—

act upon lihes only ; but the power of vegetation to

absorb the elastic and non-elastic fluids circulating

round the earth, extends over ^the whole surface of

the contftients. By the silent but upiversal action of

this great antagonist power, the spoliation and waste

caused by runftiing water on the land, and by the move-

ments of the ocean, are neutralized, and even counter-

balanced.*

In opposition to these views, I conceive that we
• shall form a juster estimate of the influence of v.egeta-

tion if we consider it as being in a slight degree con-

servative, and capable'of retarding the waste of land,

but not of acting as an antagonist power. The vege-

table mould is seldom more >han a few feet in^thick-

ness, and frequently does not exceed a few inches;

and we by no means find that its volume ^s more ccm-

siderable on those parts of our continentr<^^hich we
can prove, by geological data, to have been elevated

at more ancient periods, and where, ccfns^quently,

there has been the greatest time for the accumulation

of vegetable matter, produced throughout successive

zoological epochs. On the contrary, jhese higher and

older regions are more freqn^ntly dejiuded, so as to

expose the bare rock to thelUtionof the sun and air.

We find in the torrid zone, where the growth of

plants is most rank and luxurious, t];iat accessions of

See Professor Sedgwick’s Address to the Geological Sodetj

on the Aitniversary, Feb. ] 831, p. 24.
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matter due to their iJgencyrare by no means the most

conspicuous. Indeed it is in these latitudes^ where

the vegetation is most active, that, for reasons to be

e^iplained in the next chapter, even those superficial

peat mosses ^re unknown which^cover a large area in

some parts of our temperate zone. If the operation

ofanimal and vegetable life could restore to the general

surface of the nontii^ents a portion of the elements of

those disintegrated' rocks, of which such Enormous

masses are swept down annually into the sea, the

effects would long ere this have constituted one of the

most striking features in the structure and compo-

sitiOii of our continents. All the great steppes and

table-lands of the world, where the action of running

water, is feeble, would have become the grand reposi-

tories of organic matter, accumulated without that

intermixture of earthy sedimfent which so generally

characterizes the subaqueous strata.

Ev^n the formation of*peat in certain districts where

the climate is cold and moist has not, in every in-

slSince, a conservative tendency. A peat-moss often

acts like#>vast sponge, absorbing water in large quan-

tities, *and swelling to the height of many yards above

the surrrfuitding country. In that case the turfy cover-

ing of the bog serves, like the skin of a bladder, to

retain for a while the fluid within ; and when that skin

bursts, as has often happened in Ireland, and many

parts of the Continent, violent inundation ensues.

Examples will be mentioned in a subsequent chapter,

where the muddy torrent has hollowed out ravines, and

borne along rocks and sand, in countries where such

ravages could not have happened but for the existence

of peat.

I may explain more clearly the kind of force which
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I imagine vegetation to exert, hy comparing it to th^

action of frost, which augments the height of some

few alpine summits, by causing masses of perpetual

snow to accumulate upon them, or fills ujj) some vall^ys^

with glaciers; but although by this process of conge-

lation the Vain-water that has risen by evaporation

from the sea is retained for a while in a solid form

upon the land, and though some delevtited spots may be

protecteS from waste by a constant covering of ice, yet,

on the other hand,,the sudden melting of ^now often

accelerates the degradation of rock. Although every

year fresh snow, and ice are ,formed, as also more

vegetable and animal matter, yet there is no inci%ase;

the one melts, the other putrefies, or is drifted down

to the sea by rivers. If this were not the cg^s®, frost

might be considered as an antagonist power, as well as

the action of animal and vegetable life.

I have already stated that, in the known operation

of thc*i(/neous causes, a real Antagonist power is^found,

which may counterbalance the levelling action of run-

ning water* ; and there seems no good reason for pre-

suming that the upheaving and depresslji^ force of

earthquakes, together with the ejectioif of matter by

volcanos, may not be fully adequate to 'restore that

inequality of the surface which rivers and the waves

and currents of the ocean annually tend to lessen. If

a counterpoise be derived from this s»urce, the quan-*

tity and elevation of land a|^pve the^sea may for ever

remain the same, in spjte of the action of the aqueous

causes, which, if thus counteracted, may never be

able to reduce the surface of the ear>h more nearly to

a state of equilibrium than that which it has now

attained
; and, on the other hand, the force of the

Vol. I, p. 255. ; Vol. II. p. 398.
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aqueous agents themselvei^ might thus continue for

Wer ui>.impaired. 'Oiis permanence of the average in-

tensity of the powers now in operation would account

for any amount of disturbance or degradation of the

earth’s crust,‘so far as the mere quantity of movement

or decay is concerned
;
provided only thit indefinite

periods of time are contemplated.

As to the intensity, of the disturbing causes at par-

ticular epochs, tjieif effects have as yet been studied

for too short a time to enable us fully to compare the

signs of ancient convulsions with the perAianent monu-

ments left in the earth’s crust by the, events of the last

few thousand years. But, notwithstanding the small

number of changes which have been witnessed and

carefuljy recorded, observation h*as at least shown

that C!|si|?,^howlcdge of the extent of the subterranean

agencyf as now developed frofn time to time is in

its ii^lfanby; and there can be no doubt that great

part|^^ alterations in the structure of the earth’s

crust are brought about in volcanic regions, without any

interruption to the general tranquillity of the habitable

surface.

Conservative injlmnce ofvegetation,— If, then, vege-

tation carmot act as an antagonist power amid the

mighty agents of change which are always modifying

the surface of the globe, let us next inquire how far

€ts influence is conservative,—how far it may retard

the levelling effects of running water, which it cannot

oppose, much less counterbalance.

It is well known that a covering of herbage and

shrubs may protect a loose soil from being carried

away by rain, or even by the ordinary action of a river,

and may prevent hills of loose sand front being blown

away by the wind; for the roots bind together the
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separate particles into a firm mas;, and the leaves in-

tercept the rain-water, so that it dries up gradually,*

instead of flowing off in a mass and with great velocity.

The old Italian hydrographers make frequent mention

of the increased degradation which haswfollowed tRe

clearing awky of natural woods in several parts of

Italy. A remarkable example was afforded in the

Upper Val d’Arno, in Tuscany, on thf removal of the

woods clbthing the steep declivijies of the hills by

which that valley is bounded. When the ancient forest

laws were abolishedf by the Grand Duke Joseph, dur-

ing the last Century, a considerable tract of surface

in the Cassentina (the Clausenfinium of the Ron^ns)

was denuded, and immediately the quantity of sand

•and soil washed do^n into the Arno increased enor-

mously. Frisi, alluding to such occurrences,’*t>J^|rves,

that as soon as the bushes and plants were rlidbved,

the waters flowed off more rapidly, and, in the*manner

of floods, swept away the vegetable soil.* ^
This effect of vegetation is of high interest^to the

geologist, when he is considering the formation .of

those valleys which have been principally due to the

action of rivers. The spaces intervening^betwepn val-

leys, whether they be flat or ridgy, when covered with

vegetation, may scarcely undergo the slightest waste,

as the surface may be protected by the green sward

of grass ; and this may be renewed,^ in the manner

before described, from elements derived from rain-

water and the atmosphere. Hence, while the river is

continually bearing do^n matter in the alluvial plain,

and undermining the cliffs on each side of every valley,

the height ctf the intervening rising grounds may re-

main stationary.

• Treatise on Rivers and Torrents, p, 5. Garston’s translation.
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In this manner, % cone, of loose scorise, sand, and

Ughes^ such as Monte Nuovo, may, when it has once

become densely clothed with herbage and shrubs,

gulFef scarcely any further dilapidation ; and the per-

fect state of«che cones ofhundreds of extinct volcanos

in France, Campania, Sicily, and elsewherb, may prove

nothing whatever, either as to their relative or abso-

lute antiquity, ^We may be enabled to infer, from the

integrity of such conical hills of incoherent'materials,

that no flood can have passed over the countries where

they are situated, since their formation ; but the at-

mospheric action alone, in spots where there happen

to no torrents, and where the surface was clothed

with vegetation, could scarcely in any lapse of ages

have destroyed them.

During a tour in Spain, in 1830, I was surprised to

see a district of gently undulating ground in Catalonia,

consisting of red and grey sandstone, and in some
par^pf red marl, almost^»entirely denuded of herbage;

while the roots of the pines, holm oaks, and some

other trees, 'were half exposed, as if the soil had been

washed away by a flood. Such is the state of the

forests,, for example, between Oristo and Vich, and

near SanrLerenzo. But, being overtaken by a violent

thunder-storm, in the month of August, I saw the

whole sur%qe, even the highest levels of some flat-

i. topped hills, streaming with mud, while on every de-

clivity the dev£vstation of torrents was terrific. The
peculiarities in the physiognomy of the district were at

once explained ; and I was taught that, in speculating

on the greater effects which the direct action of rain

may once have produced on the surface of certain

parts of England, we need not revert to periods when
the heat of the climate was tropieuL

In the torrid zone the degradation ofland is generally
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more rapid ; but the wasters by no means proportioned

to the superior quantity of rain or the suddenness 'tl’

its fall, the transporting power of water bein^ coun-

teracted by a greater luxuriance of vegetation. A geo-

logist who is no stranger to tropical courftries observes,

that the softer rocks would speedily be washed away

in such regions, if the numerous roots of plants were

not matted together in such a planner as to produce

considerable resistance to the de»triy:itive power of the

rains. The parasitical and creeping plants ako entwine

in every possible direction, so as to render the forests

nearly impervioqs, and the trees possess forms and

leaves best calculated to shoot off the heavy rains

;

which, when they have thus been broken in their fall,

are quickly absorbed by the ground beneath,^, when
thrown into the drainage depressions give rise to

furious torrents.*

Injiu^e of Man in modifyij^g the Physical Geography

of the Glolfe,

Before concluding this chapter, I shall offer aiew
observations on the influence of man in modifying the

physical geography of the globe ; for we, must plass his

agency among the powers of organic natures

Felling offorests.— The felling of forests has been

attended, in many countries, by a diminp!tion of rain,

as in Barbadoes and Jamaica, f For in tropical count

tries, where 'the quantity of aqueojis vapour in the

atmosphere is great, but where, on the other hand, the

direct rays of the surf are most powerful, any impedi-

ment to the free circulation of air, or any screen which

shades the earth from the solar rays, becomes a source

• De*la Becfae, Geol. Man., p. 184. first ed.

• f Phil. Transf, vol. ii. p. 294.
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of humidity ; and whereve** dampness and cold have

^Bfegun be generated by such causes, the condens-

ation of vapour continues. The leaves, moreover, of

all plants are alembics, apd some of those in the torrid

zone have th^:' remarkable^property of distilling water,

thus contributing to prevent the earth frohi becoming

parched up.

Distribution of the .^inaerican forests,— There can be

no doubt, then, that <the state of the climate, especially

the humidity of the atmosphere, influences vegetation,

and that, in its turn, vegetation re-acts‘ upon the cli-

mate ; but some writers seem to have attributed too

much importance to the influence of forests, particu-

larly those of America, as if they were the primary

cause ^f the moisture of the climate.

The theory of a modern author on this subject “that

forests exist in those parts of Atherica only where the

predominant winds carry with them a considerable

quantity of moisture fromr the ocean,” seems far more

rational. In all countries, he says, “ having a summer

heat exceeding 70°, the presence or absence of natural

woods, apd Jtheir greater or less luxuriance, may be

taken ap a measure of the amount of humidity, and of

the fertility of the soil. Short and heavy rains, in a

warm country, will produce grass, which, having its

roots near the surface, springs up in a few days, and

withers when the moisture^ is exhausted
; but transi-

tory rains, however heavy, will not nourish trees ; be-

cause, after the surface is saturated with water, the

rest runs off, and the moistufe lodged in the soil

neither sinks deep enough, nor is in sufficient quantity

to furnish the giants of the forest with the necessary

sustenance. It may be assumed that twenty inches

of rain falling moderately, or at iatervals, will leave a
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greater permanent supply in the soil than forty inches

falling, as it sometimes does in the torrid zone, in a.^

many hours.”*

“In all regions,” he continues, “where ranges of

mountains intercept the course of the corvstant or pre-^

dominant w^nds, the countiy on the windward side of

the mountains will be moist, and that on the leeward

dry; and hence parched desjprts will generally be

found on^he west side of couiltrfes within the tropics,

and on the east side of those beyond then^ the pre-

vailing winds in the^e cases being generally in opposite

directions. On this principle, the position of forests in

North and South *America may^be explained. 'Ifhus,

for example, in the region within the thirtieth parallel,

the moisture swept> up by the trade-wind from the

Atlantic is precipitated in part upon the momitains of

Brazil, which are but Ipw, and so distributed as to ex-

tend far into the interior. The portion which»remains

is borne westward, and, losiijjg a little as it proceeds,

is at length arrested by the Andes, where it falls down
in showers on their summits. The aerial 4jurrent, npw
deprived of all the humidity with which it can part,

arrives in a state of complete exsiccation* at Peru,

where, consequently, no rain falls. In the ^lye manner

the Ghauts in India, a chain only three or four thousand

feet high, intercept the whole moisture of the atmo-

sphere, having copious rains on their windward side,

while on the other the weather remains clear and dry.

The rains in this case change regularly from the we^
side to the east, and vice versa, with the monsoons. But

in the region of America, beyond the thirtieth parallel,

the Andes serve as a screen to intercept the moisture

Maclaren, art, America, Encyc. Britannica.
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brought by the prevailing winds from the Pacific

•€icean: rains are copious bn their summits, and in

Chili on their western declivities ; but none falls on

the plains to the eastward^ except occasionally when

'th'b wind blows from the i^tlantic.”*

I have been more particular in explaining these

views,̂ because they appear to place in a true light the

dependence of vegeta^on on climate, the humidity

being increased, and nio^ uniformly diffused through-

out the 3"c;^r, by ihe gradual spreading of wood.

It has been affirmed, that formerly, when France

and England were covered with wood, Europe was

mucli colder than at present ; that the winters in Italy

were longer, and that the Seine, and many other

rivers, froze more regularly every winter than now.

M, Ara^,- in a recent essay on this subject, has en-

deavoured to. show, by tables of observations on the

congelation of the llhine, Danube, Rhone, Po, Seine,

and other rivers, at different periods, that there is no

reason *to believe the cold to have been in general

moBC intense \n ancient times.f He admits, however,

that the climate of Tuscany has been so far modified,

by the ijemovt^J of wood, as that the winters are less

cold; but the summers also, he contends, are less hot

than of old; and the Summers, according to him,

were formerly hotter in France than in our own times.

His evidence is derived chiefly from documents show-

ing that wine was made three centuries ago in the

Vi?arais and several other provinces, at an earlier

« Madaren, art. America, Encyc. Britannica, where the posi-

tion of the American^ forests, in accordance with this theory, ia

laid down in a map.

+ Annuairc par le Bureau des Long. 1834.
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season, at greater elevations, an4 in higher latitudes

than are now found suitable to the vine.
^

In the United States of North America it is un-

questionable that the rapid clearing of the country

has rendered the winters les^ severe and ihe summers

less hot ; in bther words, the extreme temperature of

January and July have been observed from yetf^to

year to approach nearer to e^^ othef. Whether in

this case^ or in France, the^^^ temperature has

been raised, seems by no means as yet decided ; but

there is no doubt flbat the climate has become, as

Buffon would have said, << less excessive/’

The modifications of the surface, resulting §*om

human agency, are only great when we have obtained

^0 much knowledge of the working of the laws of

nature as to be enabled to use them as po#&ful in-

struments to effect our purposes. We command
nature, accotjding to the saying of the philosopfier, by
obeying her laws ; and for tlys reason we can never

materially interfere with any of the great changes

which either the aqueop or igneous causes are brirjg-

ing about on the eartfe In vain would the inhabit-

ants of Italy strive to prevent the tribwtaries«of the

Po and Adige from bearing down, annually, an im-

mense volume of sand and mhd from the Alps and

Apennines ; in vain would they toil to reconvey to

the mountains the mass torn from them year by year, -

and deposited in the form of sedimen^in the Adriatic.

Yqt they ha%e been able to vary the distribution ef

this sediment over a c^lnsiderable area, by embanking

the rivers, and preventing the sand^ and mud from

being spread by annual inundations over the plains.

I have explained how the form of the delta of the
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Po has been altere^I by this system of embankment,

‘iimd hpw much more rapid have been the accessions of

land at the mouths of the Po and Adige within the

^st twenty centuries. There is a limit, however, to

^ese modifieations, sin^ the danger of floods aug-

ments with the increasing height of th^ river-beds,

wlji^the expose of maintaining the barrier is con-

tinually enhanced, asj|^l as the difficulty of draining

the low surrounding^^pltry. “ In the Ganges,” says

Major H. Colebrookfe, “ no sooner is a slight cover-

ing of soil observed on a new sand-bank than the island

is cultivated; water-melons, cucumbers, hnd mustard,

became the produce oi* the first year; and rice is often

seen growing near the water’s edge, where the mud is

in large quantity. Such islands 'may be swept away

before they have acquired a sufficient degree of sta-

bility to resist permanently the force of the stream

;

But if,^ by repeated additions of soil, ^ey acquire

height and firmness, the natives take possession, and

bring over their families, cattle, and effects. They

ch<90se the highest spots for tl^ sites of villages, where

they erect jheir dwellings witK as much confidence as

they WrOuld do on the main land; for, although the

foundation iu sandy, the uppermost soil, being inter-

woven with the roots of grass and other plants, and

hardened by the sun, is capable of withstanding all

attacks of the river. These islands often grow to a

considerable si2{e;. and endure for the lives of the new
p^sessors, being only at last destroyed %y the sara^

gradual process of undermining and encroachment to

which the banks ^pf the Ganges are subject.”*

If Bengal were inhabited by a nation more advanced

Asiatic Trans., voj. vii.
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in opulence and agricultural skill^they might, perhaps,

succeed in defending these possessions against th^

ravages of the stream for much longer periods ; but no

human power could ever prevent the Ganges or the

Mississippi from making ami unmakingo islands, ffp

fortifying orle spot againsMhe set of the current, its

force is only diverted against some other point^^^d,

after a vast expense of time labour, the property

of individuals may be save^^^& no addition would

thus be made to the sum of pi^uctive land|^ It may
be doubted whether any system could be devised so

conducive io •national wealth as the simple plan pur-

sued by the peasants of HindBstan, who, wastirjg no

strength in attempts to thwart one of the great oper-

,ations of nature, fR^rmit the alluvial surface to be

perpetually renovated, and find their losse^n one

place compensated in some other, so that they continue

to reap an i^iidiminished harvest from a virgin soil.

To the geologist the Gangfjtic islands and their mi-

gratory colonies may present an epitome of tlie globe

as tenanted by man
; for during every^ century >ve

cede some territory whijh the^arthquake has sunk, or

the volcano has covered by its fiery products, of which

the ocean has devoured by its waves. On J;he other

hand, we gain possession of nt?w lands, which rivers,

,

tides, or volcanic ejections have formed, or which sub-

terranean causes have upheaved from the deep. Whe-^

ther the human species will outlast^ the whole or a

g^(|at part of the continents and islands now s^n
alibve the waters, is a^question far beyond the reach

of our conjectures ; but thus much may b§ inferred

from geological data,— that if such ^ould be its fate,

it will be no- more than has already been the lot of

pre-existing species^ some of which have, ere now,

VOL. III. K
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outlived the form distribution of land and sea

’Which^ prevailed at the era of their birth.^

I have before shown, when treating of the excava-

tion of new estuaries in Holland by inroads of tlie

ocean, as also of the ch^ges on our own coasts, that

although the conversion sea into land by artificial

lali^urs may be great, yet it must always be in sub-

ordination to the g^at movements of the tides and

currents, f If, in ^^^S|ilSon to the assistance obtained

by parliamentary grants for defending Dunwich from

the waves, all the resources of turope had been di-

rected to the same end, the existence of that port

miglit possibly have* been prolonged for many cen-

turies.:]: But, in the mean time, the current would

have continued to sweep away portions from the

adjoimSg’ cliffs on each side, rounding off the whole

line of coast into its present form, until at length the

town, projecting as a narrow promontory, must have

become exposed to the ,irresistible fury of the ^waves.

It is scarcely necessary to observe, that the control

Wihich man ‘can obtain over the igneous agents is less

even than that which he may exert over the aqueous.

He cannot r^odify the upheaving or depressing force

of earthquakes, or the periods or degree of violence of

volcanic eruptions ; and on these causes the inequali-

ties of the earth’s surface, and, consequently, the shape

of the sea and land, appear mainly to depe^. The

utmost that man can hope to effect in this respect is

qi^casionally to divert the course of a lava-stream, j|pd

to prevent the burning mattery for a season, from over-

whelming a city, or some other of the proudest woaks

of human industry.

See book ir. chap. ix. f JBeok ii. cl^p. ?u. | Vol. II. p. 31.
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No application, perhaps of human skill and labour

tends so greatly to vary the state of the habitable sur-

face, as that employed in the drainage of lakes and

marshes, since not only the rtaHons of many animal

and plants, but the general ^imate of a^ district, may
thus be modified* It is also a kind of alteration to

which it is difficult to find any thing analogous in the

agency of inferior beings; ibr ought always, be-

fore we decide that any part of the influence of man
is novel and anom^alous, carefully to con'Sider the

powers of air other animated agents which may be

limited or superseded by him. Many who have

reasoned on these subjects seem to have forgotten

that the human race often succeedb to the discharge

of functions previously fulfilled by other sper**es; a

topic on which I have already offered some hints, when
explaining how the di^ribution and numbers of each

species are dependent on the state of contemporary

beings.

,

Suppose the growth of some of the larger terrestrial

plants, or, in other words, the extent of forests, to be

diminished by man, and the climate to be thereby

modified, it does not follow that this kind of innovation

is unprecedented. It is a change in the state of vege-

tation, and such may often have been the result of the

appearance ofnew species upon the earth. The mul-

tiplicat!lia> for example, of certain insects in parts

Germany, during the last century, ^destroyed mere

tiMs than man, perhaps, could have felled duringm
equal period.

^

^t would be rash, however, to pretend to decide how

far the power of man to modily the surface may
differ in kind or degree from that of other living

beings ;*tlie proUem^is certainly more complex than

K 2
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^
many who have speculated on such topics have ima-

gined.* If land be raised from the sea, the greatest

alteration in its physical condition, which could ever

^ise from the influence^f organic beings, would pro-

bably be proSuced by thCL first immigration of terres-

trial plants, whereby th^'new^ tract wduld become

covered with vegetation. The change next in import-

ance would seem towbe when animals first enter, and

modify the projv>rtfIonate numbers of certain species

of plants* If there be any anon?,aly imthe interven-

tion of man, in farther varying the relative numbers in

the vegetable kingdoyi, it may not,so much consist in

the '^kind or absolute quantity* of alteration, as in the

circumstance that a single species^ in this case, would

exertjdjv its superior power and universal distribution;

an influence equal to that of hundreds of other terres-

trial animals.

If we inquire whether man, by his direct power, or

by the^changes which he may give rise to indirectly,

terids, upon the whole, to lessen or increase the in-

equalities o^^ the earth’s surface, we shall incline, per-

haps, toftke opinion that he is a levelling agent. In

mining operdcions he conveys upwards a certain quan-

tity of materials from the bowels of the earth ; but, oew

the other hand, much rock is taken annually from the

land, in the shape of ballast, and afterwards thrown

into the sea, and by this means, in spite of pj^ibitory

laws, many harbours, in various parts of the world,

have been blocked up. We rarely transport hcpvy

materials to higher levels, and our pyramids and citiei

are^chiefly conttructed of stone brought down fi^
more elevated situations. By ploughing up thousands

"

of square miles, and exposing a surface Tor part of the

year to the action of the elements, we assist the
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abrading force of rain, and dimiijish the conservative

effects of vegetation.,

But the aggregate force exerted by man is truly

insignificant, when we consi^r the operations t)f the

great physical agents, whether aqueous ^r igneous,

the inanimate world. Ifyfll the nations of the earth

should attempt to quarry away the lava which flowed

during one eruption from the Icelandic volcanos in

1783, anti the two following years^ and should attempt

to consign it^to the deepest abysses of the ogean, they

might toil for«thousands of years before their task was

accomplished. Yet the matter borne down by the

Ganges and Burrarnpooter, in % single year, probably

very much exceeds, in weight and volume, the mass

of Icelandic lava pii^duced by that great eruption.*

* Vpl. I. p. 367.

K S
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CHAPTER XIII.

mCIiOSlNO OF FOSSILS IN F£AT^ BLO\IN SAND^ AND

VOL^AiriC EJECTIONS.

Division of*the subject— Imbedding of trganic remains in de-

posits on emerged land— Growth of peat— Site of ancient

forests in Europe now occupied by peat—^og iron-ore (p, 204.)

Fr^ervation of animal substances in peat— Miring of quad-

rupeds— Bursting of the Solway moss— Imbedding of organic

bodies and human remains in blown sawd (p. 210.)— Moving

sands%<i A^ri^^an deserts— De Luc on their recent origin—
Buried temple of Tpsambul— Dried carcasses in the sands—
Towns overwhelmed by sand-floods— Imbedding of organic

and otheV remains in volcanic formations on the land.

Division of the svbject.— The next subject of inquiry

is the mode 'in which the remains of animals and

plants become fossil, or are buried in the earth by

natural yCausei;;^ M. Constant Prevost has observed,

that the ejects of geological causes are divisible into

two great classes ; those produced on the surface dur-

ing the submersion of land beneath the waters, and

those which take place after its emersion. A^|^j|eably

to this classification, 1 shall consider, first, ib what

manner animal and vegetable remains become indu<||4

and preserved in deposits on dmerged land, or that

part ^f the surface which is not permtmently iHivbr^

by water, whether of seas or lakes; secondly, the

manner in which organic remains become^imbedded in

subaqueous deposits.
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Under the first division, I shall treat of the following

topics :— 1st, the growth of peat, and the preservatiou*

of vegetable and animal remains therein ;
— 2dly, the

burying of organic remains in^blown sand ;
— 3dly, of

the same in the ejections ajjfa alluviums* of volcanos*;

— 4thly, in* alluviums gei>^rally, and in the ruins of

landslips ;
— 5thly, in the mud and stalagmite of caves

and fissures.

Growth of Peat^ and Preservation hf Vegetpble and
mAnirlial Remains therein.

The generation^of peat, when not completely under

water, is confined to moist situations, where thetem-
perature is low, and where vegetables may decompose

without putrefying! It may consist of any of the

numerous plants which are capable of growihg in such

stations

;

but a specie^ of moss (^Sphagnum palustre')

constitutes a considerable part of the peat ^ound in

marshiifs of the north of Europe ; this plant having the

property of throwing up new shoots in its upper part,

while its lower extremities are decaylbg.’"^ fReods,

rushes, and other aquatic plants may usualjy, be traced

in peat ; and their organization is often so entire that

there is no difficulty in discriminating *the distinct

species.

Analysis of peat.— In general, says Sir H. Davy,

one l:^^ed parts of dry peat con1;gin from sixty ta

ninety-nine parts of matter destructible by fire ; and

thit rei^uum consists of earths usually of the same

Pud aa the substratuifi of clay, marl, gravel, or rock^

* For a catalogue of the plants wbi^ contfibute to the genera-

tion of peat, see Dr. Bennia on Peat, pp.l7L—17S.; and Dr.

Macculloch's Western ^les, ToUi. p.l2a.

K 4
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on which they are fo^ind, together with oxide of iron.

sThe jjeat of the chalk counties of England,” observes

the same writer, “ contains much gypsum ; but I have

found 'very little in anv specimens from Ireland or

Scotland, and in general these peats contain very

little saline matter.”* Fr^m the researches of Dr.

Macculloch, it appears that peat is intermediate be-

tween simple vegetable matter and lignite, the con-

version of peat to lignite being gradual, and being

brought about by the prolonged action of water, f
Peat abundant in cold and humid clifnates,— Peat

is sometimes formed on a declivity in ‘mountainous

regions, where there is much moisture ; but in such

situations it rarely, if ever, exceeds four feet in thick-

ness. In bogs, and in low grounds**into which alluvial

peat is'Srlfted, it is found forty feet thick, and upwards

;

but in such cases it generally^ owes one half of its

volume t«, the water which it contains. It has seldom,

if ever, been discovered# within the tropics ; und it

rarely occurs in the valleys, even in the south of

France and ^pain. It abounds more and more, in

proportion we advance farther from the equator,

and becomes »5)t only more frequent but more inflam-

mable in northern latitudes. J
Pxtent of surface covered by peat,— There is a vast

extent of surface in Europe covered with peat, which,

in Ireland, is said .to extend over a tenth of th|^hole

island. One of the, mosses on the Shannon is described

by Dr. Boate to be fifty miles long, by two or tliree

broad; and the great marsh o^ Montoire, near th^

• Irish Bog Reports, p. 209.

f System of Geology, vd, ii. p. S5S.

I Rev. Dr. Rennie on Peat, «p. 260.
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mouth of the Loire, is mentioned^ by Blavier, as being

more than fifty leagues m circumference. It is ^
curious and well-ascertained fact, that many of these

mosses of the north of Eur(^e occupy the place of

forests of pine and oak, wlyich have, njany of thehf^,

disappeared within the hi^orical era. Such changes

are brought about by the fall of trees and the stag-

nation of water, caused by their trunks and branches

obstructing the free drainage* of the atmospheric

waters, and giving rise to a marsh. In a warpi climate,

such decayed timtfer would immediately be removed

by insects, ®r by putrefaction ; but, in the cold tem-

perature now prevailing in olir latitudes, manj ex-

amples are recorded of marshes originating in this

source. Thus, in Mar forest, in Aberdeenshire, large

trunks of Scotch fir, which had fallen frana* Sge and

decay, were soon immured in peat, formed partly out

of their perishing leaves and branches, anfl in part

from the growth of other plants. We also learn, that

the overthrow of a forest by a storm, about thd middle

of the seventeenth century, gave rise to a peat n^oss

near Lochbroom, in lloss-shire, where,’ in less than

half a century after the fall of the trees, jhe inhabitants

dug peat.* Dr. Walker mentions a siigiil^r change,

when, in the year 1756, the whole wood of Drumlanrig

in Dumfries-shire, was overset by the wind. Such

event^explain the occurrence, both in Britain and

on tM Continent, of mosses where* the trees are all

broken within two or three feet of the original surface,

and where their trunks all lie in the same direction.f

^ Nothing is more common than the occurrence of

buried trees at the bottom of the Iri^ peat-mosses, as

• Pr- Rennie's Essays, p. 65. f Ibid., p. 30. f
'

k5
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aho in most of those of England, France, and Holland

;

ax^d they have been so often observed with parts of

their trunks iianding erect, and with their roots fixed

to the *sul>>soil, that no doubt can be entertained of

tllfeir having gfnerally gro^^n on the spot. They con-

sist, for the most part, of ^{le hr, the oak, and the

birch : where the sub-soil is clay, the remains of oak

are the most abun^nt ; where sand is the substratum,

hr prevails. In die iharsh of Curragh, in the Isle of

Man, vast^trees aVe discovered standing firm on their

roots, though at the depth of eightben or twenty feet

below the surface. Some naturalists have desired to

refer the imbedding \>f timber in' peat-mosses to

aqueous transportation, since rivers are well known to

hoat wood into lakes ; but the facte above mentioned

show that) tin numerous instances, such an hypothesis

is inadmissible. It has, nioreovej*, been observed, that

in Scotland, as also in many parts of the Continent, the

' largest trees are found in^those peat-mosses whj^h lie

in the Ibast elevated regions, and that the trees are

progortionallye smaller in those which lie at higher

levels ; from which fact De Luc and Walker have both

inferred, that the trees grew on the spot, for they

would natur^lfy attain a greater size in lower and

warmer levels. The leaves also, and fruits of each

species, are continually found immersed in the moss

along with the parent trees; as, for example^ the

leaves and acorns* of the oak, the cones and lelitves of

the hr, and the nuts of the hazel.

Hecent origin of some peatHnoases,— In Hatfield

moss, which appears clearly to have been *^8t
eighteen hundredTyears ago, fir-trees have been found

ninety feet long, and sold for masts and keels of ships

;

odka^have also been discovered there above onp hun-
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dred feet long. The dimensions of an oak from this

moss are given in the Philosophical Transactionjg^

No* 275*9 which must have been larger ^ban ^ny tree

now existing in the British dominions*

In the same moss of Hatf^ld, as wel^ as in that-of

Kincardine*, and several^/)thers, Roman roads have

been found covered to the depth of eight feet by peat*

All the coins, axes, arms, and other utensils found in

British and French mosses, are klso iloman ; so that a

considerable portion of the European peat-bogs are

evidently noi; mor*e ancient than the age of Julius

Cmsar. Nor can any vestiges of the ancient forests

described by tha£ general, along the line of .the great

Homan way in Britain, be discovered, except m the

ruined trunks of tnees in peat.

De Luc ascertained that the very site llie abo-

riginal forests of Hjrcinia, Semana, Ardennes, and

several others, are now occupied by mosses^and fens

;

and great part of these changes have, with much*
probability, been attributed to the strict orddrs given

by Severus, and other emperors, to destroy all
^
the

wood in the conquered provinces. Several of the

British forests, however, which are no^*^ mosses, were

cut at different periods, by order of thc^ English par-

liament, because they harboured wolves or outlaws.

Thus the Welsh woods were cut and burnt, in the

reign of Edward I. ; as were many of those in Ireland,

by Henry II., to prevent the natives from harbouring

in them, and harassing his troops.

It is curious to reflect that considerable tracts have,

by these accidents, been permanently sterilized, and

that during a period when civilization has been making

great progress, large areas in Europe have, by human

agency, been rendered less capable of admin istbiiiig
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to the wants of man. Rennie observes, with truth,

tt^at in those regions alone' which the Roman eagle

never r^achewt— in the remote circles of the German

empire^ in Poland and Prussia, and still more ill Nor-

way, Sweden,,and the vas^ empire of Russia— can we
see what Europe was befo»*(yt yielded to the power of

Rome.* Desolation now reigns where stately forests

of pine and oak once flourished, such as might now

have supplied all the navies of Europe with timber.

Sources^of hog^iron-ore.— At the bottom of peat-

mosses there is sometimes found a bake, .or “ pan,” as

it is termed, of oxide of iron, and the frequency of

bog iron-«M^ is familiar Co the mineralogist. The oak,

which is so often found dyed black in peat, owes its

colour to the same metal. From what source the iron

is deriv\id*i<: by no means obvious, sii'cc we cannot in

all cases suppose that it has been precipitated from the

waters o€ mineral springs. According to Fourcroy

there is icon in all compact wood, and it is tlie^cause

of one-twelfth part of the weight ot oak. The heaths

(Erj€(p) which flourish in a sandy ferruginous soil,

are said to contain more iron than any >thef vegetable.

It has Becn^ suggested that iron, being soluble in

acids, may ]ic diflbscd through the whole mass of

vegetables, when they decay in a bog, and may, by its

superior specific gravity, sink to the bottom, and be

there precipitated, so as to form bog iron-ore; or

where therS is a sub-soil of sand or gravel, it may
cement them into ironstone or ferruginous conglo-

merate. f
Preservation of animal substances in peat*— One

interesting circumstance attending the history of peat-

Essays, &c., p. 74. t Ibid., p, S47.
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mosses is the high state ofpreservation of animal sub*

stances buried in them for*periods of many years.

June, 174*79 the body of a woman was ^nd Six feet

deep, in a peat*moor in the Jsle of Axholrn, in Lin-

colnshire. The antique sardals on her* feet afforded

evidence ofber having be^buried there for many ages;

yet her nails, hair, and ^in, are described as having

shown hardly any marks of decay. On the estate of

the Earl^f Moira, in Ireland, a*human body was dug

up, a foot deep in gravel, covered ^ith eleven feet of

moss ; the body wa*s completely clothed, and the gar-

ments seemed all to be made of hair. Before the use

of wool was knov h in that couiTtry, the clotBj^,.of the

inhabitants was made of hair, so that it would appear

that this body had*been buried at that early period;

yet it M'^as fresh and unimpared.* In tUe* Tliiloso-

phical Transactions, hc find an example recorded of

the bodies of two persons having been burie4 in moist

peat, iy Derbyshire, in 1674,^about ayard deep, which

were examined twenty-eight years and nine ^nonths

afterwards; “the ilour of then skin .w^as fair gnd

natural, their flesh g >ft as that of persons newly

dead."!

Among other analogous facts we may ryqption, that

in digging a pit for a well ncjfr Dulveiion, in*Somer-

setshire, many pigs were found in various postures,

still entire. Their shape was well preserved, the skin^

which retained the hair, having assumed a'^ldry, mem-
branous appearance. Their whole substance was

converted into a white, friable, laminated, inodorous

• Dr. Rennie, Essays, &c., p. 521., where sereral other instances

are referred to.,

t PhiL Trans., vol. iwxviii., 1734.
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and tasteless substance ; but which, when exposed to

bipat, emitted an odour precisely similar to broiled

bacon.^

Came efthe anfiseptic^pToperty ofpeat.—We natur-

ally ask whei^pe peat derives this antiseptic property ?

It has been attributed by.$ome to the carbonic and

gallic acids which issue from decayed wood, as also to

the presence of charred wood in the lowest strata of

many peat-mosses, for charcoal is a powerful antiseptic,

and capable of purifying water already pptrid. Vege-

table gums and resins also may operate in the same

wayt
The 4flWnin occasionally present in peat is the pro-

duce, sa^ Dr. Macculloch, of tormentlUa, and some

other plants; but the quantity he thinks too small, and

its occur’'epce too casual, to give rise to effects of

any importance, lie hints that (He soft parts of animal

bodies, preserved in peat-bogs, may have been con-

verted into adipocire by the action of water merely

;

an explanation which appears clearly applicable to

some of the cases above enumerated, t
c

~

Miring of quadrupeds.—The manner, however, in

which peat contributes to preserve, for indefinite pe-

riods, the hqrder parts of terrestrial animals, is a sub-

ject of more immediate interest to the geologist.

There are two ways in which animals become occasion-

ally buried in the peat of marshy grounds ; they either

sink down into the semifluid mud, underlying a turfy

surface, upon which they have rashly ventured, or, at

other times, a bog bursts,'" fn the manner before

Dr. Rennie, Essays, &c., p. 521. f Ibid,, p,5Sl.

Syst. of Geol., vol. ii. pp. 340—346.
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described, and animals may be inyolved in the peaty

aHuvium^*

In the extensive bogs of Newfoundland cattle are

sometimes found buried with^ their heads only and

neck above ground ; and after having remained for days

in this situ3tion, they have been drawn out by ropes

and saved. In Scotland, also, cattle venturing on the

quaking moss ” are often mired, or^ “ laired,” as it

is termeck; and in Ireland, Mr. king asserts that the

number of cattle which are lost in* sloughs, is quite

incredible.f

Solway mons,— The description given of the Solway

moss will serve trf illustrate tHh general chiblll^ter of

these boggy grounds. That moss, observei^ilpin, is

.a flat area, about sewn miles in circumference, situated

on the coniines of England and Scotland, ks surface

is covered with grass and rushes, presenting a dry crust

and a fair appearance ; but it shakes under |fae least

pressure, the bottom being ^unsound and semifluid.

The adventurous passenger, therefore, who sonSetimes

in dry seasons traverses this perilous waste, to sav$ a

few miles, picks his cautious way over the rushy tus-

socks as they appear before him, for hgre tlie soil is

firmest. If his foot slip, or if he venture, to desert

this mark of security, it is posi^ble he may never more

be heard of.

* “ At the battle of Solway, in the time of Henry VIII.

(1542), when the Scotch army, commanded by Oliver

Sindair, was routed, an unfortunate troop of horse,

driven by their fears, plunged into this morass, which

instantly closed upon them. The tale was traditional,

.* See above, p. 182.

t Pbilf Trans., vol. xv. p. 949.
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but it is now authenticated; a man and horse, in com-

««plete armour, having been found by peat-diggers, in

the place where it was always supposed the affair had

happened. The skeleton of each was well preserved,

‘and the different parts of the armour easily distin-

guished.” *

This same moss, on the i6th of December, 1772,

having been filled with water during heavy rains, rose

to an unusual heigfit, and then burst. A^stream of

black half-consofidated mud began at first to creep

over the plain, resembling, in the rate of its progress,

an ordinary lava current. No lives were lost, but the

deliige'totally overwhelmed some cottages, and covered

400 acres. The highest parts of the original moss

subsided to the depth of about twepty-five feet; and

the height of the moss, on the lowest parts of the

country wliich it invaded, was at least fifteen feet.

JBurs^ng of a peat-moss in Ireland*— A recent in-

undation in Sligo (January, 1831) affords another

example of this phenomenon. After a sudden thaw of

snpw the bog between Bloomfield and Geevah gave

way ; and a black deluge, carrying with it the contents

of a hundred acres of bog, took the direction of a

small stream, and rolled on with the violence of a tor-

rent, sweeping along heath, timber, mud, and stones,

and overwhelming many meadows and arable land.

.On passing through some boggy land, the flood swept

out a wide and deep ravine, and part of the road

leading from Bloomfield to St. James’s Well was com-

pletely carried away from be^ow the foundation for

the breadth of 200 yards.

Bones q[ herbivorous quadrupeds in peat— The

Observations on Fictaresque Beauty, &c., 1772.
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antlers of large and full-gfown stags are amongst the

most common and conspicuous remains of animals i«r

peat. They are not horns which have been shed; for

portions of the skull are found attached, proving that

the whole ^nimal perished. Bones of•the ox, hog,

. horse, sheep, and othei^ herbivorous animals, also,

occur ; and in Ireland and the Isle of Man skeletons

of a gigantic elk. M. Morren has discovered in the

peat of Flanders, the bones of offers and beavers *
;

but no remains havg been met with belonging to those

extinct quadrupeds of which the living congeners in-

habit warmer* latitudes, such as the elephant, rhino-

ceros, hippopotamus, hyaena, and tiger, though ^lese

are so common in superficial deposits of silt, mud,

•sand, or stalac^te* in various districts throughout

Great Britain. Their absence seems to ftdply that

they had ceased to live before the atmosphere of this

part of the world acquired that cold and huniid charac-

ter whieh favours the growth-<)f peat.

JRemains of ships, Sfc,, in peat-mosses From the

facts before mentioned, that mosses occasionally burst,

and descend in a fluid state to lower Iqvels, it will

readily be seen that lakes and arms of*the sea may
occasionally become the receptacles of driffc-peat. Of
this, accordingly, there are numerous samples; and

hence the alternations of clay and sand with different

deposits of peat so frequent on some foasts, as on those,

of the Baltic and German Ocean. JV^e are informed

by Deguer that remains of ships, nautical instruments,

and oars, have been •found in many of the Dutch

mosses ; and Gerard, in his History^ of the Valley of

the Somme, mentions that in the lowest jtier of that

* Bulletin de la Sog. G^ol. de France, tom. ii. p. 26.
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moss was found a boat loaded with bricks^ proving

«.hat these mosses were at one period navigable lakes

and arms of the sea, as were also many mosses on

the coast of Picardy, Zealand, and Friesland, from

which soda a»id salt are procured.* The canoes, stone

hatchets, and stone arrow-hcTds, found in peat in differ-

ent parts of Great Britain, lead to similar conclusions.

Imbedding
<jf
Hummi and other Remains cund Works

oJ^Art in Blown Sand.

The drifting of sand may next be considered among

the causes capable of preserving organic remains and

worlds of art on the emerged land.

African sands.— The sands of the African deserts

have been driven by the west winas^ver all the lands

capable of tillage on the western banks of the Nile,

except such as are sheltered by mountains.f And
thus the ruins of ancient cities have been buried

between the Temple ofitJupiter Ammon and'^Nubia.

M. G. A. de Luc attempted to infer the recent origin

of (Our continents, from the fact that these moving

sands have arrived only in modern times at the fertile

plains <jf the Nile. The same scourge, he said, would

have afflicted Egypt for ages anterior to the times of

history, had the continents risen above the level of

the sea several hundred centuries before our era.i^

,Bi;t the author proceeded in this, as in all his other

dbroEiological con\putations, on a multitude of gratui-

tous assumptions. He ought, in the first place, to

have demonstrated that the whole continent of Africa

was raised above the level of the sea at one period

;

* Dr. Rennie, Essays on Peat*Moss, p, 205.

t M. G. A. de Luc, Mercure de Frapoe, Sept. 1809. • | Ibid.
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unless diis point was establishied, the region from

whence^ the sands began to move might have been th^

last addition made to Africa, and the commencement

of the sand flood might have^ been long postefior to

the laying dry of the greater portion of that continent.

That the different part^ of Europe were not all

elevated at one time is now generally admitted. De
Luc should also have pointed out t]^e depth of drift

sand in Various parts of the gre^t Libyan deserts,

and have shown wjiether any valleys of large dimen-

sions had been filled up— how long these may have

arrested the*progress of the sands, and how far the

flood had upon the whole advanced since the timjs of

history.

No mode of Jjfiterment can be conceived
^
more

favourable to tlm conservation of monum«its for in-

definite periods than 'that now so common in the

region immediately westward of the Nile, .^he sand

which -surrounded and fllle^tthe great temple of

Ipsambul, first discovered by Burckbardt, anS after-

wards partially uncovered by Belzoni and Beechey, was

so fine as to resemble a fluid when pu^ in motion.

Neither the features of the colossal figures, nor the

colour of the stucco with which some wane covered,

nor the paintings on the walls,*had recced any injury

flrom being enveloped for ages in this dry impalpable

dttst.*

At some future period, perhaps, wjien the pyramids

shall have perished, the action of the sea, or an earth-

quake, may lay open fo the day some of these buried

tem|fleB. Or we may suppose the desert to remain

undisturbed, and changes in the surrounding sea and

Stratton, £^. Phil. Journ., No. V. p. 62.
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land to modify the ijliraate and the direction of the

'prevailing winds, so that these may then waft away

the Libyan sands as gradually as they onoe brought

them to those regionst Thus, many a town and

temple of higher antiquity than Thebes or Memphis

may re-appear in their original integrity, and a part

of the gloom which overhangs the history of the

earlier nations be dispelled.

Whole caravans gre said to have been overwhelmed

by the Libyan sands; and Burckhardt informs us that

after passing the Akaba, near the heitd of the Red
Sea, the bones of dead camels are the only guides of

the pilgrim through the wastes of sand.”— “We did

not see,” says Captain Lyon, speaking of a plain near

the Soudah mountains, in Northerif|^Africa, “ the least

appearance of vegetation; but obSm^ed many skele-

tons of animals, which had died gf fatigue on the

desert, and occasionally the grave of some human
being. All these botyjfeii.were so dried by the-heat of

the sun, that putrefaction appears not to have taken

place after death. In recently expired animals I could

not perceive the slightest offensive smell ; and in those

long dead, tli« skin with the hair on it remained un-

broken aiMi perfect, although so brittle as to break

with a slight- blow. The sand-winds never cause

these carcasses to change their places; for, in a short

^time, a slight mound is formed round them, and they

become stationary.”*

Towns overwhelmed hy sand floods^— The burying

of several towns and villages ki England and France

by blown sand is on record ; thus, for example, near

* Travels in North Africa in the Years 1818, 1819, and 1820,

p. 83.
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St. Pol de Leon, in Brittany, a wljole village was com-

pletely buried beneath drift sand, so that nothing wa#

seen but tiie spire of the church. *

In Suffolk, in the year 1688^ part of Downhrfm was

overwhelmed by sands which had broken loose about

100 years before, from a warren five miles to the

south-west. This sand nad, in the course of a century,

travelled five miles, and covered^morg than 1000 acres

of land.
-f A considerable tract cjf cultivated land on

the north coast of^ Cornwall has been inuadated by

drift sand, fitrming hills several hundred feet above

the level of*the sea, and composed of comminuted

marine shells, in which some terrestrial shells aijp in-

closed entire. By the shifting of these sands the

ruins of ancient|p!ildings have been discovered
; and

in some cases w|^e wells have been bored to a great

depth, distinct sjrata^ separated by a vegetable crust,

are visible. In some places, as at New Quay, large

massetphave become sufficieflitl^ indurated to be used
'

for architectural purposes. The lapidification, which

is still in progress, appears to be due to oxide of ii*on

held in solution by the water which percolates the

sand. X

Imbedding of Organic and other Renig^s in'^ohanic

Formations on the Land,

I have in some degree anticipa|;ed the subject of

this section in a former volume, wh^n speaking of the

buried cities around Naples, and those on the flanks of

• Mem. de TAcad. des Sci. de Paris, 1772.— Malte-Brun’s

Geol. vol. i. p. 425.

f Phil. Trans., vol. ii. p. 722.

\ Boase on* Submersion of Part of the Mount’s Bay, &c»,

Trans. Hoy, Geol. Soc.«of Cornwall, vol. ii. p. 140.
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Etna. From the facts referred to, it appeared that

*the preservation of human remains and works of art

is frequently due to the descent of floods caused by

the copious rains which accompany eruptions. These

aqueous lavate, as they are called in Campania, flow

with great rapidity ; and in. 1822 surprised and suffo-

cated, as was stated, seven persons in the villages of

St. Sebastian and Massa, on the flanks of Vesuvius.

In the tuffs, moreover, or solidified mud, deposited

by these' aqueous lavas, impressions of leaves and of

trees have been observed. Some of those, formed

after the eruption of Vesuvius in 1822, are now pre-

serv/)d in the museum at Naples.

Lava itself may become indirectly the means of pre-

serving terrestrial remains, by oVA|bwing beds pf

ashes, puitiice, and ejected mattev/^vhich may have

been showered down upon animals {|pd plants, or upon

human remains. Few substances at»e better non-con-

ductors of heat than vflcanic dust and scoriae, >430 that

a bed of such materials is rarely melted by a super-

imposed lava current. After consolidation, the lava

affords secure protection to the lighter and more re-

moveable mass below, in which the organic relics may
be enveloped. The Herculanean tuffs containing the

rolls of Papyi^s, of which the characters are still

legible, have, as was before remarked, been for ages

(Covered by lava.

Another mode .by which lava may tend to the con-

servation of imbedded remains, at least of works of

human art, is by its overflowirfg them when it is not

intensely heated^ in which case they sometimes suffer

little or no injury.

* Vol. II. pp. 147—il72.
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Thus when the Etnean laya-9urrent of 1669 coh

vered fourteen towns and villages^ and part of the cit}^

of Catani^, it did not melt down a great number of

statues and other articles in. the vaults of Ciitania;

and at the depth of thirty-five feet in the same cur-

rent, on the site of Mompiliere, one of the buried

towns, the bell of a chlirch and some statues were

found uninjured.*^

There‘*are several buried citie^ in Central India,

which might probably yield a richer harvest to the

antiquary than Pompeii arfd Herculaneum, f The

city of Oujeirt (or Oojain) was, about fifty years before

the Christian era* the seat of^empire, of art, arj^ of

learning ; but in the time of the Rajah Vicramaditya,

.it was overwh^fatetl, together, as tradition reports,

with more than^^^||ity other large towns in ’the pro-

vinces of Malwa^nd Bagur, “ by a shower of earth.”

The city which bears the name is situated a mile

to the southward of the anqoiit town. On digging

on the spot where the latter is supposed to have

stood, to the depth of fifteen or eighteen feeti there

are frequently discovered, says Mr, Hupter, entire

bridj: walls, pillars of stone, and pieces ^f wood of an

extraordinary hardness, besides utensils » of various

kinds, and ancient coins. Mdny coinsKore also found

in the channels cut by the periodical rains, or in the

beds of torrents into which they have been washed.,

“ During our stay at Oujein, a large ^juantity of wheat

was fbiuid by a man digging for bricks. It was, as

might have been expected, almost entirely consumed,

and in a state resembling charcoal. In a ravine cdt

by the rains, from which several stone pillars had been

* Vol. II. p. 172. t VoU Ilrf!^. 147.
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(Jug, I saw a spacQ from twelve to fifteen feet long

"and seven or eight high, composed of earthen vessels,

broken and closely compacted together. It was con-

jectured, with great appearance of probability, to have

been a pottec’s kiln. Between this place and the new

town is a hollow, in which, tradition says, the river

Sipparah formerly ran. It changed its course at the

time the city w§ls buried, and now runs to the west-

ward.” *

The sjpil which covers Oujein is described as “ being

of an ash-grey colour, ^ith minute specks of black

sand.” f
'J^jiat the shower of earth ” wHich is reported to

have fallen from heaven ” was produced by a volcanic

eruption^ seems very probable, althoi^i no informat|pn

has been obtained respecting the^S^of the vent; and

the nearest volcano of which jwe i^ad is that which

was in eruption during the Cutch ^rthquake iii 1819,

at the distance of abpuj^ thirty tniles from BJipoj, the

capital of Cutcli, and at least 300 geographical miles

fr^m ©ujein.

Captain F. Dangerfield, who accompanied Sir John

Malcolm in^Jiis late expedition into Central India,

^tes thatn the river Nerbuddah, in Malwa, has its

channel exc^csfated tlivough columnar basalt^ above

which are beds of marl impregnated with salt. The

upper of these marls is of a light colour, and from

thirty to forty feet thick, and rests horizontally on the

lower bed, which is of a reddish colour. Both appear

from the description to be tuffs composed of the ma-

terials of volcanic ejections, ^pd ^psrming a covering
c

* Narrative ofJourney from Agra to Oujein, Asiatic Researches,

vol. vi. p. 36.

f Asiatic Jlhirnal, vol. ix. p. 35.
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from sixty to seventy feet deep pverlying the basalt^

which seems to resemble some of the currents *of pris-

matic lava in Auvergne and the Vivarais. Near the

middle of this tufaceous mass> and therefore *at the

depth of thirty feet or more from the* surface, just

where the two beds of tuff meet, Captain Dangerheld

was shown, near the citj^of Mhysir, buried bricks and

large earthen vessels, said to have Jbelonged to the

ancient tfity of Mhysir, destroyed 1^ the catastrophe

of Oujein.^

* Sir J. Maloolm’s Cent. Ind.— Geol. of Malwa, by Captain

F. Dangerfield, Appj No. it. pp. 324^ 325.

X,VOL. III.



CHAPTER XIV.

BVRYINO OF FOSSILS IN ALLWIAL OEPOSrUB AND IN OAVES.

Alluvium defined —;EFectB of sudden inundations -^Terrestrial

animal# most abundantly pifeserved ii^ alluvium where earth-

quakes prevail— Marine ahuvium— Buried town— Effects

of landslips— Organic remains in fissures and caves— Form

and dimensions of cavecns— their probable origin— Closed

basins and engulphed rivers of the Morea (p. 225.)—'Kata-

vothra— Formation of breccias with red cement — Human
remains imbedded in Morea IntermixlIjiDre in caves of south

of France'^and elsewhere of human reiiMns and bones of extinct

quadrupeds no proof of former co*«xistence of man with those

' lost species (p. 235.).

Alluvium,— The next subject for our consideration,

according to the division before proposed, is the im-

bedding; o^ organic bodies in alluvium, by which I

mean such ^transported matter as has been thrown

down, whether by rivers, floods, or other causes, upon
land not persfianently Submerged beneath the waters

of lakes or seas,— I say permanently submerged^ in

order to distinguish between alluviums and regular

subaqueous deposits. These regular strata are accu-

mulated in lakes or great submarine receptacles ; but

the alluviums in the channels** of rivers and currents,

where the materials may be reg'vded as still in transitu^

or on their way to a place of rest. There may be
cases wh^e it is impossible to draw a line of demar-
cation betul^en these two clashes of formations, but
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these exceptions are rare^ and the division is, upon tj^e

whole, convenient and natural.

The alluvium of the bed of a river does iv>t often

contain an^ animal or vege^ble remains ; fw the whole

mass is sft^ continually ^l^ing its place, and the at-

trition of the various p^fts is so great, that even the

hardest rocks contained in it are, at length, ground

down to powder. But when sand, ftiud, and rubbish,

are sudSenly swept by a flood, and then le^ fall upon

the land, such an«al1uviui]|, may envelop trees or the

remains of animals, which, in this manner, are often

permanently preserved. In Jhe mud and sand pro-

duced by the floods in Scotland, in 1 829, the deM and

mutilated bodies of hares, rabbits, moles, mice, par-

tridges, and evii|i the bodies of men, were jPound par-

tially buried.* Bht in these and similar cases one

flood usually effaces tlfe memorials left by another, and

there is rarely a sufficient depth of undisturbed trans-

ported"matter, in any one spitt, to preserve tho organic

remains for ages from destruction.

Where earthquakes prevail, and tho, levels of a

country are changed from time to time, “th^ remains

of animals may more easily be inhumed and protected

from disinte^ation. Portions of plains^lo^od with

alluvial accumulations by transient flooHs, may be gra-

dually upraised ; and, if any organic remains have

been imbedded in the transported materials, they may,*

after such elevation, be placed beyond the reach of

the erosive power of streams. In districts where the

drainage is repeatedly deranged by subterranean move-

ments, every Assure, A^ery hollow caivsed by the sink-

* Sir T. D. Lauder, Bart., on the great Floods in*Morayshire

Aug. 18,^1). 177.
' '
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ing in of land, becomes a Repository of organic and

inorganic substances, hurried along by transient floods.

Marine alluvium,— The term “marine alluvium”
t

is, perhaps, admissible, if confined to banks of shingle

thrown up like the Chesil bonk in Dorsetl^lire, or to

materials cast up by a wave of the sea upon the land,

or those which a submarine current has left in its

track. The kind last mentioned must necessarily,

when the bed of ocean is laid dry, resemble ter-

restrial Alluviums; with this difference, that if any

fragments of organic bodies have escaped destruction

they will belong principally to marine species.

In 'May, 1787, a dreadful inundation of the sea was

caused, at Coringa, Ingeram, and other places, on the

coast of Coromandel, in the East Indies, by a hurricane

blowing from the N. E., which raised the waters so

that they rolled inland to the distance of about twenty

miles from the shore, swept away many villages,

drowneR more than 10,000 people, and left the coun-

try covered with marine mud, on which the carcasses

of ilbout 100,000 head of cattle were strewed. An old

traditionoof the natives of a similar flood, said to have

happened about a century before, was till this event,

regarf\ipR^a^ fabulous by the European settlers.* The

same coast ot i^oromandel was, so late as May, 1832,

the scene of another catastrophe of the same kind;

and when the inundation subsided, several vessels were

seen grounded iv the fields of the low countiy about

Coringa.

Many of the storms termed hurricanes have evi-

dently been connected with subciiarine earthquakes, as

is shdwg^j^ the atmospheric phenomena attendant on

* Dodsley’s Ann. 1788.
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them, and by the soundsJieard in the ground, and the

odours emitted. Such were the circumstances whiffli

accompanied the swell of the sea in Jamaica, in 1780,

when a great wave desolated the western coast, and,

bursting Savanna Mar, swept whole

town in an instant, so tliat not a vestige of man, beast,

or habitation, was seen^ipon the surface.*

Houses and works of art injalluvial deposits,— A
very adbient subterranean town, jjjparently ofHindoo

origin, was discov^ed in India in 1833, in digging the

Doab canal.” Its site is north of Saharunpore, near

the town oPBehat, and 17 feet below the present sur-

face of the country. More^than 170 coins of^ilver

and copper have already been found, and many articles

in metal and earjtlfenware. The overlying deposit con-

sisted of about 5 feet of river sand, with sT substratum

about 12 feet thickf of red alluvial day. In the

neighbourhood are several rivers and torrents, which

descend from the mountains^charged with vast quan-

tities of mud, sand, and shingle ; and within the me-
mory of persons now living the modern Behat»has

been threatened by an inundation, which 'after retreat-

ing left the neighbouring country.strewed over with

a superficial covering of sand several feeW thick. In

sinking wells in the environs^ massed'.# ^fuh'^e and

boulders have been reached resembling those now in the

river-channels of the same district, under a deposit of

30 feet of reddish loam. Captain Cautley, therefore,

who directed the excavations, supposes that the matter

discharged by torrents has gradually raised the whole

country skirting th% base of the lower hills; and

that the ancient town having been originally built in a

* Edwards, Hist, of West Indies, vol. i. p. 235.^. -1801.

n 3
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hollow, was submerged by floods, and covered over

w»lth sediment 17 feet in thickness.*

We are informed, by M. Boblaye, that in the Morea,

the forifiation termed ceramique, consisting of pottery,

tiles, br.'cks, intermixed with various i^ks of art,

enters so largely into the alluvium and vegetable soil

upon the plains of Greece, ana into hard and crystal*

line breccias which have been formed at the foot of

declivities, that it constitutes an important btratum

which might, in the absence of zoojogical characters,

serve to mark our epoch in a most indestructible

manner.*!*

Landslips.— The landslip, by suddenly precipi-

tating large masses of rock and soil into a valley,

overwhelms a multitude of animals,, and sometimes

buries peimanently whole villages, with their inha-

bitants and large herds of cattle. Thus three villages,

with their entire population, were covered, when the

mountain of Piz fell in in the district of Tre-

viso, in ^ the state of Venice:):; and part of Mount
GrCinier, south of Chambery, in Savoy, which fell

down in the year 1248, buried five parishes, including

the town and c'hurch of St. Andre, the ruins occupying

an extent ofabout nine square miles. §

Thi^miiL^ ^''f lives lost by the slide of the Ross-

berg, in Switzerland, in 1806, w-as estimated at more

than 800, a great number of the bodies, as well as

several villages and scattered houses, being buried

deep under mud and rock. In the same country,

several hundred cottages, with aighteen of their inha-

* Journ. of Aslfit. Soc., Nos. xxv.Hind xxix.—1834.

I Ann. des Sci. Nat., tome xxii. p. 117. Feb. 1831.

I MaMilrun’s Geog., vol. i. p* 435.

f BiakMbU, Travels in the Tarentaise, toI. i. p. SOI.,
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bitants and a great number of co^^s, goats, and sheep,

were victims to the sudden fail of a bed of» stoned

thirty yards deep, which descended from the summits

of the Diablerets. In the year 1618, a portion of

Mount Coaie fell, in the county of Chi»rctma in

Switzerland, and buried the town of Fteurs with all

its inhabitants, to the ntfinber of 24fSO.

It is unnecessary to multipljjr examples of similar

local catastrophes, which, howeverjmmerous they may
have been in mountainous parts of £urope, viithin the

historical period, have been, nevertheless, of rare

occurrence When compared to events of the same kind

which have taken ’place in reglbns convulsed by earth-

quakes. It is then that enormous masses of rock and

earth, even in comparatively low and level Countries,

are detadied from the sides of valleys, and cast down
into the river-cour6es,*aiid often so unexpectedly that

they overwhelm, eyen in the daytime, every living

thing upon the plains.

'Preservation of Organic Pemains inFisswresand Caves*

In the history of earthquakes it was* shown that

many hundreds of new fissures ,and#chasms had

opened in certain regions during the lastJ50 years,

some of which are described being^fwnfSFhomable

depth. We also perceive that mountain masses have

been violently fractured and dislocated, during their risc^

above the level of the sea ; and thus we may account for

the existence of many cavities in the interior of the

earth by the simple agency of earthquakes ; but there

are some caverns, especially in limestoib rocks, which,

although usually, if not always, connected with^rents,

are nevertheless of such forms and din9eii||^s, alter-

nately .expanding into spacious chamberf^%md then

L 4<
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contracting again into narrow passages, that it is diffi-

cult to conceive that they can owe their origin to the

mere fracturing and displacement of solid masses.

In the limestone of Kentucky, in the basin of

Gre€«?^"5ticrer> one of the tributaries ^ the Ohio,

a line of underground cavities has been traced in

one direction for a distance ot ten miles, without any

termination ; and one of the chambers, of which there

are many, all connected by narrow tunnels, is no

less thaikiten acres in area, and 150 feet in its greatest

height. Besides the principal series of antres vast,”

there are a great many lateral embranchmq^nts not yet

explored.*

The cavernous structure here alluded to is not al-

together confined to calcareous rocks; for it has lately

been obscpfed in micaceous and argillaceous schist,

in the Grecian island of The^’mia (Cythnos of the

ancients), one of the Cyclades. Here also spacious

halls, with rounded and )rreguiar walls, arc connected

together by narrow passages or tunnels, and there are

many lateral branches which have no outlet. A cur-

rent of water has evidently at some period flowed

through the wJiole, and left a muddy deposit of bluish

clay upon,.^e floor; but the erosive action of the

stream^&ihib^t' 'he supposed to have given rise to the

excavations in the first instance. M. Virlet suggests

that fissures were first caused by earthquakes, and that

these Assures became the chimneys or vents for the

disengagement of gas, generated below by volcanic

heat. Gases, he observes, such as the muriatic, sul-

phuric, fluoridf^Wid others, migj^t, if raised to a high

* Nahum Ward, Trans, of Antiq. .Soc. of Massa-

^usetts. < l^n. States, p. 438.
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temperature, alter and dtecompfise the rocks whicij

they traverse. There are siens of the formes: action

of such vapours in rents or the micaceous scjiist of

Thermia, and thermal springs now issue^

grottos ofj|fil[t island. We may supptf»e that after-

wards the elements of^the decomposed rocks were

gradually removed in a state of solution by mineral

waters ;^a theory which, according* to M. Virlet, is

confirmed by the effect of heated*gases which escape

from rents in the ifthmus of Corinth* and which have

greatly altered and corroded the hard siliceous and

jaspidious rocks.^

When we reflect on the quantity of carbonaffe of

lime annually pourpd out by mineral waters, we are

prepared to admit that large cavities must, Ih the

course of ages, be formed at considerable depths below

the surface in calcareous rocks, f These rocks, it will
9

be remembered, are at once more soluble, more per-

meable,""and more fragile, tha^ any others, at feast all

the compact varieties are very easily broken by the

movements of earthquakes, which would produce only

flexures in argillaceous strata. Fissures ^6nci8 formed

in limestone are not liable, as in many other formations,

to become closed up by imperious cl^e^jawittcsp, and

hence a stream of acidulous water might for ages ob-

tain a free and unobstructed passage. J
Moved* After these observation® on the possible^

origin of some subterranean hollows,* 1 shall next c^-
sider in what manner they may be filled up with mud,
pebbles, and other substances. W|g|p a mass of

* Bull, (le la Soc. G^ol. de France tom. M. p.

t See Vol. I.^ p. S07. 4

^
See some remarks by M. Boblaye, Ann. d^>|Pi|pe8, Sme

s4rie, tom, iv.
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cavernous rock is raised abor^e the level of the sea» it

will usuMly be intersected by ravines and valleys, and

it must then happen thaAiere and there a torrent or

river will break into some cavern. Accordingly, en-

gulpKe&^sfffeiAns occur in almost every #ij[;ion of ca-

vernous limestone, as in the north of England, for

example ; but in no district are they more conspicuous

than in the Morea, v^here the phenomena attending

them have been lately studied and described'’in great

detail by*M. Boblaye and his fellow-labourers of the

French expedition to Greece.* From his account it

appears that numerous caverns are there found in a

compact limestone, of the age of the English chalk,

immediately below which are arenaceous strata re-

ferred to the period of our green "sand. In the more

elevated districts of that peninsula there are many
deep land-locked valleys, or b&sins, closed round on

^
all sides by mountains of fissured and cavernous lime-

stone.
,
The year is divided almost as disti»ctly as

between the tropics into a rainy season, which lastrf

upwards of .four months, and a season of drought,

of nearly eight months’ duration. When the torrents

are swollen By tht rains, they rush from surrounding

heigljU [nttf the inclosed basins; but, instead of giving

rise to lakes, 'Ss woufd be the case in most other

countries, they are received into gulphs or chasms,

called by the Gr^eeks Katavothra,” and which cor-

r<p)ond to what. are termed “swallow-holes” in the

north of England. The water of these torrents is

charged withj^pebbles and rfid ochreous earth, re-

sembling precisely the well-Iftiown cement of the

osseous breccias^ the Mediterranean. It dissolves

* lie Ann. des Mines, Sme sefie, tom. iv. 1839.
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in acids with effervescenpe, and leaves a residue of

hydrated oxide of iron, granular, iron, impalpable

grains of silex, and small ci^stals of quartz. Soil of

the same description abounds every where on tlbe sur«

face of th§ decomposing limestone in •J3t’*eec?^that

rock containing in it much siliceous and ferruginous

matter.

Many of the Katavothra being insufficient to give

passage to all the water in the r^ijiy season, a tem-

porary lake is formed round the mouth of thte chasm,

which then Becomes still farther obstructed by peb-

bles, sand, arid red mud, thrown down from the turbid

waters. The lake being thus raised, its waters ^ne-
rally escape through other openings, at higher levels,

• around the borders* of the plain, constituting the bot-

tom of the closed basin.

In some places, as at Kavaros and Tripolitza, where

the principal discharge is by a gulph in the fhiddle of,

the plam, nothing can be scsen over the opegiing in

summer, when the lake dries up, but a deposit of red

mud, cracked in all directions. But the.Katavothton

is more commonly situated at the foot of the Fiirround*-

ing escarpment of limestone ; and ii? that^case there is

sometimes room enough* to allow a person^^ntgr, in

summer, and even to penetrate far iTito me interior.

Within is seen a suite of chambers, communicating

with each other by narrow passages ; and M. Virlefr

relates, that in one instance he observed, near Jjj^e

entrance, human bones imbedded in recent red mud,

mingled with the reiAains of plants and animals of

species now inhabiting the Morea.;^ J^t is not wonder*

fill, he says, that the bones of man'^if^ould jb^^meT; with

in such receptacles ; for so murderous hav^een the

L 6
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late wars in Greece, that,,skeletons are often seen

lying exposed on the surface of the country**

luisummer, when no water is flowing into the Kata-

vothron, its mouth, half closed up with red mud, is

mashf!tl**By a^igorous vegetation, which is cherished

by the moisture of the place. It is then the favourite

hiding-place and den of foxes and jackals ; so that the

same cavity serves at,,one season of the year for the

habitation of carnivprous beasts, and at another as the

channel 'of an engulphed river. Near the mouth of

one chasm, M. Boblaye and his companions saw the

carcass of a horse, in part devoured, the size of which

seen^d to have prevented the jackals from dragging

it in : the marks of their teeth were observed on the

bones, and it was evident that the' floods of the ensu-

ing winter would wash in whatsoever might remain of

the skeleton.

It has ^been stated that the waters of all these tor-

rents of the Morea are. turbid where they vire en-

gulphed ; but when they come out again, often at the

distance of n^any leagues, they are perfectly clear and

limpid, l^eing only charged occasionally with a slight

quantity of Valcareous sand* The points of efflux

are usually near the sea-shores of the Morea, but^ ^ V. . .

sometimes "“fTfejr^are subYnarine ; and when this is the

case, the sands are seen to boil up for a considerable

4ipace, and the surface of the sea, in calm weather,

swells in large coiivex waves. It is curious to reflect,

that when this discharge fails in seasons of drought,

the sea may break into subterraneous caverns, and

carry in marineJ^d and sheila^« to be mingled with

ossifetous mud, apioiHhe remains of terrestrial animals*

But. de la Soc. G^ol. de FraTujp, tom* iii. p. 823,
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In general, however, the efflux of water at these

inferior openings is surprisingly uniform. It] seems,

therefore, that the large caverns in the interior must

serve as reservoirs, and that the water escapes gradu-

ally from them, in consequence of the siftal^hessW the

rents and passages by which they communicate with

the surface.

The phenomena above described are not confined to

the Morea, but occur in Greece geae/ally, and in those

parts of Italy, Spain, Asia Minor, and Syrifl, where

the formations of the Morea extend. When speaking

of the numerous Assures in the limestone of Greece,

M. Boblaye reminds us of the famous earthquake of

469 B. c., when, as we learn from Cicero, Plutarch,

Strabo, and Pliny, l^parta was laid in ruins, part i)f the

summit of Mount Taygetus torn off, anJ numerous

gulphs and fissures cailsed in the rocks of Laconia.

During the great earthquake of 1693, hi Sicil)^

several thousand people were at once entombeij in the

ruins of caverris in limestone, at Sortino Vecchio ; and,

at the same time, a large stream, which had, issuedYor

ages from one of the grottos below that town, changed

suddenly its subterranean course, £ftid cfme out from

the mouth of a cave lower down the valleys yheje no

water had previously flowed.^ To tHTs new point the

ancient water-mills were transferred. *

When the courses of engulphed ifi^ers are thus liable*

to change, from time to time, by elterations in ||ke

levels of a country, and by the rending and shattering

of mountain masses, wd must suppose that the dens of

wild beasts will somt^imes be inyfui^ted by subter-

* I learnt thfs from some inhabitants of Sortino, 1829, and

visited the points alluded^o.
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r^ean floods, and their carcasses buried under heaps

of alluVjum. The bones, moreover, of individuals

which have died in the recesses of caves, or of animals

which have been carried in for prey, may be drifted

alongfSnd^iled up with mud, sand, and fragments of

rocks, so as to form osseous breccias.

But it is not merely in spots where streams are en-

gulphed that the hone^ of animals may be collected in

rents and caverns, /or open fissures often serve as

natural pit-falls in which herbivorous animals perish.

This may happen the more readily wHen they are

chased by beasts of prey, or when surprised while

carelessly browsing on the shrubs which so often over-

grow and conceal the edges of fissures.

During the excavations recently made near Beliat

in India, the bones of two deer were found at the

bottom of an ancient well which had been filled up

with alluvial loam. Their horns were broken to pieces,

but the^ jaw bones and other parts of the skeleton re-

mained tolerably perfect. “ Their presence,' says

Capt. Cautley, “ is easily accounted for, as a great

number q£ these and other animals are constantly lost

in galloping dver the jungles and among the high grass

by fahing into deserted wells.” f
Above ffi^viftage of'Selside, near Ingleborough in

Yorkshire, a chasm of enormous but unknown depth

occurs in the scar-limestone, a member of the carboni-

fer9us series. “ The chasm,” says Professor Sedgwick,

<< is surrounded by grassy shelving banks, and many
aniipRls? tempted towards its brink, have fallen down
and perished in it, The approach of cattle is now

A T^uckland, Reliquiae Diluvianae, p. !25.

^ See p. 221., and places ci^d there.
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prevented by a strong lofty wall ;»but there can be no

doubt that> during the last two or three tbpusand

years, great masses of bony breccia must have ac-

cumulated in the lower parts of the great fissure,

which probably descends through the wlfhl6^ffiic2lTes8

of the scar-limestone, to the depth of perhaps five or

six hundred feet.”

When any of these natural pivfallo happen to com-

municate with lines of 8ubterraneai> caverns, the bones,

earth, and breccia, «iay sink by their own weight, or

be washed into the vaults below.

We have seen ^ that the ravines which opened in

Calabria, in 1783, were very numerous, varying in

their ordinary depth from fifty to two hundred feet,

and that animals were sometimes engulphed during

the shocks.*}- If a torrent chance to be in*the line of

any of these chasms, It might pour in a quantity of

alluvial matter under which the animal remaftis mighj^

lie inhumed for ages. Wheie houses with their in-

habitants havef been swallowed up in fissures, there

appears to have been usually a sliding in .of all the

loose matter which lay upon the surfaces sc»that, in

such rents, we might look for the tuins^bf buildings,

and the skeletons of men and animals, buflfecj in allu-

vium at the depth often of several huffdreif feet.

At the north extremity of the rock of Gibraltar are

perpendicular fissures, on the ledges gf which a number*

of hawks nestle and rear their young in the breeding

season. They throw down from their nests the bones

of small birds, mice, afid other animals on which they

* Memoir on the Structure of the L8|^* Mountains ^f the

North of England, &c., read before die 6eologliil Society,

Jan 5. 1831.

t Vol! H. p. 268,
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feed, and these are graduaKy united into a breccia of

angular!*fraginents of the decomposing limestone with a

cement of red earth.

At the pass of Escrinet in France, on the northern

escrfpment^f the Coiron hills, near Aubonas, I have

seen a breccia in the act of forming. Small pieces of

disintegrating limestone are transported, during heavy

rains, by a streimlev, to the foot of the declivity,

where land shells, »'e very abundant. The shells and

pieces olf stone soon become cen«ented together by

stalagmite into a compact mass, and the talus thus

formed is in one place fifty feet deep, and five hundred

yards wide. So firmly is the lowest portion consoli-

dated, that it is quarried for millstones.

I have lately had an opportunity of examining the

most celebrated caves of Franconia, and among others

that of Rabenstein, newly discovered. Their general

form, and the nature and arrangement of their contents,

appeared to me to agrtie perfectly with the notion

of their having once served as the channels of subter-

raneous rivers. This mode of accounting for the intro-

duction of ‘transported matter into the Franconian

and other, caves, filled up as they often are even to

theiiy:oo(s^th osseous breccia, was long ago proposed

by M. C. Prevost*, an3 seems at length to be very

generally adopted. But I do not doubt that bears in-^

babited some of the German caves, or that the cavern

of Kirkdale, in YcA'kshi’re, was once the den of hyaenas.

The abundance of bony dung, associated with hyaenas’

bones, has been pointed out by t)r. Buckland, and with

reason, as confirmatory of this d^inion.

AliernaltiQmoftta^mite and alluvium,— The same

* de la Soc. d’Hist. Nat. de Paris, tom.
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author observed in every cave ^amined by him in

Germany that deposits of mud and sand, with oi*

without rolled pebbles and angular fragments of rock,

were covered over with a sin^/e crust of stalagfnite.^

In the English caves he remarked a simikr^bsci^ of

alternations of alluvium and stalagmite. But Dr.

Schmerling has discovefed in a cavern at Cheekier,

about two leagues from Liege, t];iree,distinct beds of

stalagmite, and between each of them a mass ofbreccia,

and mud mixed witji quartz pebbl^,^ and in the three

deposits the bones of extinct quadrupeds, f
This excejftion does not invalidate the generality of

the phenomenon pointed out^by Dr. Buckland, ^one

cause of which may perhaps be this, that^f several

.floods pass at difFert?ht intervals of time through a sub-

terranean passage, the last, if it has power* to drift

along fragments of rook, will also tear up any alter-

nating stalagmitic and alluvial beds that may have been
previously formed. Another pause may be, that ^
particular line of caverns will rarely be so situated, in

relation to the lowest levels of a country, as to become,

at two distinct epochs, the receptacle of engulphed

rivers; and if this should happen, sonje of Ulie caves, or

at least the tunnels ofcommunication, may af the first

period be entirely choked up with traaspox tifef matter,

so as not to allow the subsequent passage of water in

Ihe same direction.

As the same chasms may remain^open throughout

periods of indefinite duration, the species inhabiting a
country may in the mean time be greatly changed, and
thus the remains of anqnals belonging to very different

epochs may become mingled togetheif in a common
^ ReliqilSfle Diluviance, p. 108.

t#Journ. de G^L, tom. i. p, 286. July, 1830.
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tOEob. For this reaso^ it is often difficult to separate the

inonuments of the human epoch from those relating to

periods'^long antecedent, and it was not without great

care and skill that Dr. Buckland was enabled to guard

agaiasS-6U(;h enachronisms in his investigation ofseveral

of the Engli^'caves. He mentions that human skele-

tons were found in the cave of Wokey Hole, near

Wells, in the M^ndip^s, dispersed through reddish mud
and clay, and some of them united by stalagmite into

a firm ocseous br&cla. The spot on which they lie

is within reach of the highest floods of the adjacent

river, and the mud in which they are buried ' is evi-

dently fluviatile.*
'

In speaking of the cave of Paviland on the coast of

Glamorganshire, the same author states that the entire

mass through which bones were dispersed appeared to

have been disturbed by anciept diggings, so that the

remains (if extinct animals had become mixed with re-

lent bones and shells. Jn the same cave was^ human
skeleton, and the remains of recent testacea of eatable

species, which may have been carried in by man.

In several caverns on the banks of the Meuse, near

Liege, fir. ^chm^Iing has found human bones in the

same mUd and breccia with those of the elef^ant,

rhin'Scerbsrbeac, and other quadrupeds of extinct spe-

cies. He has observed none of the dung of any of

^
these animals ; and from this circumstance, and th#

appearance of the mud and pebbles, he concludes that

these caverns were never inhabited by wild beasts, but

washed in by a current of water* As the human skulls

and bones were in fragments, ^and no entire skeleton

had been foundf, he does not believe that these caves

were plac^ of sepulture, but that the human remains

* Reliquiae Diluvianae^ p. 165*
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were washed in at the game tin^e as the bones of

extinct quadrupeds.

Cavemfi m the South of France,— Similar associ*

ations in the soutli of France, of human bone^ and

works of art with remains of extinct quadwijjeds, hswe

induced some geologists to maintain that man was

an inhabitant of that part of Europe before the rhi-

noceros, hyaena, tiger, and other^ fossil species dis-

appeared. • 1 may first mention the cavern of Bize, in

the department of Aude, where M^^lftrarcel de«iSerres

met with a sm£^l number of human bones mixed with

those of extinct animals and with land shells. They
occur in a calcareods stony mas8, bound together by a

cement of stalagmite. On examining the sam8*caverns,

Tournal found not only in these calcareous beds,

but also in a black mud which overlies a rod bsseous

mud, several human teeth, together with broken an-

gular fragments of a rude kind of pottery, and also

recent marine and terrestrial sjiells. The teeth pre***'

serve their enamel ; but the fangs are so much altered

as to adhere strongly when applied to the tongue. Of
the terrestrial shells thus associated with the bones

and pottery, the most common are Cyqlostcina elegans,

Bulimus decollatus, Helix nemoralis, and Ht nitida.

Among the marine are f und Peeten jaoebaeasj My tilus

edulis, and Natica mille-punctata, all of them eatable

kinds, and which may have been brought there for

food. Bones were found in the samq mass belonging

to three new species of deer, an extinct bear ( Urme

areik)ik/eus), and the wild bull urus), formerly a

native of Germany.*

• M. Marcel de Scrres, G^ognosie des Terrains Tertiaires,

p. 64. Introduction.
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. In the same part of France, M. de Christol has

foundnn caverns in a tertiary limestone at Pondres and

Souvignargues, two leagues north of Lunel^viel, in the

depa^ment of Herault, human bones and pottery con*

fuaadly i](ii^d with remains of the rhinoceros, bear,

hyaena, and dther terrestrial mammifers. They were

imbedded in alluvial mud, of the solidity of calcareous

tufa, and containing some dint pebbles and fragments

of the limestone of the country. Beneath this mixed

accumulation, whicA sometimes a]:tained a thickness of

thirteen feet, is the original floor of the cavern, about a

foot thick, covered with bones and the dbng of animals

(album grcBcum)^ in a kandy and tufaceous cement.

The Human bones in these caverns of Pondres and

Souvignargues were found, upon U careful analysis, to

have parted with their animal matter to as great a de-

gree as those of the hyaena which accompany them, and

are equally brittle, and adhere as strongly to the tongue.

In order to compare the degree of alteration of

these bones with those known to be of high antiquity,

M. Marcel de Serres, and M. Ballard, chemist of

Montpellier, procured some from a Gaulish sarcopha-

gus in the^ plaip of Lunel, supposed to have been

buried fcK' fourteen or fifteen centuries at least. In

these tfiS^elklar tissue was empty, but they were

more solid than fresh bones. They did not adhere to

the tongue in the same manner as those of the caverns

of Bis^ and Poqdres, yet they had lost at least three

fourths of their original animal matter.

The superior solidity of ths Gaulish bones to those

in a fresh skeleton is a fact in {perfect accordance with

the observations made by Mr. Mantell on bones taken

from a Saxon tumulus near Lewes.
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M. Teissier has also described a cavern near Mialet^

in the department of Gard, where the remains of the

bear and other animals were mingled confusedly with

human bones, coarse pottery, teeth pierced for -amu-

lets, pointed fragments of bone, bracelets ^f brorp^e,

and a Roman urn. Part of this deposit readied to the

roof of the cavity, and adhered firmly to it. The au-

thor suggests that the exterior porti(jp of the grotto

may at onte period have been a den of bears, and that

afterwards the aboriginal inhabitaffti of the country

took possession of it either for a dwelling or a burial

place, and left there the coarse pottery, amulets, and

pointed pieces of bone. At a tlfird period the Romans

may have used the cavern as a place of sepulture or

iconcealment, and to*them may have belonged the urn

and bracelets of metal. If we then suppose the course

of the neighbouring rive/ to be impeded by some tem-

porary cause, a flood would be occasioned,, which,

rushing iyto the open grotto, may have washed all the

remains into the interior caves and tunnels, hbaping

the whole confusedly together.*
,

In the controversy which has arisen on \his subject

MM. Marcel de Serres, De Christpl, T^urnal, and

others, have contended, that the phenomeviA of this

and other caverns in the soutlv of Frojice j^rove that

the fossil rhinoceros, hyaena, bear, and several other

lost species, were once contemporaneous inhabitants

of the country, together with man ; wllile M.Desnoyers

has supported the opposite opinion. I'he flint hatchets

and arrow heads, he says, and the pointed bones and

coarse pottery ofmany !|^rench and English caves, agree

precisely in character with those found in the tuuiuli,

BuU. de la Soc. Geol. de France, tom. ii. pp. 36—6S.
,
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and under the delipens (rude altars of unhevrn stone)

of the> primitive inhabitants of Gauh Britain, and Ger-

many! The human bones, therefore, in the caves

which are associated with such fabricated objects,

nuist belqi^g not to antediluvian periods, j)ut to a peo-

ple in the same stage of civilization as those who con-

structed the tumuli and altats.

In the Gaulish m/)numents, we find, together with

the objects of industry above mentioned, th*e bones of

wild and domesU^*^ animals of species now inhabiting

Europe, particularly of deer, sheep, wild boars, dogs,

horses, and oxen. This fact has been 'ascertained in

Quercy, and other provinces ; an^ it is supposed by

antiqua/ies, that the animals in question Were placed

beneath the Celtic altars in ihemory of sacrifices

offered to«the Gaulish divinity Hesus, and in the tombs

to commemorate funeral repasts, and also from a

superstition prevalent among savage nations, which

Snduces them to lay up. provisions for the manes of the

dead m a future life. But in none of these ancient

nkonuments have any bones been fbund of the elephant,

rhinoceros, hyaena, tiger, and other quadrupeds, such

as are found inweaves, as might certainly have been

expectedf had these species continued to flourish at

the*time that this part ef Gaul was inhabited by man. *

We are also reminded by M. Desnoyers of a pas-

sage in Florus, in which it is related that Caesar or-

dered the caves into which the Aquitanian Gauls had

retreated to be closed up«f It is also on record, that,

so late as the eighth century, the Aquitanians defended

themselves in caverns against ^ing Pepin* As many

* Desnoyers, Bull, de la Soc. G4ol. de France, tom. ii. p. 252.

f Hist. Rom. Epit., lib. iii. c. 10.
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of these caverns, therefore, may have served in succes-

sion as temples and habitations, as places of sepulture,^

concealment, or defence, it is easy to conceive that

human bones, and those of animals, in osseous bfeccias

of much ol^er date, may have been away to-

gether, by inundations, and then buried in one pro-

miscuous heap.

It is not on the evidence of sugh intermixtures that

we oughtfreadily to admit either the high antiquity of

the human race, or J;he recent dareot certain lost spe-

cies of quadrupeds.
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CHAPTER XV.

IMBEDDING QF ORGANIC REMAINS IN SUBAWEOUS

DEPOSITS.

Division o£ the subject*— Imbedding of terrestrial animals and

plants— Increased specific gravity of woodsur.k to great depths

in the sea— Drift timber of the Mackei.zie in Slave Lake and

pClar se;2 Floating trees ip the Mississippi (p. 245.)—in the

Gulf Stream*— on the coast of Iceland, Spitsbergen, and

Labrador—Imbedding of the remains of insects— of reptiles—
Bones of llirds why rare—Imbedding of terrestrial quadrupeds

by river-floods (p. 251.)— Skeletons in receiit shell marl—
Imbedding of mammiferous remains in marine strata.

Division of the svifect—Having treated of the im-

bedding of organic remains in deposits formed upon

the laqd, I shall next consider the including of the

same in deposits formed under water.

It will *^6 convenient divide this branch of our

subject inlo three parts^ considering, first, the various

modes whereby the relics of terrespial species may be

buried in subaqueous formations ; secondly, the modes

whereby animals^nd plants mhdbhingfresh wcUer may
be so entombed ; thirdly,Jhiow mwrine species may be-

come preserved in new strata.*

The phenomena above enun^erated demand a fuller

shai'6 of attention than those previously examined,

since the deposits which originate > upon dry land

are insignificant in thickness, superficial extent, and
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durability, when contrasted with^those of subaqueous

origin. At the same time, the study of the latter iS

beset with greater difficulties; for we are here con-

cerned with the results of processes much 'farther

removed fjom the sphere of ordinar}** pbservation.

There is, indeed, no circumstance which so seriously

impedes the acquisitiorf of just views in our science

as an habitual disregard of the^ im{V)rtant fact, that

the repA)ductive effects of the nrincipal agents of

change are confirmed to another Element—*10 that

larger portionr of the globe, from which, by our very

organization,^we are almost entirely excluded.*

Imbedding of Tethrestrial Plantsm

When a tree falli? into a river from the undermining

of the banks, or from being washed in by a tbrrent or

Hood, it floats on the surface, not because the woody

portion is specifically lighter than water, bitf because

it is full 4)f pores containing ajr. When soaked for^^

considerable time, the water makes its way info these

pores, and the wood becomes water^hgyed and sinks.

The time required for this process varies m different

woods ; but several kinds may b^ drifted to great

distances, sometimes across the ocean, before they

lose their buoyancy.

Wood sunk to a great depth in the sea,— Ifwood be

sunk to vast depths in the sea, it may be itnpregnated^

with water suddenly^ Captain Scoresby informs us,

in his Account of the Arctic Regions f, that on one

occasion a whale, on being harpooned, ran out all the

lines in the boat, whigh it then dragged under water,

to the depth of several thousand feet, the men having

* S^e Book i. chap. v.

VOL. III. M
t Vol. u. p. 191.
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jtist time to escape to a piece of ice- When the fish

returne)d to the surface “ to blow/' it was struck a

second time, and soon afterwards killed. The moment
it expired it began to sink,— an unusual circumstance,

which was foUnd to be caused by the weight of the

sunken boat, which still remained attached to it. By
means of harpoons and ropes the fish was prevented

from sinking, uniil iuwas released from the weight by

connecting a rope to the lines of the attached boat,

which was no sooner done than the fish rose again to

the surface. The sunken boat was thTen hauled up

with great labour; for so heavy was it, 1:hat although

befrre the accident it would have been buoyant when

full of water, yet it now required a boat at each end

to keep it from sinking. ‘‘ When it was hoisted into

the ship, the paint came off the wood in large sheets

;

and the planks, which were ofwainscot, were as com-

pletely staked in every pore as if they had lain at the

bottom of the sea sin'^e the flood I A wooden ap-

paratus that accompanied the boat in its progress

thfough the^deep, consisting chiefly of a piece of thick

deal, ' about fifteen inches square, happened to fall

' overboard, and, though it originally consisted of the

ligl;y:est fir, sank in the water like a stone. The boat

was rendered useless : even the wood of which it was

built, on being offered to the cook for fuel, was tried

c and rejected as iqcombustibla.”*

Captain Scoresby found that, 1>y sinking pieces of

fir, elm, ash, &c., to the depth of four thousand and

sometimes six thousand feet, they became impregnated

with sea-water, and when drsqyn up again, after im-

mer^on, for an hour, would no longer float* The

Account of the Arctic Regi(^s, vol. ii, p. 19B.
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effect of this impregnatioiowas tcf increase the dimen^

sions as well as the specific gravity of the wood, every

solid inch having increased one-twentieth in si/e and

twenty-one twenty-fifths in weight.*

Drift-woed of the Mackenzie River, timfier

is drifted down by a river, it is often arrested by lakes

;

and, becoming water-logged, it may sink and be im-

bedded in lacustrine strata, if any be there forming:

sometimes a portion floats on till^;it> reaches the sea.

In the course of the Mackenzie River we have an ex-

ample of vast accumulations of vegetable matter now

in progress under Jjoth these qrc^amstances.

In Slave Lake in particular, which viesJa dinfea-

sions with some of the great fresh-water seas of

•Canada, the quantity of drift-timber brought down
annually is enormous. “ As the trees,’* says Dr.

Richardson, retain tlieir roots, which are often

loaded with earth and stones, they readily sink^

especially when water-soaked;* and, acttlmulalring in

the eddies, form shoals, which ultimately augment
into islands. A thicket of small willowsv cover| the

new-formed island as soon as it appears ^ove'Vater,

and their fibrous roots serve to bind•the whole firmly

together. Sections of these islands are annually m^2rde

by the river, assisted by the frost ; and it is interest-

ing to study the diversity ofappearances they present,

according to their different ages. The trunks of the trees

gradually decay until they are ponvefted into a black-

ish brown substance resembling peat, but which still

retains more or less of the fibrous structure of the

wood
; and layers of tMs often alternate with l^ers

of clay and sand, the whole being penetrated, to the

* Account of the Arctic Regions, vol. ii. p. 2001

M 2
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depth of four or five<yards cr more, by the long fibrous

roots of the willows. A deposition of this kind, with

the aid of a little infiltration of bituminous matter,
V

^

'

would produce an excellent imitation of coal, with

vegetable impressions of the willow-roots.^ What ap-

peared most remarkable was the horizontal slaty struc-

ture that the older alluvial banks presented, or the

regular curve that the strata assumed from unequal

subsidence.

“ It was in the rivers only thivfe we could observe

sections of these deposits; but the same operation goes

on on a much more magnificent scaje in the lakes. A
shcTal of,many miles in extent is formed on the south

side of Athabasca Lake, by the drift-timber and vege-

table debris brought down by the Elk River ; and the

Slave Lake itself must in process of time be filled up

by the matters daily convened into it from Slave

'River. ^Vast quantities of drift-timber are buried

under I the send at tliG'mouth of the river, and enor-

mous piles of it are accumulated on the shores of

every part rf the lake.'* •

Thef'banks of the Mackenzie display almost every

where horizontal* beds of wood coal, alternating with

bit*.iminous clay, gravel, sand, and friable sandstone

;

sections, in short, of such deposits as are now evidently

forming at the bottom of the lakes which it traverses.

Notwithstanding the vast forests intercepted by the

lakes, a still greater mass of drifi-wood is found where

the Mackenzie reached the sea, in a latitude where

no wood grows at present eitcept a few stunted wil-

lows. At the mouths of the river the alluvial matter

has formed a barrier of islands and shoals, where we

* Dr. Richardson’s Geognost. Obs. on Capt. Franklin’s Polar

Expedition.
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may expect a great formation oC coal at some distant

period.

The abundance of floating timber on the Mackenzie

is owing, as Dr. Richardson informs me, to thd direc-

tion and to the length of the course of this river,

which runs from south to north, so that the sources

of the stream lie in mtich warmer latitudes than its

mouths. In the country, thereffye, where the sources

are situaled, the frost breaks up ^t^an earlier season,

while yet the waters in the lower part of its course

are ice-bound. Hence the current of water, rushing

down northv^ard, reaches a point where the thaw has

not begun^ and, finding the channel ofthe river blpjked

up with ice, it overflows the banks, sweepmg through

. forests of pines, arfd carrying away thousands pf up-

rooted trees.

Drift-wood of the MississippL— I have already ob-

served that the navigation of the Mississippi is much
impededr by trunks of trees h^If sunk in the river/^"*

On reaching the Gulf of Mexico many of them sub-

side, and are imbedded in the new strata which form
*

the delta, but many of them float on ar\d ejp^ter the

Gulf stream. ‘‘Tropical plants (^ays M. Constant

Prevost) are taken up by this great current* and car-

ried in a northerly direction, rill thej^reach the shores

of Iceland and Spitzbergen uninjured. A great por-

tion of them are doubtless arrested on their passage,^

and probably always in the same inlets, or the same

spots on the bottom of the ocean; in fact, wherever

an eddy or calm detenmines their distribution, which,

in this single example^ extends over a space compre-

hended between the equator and the eightieth degree

• Vol. I. p. 283.
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of latitude— an imipense ^ace, six times more con^

biderabie than that occupied by all Europe/ and thirty

times larger than France. The drifting of various

substances, though regular, is not continual ; it takes

plaice by inteimittance after great inundatiops ofrivers,

and in the intervals the waters may carry sand only

or mud, or each of these alternately, to the same loca-

lities/'*

Drift-timber on coasts of Iceland^ Spitzbergin^ 8^c -

The ancient forests^of Iceland, ob^serves Malte-Brun,

have been improvidently exhausted; but, although

the Icelander can obtain no timber from 'the land, he

is supplied with it ab'antlantly by the ocean. An im-

mense qdaijtity of thick trunks of pines, firs, and other

trees, are thrown upon the northern coast of the

island, ei^pccially upon North Cape and Cape Langa-

ness, and are then carried by.the waves along these

two promontories to other parts of the coast, so as to

*^ord sufficiency of wo^d for fuel and for conctructing

boats. '’Timber is also carried to the shores of La-

brador and Greenland ; and Crantz assures us that the

masses^qf fiqating wood thrown by the waves upon the

island of John de JMayen often equal the whole of that

island in hf:tent.t

In a similar mannervthe bays of Spitzbergen are

filled with drift-wood, which accumulates ^so upon

^those parts of the coast of Siberia that are exposed

to the east, consisting of larch trees, pines, Siberian

cedars, firs, and Fernambucco and Campeachy woods.

These trunks appear to ^ve been swept away by the

great rivers of Asia and Ameri^. Some of them are

* ]Vl4m. de la Soc. d'Hist Nat de Pans, vol. iv. p. 84.

f Malte-Brun, Geog., vol. v. -part i. p. 1 1 2.-r-Crants, Hist of

Greenland, tome i. pp. 50—54.
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brought from the Gulf of Mexico, by the Bahama

stream; while others are hurried^ forward by ^he cu*v*

rent which, to the north of Siberia, constantly sets in

from east to west. Some of these trees have been

deprived of their bark by friction, but are in such a

state of preservation as to form excellent building

timber.* Parts of tha branches and almost all the

roots remain fixed to the pines which have been drifted

into the North Sea, into latitudes too cold for the

growth of such timber, but thc^^iflrunks are, usually

barked.

Lighter parts of plants carried out to sea hy hur-

ricanes,— The leaves and li^hlfer parts of plants are

seldom carried out to sea, in any part pf the giok^^

except during tropical hurricanes among islands,

and during tlie agitations of tlie atmosphere which

sometimes accompany earthquakes and volcanic erup-

tions.f

Comjytraiive number ofliving andfossilized species'f

plants,— It will appear from these obsei*irations*that, al-

though the remains of terrestrial vegetation, borne down
by aqueous causes from the land, are chiefiy deposited

at the bottom of lakes or at the mouths H rivfers
;
yet

a considerable quantity is drifted about in a^hdirections

by currents, and Paay become imbed^^ed in any n^mne
formation, or may sink down, when water-logged, to

the bottom of unfathomable abysses, and there accu-

mulate without intermixture of othbr substances.
^

It may be asked whether we have*any data for infei*-

ring that the remain^ of a considerable proportion of

the existing species of plants will be peijmanently pre-
® •

* Olafsen, Voyage to Iceland, tome i. Mdte-Bruli'ii Oeog.
vol. V. part i. p. 112.

. t la Beebe, GcoL Manual, p. 477.
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served, so as to be ^hereafter recognizable, supposing

tbe strata now in progress to be at some future period

upraised? To this inquiry it may be answered, that

there &re no reasons for expecting that more than a

sm^ll numbei^ of the plants now flourishing in the globe

will become fossilized
;
since the entire habitations of a

great number of them are remote from lakes and seas,

and even where, they grow near to large bodies of

water, the circumstances are quite accidental*and par-

tial which favour* the imbedding §nd (Conservation of

vegetable remains. Suppose, for example, that the

species of plants inhabiting the hydrographical basin of

the Rhine, or that rejjioh, extending from the Alps to

tli« sea, t^hich is watered by the Rhine and its nu-

merous tributaries, to be about '*2500 in number,

exclusive <2if the cryptogamic class. This estimate is

by no means exaggerated; yetdf a geologist could ex-

plore the*deposits which have resulted from the sedi-

*nhent of the^Rhine in Jthe lake of Constance, and off

the coast of ftolland, he might scarcely be able to

obtain from the recent strata the leaves, wood, and

seeds of species in such a state of preservation as

to enable a^botaqist to determine their specifle cha-

racters wll^ certainty.

Those naturalists, therefore, who infer that the

ancient flora of the globe was, at certain periods, less

^varied than now, merely because they have as yet dis-

covered only a few hundred fossil species of a parti-

cular epoch, while they can enumerate more than fifty

thousand liv|pg ones, are Teasaning on a false basis,

and their sti^dard of comparison is not the same in

the two cases.
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Imbedding of the Remains of Insects.

'

I have observed the elytra and other parts of beetles

in a band of fissile clay, separating two beds of recent

shelbmarlf in the Loch of Kinnordy iR ForfarslTire.

Amongst these, Mr. Curtis recognized Elater lineatus

and Atopa cervina, species still living in Scotland.

These, as well as other remains wltich accompanied

them, appear to belong to terrestrial, not aquatic,

species, and must4iave been carried down in muddy
water duringj^an inundation. In the lacustrine peat of

the same localit}^, the elytrij (^beetles are not un-

common ; but in the deposits of drained lakes geneial^,

and in the silt of our estuaries, the relics of this class

of the animal liingdom are rare. In the blue olay of

very modern origin of Lewes levels, Mr. Mantcll has

found the Indusia, or dises of the larvae of Phryganea,

in abundance, with minute shells bclongiflg to the

genera Phanorbis, Limnea, &ci| adheriij^n^o th^m.^

When speaking of the migrations of insects, I pointed

out that an immense number are floated igtp lakes Rnd
seas by rivers, or blown by winds far from tl^ land ;

but they are so buoyant that we can •nly supjjose them,

under very peculiar circumstances, to sinklo the Ijpt-

tom before they are either d^oured*by insectivorous

animals or decomposed.

Remains of Reptiles.

As the bodies of several crocodiles were found in the

mud brought ddwn to the sea by the river inundation

which attended an e^thquake in Javdf^in the year

1699, we may imagine that extraordinary 'flocfds of

Tmns. Geol. Soc., vol. iii. parti, p. 201. second series.
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mud may stifle many^ indivi4uals of the shoals of alli-

gators ^d other reptiles which frequent lakes and the

deltas of rivers in tropical climates. Thousands of

frogs \^ere found leaping about among the wreck car-

ried: into the^sea by the late inundations in Moray-

shire*; and it is evident that whenever a sea-clilF is

undermined, or land is swept 'by other violent causes

into the sea, land reptiles may be carried in.

l^emains ofBirds.

We might have anticipated that the Imbedding of

the remains of birds in new strata woulH be of very

rar€|.,occurrence, for ttieir powers of flight insure them

dgainst perishing by numerous casualties to which

quadrupeds are exposed during flood! ; anfl if they

chance to fee drowned, or to die when swimming on

the water, it will scarcely ever happen that they will

be submerged so as to become preserved in sediment-

ary depositA^^In consequence of the hollow tubular

structure of their bones and the quantity of their

fea'thers, they are extremely light in proportion to

their v^um^ ; so that when first killed they do not sink

to thebottoTn lik^quadrupeds, but float on the surface

unjil the^carcass either rots away or is devoured by

predaceous aninrals. To these causes we may ascribe

the absence of any vestige of the bones of birds in the

. recent marl formations of Scotland ; although these

lakes, until the pioment when they were artificially

drained, were frequented by a great abundance of

water-fbwi.iB

Sir T. D^auder records t^at some aquatic birds

wei€ da!hed to pieces by the impetuous waters of the

* Sir T. !)• Lauder’s Account, second editioti, p*4rS12.
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Devefon, in Aberdeenshire, as I^Jiey rushed through a

narrow pass among the rocks during the Hoods df

1829.* In this manner torrents charged wlith mud
may occasionally deposit the remains of birds m lacus-

trine strafp.

Imbedding of f'errestrial Quadrupeds,

River inundations recur in iposU climates at very

irregular intervals, and expend their fury on those

rich alluvial plains^ where herds of^ herbivorous quad-

rupeds congfegate together. These animals are often

surprised ; ahd being unable to ^m the current, are

hurried along until they are’drhwned, M^hen the;^sink

at first immediately to the bottom. Here*tlfeir bodtfcs

are drived alihg,^ together with sediment, into lakes

or seas, and may then be covered by a mass of mud,

sand, and pebbles, thrtwn down upon them. If there

be no sediment superimposed, the gases generated by
putrefaotion usually cause thg bodies JiLjise again ito

the surface about the ninth, or at latest the fourteenth

day. The pressure of a thin covering of mud would

not be sufficient to retain them at the bottom,^ for we
see the putrid carcasses of dogs^and dkts, even in

rivers, floating with considerable weights tfttached to

them, and in sea-water they wosdd be still more
buoyant.

Where the body is so buried in drift-sand, or mu(J
accumulated upon it, as never to j^ise again, the ske-

leton may be preserved entire ; bnt if it comes again

to the surface while 4n the process of putrefaction,

the bones commonly^l piecemeal frcit the floating

carcass, and may in ^at case be scattered at random

Recount of the Great Floods, &c., second ed. p.S30.
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over the bottom of ^ lake, jpstuary, or sea ; so^that a

j&w ma^ afterwards be found in one place, a rib in

another, a humerus in a third— all included, perhaps,

in a ntatrix of fine materials, where there may be

evidence of very slight transporting power ip the cur-

rent, or even of none, but simply of some chemical

precipitate.

A large number of..the bodies ofdrowned animals, if

they float into the^sea or a lake, especially in hot

climates", are instantly devoured by sharks, alligators,

and other carnivorous beasts, which may have power

to digest even the Phones ; but during Extraordinary

flLOO(^s, when the greyest number of land animals are

dBfetroyeef, ?he waters are commonly so turbid, espe-

cially ^at the bottom of the channef, t&t even aquatic

species arc« compelled to escape into some retreat

where there is clearer water, lest they should be stifled.

For this reason, as well as the rapidity of sedimentary

dtposition gt^ch seasons, the probability of carcasses

becoming permanently imbedded is considerable.

Flood in Jthe Solway Firtky 1794f.— One of the

most njupmo^able floods of modern date, in our island,

is that whidh visi|ed part of the southern borders of

Scotland, ‘nn the 24?th of January, 1794?, and which

spread particulairdevastotion over the country adjoin-

ing the Solway Firth.

We learn from the account of Captain Napier, that

the heavy rains Ijad swollen every stream which en-

tered the Firth of Solway ; so that the inundation not

only carried away a great number of cattle and sheep,

but many of the herdsmen a^d shepherds, washing

downPthmr bodies into the estuary. After the storm,

when the flood subsided, an extraordinary spectacle

was seen on a large sand-bank, called the jbeds of
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Esk,’^^lvhere there is a meeting of the tidal waters, and

where heavy bodies are usually left stranded aftjr

great floods. On this single bank were found Collected

together the bodies of 9 black cattle, 3 horsos, 1840

sheep, 45 dogs, 180 hares, besides a gr^at number of

smaller animals, and, mingled with the rest, the corpses

of two men and one weman.*

Floods in Scotland^ 1829.— In those more recent

floods ift Scotland, in August, ] 829, whereby a fertile

district, on the east coast, became a scene of^dreadful

desolation, afvast number of animals and plants were

washed froifl the land, and found scattered about after

the storm, arourfd the moutlfs wf the principal rivers.

An eye-witness thus describes the scene v^hiclf pr<^R.

sented itself alihe mouth of the Spey, in Morayshire:
—“ For several miles along the beach crcrwds wer^

employed in endeavouring to save the wood and other

wreck with which the heavy-rolling tide was loaded

;

whilst the margin of the sea was strewed with the car-

casses of domestic animals, and with millions of dead

hares and rabbits. Thousands of living frogs, ^Iso,

swept from the fields, no one can say hd'^ far off, were

observed leaping among the wreck.” f >j

Savannahs of South America,—We ayte informed

by Humboldt, that during ^he periodical sw^llirtgs of

the large rivers in South America great numbers of

quadrupeds are annually drowned. Of the wild horses,

for example, which graze in iranlense troops in the

savannahs, thousands are said to perish when the river

Apure is swollen, bejbre they have time to readh the

rising ground of the Llanos. The ma^res, during the

* Treatise on Practical Store Farming, p. 25.

t Sir T. D. Lauder’s Floods in Morayshire, 1829, p. 312.,

secondted.; and see above, Yol. I. p. 262.
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season of high water^ may be seen, followed by their

oelts, swimming about and feeding on the grass, of

which the top alone wave^ above the waters. In this

state they are pursued by crocodiles ; and their thighs

freqjiently be%r the prints of the tAifti of tl^ese carni-

vorous reptiles. ‘‘ Such is the pliability,” observes the

celebrated traveller, ‘‘ ofthe orgonization of the animals

which man has subjected to his sway, that horses,

cows, and other species of European origin, fead, for

a time, an amphibious life, surrounded by crocodiles,

water-serpents, and manatees. When the‘rivers return

again into their beds,Uhey roam in the savannah, which

is then spread over wreh a fine odoriferous grass, and

oi^y, as*in* their native climate, the^ renewed vege-

tation of spring.”*

Fhodshftlie Ganges.—We find it continually stated,

by those who describe the Ganges and Burrampooter,

that these •rivers carry before them, during the flood

sepson, not ^qIv floats of reeds and timber, but dead

bodies of men, aeer, and oxen.f

In Java, 1699.—I have already referred to the

eflPects of a fl^od which attended an earthquake in Java

in 1699, wh8b thejturbid waters of the Batavian river

destroyed^all the fish except the carp ; and when
drowned buifaloesf tigers,v;hinoceroses, deer, apes, and

other wild beasts, were brought down to the sea-coast

Ijy the current, with several crocodiles which had been

stifled in the mud.:(

On the western side of the same island, in the ter-

ritory of Goulongong, in the Regencies, a more recent

• Humboldt's Pers. liTar., vol. iv. pp. 394—396.

f Malte-dnin, Geog., vol. iii. p. 22.

\ See Vol. IL p. 304.
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volcaiiic eruption (1821) was attended by a floods

during which the river Tjetandoy bore down hundreds

of carcasses of rhinoceroses and buffaloes, and swept

away more than one hundred men and women from a

multitudaassemlill^ on its banks to celebrate a festival.

Whether the bodies reached the sea, or were deposited,

with drift matter, in some of the large intervening allu-

vial plains, we are not informed. <

In Virginia, 1771.— I might enumerate a great

number of local deluges that have swept through the

fertile land^ bordering on large rivers, especially in

tropical countries, but I should-surpass the limits as-

signed to this work. I may observe, however, that the

destruction of the islands, in rivers, is oileh atteiltifcd

with great losl 6f lives. Thus when the principal

river in Virginia rose, in 1771, to the height bf twenty-

five feet above its ordinary level, it swept entirely away

Elk Island, on which were seven hundred head of

quadrupeds,— horses, oxen, sheep, ^d hogs,—ind

nearly one hundred houses.

f

The reader will gather, from what was before said

respecting the deposition of sedimenf by aqueous

causes, that the greater number of,the retnains of qua-

drupeds drifted away by rivers must be in^^cepted by

lakes before they reach th? sea, or buried »in ftesh-

water formations near the mouths of rivers. If they

are carried still farther, the probabilities are increased

of their rising to the surface in a state of putre&ction,

and, in that case, of being there devoured by aquatic

beasts of prey, or ofsubsiding into some spots whidier

* This account I had ftoiti Mr. Baumhauer, B^rectoitGeneral

of Finances ki Java.

t §cots Mag., vol. zxxiii.
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no sediment is conveyed, and, consequently, where

eatery vestige of them will, in the course of time, dis-

appear.
'

Skeletons ofanimals in recent she^marl^ Scotland*

—

In some instrnces, the skeleton^^ quadroipeds are

met with abundantly in recent shell-marls in Scotland,

where we cannot suppose them»to have been imbedded

by the action of aiver;^ or floods. They all belong to

species which now inhabit, or are known to have been

indigenous in, Scotland. The remains of several hun-

dred skeletons have been procured within the last

century, from five six small lakes in Forfarshire,

where shell-marl has been worked. Those of the stag

<4fi’^Tvus eiapaus) are most numerous ; and if the others

be arranged in the order of their rellative abundance,

they will follow nearly thus :— the ox, the boar, the

horse, the sheep, the dog, the hare, the fox, the wolf,

and the cat. The beaver seems extremely rare; but

it tas been ^pnd in the^ shell-marl of Loch Marlie, in

Perthshire, and in the parish of Edrom, in Berwick-

shire.

In ,tlie greater part of these lake deposits there are

no signs of fiuods;^and the expanse of water was ori-

ginally so ‘ confined, that the smallest of the above-

mention^ quadrupeds ca^ld have crossed, by swim-

ming, from one shore to the other. Deer, and such

species as take readily to the water, may often have

been mired in trying to land, where the bottom was

soil and quaggy, and in their efforts to escape may
have plunged deeper into the marly bottom. Some
individuals, I suspect, of different species, have fallen

in when crossing the frozen surface in winter ; for no-

thing can be more treacherous than the ice when
covered with snow, in consequence of the springs,
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which are numerous, an*^ which^p retaining always an

equal temperature, cause the ice, in certain ^ots,

be extremely thin, while in every other part of the

lake it is strong en,^gh to bear the heaviest weights.

MammiferotLS rmhins in marine strMta,—As the

bones of mammalia are often so abundantly preserved

in peat, and such lake^ as have just been described,

the encroachments of a sea upcyi a •coast may some-

times thtow down the imbedded skgl^tons, so that they

may be carried away by tides and currents, and en-

tombed in subaqueous formations. Some of the smaller

quadrupeds, also, which burrow i^the ground, as well

as reptiles and every species of ^ant, are liable ^ be

cast down into the waves by this cause, whtch mui^t

not be overlooked, ^although I believe it to be oi^ com-
paratively small importance amongst the numerous

agents whereby terrestrial organic remains are included

in submarine strata.
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I SHALL now proceed to inquire in what manner the

mortal remaiias of man and the works of his hands may
be perinanqhtly preserved in subaqueous strata. Of
the many hundred million human beings which perish

iiF«the course of every century on the land, every

vestige is usually destroyed in the course of a few

thousand years ; but of the smallernaumber that perish

% the waters, a considerable proportion must frequently

be entombed uhddr such circumstances, that parts of

them inay endure throughout entire geological epochs.

The bodies of 'men, together with those of the in-

ferior animals, are ocpastpnalljf^ washed down during

riVbc inundations into seas and lakes.* Belzoni wit-
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nessed a Hood on the Nile in Sep^mber, 1818, where^

although tha river rose only three feet and a h^ above

its ordinary level, several villages, with some hlindredd

of men, women, and children, were swept away.* It

was before mentioibd that a rise of six^eet of water

in the Ganges, in 1763, was attended with a much
greater loss of lives, f •

In the year 1773, when the inundations in the north

of England appear to have equalled the recent floods

in Morayshire, a great number of fiouses and their in-

habitants were swept away by the rivers. Tyne, Can,

Wear, Tees,•and Greta; and^no hfss than twenty-one

bridges were desfroyed in the dorses of these rivers.

At the village of Bywell the flood tore the®deSd bodler^

and coffins out of^the churchyard, and bore them

away, together with many of the living dnllabjtants.

During the same tempast an immense number of cattle,

horses, and sheep, were also transported to the sea,

while the whole coast was covered %ith the wreck of

ships. Four centuries before (in 133&), the same dis-

trict had been visited by a similar continuance of heavy

rains followed by disastrous floods, and*U*is not, im-

probable that these catastrophes may^recur periodically.

As the population increases, and buildings aritl bridges

are multiplied, we must ex^ioct the^^loss of liyes ^d
property to augment. J

JFossilization of%uman bodies in the bed ofthe sea*—

^

If to the hundreds of human bodies committed to the

deep in the way of ordinary burial we add those of

individuals lost by shipwreck, we shall find that,, in

the course of a single ^ear, a great number of human

* Narrative of Discovery in Egypt, &c., London, IsS^
t Vol. I. p. S59. t

I S^ots Mag., vol. xkxiii., 1771.
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remains are consigned to the subaqueous regions. I

shall hereafter advert to a calculation by which it ap-

pears that more than five hundred British vessels alone,

averaging each a burthen of about one hundred and

twenty tons, < are wrecked, and sink to tl^e bottom,

anntmUy, Of these the crews for the most part escape,

although it sometimes happens* that all perish. In one

great naval action several thousand individuals some-

times share a watery grave.

Many of these' corpses are insbmtly devoured by

predaceous fish, sometimes before they reach the bot-

tom ; still more frequently when they fise again to

the surface, and float^n a state of putrefaction. Many

„decompose 6n the floor of the ocean, where no sediment

is thrown down upon them ; but if they fall upon a

reef whei’e corals and shells are becoming agglutinated

into a solid rock, or subside wh/^.rc the delta of a river

is advancing, they may be preserved for an incalculable

series of ages.

^Ofteii at the uistance of a few hundred feet from a

cor^l reef, where wrecks are not unfrequent, there are

no Bpundidgfe’'at the depth of many hundred fathoms.

Canoest m^ichant vessels, and ships of war, may have

sunk and* have been enveloped, in such situations, in

cdibare9u$ sand and breqeia, detached by the breakers

from the summit of a submarine mountain. Should a

volcanic eruption happen to cove/‘such remains with

Whes and sand, and a current of lava be afterwards

poured over them, the ships and human skeletons might

remain uninjured beneath the, superincumbent mass,

like the houses and works of art in the subterranean

>
^eS(OfCampania. Already many human remains have

beiSh thus preserved benpath formations, more than a

thousand feet in thickness ; for, in some volcanic archi-
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pelagos^ a period of thli;|;y or fi>rty centuries might

well be supposed sufficient for such an accumiflation.*^

It was stated that, at the distance of about forty

miles from the base of the delta of the Ganges, there

is a circular space about fifteen miles in dimeter where

soundings of a thousand feet sometimes fail to reach

the bottom.* As during the flood season the quantity

of mud and sand pQured by the, great rivers into the

Bay of Bengal is so great that tl^e sea only recovers

its transparency at the distance oT sixty mifes from

the coast, thfis depression must be gradually shoaling,

especially as* during the mon^oon^he sea, loaded with

mud and sand, isibeaten back in'^hat direction tov^ards

the delta. Now,, if a ship or human body sinS dowfi to

the bottom in such‘^a spot, it is by no means imprpbable

that it may become buried under a depth ot* three or

four thousand feet of sediment in the same number of

years.

Even t)n that part of the floqr of the or^an to wh^h
no accession of drift matter is carried (a part which

probably constitutes, at any given period,^by fai=»the

larger proportion of the whole submarine, area}, -there

are circumstances accompanying a ^reck which favour

the conservation of skeletons. For when the vessel fills

suddenly with water, espeKally in^ the nigl t, many
persons are drowned between decks and in their cabins,

so that their bodies are prevented from rising agam tQ

the surface. The vessel often strikes upon an uneven

bottom, and is overturned; in which case the ballast,

consisting of sand, shingle, and rock, or the cargo,

frequently composed pf heafy and durable materials?

may be thrown down upon the carcasses. In the csbsS^

• Vol. I. p. 865.
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of ships of war, csn»on, shof^, and other warlike stores,

hiay prhss down with their weight the timbers of the

vessel as they decay, and beneath these and the me-

tallic sabstances the bones of man may be preserved.

Number of* wrecked vessels.— When we* reflect on

the number of curious monuments consigned to the

bed of the ocean in the coutse of every naval war

firom the earliei^i tiries, our conceptions are greatly

raised respecting t^je multipliipity of lasting memorials

which hian is leaving of his labours. During our last

great struggle with France, thirty-two^ of our ships

of the line went tb\ihe bottom in the space of twenty-

two^ years, besides ^evan 50-gun ships, eighty-six

'•^igates,*' and a multitude of smaller vessels. The

navies of the other European powers, France, Hol-

land, Spainy and Denmark, were almost annihilated

during the same period, so tliat the aggregate of

their losses must have many times exceeded that of

Gljjeat Britain. In ev€;»*y one of these ships Vere bat-

teries of cannon constructed of iron or brass, whereof

a great number had the dates and places of their

mai;i:^*\pture. inscribed upon them in letters cast in

metal. In'*’each fhere were coins of copper, silver,

often many of gold, capable of serving as valuable

historiccl monuments ; iik.each were an infinite variety

of instruments of the arts of war and peace ; many
formed of materials, such as glass and earthenware,

capable of lasting, for indefinite ages when once re-

moved from the mechanical action of the waves, and

buried under a mass of matter which may exclude the

corroding action of sea-water.
^

let it not be imagined that the fury of war is

moi^ conducive than the peaceful spirit of commercial

enterprise to the accfltnulation of wrecked vessels in
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the bed of the sea. From an examination of Lloyd’s

lists, from the year 1793 to the commencement oT

1829, Capt. W. H. Smyth ascertained that the humber

o{British vessels alone lost during that period amounted

on an aver^ige to no less than one and a half daily

;

an extent of loss which would hardly have been antici-

pated, although we learn?from Moreau’s tables that the

number of merchant vessels employed at one time, in

the navigation of England and Scotland, amounts to

about twenty thousand, having one with another a

mean burtherf of 120 tons.* My friend, J. L. Pte-

vost, also informs me that on insj^cting Lloyd’s lists

for the years 1829) 1830, and ^feSx, he finds that no less

than 1953 vessels were lost in those three yea^s, tfieir

average tonnage belbg above 150 tons, or in all nearly

300,000 tons, being at the enormous rate of'100,000

tons annually of the merchant vessels of one nation

only. This increased loss arises, I presume, from in-

creasing activity in commerce.
^

Out of 551 ships of the royal navy lost to tfte

country during the period above mentioned, only J60

were taken or destroyed by the enemy, t^e rest.hav-

ing either stranded or foundered, or ^aving**been burnt

by accident ; a striking proof that the dangers of our

naval warfare, howe\er great- may be far excee ded by
the storm, the shoal, the lee-shore, and all the other

perils of the deep.f*"

Durable nature ofmany of their Millions

of silver dollars and other coins have been sometimes

submerged in a single oship, and on these, when they

* Caesar Moreau's Tables of the Navigation of Great Britain.

t I give these results on the authority of CaptainW. H.

R.N.
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happen to be enY|bped in matrix capable of pro-

Siecting them from chemical changes, much information

of historical interest will remain inscribed, and endure

for periods as indefinite as have the delicate markings

of,zoophyte%or lapidified plants in some of the ancient

secondary rocks. In almost every large ship, more-

over, there are some precious stones set in seals, and

other articles of use and ornament composed of the

j^rdest substances in nature? on which letters and

"'wious. images aVe carved— engravings which they

miy retain when included in subaqueous strata, as

long as a crystal reserves its natural form.

It was, therefore^'-a lj|iendid boast, that the deeds

•of ^be •English chivalry at Agincourt made Henry’s

chronicle —— as rich with praise

As is the ooze and bottom pf the deep

With sunken wreck and sumless treasuries

;

for it is pr^able that^a greater number of monuments

or the skill and industry of man will, in the course of

isges, be collected together in the bed of the oceaii,

thas:i^ll l)^ seen at any one time on the surface of the

continents^

If our species be of as recen| a date as is generally

supposed, it wilhbe vain^to seek for the remains of man
and the works of his hands imbedded in submarine

strata, except in those regions where violent earth-

quakes are freqi^ent, and the alterations of relative

level so great, that the bed of the sea may have been

converted into land within the* historical era. We
need not despair, however, o£ the discovery of such

^4^ntiments when thosexegions which have been peo-

pleh^ by man from thej^liest ag^s, and which are at
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*

the same time the principal thea^s of volcanic action,

shall be examined by the joint skill of the awtiquai?^

and geologist.

Power of human remains to resist decay

^

There

can be no^doubt that human remains areas capable of

resisting decay as are the harder parts of the inferior

animals; and I have •already cited the remark of

Cuvier, that “ in ancient fields of battle the bones of

men have suffered as little decomposition as those of

horses which wera buried in the lame grave?.”* In

the delta of* the Ganges bones of mep have been

found in digging a well at tl^ dq<h of ninety feetf ;

but as that river^'frequently shifts its course and fills

up its ancient channels, we are not called^ipOh ta’Slip‘^

pose that these bodies a*e of extremely high antiquity,

or that they were buried when that part of the sur-

rounding delta where they occur was first gainM from

the sea.

Fossil^skeletons ofmen,— Several skeletons of men,

more or less mutilated, have been found in tfie West
4^dies, on the north-west coast of the main land of

Guadaloupe, in a kind ef rock which is known^ be

forming daily, and which consists of minuf^ fragments

of shells and corals, Incrustea with p calcarcotis cement

resembling travertin, by which also the differe,nt grains

are bound together. The lens show that some of the

fragments of cora) composing this stone still retain

the same red colour which is seen iq the reefs of living

coral which surround the island. The shells belong

to species of the neighbouring sea intermixed with

some terrestrial kinds which now live on the island,
. o

^ .

and among them is the Bujimus Guadaloupessii^^

Vol. I. p. 241. t Von Hoff, vol. i. p. S79.

VOL. III. 4 N
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Ferussac. The hii|^|in skeleions still retain some of

itheir aAimal matter, and all their phosphate of lime.

One of ^ihem, of which the head is wanting, may now
be seen in the British Museum, and another in the

Royal Cabinet at Paris. According to ]\3[r. Konig,

the rock in which the former is inclosed is harder

under the mason’s saw and chisel than statuary mar-

ble. It is described jas forming a kind of glacis, pro-

bably an indurated beach^ which slants from the steep

cliffs of the island to the sea, and, is nearly all sub-

merged at high tide.

Similar formations are^in progress in the whole of

the West-Indian arcJiipelago, and they have greatly

ext^ndeft the plain of Cayes in St. Domingo, where

fragments of vases and other human works have been

found a^a depth of twenty feet. In digging wells

also near Catania, in Sicily, tooljs have been discovered

in a rock somewhat simDan

^Buried ships^ canoes^ and works of orf.— When a

vessel is stranded in shallow water, it usually becomes

the«nucleus of a sand-bank, as has been exemplified

in .Acwerar 9
^* our harbours, and this circumstance

tends greatey to its preservation. About fifty years

ago, a veSsel from Purbeck, laden with three hundred

tons of- stone, struck on a shoal off the entrance of

Poole harbour and foundered ; the crew were saved,

but the vessel and cargo remain to this day at the

bottom. Since thiat period the shoal at the entrance

of the harbour has so extended itself in a westerly

direction towards Peveril Point in Purbeck, that the

navigable channel is thrown a mile nearer that Poiht.^

The cause is obvious ; the tid^ current deposits the

This account I received from the Honourable Chas. Harris.
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sediment with which it' is chargW around any obje^

which checks its velocity. Matter also drifted along

the bottom is arrested by any obstacle, and accumu-

lates round it, just as the African sand-winds* before

described,* raise a small hillock over tKe carcass* of

every dead camel exposed on the surface of the

desert.

I befye alluded to an ancierrt ETutch vessel, dis-

covered in the deserted channel the river ^Rother,

in Sussex, of whibh the oak wood was much black-

ened, but itj texture unchanged.* The? interior was

filled with fluviaty^e silt, as v^s also the case in regard

to a vessel discovered in a former bed of JtheJMeJSey*

and another disin4;eyred where the St. Katherine Docks

are excavated in the alluvial plain of the,Thames.

In like manner many ships have been found preserved

entire in modem strafa, formed by the silting up of

estuaries along the southern shores of the Ilaltic, es-

pecially in Pomerania. Betweim Bro«r.berg and Nak^l,

for example, a vessel and two anchors in a very perfect

state were dug up far from the sea.f

At the mouth of a river in Nova Scotidjpa sdlooner

of thirty-two tons, laden with live stifck, was lying with

her side to the tide, when the bo’-e, or tidal wa.^,

which rises there about f®n feet in jierpdridicular

height, rushed int^ the estuary and overturned the

vessel, so that it instantly disappeared. After the*

tide had ebbed, the schooner was ^ totally buried in

the sand, that the taffrel or upper rail over the stern

was alone visible.}: We are informed by Leigh, that

on draining Martin Meer, a lake eighteen miles in

• Vol. II.'p.42. •r'Von HofF, yoI. i. p. 3^8.

t Si^iman’s Geol. Lectures, p.78., who cites Penn.

N 2
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circumference, in fttncashine, a bed of marl was laid

dry, wjjerein no fewer than eight canoes were found

imbedded. In figure and dimensions they were not

unlike 'those now used in America. In a morass

abSut nine m^les distant from this Meer a whetstone

and an axe of mixed metal were dug up.* In Ayr-

shire also, three canoes were found in Loch Doon

some few years ago^ and during the year 1831 four

others, each hewncout of separate oak trees. They

were twenty-three feet in length, two and a half in

depth, and nearly four feet in breadth at the stern. In

the mud which filled^ on^ of them \^a8 found a war-

club of oak and a stone battle-axe. A canoe of oak

was also found in 1820, in peat ^vcrlying the shell-

marl of the Loch of Kinnordy in Forfarshire.f

Manner in which ships may he preserved in a deep

sea,— It is extremely possible that the submerged

woodwork of ships which have sunk where the sea is

t^o or ^hrefe miJl^s deep has undergone greater che-

mical changes in an equal space of time, than in the

cases aboMCt mentioned; for the experiments of Sco-

resbjf' ihat wood may at certain depths be im-

pregnated in a single hour with salt-water, so that its

specific gravity is entirely altered. It may often hap-

pen tha^ hot springs charged with carbonate of lime,

silex, and other mineral ingredi^ts, may issue at

great depths, in which case every pore of the veget-

able tissue may be^ injected with the lapidifying liquid,

whether calcareous or siliceous, before the smallest

decay commences. The conversion also of wood into

lignite is probably more rapid cunder enormous pres-

• Leigh’s Lancashhe, p» 1 7. , a.d. 1700.

f Geol. Trans., second ser., yol. ii. p. 87.
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sure. But the change *cf the t,^ber into lignite or

coal would not prevent the original form of a sRipfrofn

being distinguished; for, as we find in strata of the car^

boniferous era, the bark of the hollow reed-like trees

converted,into coal, and the central cavtty filled with

sandstone, so might we trace the outline of a ship in

coal ; while in the indurated mud, sandston^, or lime-

stone, filling the interior, we might* discpyer instru-

ments of human art, ballast consis^ng ofrocks foreign

to the rest of the«stratum, and other contents of the

ship.

Submerged metallic substances,— Many of the me-

tallic substances which fall int(f the waters probjbly

lose, in the cour§e of ages, the forms artificiaUj^m-

parted to them ; 1)ut under certain circumst^ances

these may be preserved for indefinite periods. The
cannon inclosed in a calcareous fOck, drawn up from

the delta of the Rhone, which is now in the museum
at Montpellier, might probabl^^have endured^as long

as the calcareous matrix; but even if the metalac

matter had been removed, and had entered into flew

combinations, still a mould of its original ^hap^v<s4»ld

have been left, corresponding to th(^se impressions of

shells which we see in rocks, from which alf the car-

bonate of lime has been subtracted.* About ahe year

1776, says Mr. King, some fishermen, sweeping for

anchors in the Gufllstream (a part of the sea near the.

Downs), drew up a very curious old swivel gun, near

eight feet in length. The barrel, which was about

five feet long, was of brass; but the handle by whieh*

it was traversed was £^out three feet in length, and

the swivel and pivot on which it turned were

Around these latter were forined incrustations piKand

converted into a kind of stone, of an exceedingly strong

N 3
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texture aad firmnesfi.; wher^^ round the barrel of

file gud» except vrhere it was near adjoining to the

iron, tliere was no such incrustation, the greater part

of it being clean, and in good condition, just as if it

had still continued in use. In the incrusting stone,

adhering to it on the outside, were a number of shells

and corallines, ^^just as they are often found in a fossil

state.” These were all so strongly attached^ that it

required as much .force to separate them from the

matrix '^‘as to break a fragment ofF^any hard rock.”*

In the year 174^5, continues the same writer, the

Fox man-of-war was stranded on the coast of East

Lothian, and went to pieces. About thirty-three

yeaiir atterwards a violent storm laid bare a part of

the wreck, and threw up near the place several masses,

“ consisting of iron, ropes, and balls, covered over

with ochreous sand,^ concreted and hardened into a

kind of stone. The substance of the rope was very

little altered. The consolidated sand retained perfect

impressions of parts of an irqn ring, << just as impres-

sions of extrmieous fossil bodies are found in various

kis2dl<kts^ str^a.** f
After a storm,

,
,in the year 1824, which occasioned

a considerable shifting of the sands near St. Andrew’s,

in Scotland, a gun-barret,of ancient construction was

found, which is conjectured to have belonged to one of

^the wrecked vessels of the Spanish Armada. It is now

in the museum of the Antiquarian Society of Scotland,

and is incrusted over by a thin coating of s^d, the

'gi<ains of which are cementedoby brown ferruginous

matter. AUached to this coi|,ting are fragments of

various shells, as of the common cardium, mya, &c.

• Phil. Trans., 1779. t Ibid., vol. Ixix., 1779.
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Many other examples ^are recorded of iron instru*

nients taken up from the bed of the sea near the Britiah

coasts, incased by a thick coating of congWdierate,

consisting of pebbles and sand, cemented by oxide

of iron.

Dr, Davy describes, a bronze helmet, of the antique

Grecian form, taken up in 1825, from a shallow part of

the sea, between the citadel ofjCorfu and the village

ofCastrades. Both the interior and exterior of the

helmet were partially incrusted with shells, and a de-

posit of carbonate of lime. The surface generally,

both under {he incrustation,^and where freed from it,

was of a variegated colour, ihottled with spots of

green, dirty whijte, and red. On minutU iiilips^ion

with a lens, the gi^en and red patches proved to con-

sist of crystals of the red oxide and earbonate of

copper, and the dirty white chiefly of oxide of tin.

The mineralizing process, says Dr. Davy* which has

produced tfiese new combinations, has, in general,

penetrated very little into the subst^ce of the helnlet.

The incrustation and rust removed, the metal is found

bright beneath ; in some places considefabfy c^r^ed,
in others very slightly. It proves^ on aii&lysis, to be

copper, alloyed with 18*5 per cent, of tin,. ‘Its colour

is that of our common bra^ and ih posse^sse^ a consi-

derable degree of flexibility.

‘‘ It is a curious ‘question,” he adds, “ how the crys-

tals were formed in the helmet, and on the adhering

calcareous deposit. There being no reason to suppose

deposition from solution, are we not under the necg^
sity of inferring, that the mineralizing process depends

on a small motion and separation of the particles Or

the originaUcompound ? This motion may haJ5^ been

N 4
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due to the operation,of electro-chemical powers which

ijfiay have separated the different metals of the alloy,”

Effects of the Subsidence of Land^ in imbedding Cities

and Forests in std>aqueous Strata,

We have hitherto considered the transportation of

plants and animals from the land by aqmous agents,

and their inhumatioi]^ in lacustrine or submarine de-

posits, and we ma^ now inquire what tendency the

subsidence of tracts of land by eartfigudkes may have

to produce analogous effects. Several ‘examples of

the sinking down of buildings, and portions of towns

near the shore, to various depths beneath the level of

the*n5 ''a*durhig subterranean movements, were before

enumerated in treating of the changes brought about

by inorghnie* causes. The events alluded to were

comprised within a brief portion of the historical

period, and confined to a small number of the regions

of active volcanos. Yet these authentic facts,' relating

m^’ely to the last century and a half, gave indications

of considerable changes in the physical geography of

the«
3gl({f)e. ' Ifi during the earthquake of Jamaica, in

1692, some of the houses in Port Royal subsided,

together Vviith the ground they stood upon, to the

depth o^twenty-four, thirty-six, and forty-eight feet

under water, we are not to suppose that this was the

only spot throughout the whole range of the coasts of

^at island, or the ‘ bed of the surrounding sea, which

suffered similar depressions. If the quay at Lisbon

at once to the depth of several hundred feet in

1755, we must not imagine that this was the only

Phil. Trans. 1826, part ii. p. 55.
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point on the shores of^the pejjinsula where similar

phenomena might have been witnessed.

If, during the short period since South AraVrica has

been colonized by Europeans, we have proof*of alter*

ations o^ level at the three principal»ports on ,^he

western shores, Callao, Valparaiso, and Conception

we cannot for a moment suspect that these cities, so

distant from each other, have^been selected as the

peculiar points where the desolating power of the

earthquake has expended its clii^f fury. “4t would

be a knowing arrow that could choose put the brave

men from the cowards,” retprted the young Spartan,

when asked if Tiis comrades firho had fallen on the

field of battle were braver than he and hiW*5Siow-

prisoners; we mi^ht, in the same manner, remark

that a geologist must Attribute no small disefimination

and malignity to the subterranean force, if he should

suppose it to spare habitually a line of coast many

thousand miles in length, witl^the exception of those

few spots where populous towns liave been* erecled.

On considering how small is the area occupied by the

seaports of this disturbed region,—point/ wh^e^^lpne

each slight change of the relative level ot^the sea and

land can be recognized, and reflecting on %e proofs

in our possession, of the Jocal revolutions ^hat have

happened on the site of each port, within the last cen-

tury and a half— our conceptions must be greatly

exalted respecting the magnitudg of the alterations^

which the country between the Andes and the sea

may have undergone^ even in the course of thejasit,

six thousand years.

Cutch earthquake .—The manner in which a large

See Vol. 11. pp. 231. 300. 302.

N 5
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extent of surface may be 8U^)fnerged, so that the ter-

restrial plants and animals^%iay be imbedded in sub-

aqueous^ strata^ cannot be better illustrated than by

the earthquake of Cutch, in 1819, before alluded to.*

It is stated, that, for some years after that earthquake,

the withered tamarisks and other shrubs protruded

their tops above the waves, in parts of the lagoon

formed by subsidence, on the site of the viUage of

Sindree and its envfjrons ; but, after the flood of 1826,

they were seen no longer. Ever)^ geologist wfll at

once perceive, that forests sunk by such (Subterranean

movements may become imbedded in subaqueous

deposits, both fluviatfle and marine, and the trees

maj^^iT reihain erect, or sometimes the ’roots and

part of the trunks may continue^ in their original

position, while the current may have broken oflP, or

levelled with the ground, thair upper stems and

branches. i

Submarine jBut, although a certain class

of geological phenomena may be referred to the repe-

tition of such catastrophes, we must hesitate before we

cal]p«s^4ip our laid the action of earthquakes, to explain

what have been terpied submarine forests, observed at

various points around the shores of Great Britain. 1

have alre^pdy hinted, that l^e explanation of some of

these may be sought in the encroachments ofthe sea,

ip estuaries, and the varying level of the tides, at

.distant periods, on the same parts of our coastf

Afler examining, in 1829, the submarine forest as it

Is-^slled of Happisborough, in^Norfolk, I found that

it was nothing more than a tej^jtiary lignite ; which

‘becomes exposed in the bed of the sea as soon as

Vol. II. p. 237. t Vol. II. p. 27.
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the waves sweep away* (he supj»rincumbent strata of

blueish clay. So great fhs been the advance of thb

sea upon our eastertr shores, within the l^st eight

centuries, that whenever we find a mass ofsubmerged

timber near the sea^side, or at the foot the existing

cliffs, which we cannot suppose to be a mere accumu-

lation of drift vegetable matter, we should endeavour

to find a solution of the proWeni, bjf reference to any

cause rather than an earthquake, ^qr we can scarcely

doubt that the present outline of our coast, the shape

of its estuaries, and the formation of it% cliffs, are of

very modern date, probably^within the historical era

;

whereas we have no reason wlfatever to imagine^that

tliis part of Eurqpe has been agitated by ^ubt&Fw^cttfean

convulsions, capalfle of altering the relative level of

land and sea, at so recent a period.

Irt, Scotland*—It hae been observed, by Dr. Fleming,

that the roots of the trees, in several submarine forests

in Scotl^d, are in lacustrine s^t. The stumps of the

trees evidently occupy the position^n which they for-

merly grew, and are sometimes from eight to teiFfeet

below high-water mark. The horizoittaliit^ofadthe

strata, and other circumstances, preclude the suppo-

sition of a slide ; and the countries in question have

been, from time immemoidal, free from violet earth-

quakes, which might have produced subsidences. He
has, therefore, attributed the depression, with much
probability, to the drainage of pqpty soil, on the re~^

raoval of a seaward barrier. Suppose a lake, separ-

ated from the sea by« chain of sand hills, to beo(»^:^

a marsh, and a stratum of vegetable matter to be

formed on the surface, of sufficieVit density to support

trees. Let* the outlet of the marsh be elevated a few

feet oqly above the rise of the tide. All yfe strata
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below the level of the, outleyvould be kept constantly

or In a semifluid stat#T but if the tides rise in

the estuary, and the sea encrdibhes, portions of the

gained lands are swept away, and the extremities of

thd alluvial afid peaty strata, whereon the forest grew,

are exposed to the sea, and at every ebb tide left dry

to a depth equal to the increased fall of the tide.

Much water, formerly prevented from iescapipg, now

oozes out from the^moist beds,—the strata collapse,

and theSurface of the morass, inste&d of remaining at

its original height, sinks below the level of the sea.^

Svbmarine forest on coast of Hants, howformed. —
Mr. ^Charles Harris discovered lately evident traces

of iStt^ood, beneath the mean lev^el of the sea, at

Bournmouth, in Hampshire, the formation having been

laid open'duKng a low spring tide. It is composed of

peat and wood, and is situated between the beach and

a bar of sand about 200 yards off, and.*f^xtends fifty

yards along the shore. It also lies in the direct line of

thir Bournn^iouth Valley, from the termination of which

it is<^eparated^by 200 yards of shingle and drift-sand.

Dotiw^hegalley flows a large brook, traversing near

its mouth a considerable tract of rough, boggy, and

heathy ground, which produces a few birch trees, and

a great abundance of the Myrica gale. Seventy-six

rings of annual growth were coun^d in a transverse

section of one of the buri^ fir trees, which was four-

rteen inches in dipmeter. Besides the stumps and

roots of fir, pieces of alder and birch are found in the

; and it is a curious fact, that a part of many of

the trees has been converted in{o iron pyrites. The

* Sel^»«Jtemoirs by the Rev. Dr. Fleming, Trans.' R. S. Edin.;

vob ix. p. ^9. ;
and Quarterly Journ. of Sci., No. 13., neyv series.
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peat rests on pebbly sfmta, precisely similar to the

sand and pebbles occurri^ on the adjoining hfeaths.**

As the sea is enci*ll&ching on this shore, we may
suppose that at some former period the Bourne Valley

extended .farther, and that its extremit^consistedf as

at present, of boggy ground, partly clothed with fir-

trees. The bog rested on that bed o^ pebbles which

we now^see below the peat; and tHb sea, iq, its pro-

gressive encroachments, eventualjj^laid bare, at low

water, the sandy foundations: upon which a stream of

fresh water fushing through the sand at tlie fall of the

tides, carried out loose sand with it. The superstra-

tum of vegetable matter beii% matted and bgund

together by the, roots of trees, remaineS; bflt^being

undermined, sank fiown below the level of the sqa, and

then the waves washed sand and shingle over it. In

support of this hypothesis, it may be observed, that

small streamy of fresh water often pass under the sands

of the sCa-beach, so that ihex be cros^sed *c|jry“

shod ; and the water is seen, at the poiqt wher# it

issues, to carry out sand, and even pebbles.

BuilAings how preserved U7id£r water, —» of fhe

buildings which have at difterent jimes subsided be-

neath the level of the seu iiave been ihunediatejy

covered up to a certain extent witl! strata o^ volcanic

matter showered down upon them. Such %^as the

case at Tomboro in Sumbawa, in the present century^

and at the site of the Temple of Serapis, in the envi-*

rons of Puzzuoli, probably in the twelfth century.

The entrance of a river charged with sediment in^xe

vicinity may still moje frequently occasion the rapid

envelopment of buildings in regularly stratifiecf form-

ations. But if no foreign matter be introdim^d, the

buildings, when once removed to a depth ^mere the
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actioa of the waves is inseiwible, and where no great

cflrrent*'happens to flow, m^last for indefinite periods,

and be as durable as the fioor of the ocean itself, which

may oilmen be composed of the very same materials.

There is no «Lea6on to doubt the tradition mentioned

by the classic writers, that the submerged Grecian

towns of Buraand Helice wereaseen under water; and

I am informed by an' eye-witness that eighty-eight

years after the convulsion of 1692, the houses of Port

Royal itere still visible at the bottom of the sea.*

Berkley's arguments for the recent date hfthe creation

of man^— I cannot conlude this chapter without re-

calling to the readers mind a memorable passage

wrilSeri’*'by Berkley a century ago, .in which he in-

ferred^ on grounds which may be tfermed strictly geo-

logical, the recent date of the^ creation of man. “ To

anyone,’’ says he, ^^who considers that on digging into

the earth, euch quantities of shells, and jp some places

bones and horns of animals, are found sound and en-

tirfe, after having lain there in all probability some

thoi!?sands of years ; it should seem probable that

guns, medals^, and implements in metal or stone might

have lasted entire^ buried under ground forty or fifty

thousand ‘'y^ars, if the world had been so old. How
comes itr then to ^pass that no remains are found, no

antiquities of those numerous apes preceding the

^Scripture accounts of time; that no fragments of

r-

* Admiral Sir Ciii^les Hamilton frequently saw the submerged

J^sesof Port Royal in the year 1780^ in that part of the harbour

which lies between the town and the usual anchorage of men-

oP-war. Bryan Edwards also says, ia his History of the West

Indies ''(vol. i. p. 235., oct. ed., 3 vols. 1801,) that in 1793 the

rums visible in clear weather from the boats which sailed
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buildings, no public inoA^ment8^.no intaglias, cameos,

statues, basso-relievos, nii^dals, inscriptions, dtensi)!;*,

or artificial works of any kind, are ever discovered,

which may bear testimony to the existence of those

mighty exqpires, those successions of monwchs, heroes,

smd demi-gods, for so many thousand years ? Let us

look forward and suppose ten or twenty thousand

years to come, during which time.we ^ill suppose that

plagues, famine, wars, and earthquo^^ shall have made

great havoc in the^world, is it not highly probable that

at the end of such a period, pillars, vases^ and statues

now in being of granite, or porphyry, or jasper, (stones

of such hardness as we know thbm to have lasted two

tliousand years a^ove ground, without any*consMer^ble

alteration,) would 6ear record of these and past ages ?

Or that some of our current coins might«theh be dug

up, or old walls and the foundations of buildings show

themselves, as well as the shells and stones of t/ie

primeval \3orld, which are preserved down to*Qur

times.”*

That many signs of the agency of man would have

lasted at least as long as the shells of file primeval

world,” had our race been so anciept, we may feel as

fully persuaded as Berkley; and we may* anticipate

with confidence that many*edifices hnd imploments of

human workmanshij), and the skeletons of men, and

casts of the human form, will contmue.to exist whei^

a great part of the present mountains, continents, and,

seas, have disappeared. Assuming the future duration

of the planet to be indefinitely protracted, we
foresee no limit to t^e perpetuation of some of the

Alciphroif, or the Minute Philosopher, vol. ii. pj* 84, 85.

1732.
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memorials of man, Msjiich ar^ ‘continually entombed in

tte bowels of the earth or in the bed of the ocean,

unless we carry forward our views to a period sufficient

to allow the various causes of change, both igneous

and aqueou8p*to remodel more than once jthe entire

crust of the earth, Om complete revolution will be

inadequate to efface every monument of our existence;

for many works of art might enter again and again into

the formation of successive eras, and escape obliter-

ation even though the very rocks in which they had

been for agea imbeddedwere destroyed, jdst as pebbles

included in the conglomenates of one epoch often con-

tain the organized renVains of beings which flourished

during^ pridr era.
^

Yet it is no less true, as a late distinguished philo-

sopher has declared, that none of the works of a

mortal being can be eternal.*' They are in the first

place wrested from the hands ofman, and lost as far as

regards their subserviency to his use, by the instru-

mentality of those very causes which place them in

situations where they are enabled to endure for inde-

finite periods. And even when they have been in-

cluded in rocky stfata, when they have been made to

epter as itvere into the solid framework of the globe

itself, thoy must *nevertheJess eventually perish; for

every year some portion of the earth’s crust is shat-

tered by earthquakes or melted fey volcanic fire, or

.ground to dust by. the moving waters on the surface.

“ The river of Lethe,” as Bacon eloquently remarks,

mlhneth as well above grounding below.”

f

• Davy, Consolations in Travel, p. 276.

t Essay on the Vicissitude of Things.
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CHAPTER XVII.

IMBEDDING OP AQUATIC SPECIES IN ^UBIqUEOUS STBATA.

Inhumation of fresh-Water plants and animals Shell* marl

—

Fossilized sedd-vessels and stems of chara— !^ccent deposits

in American lakes— Fresh-wat^ species drifted into seas and

estuaries— Lewe^fevels— Alteiliat^ns of marine and fresh-

water strata, how caused— Imbedding of marjpe plantsftand

animals (p. 288.)
-A. I^etacea stranded on our shores— Liability

of littoral and estuary testaceato be swept into the deep«sea—
Effects of a storm in the Firth of Forth— Borrowing shells

secured from the ordinary action of waves and currents —> Liv-

ing testacea found at considerable depths— Extent of some

recent shcU^fdeposits.

Having treated of the imbedding of terrestrial plants

and animals, and of human remains, in 'deposits n<3jv

forming beneath the waters, I ^come next tiSMwnsider

in what manner aquatic species may be entombed in

strata formed in their own element.

Fresh-water-plants and animals,— The remains of

species belonging tb those genera of the animal and

vegetable kingdoms which are more*or less exclusively

confined to fresh water are for the most part preserved

in the beds of lakes oi; estuaries, but they are often-

times swept down by rivers into the sea, and there

intermingled with the* exuviae of marine races. « The
phenomena attending their inhumation in lacustrine

deposits^ are sometimes revealed to our observation by
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the drainage of sma\l lakes, such as are those in Scot-

land, which have been laid dry for the sake of obtain-

ing sheU marl for agricultural uses.

In tj^ese recent formations, as seen in Forfershire,

two or thre^ beds of calcareous marl are .sometimes

observed separated from each otlier by layers of drift

peat, sand, or fissile clay. TJbe marl often consists

almost entirely of an aggregate of shells of the genera

limnea, planorbis, s-^alvata, and cyclas, of species now

existing in Scotland. A considerable proportion of the

testacea appear to have died very young, and few of

the shells are of a size ^Arhich indicates their having

attained a state of maturity. The sliells are sometimes

entlr^l^ decomposed, forming a pulverulent marl

;

sometimes in a state of good preservation. They are

frequently ii?,termixed with stems of charae and other

aquatic vegetables, the whole .being matted together

and compressed, forming laminae often as thin as

papsr.

'^FossiXized seedT-vessels and stems ofcluira.— As the

chapa is an aquatic plant, which occurs frequently

fqs^il in fbrmations of different eras, and is often of

much i^pbrtance to the geologist in characterizing en-

tire groups of strata, 1 shall describe the manner in

which I hsLwe found the rqcent species in a petrified

state. They occur in a marl-lake in Forfarshire, in-

closed in nodules, and sometimes in a continuous

stratum of a kind df travertin.

The seed' vessel of these plants is remarkably tough

^an^l hard, and consists of a membranous nut covered by

an integument (d, fig. 52.), both of which are spirally

striated or ribbed. The integument is composed of

fi>e spiral valves, of a quadrangular form (^). In

Chara\spiday which abounds in the lakes of ^Forfar-
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shire, and which has bec^ne foss^ in the Bakie Loch,

each of the spiral valves of the seed-vesse? turi^

rather more than twice round the circumference, the

whole together making between ten and eleven rings.

The number of these rings differs greatl;;kin different

species, but in the same appears to be very constant.

Fig. 52.

Seed-vessel of Chara hispida.

a. Part of the stem with the seed-vessel attached. * r^Sa^hifted.

b. Natural size of the seed-vessel.

c. Integument of the Gyrogonite, or petrified seed-vessel of Chasa

hispida, found in the Scotch marl-lakef. ^Magniifted.

d. Section showing the nut within the integument.

e. Lower end of the in^gument to which the stem was attached.

/. Upper end of the integument to whlbb the stigmata were

attached.

g. One of the spiral valves of c.

•

The stems of charae occur fossil in the Scotch marl

in great abundance. In some species, as in £7iara

hispida, the*plant when living contains so much esfr-

bonate pf lime in its vegetable organization, i>depend-
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ently of calcareous incrustrtlon, that it effervesces

stJfongiy with acids when dry. The steins of Chara

hispida are longitudinally striated, with a tendency to

be spiral. These striae, as appears to be the case with

ah' charae, ti./n always like the worm of a screw from

right to left, while those of the seed-vessel wind round

in a contrary direction. A cross section of the stem

exhibits a curious structure, for it is composed of a

large tube surrounded by smaller tubes (fig. 53. 5, c),

as is seen in some extinct as well® as recent species.

53.

Stem and branches qf Ch&Va hispida

. Stem and branches of the natural site.

. JSection of the stem magnified.

c. Showing the central tube surrounded by two rings of smaller

tubes.^.t
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In the stems of several sfi^cies, however, there is only

a single tube.*

The valves ofa small animal called cypris (C. orwato ^

Lam.) occur completely fossilized like the stems of

charje, in tjie Scotch travertin above mentk)ned. This

cypris inhabits the lakes and ponds of England, where

it is not uncommon. Species of the same genus also

occur abundantly in ancient freslijwalfer formations.f

Recent deposits in North American The re-

cent strata of lacustrine origin above alluded* to are

of very smalt extent, but analogous deposits on the

grandest scale are forming im the great lakes of North

America. By the subsidence o^ the waters of Lakes

Superior and Hu^on, occasioned pr6bably*by tifi^ par-

tial destruction of** their barriers at some unknown
period, beds of sand 150 feet thick are exfose*d, below

which are seen beds of clay, inclosing shells of the very

species which now inhabit the lake.|

But no direful examination apjiears as yet to Kaye

been made of recent fresh-water formations within ffie

tropics, where the waters teem with life, and wherfe in

the bed of a newly drained lake the reipams ^of tlie

alligator, crocodile, tortoise, and perhaps some large

fish, might be discovered.

Irnbedding offresh-water Species in Estuary auk Marine
Deposits,

In Lewes levels,—We have sometijnes an opportunity

of examining the deposits which within the historical

* On Fresh-water Marl,*&c. By C. Lyell. Geol, Trans.,

vol. ii., second series, p. 73^
t For figures of Cypris, see Book IV. chap. xvii.

4 Dr. Bigsby, Journal of Science, &c. No. xxxvii. pp. 262,
268.
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period have silted up some our estuaries ; and ex^

<iavati6ns made for wells and other purposes, where

the sea has b0en finally excluded, enable us to observe

the state of the organic remains in these tracts. The

valley of tkcj Ouze between Newhaven and Lewes is

one of several estuaries from which the sea has retired

within the last seven or eight centuries ; and here, as ap-

pears from the i^esegrches of Mr. Mantell, strata thirty

feet and upwards^i thickness have accumulated. At

the top, beneath the vegetable soil, is a bed of peat

about five feet thick, inclosing many trbnks of trees.

Next below is a stratum of blue clajr containing fresh-

water shells of about ^nine species, such as now inhabit

the district! Intermixed with these was observed the

skeleton of a deer. Lower downf, the layers of blue

clay contain, with the above-mentioned fresh-water

shells, several marine species well known on our coast.

In the lowest beds, often at the depth of^thirty-six feet,

tl}dse marine testace^^ occur without the sli^test inter-

nfixture of fluviatile species, and amongst them the

skifll ofthe narwal, or sea unicorn {Monodon monoceros),

l«as b^^ detected. Underneath all these deposits is

a bed m pipe-clajf, derived from the subjacent chalk.*

If we*had no historical information respecting the

former existence 'of an inlet of the sea in this valley,

and of its gradual obliteration, the inspection of the

^section above described would show, as clearly as a

written chronicle^, the following sequence of events.

First, there was a salt-water estuary peopled for many

ye^s by species of marine testacea identical with

c
* Mantell, Geol. of Sussex, p. 285. ; also Catalogue of Org.

Kern., Geol. Trans., vol. iii. part i, p. 201., second series.
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those now living, and inl<^ which/some of the larger

cetacea occasionally entered. Secondly, the ml5;

grew shallower, and the water became brackish, or

^ternately salt and fresh, so that the remains o^ fresh-

water and .marine shells were mingled ib the bliile

argillaceous sediment of its bott.om. Thirdly, the

shoaling continued until the river-water prevailed, so

that it was^no longer habitable by marine testacea, but

fitted only for the abode offluviatile fpiB^ies and aquatic

insects. Fourthly, » peaty swamp or morass was'form*-

ed where sonle trees grew, or perhaps were drifted

during floods, and where tewrestrial quadrupeds were

mired. Finally, tiie soil being flooded by the ri^er

only at distant intervals, became a verdant*meadow.

In delta of Ganges,— It was before stated, th§t on

the sea-coast, in the delta of the Gangef, there are

eight great openings, each of which has evidently, at

some ancient periods, served in its turn as*the prin-

cipal channtjf of discharge. ^ Nqjv, ^s the bas§ of

delta is 200 miles in length, it must happen that, 3s

often as the great volume of river-water i^ thrown into

the sea by a new mouth, the sea will at one
/5p5nt b^

converted from salt to fresh, and at apother from fresh

to salt; for, with the exception of ihose pafts where,

the principal discharge takes place, the salt-water not

only washes the base of the delta, but enters far into

every creek and lagoon. It is evident, then, that

repeated alternations of beds containing fresh-water

shells, with others filled with corals and marine Ifuviae,

may here be formed ; and each series may be of great

thickness, as the sea on which the Gangetic delta

gains is of considerable depth, and intervals of•cen-

• Vol. I. p. 354.
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turies elapse between each^dlteration in the course of

the principal stream.

In ^deUa of Indus.— Analogous phenomena must

sometimes be occasioned by such alternate elevation

said deprescjion of the land as was shown to be taking

place in the delta of the Indus. * But the subterra-

nean movements affect but a small number of the

deltas formed kt qne period on the globe ; whereas,

the silting up ofaome of the arms of great rivers and

the opening of^iers, and the consequent variation of

the points >vhere the chief volume of iheir waters is

discharged into the seaf*are phenomena common to

almost every delta.
‘

Tllfe variety of species of t^stacea contained in the

recent calcareous marl of Scotland, before mentioned,

is very small, but the abundance of individuals ex-

tremely great, a circumstance very characteristic of

fresh-water formations in general as compared to

iparine; for in thejatter, as is seen ori^ea-beaches,

6oral reefs, or in the bottom of seas examined by

drt^dging, wherever the individual shells are exceed-

4ngly,numerous, there rarely fails to be a vast variety

of species.

Irnbe^ing of ihe Itemqins of Marine Plants and
Animals.

Marine plants.^— The large banks of drift sea-weed

which occur on each side of the equator in the At-

lanti^S^acific, and iSjdian oceans were before alluded

to.f These'^hen they subside, may often produce

considesK»ble beds of vegetable matter. In Holland,

sub&ailhe peat is derived ftom fuel, and on parts of

Vol. II. p. 237. t Vol. III. p. 37.
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ouc own coast from Zosds^ mariyu. In places where

algae do not generate peat, they may nevertheless lea^e

traces of their form imprinted on argillaceous lind cal-

careous mud, as they are usually very tough ip their

texture.

Cetcuica,—It is not uncommon for the larger cetacea,

which can float only ii\ a considerable depth of water,

to be carried during storms or higji tides into estuaries,

or upon low shores, where, upon retiring of high

water, they are sti'anded. Thus a*narwal {Monodon

monoceros) was found on the beach nefir Boston in

Lincolnshire* in the year 1800, the whole of its body

buried in the mud. A fisherman going to his boat

saw the horn and tried pull it out, whe*)! the animal

began to stir itself?* An individual of the common
whale (^Balcena mysticetm)^ which measured Seventy

feet, came ashore near Peterhead, in 1682* Many
individuals of the genus Balseiioptera ha^ie met the

same fatc.-^ It will be sufficient to refer to those^cast

on shore near Burnt Island, and at Alloa, recordeihby

Sibbald and NeilL The other individual mentioned

by Sibbald, as having come ashore at Boyne, iq Banff-

shire, was probably a Razor-bach. Of the genus Ca-

todon {Cachalot) Ray mentions a large one* stranded

on the west coast of Holl^d in and the fact is

also commemorated in a Dutch engraving of the time

of much merit. Sibbald, too, records tliat a herd of

Cachalots, upwards of 300 in nipnber, were found
^

stranded at Kairston, in Orknejji^ The dead ifedies of

the larger cetacea are,sometimes floating oifthe

surface of the waters, as w|s the case with the im-

mense whale exhibited in London in 1831. And the

• Fleming's Brit. Animals, p. 37. ; in which work may be

seen many other cases enumerated.

. VOL. III. O
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carcass of a sea-cow,, or Laip&ntine {Halicora) was, in

1^85, cast ashore near Leith.

To shme accident of this kind, we may refer the

position of the skeleton of a whale seventy-three feet

long, which^iwas found at Airthrey, on the Forth, near

Alloa, imbedded in clay twenty feet higher than the

surface of the highest tide of..the river Forth at the

present day. Flom,, the situation of the Roman sta-

tion and causeway^.at a small distance from the spot,

it is concluded that the whale must»have been strand-

ed there at ^ period prior to the Christiah era.*

Other fossil remains of this class have also been

found in estuaries, khown to have been silted up in

recent* timeir, one example of which, has been already

mentioned near Lewes, in Sussex.

Mariiie reptiles.— Some singular fossils have lately

been discovered in the island of Ascension in a stone

said to be ijontinually forming on the beach where the

waVes throw up small^rounded fragments ^'shells and

cof^s, which, in the course of time, become firmly

agghitinated together and constitute a stone used

laegely. for*building and making lime. In a quarry on

the N. side of the island, about 100 yards from

the sea, some fossil eggs of turtles have been discovered

in the hard rock thus formed. The eggs must have

been nearly hatched at the time when they perished

;

for the bones of the young turtle^ are seen in the in-

terior with their sqape fully developed, the interstices

betwee» the bones bl^g entirely filled with grains of

sand, which ar^ cemented together so that when the

egg- shells are removed pjprfect ^casts of their form re-

^ Quart. Joum. of Lit. Sci«, &c. Ko. 15* p. 172. Oct. 1819..
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main in stone. In the s^gle specimen here figured

Fig, 54.

Fosdl eggs of Turtlesfrom tlic Island qf Ascension *

One of the eggs in Fig. Si. of the 'natural sixe, showing the bones (f the fmtus
which ha^been nearly hatched. 4

* This specimen is in the possession of Mr. Carrier t»f the

G'‘ological ^Society of London*

o 2
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(Fig. 54*.), which is^ only ^Ve inches in its longest

dfanmeter, no less than seven eggs are preserved.*

To explain the state in which they occur fossil, it

seems necessary to suppose that after the eggs were al-

imost hatched in thewarm sand, a great wave threw upon

them so much more sand as to prevent the rays of the

sun from penetrating, so that the yolk was chilled and

deprived of vitality.
.
The shells were perhap^s slightly

broken at the sam<j. time, so that small grains«*of sand

might gradually be introduced into the interior by water

as it percolated through the beach.

Marine testacea ,—The aquatic animals and plants

which inhabit an estiAiry are liable, like the trees and

lanii animals which people the alluviq) plains of a great

river, to be swept from time to tinte far into the deep

;

for as a' river is perpetually shifting its course, and

undermining a portion of its banks with the forests

which cover them, so the marine current alters its di-

reclion from time to dmc, and bears away nie banks of

sa6'd and mud, against which it turns its force. These

banks may consist in great measure of shells peculiar

t« shadow, aM sometimes brackish water, which may
have been accumulating for centuries, until at length

• The most conspicuous of the bones represented within the

shell in Fig-. 55., appear to be thd*clavicle and coracoid bone. They

are hollow ;
and for this reason resemble, at first sight, the bones

^of birds rather than of reptiles ; for the \atter have no medullary

cavity. Mr. Owen, of the College of Surgeons, id order to elu-

cidate this point, dissected me a very young turtle, and found

that^ the exterior portion only of the bones was ossified, the interior

being still filled with cartilage. This cartilage soon dried up, and

shrunk to a mere thread upon the ^'raporation of the spirits of

wine til which the specimen had been preserved, so that in a

sfiort time the bones became as empty as those of birds.
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they are ourried away and spread put along the bottom

of the sea, at a depth at which 'they could not have

lived and multiplied. Thus littoral and estuaiy shells

are more frequently liable even than fresh-water species,

to be intermixed with the exuviae of pelagic tribes.
,

After the storm of February 4. 1831, when several

vessels were wrecked ip the estuar}' of the Forth, the

current was directed against a bed of ijysters with such

force, thal great heaps of them wer^ thrown alive upon

the beach, and re^nained above hi^n-water mark. I

collected many of these oysters, as also the common
eatable whel&s (huccina)^ thrown up with them, and

observed that, aTftiough still* liwng, their shells were

worn by the lon^ attrition of sand whiclv had pafissd

over them as they ifay in their native bed, and which

had evidently not resulted from the raere^ctionbf the

tempest by which they^were cast ashore.

From these facts we learn that the unionjof the two

parts of a Mvaive shell does not prove that it has»not

been transported to a distanceT 3hd when Ve i^d
shells worn, and with all their prominent parts rubbed

off, they may still have been imbedded Where th^
grew.

Burrowing shells,— It sometimes appeats extra-

ordinary, when we observe the violence of thejbreakers

on our coast, and see the strength of the current in

removing cliffs, amf sweeping out new channels, that

many tender and fragile shells shohld inhabit the sea

in the immediate vicinity of this turmoil. But a great

number of the bivalve jtestacea, and many al^ of •the

turbinated univalves, burrow in sand or mud. The
solen and the cardiumffor example, which are usually

found in shallow water near the shore, pierce through

a soft bottom without injury to their shells; and the

o 3
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pholas can drill a cavity through mud of considerable

h^rdnuss. The species of these and many other tribes

can sin^c, when alarmed, with considerable rapidity,

often to the depth of several feet, and can also pene-

trate upwards again to the surface, if a mass of matter

be heaped upon them. The hurricane, therefore, may
expend its fury in vain, and may sweep away even

the upper part of banks of sand or mud, or may roll

pebbles over them,«and yet these testacea may remain

below secure aiM •uninjured.
^

SJiells become fossil at considerable depths.— I have

already stated that, at tlje depth of 950 fathoms, be-

tween Gibraltar andoCduta, Captairi Smyth found a

grafvelly bottom, with fragments ofbroken shells, carried

thither probably from the compar^ively shallow parts

of thfe neighbouring straits, through which a powerful

current flows. Beds of shelly sand might here, in the

course of ages, be accumulated several thousand feet

thiak. But, without the aid of the drihingtpower of a

ci^^rentj shells m^y 3!fccumulate in the spot where they

liv^and die, at great depths from the surface, if sedi-

ipent be th/o«ui down upon them ; for even in our own

colder latitudes, the depths at which living marine

animals abound i\i very considerable. Captain Vidal

ascertained, by scyindings lately made off Tory Island,

on the north-west coast of Ireland, that Crustacea,

star-hsh, and testacea, occurred ^t various depths be-

"tween fifty and ori^e hundred fathoms ; and he drew up

dentalia from the mud of Galway bay in 230 and 240

fatkoms water.

The same hydrographer discovered on the Rockall

bankjarge quantities of shells lit depths varying from

46 to 190 fathoms. These shells were /or the most

part pulverized, and evidently recent, as they retained
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their bright colours. Iil^the saipe region a bed of

fish-bones was observed extending for two miles along

the bottom of^the sea in eighty and ninety fathoms

water. At the eastern extremity also of Rock^ll bank

fish-bones were met with, mingled with places of fresh

shell, at the depth of 235 fathoms.

Analogous formations are in progress in the sub-

marine tracts extending from the Shetland Isles to

the north of Ireland, wherever sojfiidings can be pro-

cured. A continuous deposit of sand and mud, replete

with broken 'and entire shells, echini, &c., has been

traced for upwards of twenty miles to the eastward

of the Faroe Islands, usually at Ae depth of from forty

to one hundred ^fathoms. In one part f)f this, tract

(long. 6° 30^ lat. ^1° SO*) fish-bones occur in extra-

ordinary profusion, so that the lead cannot be drawn

up without some vertelyae being attached. This “ bone

bed,” as it was called by our surveyors, is Jhree miles

and a hal^ in length, and fort^five fathoms under

water, and contains a few shells intermingled with^fie

bones.

In the British seas, the shells ancWther organic

remains lie in soft mud or loose sand an8 gravel;

whereas, in the bed of the Adriatic, Dotfliti found

them frequently inclosed^ in stones of recegt origin.

This is precisely the difference in character which we
might have expe<?ted to exist between the British

marine formations now in progrefs, and those of the

Adriatic ; for calcareous and other mineral springs

abound in the Mediterranean and lands adjoiAing,

while they are almost entirely wanting in our own
country.

« During his survey of the west coast of Afriba,

Captaip Belcher found, by frequent soundings between

o 4f
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the twenty-third anji twentjeth degrees of north lati-

ti^e, that the bottom of the sea, at the depth of from

twenty «to about fifty fathoms, consists of sand with

a great intermixture of shells, often entire, but some-

tipies finel}^ comminuted. Between the eleventh and

ninth degrees of north latitude, on the same coast, at

soundings varying from twenty to about eighty fa-

thoms, he brought up abundance of corals and shells

mixed with sand. These also were in some parts

entire, «and in others worn and broken.

In all these cases, it is only necessaVy that there

should be some depositron of sedimentary matter,

however minute, such as may be supplied by rivers

draiitmg a eontinent, or currents preying on a line

of cliffs, in order that stratified fm*mations, hundreds

of feet ifi thickness, and replete with organic remains,

should result in the course of ages.

But, although some deposits may thus extend con-

tinuously for a thousand miles or more ifOar certain

cqk^ts, Ihe greater part of the bed of the ocean, re-

mote from continents and islands, may very probably

neceiv^, aCifW same time, no new accessions of drift

matter, all sediment being intercepted by intervening

hollows. *Erroneous theories in geology may be formed

not only^^from overlooking, the great extent of simul-

taneous deposits now in progress, but also from the

assumption that such formations Inay be universal or

coextensive with t)ie bed of the ocean.*

SwJ Book iv. chap. 3., where this sulyect is discussed more fully.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

FORMATION OP CORAL* REEFS.

Reefs not formed in deep sea—Composed partly of shells—Con-

version of a veef into an island— Extent and tttickness of coral

formations— Th^^Ialdiva Isles^— Rate of growth of coral—
its geological importance — Circuldt and oval forms of ^oral

islands (p. 306.)^^— Lagoons— causes of theit peculiar con-

figuration — Why tlib windward side higher than the leeward

(p. 312.) — Stratification— That die subsidence by earthquakes

in the Pacific exceeds the elevation— Henderson's Island—
Coral on a high mountuirfinOtaheitc (p. 318.)—Coral and shell

limestones nov in progress — The hypotheSis that the

quantity of calcareous matter has been^and is still jan tS^ in-

crease, considered.

The powers of the organic creation in modifying tlfe

form and structure of those parts of the earjih s crust

which may be said to be undergoing repair, or where

new rock-formations are <?ontinualiy in prol^ess, are

most conspicuousl}; displayed in the labours of the

coral animals. We may compare, the operation of

these zoophytes in the ocean to the effects produced •

on a smaller scale upon the land, by the plants which

generate peat. In the* case of the Sphagnum, the up-

per part vegetates wh^e the lower portion is entering

into a mineral mass, in which the traces of organ-

isation remain when life has entirely ceased. In co-

rals, in like manner, the more durable materials of the

o 5
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generation that has ‘passed f.way serve as the found-

ation dn which living animals are continuing to rear a

similar structure-

The stony part of the zoophyte may be likened to

anr internal •skeleton ; for it is surrounded by a soft

animal substance capable of expanding itself, and when

alarmed of contracting and drawing itself almost en-

tirely into the hollows of the hard coral. Although

oftentimes beautiftf'ly coloured in their own Mement,

the soff parts become when taken frfim the sea nothing

more in appearance than a brown slime*] spread over

the stony nucleus.^

It was the opinion df the German naturalist Forster,

in 1780, after his voyage round the world with Captain

Cook, that coral animals had the pdwer of building up

steep and almost perpendicular walls from great depths

in the sea, a notion afterwards adopted by Captain

Flinders and others; but it is now ^ery generally

agr&d that thesc^ i^^r^hytes cannot live Tn water of

gr^t depths, and can only encrust the tops of sub-

marine mounjtains with a calcareous covering a few

filthoms thic^'

These views hjve been confirmed by Ehrenberg,

^ho has lately devoted more than a year to the ex-

amination of the Corals of‘the Red Sea; but at the

same time it must be remembered that strata of broken

porals may accumulate to almost any thickness in the

,
course of ages in «the deep sea near the base of sub-

marine mountains.

Composition ofcoral reefs,—«The calcareous masses

usually termed coral reefs are tjv no means exclusively

Ehrenberg, Nat. und Bild. der Coralleninseln, &c., Berlih,

1834.
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the work of zoophytes great yariety^f shells, and,

among them, some of the largest and he^iesu of

known species, contribute to augment the rAass. In

the south Pacific, great beds of oysters, mussels,

marin(B, pnd other shells, cover in profiusion alii^pst

every reef; and, on the beach of coral islands, are

seen the shells of eyhini and broken fragments of

crustaceous animals. Large shoals •of fish are also

discernible through the clear b^e water, and their

teeth and hard palates are probably preserved, al-

though a great portion of their soft cartilaginous bones

decay.

Of the numerous species of zoophytes which are

engaged in the, production of coral bafiks, sqpfe of

the most commor/ belong to the Lamarckian genera

Meandrina, Caryophyllia, Madrepora, , Porites, and

Astrea, but especially^the latter.

How converted into islaitds.— In the JPacific the

reefs, which just raise themselves above the level of

the sea, are usually of a circuia? or oval Ibrmy’^nd

surrounded by a deep and often unfathomable ocean.

In the centre of each, there is usually «rf!?JhiparativQly

shallow lagoon, where there is itili water, jfhd on the

borders of which, sometimes ] (X; ^fathoms 'deep, the,

smaller and more delicajp kind of zoophytes find a

tranquil abode, while the hardier species live on the

exterior margin df the islet, where a great surf

usually breaks. When the reef, s^ys M. Chamisso, a

naturalist who accompanied Kotzebue, is of such a*

height that it remains almost dry at low watery the

corals leave off building. A continuous mass of solid

stone is seen compo^d of the shells of molluscs and
ipchini, with their broken-off prickles and fragments^ of

coral, united by calcareous sand, produced by the pul-

o 6
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verization of^Jiells. , Fragmcjiits of coral limestone are

up by the waves, until the ridge becomes so

high thut it is covered only during some seasons of

the yeBx by the high tides. The heat of the sun often

penetrates the mass of stone when it is dry, so that it

splits in many places. The force of the waves is

thereby enabled to separate ar^id lifts blocks of coral,

frequently six feht long and three or four in thickness,

and throw them ujjpn the reef. “ After this «he cal-

careous sand lies i!indisturbed, and oflers to tlie seeds

of trees and^plants cast upon it by the 'waves a soil

upon which they rapidly grow, to overshadow its

dazzling white surfacd- Entire trunks of trees, which

are * cssuried ‘by the rivers from oth^r countries and

islands, find here, at length, a resting place after their

long wanderings : with these come some small animals,

such as “lizards and insects, a^, the first inhabitants.

Even before the trees form a wood,^ the sea-birds

nestl^a here ; strayed land-birds take refuge in the

busies ; ‘and, at a* much later period, when the work

has *been long since completed, man appears, and

b^iilds his Klitnin the fruitful soil.” *

In the^above description the solid stone ia stated to

^nsist of^shell and coral united by sand; but masses of

very compact limestone are,,also found even in the up-

permost and newest parts of the reefs, such as could

only have been produced by chemidal precipitation. It

is suggested that in these instances the carbonate of

*lime may have been derived from the decomposition of

corats and testacea ; for when the animal matter under-

goes putrefaction, the calcareous residuum must be

set free under circumstances viry favourable to pre-

Kotzebue’s Voyages, 1315-18, vol. iii. pp. 331—333.
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cipitation, especially whV there*are otl||^r calcareous

substances, such as shells and corals, on which’it m&y
be deposited. Thus organic bodies may be inclosed in a

solid cement, and become portions of rocky masses.*

Lieuteivmt Nelson states that in the Bermuda

islands the reefs assume the form of the bottom of the

sea, on which they reat ; and among every variety of

configuration it happens here and.there that zones of

coral idlrlose tranquil basins, withiji which the decom-

position of numerous zoophytes produces a soft white

calcareous mud resembling chalk. Somc.of this dried

mud, now in thf^ museurn^f the Geological Society,

is not distinguishable from sonfie of the common jsoft

chalk of England. In the same islands,•also, several

varieties of compafct limestone are formed. Amongst
other fossil bodies inclosed in the coral sandstones of

this group are marine and terrestrial shells, corals, the

hard parts of c^abs, and the bones of birds.f

Extent and thickness .—The Pacific Ocean, thrdTigh-

out a space comprehended between the Uiirti^^th

parallel of latitude on each side of the equatof, is

extremely productive of coral; as also* "are the Arit-

bian and Persian Gulfs. Coral is also abundant in the

sea between the coast of Malabar and thb* island qS-

Madagascar. Flinders dascribes ftn unbroken reef,

350 miles in length, on the east coast of New Holland

;

and, between that country and New Guinea, Captaiij

P. King found the coral formations, to extend through-

out a distance of 700 miles, interrupted by no inter-

vals exceeding thirty miles in length.

Maldwa Isles.— The chain of coral reefs and islets

“ * Stutchbuiiy, West of Eng. Journ., No. 1., p. 50.

t Proceedings of Geol. Soc., No. 36., p. 81.
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ca^ed the Maldivas, situated

in the Indian Ocean, to the

south-west of Malabar, form

a chain 480geographical miles

in length, running, due north

and south. It is composed

throughout of a series of cir-

cular assemblages ^of islets,

the larger groups beitig from

forty to fifty miles in their

longest diametfer. Captain

Ilorsburgh^
^

whose chart oi‘

/. these islands is subjoined, in-

forms me, that outside of each

circle or atoll, as it is termed,

there are coral reefs some-

times! extending to the dis-

tance of two ^or three miles>

beyond which there are no

soundings at immense depths.

But in the centre of each

atoll there is a lagoon from

fifteen to twenty fathoms deep.

In the channels between the

atolls, no soundings have been

obtained at the depth of 150

fathoms.

Laccadive Islands.— The

Laccadive islands run in the

same Kne with the Maldivas,

on the north, as do the isles

of the Chagos Archipelago,

on the south ; so that these

may be continuation!^ of the
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same chain of submarine mountains, crested in a

similar manner by coral limestones. Possibly thSy

may all be the summits of volcanos ; for, if Java and

Sumatra were submerged, they would give rise to a

somewhat, similar shape in the bottom ‘^f the sea

;

since the volcanos of those islands observe a linear

direction, and are often separated from each other by

intervals^* corresponding to those between the atolls of

the Mafflivas ; and as they rise to ^ilri(^us heights, from

five to ten thousand feet above their base, the^ might

leave an unfathomable ocean in the intermediate

spaces.

In regard to the thickness of the masses of c^ral,

MM. Quoy and Grajmard are of opinion, that the spe-

cies which contribute most actively to the formation

of solid masses do not grow where the water is deeper

than twenty-five or tliirty feet ; but other competent

observers declare that they reach to the depth of

ninety feet, and even more.*' TJjp branched m^e-
pores live at the greatest depths, and may forniahe

first foundation of a reef, and raise jilatforn! on

which other species may build.+

Mate of the growth of cored,— T^iie rapidity of the

growth of coral is by no means great according

the report of the natives to Captaid Beecheji. In an

island west of Gambler’s group, our navigators ob-

served the Charm gigas (Tridacna, Lam.), while th^

animal was yet living, so completely overgrown by

coral, that a space only of two inches was left for the

extremity of the shel> to open and shut.;}; But con-

chologists suppose th^ the chama may require thirty

* Stutchbuiy, West of England Journ., No. 1. p. 47.

t Joum. of Roy. Geograph. Soc, of London, 1831, p. 218.

t Beeehey’s Voyage to the Pacific, &c., p. 157.
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years or more to attain its full size, so that the fact is

qUite Consistent with a very glow rate of increase in

the calcareous reefs.

At the island called Taaopoto, in the South Pacific,

the anchor of a ship wrecked about fifty years before

was observed in seven fathom water still preserving

its original form, but entirely encrusted by coral.*

An oyster, which cannot have been more ithan two

years old when tal^3n, is preserved in the museum of

the Bristol Institution, enveloped Hy a dense coral, a

species of Agarida^ weighing 2 Ib. 9 oz.

In Captain Beechey’s ja'i^e expedition to the Pacific,

no ^positive information could be obtained of any

channel having been filled up within a given period

;

and it seems established, that several reefs had re-

mained, for more than half a century, at about the

same depth from the surface. %

Ehrenberg also questions the fact of channels and

hatl^urs having b^qp closed up in the Red Sea by the

rapd increase of coral limestone. He supposes the

notibn to have arisen from the circumstance of havens

Itaving.bcen occasionally filled up in some places with

coral sand, in others with large quantities of ballast of

fcCoral roc£‘tlirown down from vessels. The same ob-

server sa«r single borals of <he genera Meandrina and

Favia, having a globular form, from six to nine feet in

^liameter, wliich he imagines to be of immense anti-

quity, so that Pharaoh, he thinks, may have looked

upon these same individuals in the Red Sea.J

'rtiey certainly prove, as he reVnarks, that the reef on

which they grow has increase^ at a very slow' rate.

After Collecting more than 100 species, he found none

* Stutchbury, West of England Journ., No. 1. p. 49.

f Ibid., p. ^1. \ Ehrenberg, as before cited, p. 41.
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of them coveredVith parasitic zopphytes, nor any in-

stance of a living coral growing on another living cortil.

To this repulsive power which they exert whilst living

against all others of their own class, we owe the beau-

tiful symmetry of some large Meandrinof^ and othijr

species which adorn our museums. Yet balani and ser-

pulae can attach themselves to corals, and holes are ex-

cavated in them by saxicavous mollusc^.* The natives

of the Bermuda Islands point ou^ certain corals now’

growing in the sea> which, according to tradition, have

been living irf the same spots for centuries. It is sup-

posed that they may vie in age with the most ancient

trees of Europe.

But, when we pdmit the increase of coKil limegtine

to be slow, we art/ merely speaking with relation to

the periods of human observation. It often 'happens

that parasitic testacea Ijvc and die on the shells of the

larger slow-moving gasteropods in the South Seas, and

become entirely inclosed in an incrustation of compact

limestone, w^hile the animal, to wliose habitation Wvjy

are attached, crawls about, and bears upon his back

these shells, which may be considered ^'s *^lrea^y fof*^

silized. It is, therefore, probable, that the*reefs in-

crease as fast as is compatible with*the ihii^ing state
,

of the organic beings whicb chiefly contributiJ to their

formation ; and, if the rate of augmentation thus im-

plied be called, in Conformity to our ordinary ideas of

time, gradual and slow, it does npt diminish, in the

least degree, the geological importance of such calca-

reous masses.

Suppose the ordinary growth of coral limestone to

amount to six inches A a century, it will then require

‘ Ehrcnbcrg, as above cited, p. 42.
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3,000 years to pro^Mce a fifteen feet thick : but

have v^e any ground for presuming, that, at the end

of that period, or of ten times thirty centuries, there

will be a failure in the supply of lime, or that the

polyps and,.molluscs will cease to act, or th^t the hour

of the dissolution of our planet will first arrive, as the

earlier geologists were fain to anticipate ?

Instead of contemplating the brief annals of human
events, let us turn^to some natural chronometers ; to

the volcanic is*lefe of the Pacific, for example, which

shoot up 10,000 feet or more above the level of the

ocean. These islands bear evident marks of having

been produced by sut^cessive volcanic eruptions ; and

cofal reefs are sometimes found on the volcanic soil,

reaching for some distance from tke sea-shore into the

interior^ V^en we consider the time required for

the accumulation of such mountain masses of igneous

matter, agcording to the analogy of known volcanic

agency, all idea of extenuating the comparative mag-

n|^ade Of coral limestones, on the ground of the slow-

ness of the operations of lithogenous polyps, must in-

stantly vaffisit.

Form*of coral islands,'— The information collected

during tlie late expedition to the Pacific, throws much
"additional light of the peculiarities of form and struc-

ture of coral islands. Of thirty-two of these, ex-

amined by Captain Beechey, the largest was thirty

^miles in diameter,' and the smallest less than a mile.

They were of various shapes, all formed of living

coral, except one, which, althc^igh of coral formation,

was raised about eighty feet above the level of the sea,

and ^pcompassed by a reef of Rving coral. All were

increasing their dimensions by the active operations

* This islet is called Henderson’s, see p. 316.**
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of the lithophytes, whidj appealed to be gradually

extending and bringing the immersed parts of their

structure to the surface. Twenty-nine of the number

had lagoons in their centres, which had probably ex-

isted in the others, until they were filled, in the course

of time, by zoophytic and other substances.

In the above-mentioped islands, the strips of dry

coral encircling the lagoons, when divested of loose

sandy materials heaped upon them^are rarely elevated

more than two feat above the levef of the sea; and,

were it not for the abrupt descent of the external

margin whicfi causes the sea to break upon it, these

strips would be wholly inundateck Those parts of thf

strip which are bpyond the reach of the waves a^e*np

longer inhabited by the animals that reared them, but

have their cells filled with a hard calcareoys substance,

and present a brown rygged appearance. The parts

which are still immersed, or which are dry qiily at low

water, are intersected by small channels, and are so

full of hollows, that the tide, as it recedes, lea/es sJjJ^ll

lakes of water upon them. The width of the plains or

strip of dead coral, in the islands whtcii**fell ^unde’i

Captain Beechey’s observation, in no instance ex-

ceeded half a mile from the usual wash of life sea to

the edge of the lagoon, anci in genetal, was oply about

three or four hundred yards.* Beyond these limits

the sides of the felahd descend rapidly, apparently by

a succession of inclined ledges, ea^ terminating in a

precipice. The depth of the lagoons is various; in

some, entered by Captain Beechey, it was from twdhty

to thirty-eight fathoms.

Whitsunday Island.— In the annexed cut (Fig^ 57.),

Captain Beechey, parti, p. ISS.
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one of these circular islands* *is represented just rising

above? the waves, covered with the cocoa-nut and

other frees, and inclosing within a lagoon of tranquil

wateri

c
Fiaui of Whitsunday Island.*

^
Sections of cora^shs.— The accompanying section

i^ifl enable the reader to comprehend the usual form

of ffuch islands. (Fig. 58.)

Fig. 58 .

Section qf a Coral hlatsd.

Habitable part of the island, consisting of a strip of coral,

inclosing the lagfon. b b. The lagoon.

The 'Subjoined cut (Fig. 59.)^ exhibits a small part of

the section of a coral island on a larger scale.

Ibis plate and the section which follows are copied, by per-

fiiission of Captain Beechey, Trom the illustrations of his valuable

work before alluded to.



a 6. Habitable part of the island.

b e» Slope of the side of the island, plunging at an angle of forty-

five to the depth of fifteen hundred feet,
^

c c. Part of the lagoon.
*

(I d* Knolls of coral in the lagoon, with A)Yerhanging masses of

coral, resembling fhe capitals of columns.

Origin of tlieir peculiar ^configuration ,—The cir-

cular or oval forms of the nuineyous coral isles of

Pacihci with the lagoons in their centre, naturally, su^i;

gest the idea that* they are nothing more than the

crests of submarine volcanos, having the rims and

bottoms of their cratersj}vergrown by coral. This opi-

nion is strengthened by the conical form of tjie subma-

rine mountain, and the steep angle at which it plupges

on all sides into the surrounding ocean. It is ^so w^ll

known that the Pacific is a great theatre of volcftnic

action, and every island yet exarnine?ll in th^ wid>

region termed Eastern Oceanica, consists Either of

volcanic rocks or coral limestones.

It has also been observe^ that altjJiough, wjthin the

circular coral reefs, there is usually nothing discerni-

ble but a lagoon,Ulife bottom of which is covered with

coral, yet within some of these basihs, as in Gambier's

group, rocks composed of porous lava, and other vol-

canic substances, rise yp, resembling the two Kamfenis

and other eminences of igneous origin, which have been

thrown up within the Rraes of history, in the midst of

tte Gulf of gantorin.*

* SeeVol.II. p.208.
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It has been mentioned that, in volcanic archipelagos

there is generally one large habitual vent, and many

smaller^volcanos formed at different points and at irre-

gular intervals, all of which have usually a linear ar-

rangement/ Now, in several of the groups of Eastern

Oceanica there appears to be a similar disposition ; the

great islands, such as Otaheit^ Owhyhee, and Terra

del Spirito Santo, b^ing habitual vents, and the lines of

small circular coral/^isles, which are dependent to them,

being ^ery proj3ably trains of min^r volcanos, which

may have b§en in eruption singly and aC irregular in-

tervals.
I* • u

The absence of cir«;£ular groups in the West Indian

seasjr and the tropical parts of thq^ Atlantic, where

corals are numerous, has been adduced as an additional

argumeftt, inasmuch as volcanic vents, though existing

in those regions, are very inferior in importance to those

in the Pacific and Indian oceans.*^ We are also informed

by ^hrenberg, that all the banks of coral in the Red

S^a, some of which are square, but most of them

ribbon-like strips, have flat summits, and are without

iagoons ; a*Ta6t which seems to demonstrate that the

stonemating zoophytes do not of themselves build cir-

cular islefs with a central cup-shaped cavity. It may
be objecjed that the circles/ormed by some coral reefs

or groups of coral islets, varying as they do from ten

to thirty miles and upwards in diameter, are so great

as to preclude the,idea of their being volcanic craters.

In regard to this objection, I may refer to what I have

sai(J in a former volume respecting the size of the so-

called craters of elevation, many ofwhich are, probably,

the rrins of truncated cones.-|;

* De la Beche, Geol. Man., p. 141. fiWted.

f See Vol. II. p. 216.
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Openings into"'the hgdms,— There is yet another

phenomenon attending the circular reefs, to which1
have not alluded, viz., the deep narrow passage which

almost invariably leads from the sea into the lagoon,

and is kept^open by the efflux of the sea at low tidea

It is sufficient that a reef should rise a few feet above

low-water mark to cause the waters to collect in the

lagoon at high tide, and, when the sjea falls, to rush out

violently»at one or more points wher^ the reef happens

to be lowest or weakest. At first tliere are prdbably

many opening ; but the growth of the cpfal tends to

obstruct all those which do ^iqt serve as the principal

channels of discharge; so that #heir number is gra-,

dually reduced to ^ few, and often finally tcTone. This

event is strictly analogous to that witnessed in our

estuaries, where a body of salt water accumulated

during the flow issues wj^th great velocity at the ebb of

the tide, and scours out or keeps open a deep passage

through the bar, which is almost always formed atfihe

mouth of a river.

In controverting Von Buch’s theory of “ elevatlfbn

craters,” I mentioned, that a single deep gor^e is de-^

scribed as always connecting the central cavity of such

craters with the sea. The origin of this chaftnel may
be sought in the action of jthe tide*, which pay, in

many cases, afford a satisfactory explanation. Suppose

a volcanic cone, havihg a deep crater, to be at at first

submarine, and to be then gradually elevated by earth-

quakes in an ocean where tides prevail, a ravine may be

cut like that which penetrates into the Caldera of the

isle of Palma. The opening would at first be made on

that side where the rinf of the crater was originally

lowest, and it would afterwards be deepened as the^
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island*rose, so as always to* descend somewhat lower

Aian the level of the sea.

In tfie coral reefs surrounding those volcanic islands

in thft Pacific, which are large enough to feed small

rivers, theiPe is generally an opening or chan,nel opposite

the point where the stream of fresh water enters the

sea. The dejjth of these ahannels rarely exceeds

twenty-five feet ; end they may be attribjuted, says

Captain Beechey,«to the aversion of the lithd)^hytes to

fresh Vater, and to the probable absence of the mineral

matter of which they construct their habitations.*

Why the windward ^de highest. there is yet

aijother peculiarity ‘'of the low coral islands in the

Pacific, thfe ex|hanatioii of which Js by no means so

obvious. They follow one general rule in having their

windward side higher and more perfect than the other.

“ At Gambier and Matilda islands this inequality is very

conspicuous, the weather side of both being wooded,

apS^of the formei^iihabited, while the other sides are

f-om twenty to thirty feet under water; where, how-

e’Jfer> thej^njay be perceived to be equally narrow and

well defined. It is on the leeward side also that the

entrances into the lagoons occur; and although they

may sonletimcs be situated on a side that runs in the

direction of the fv^ind, as at Bow Island, yet there are

none to windward.” These observations of Captain

Beechey accord perfectly with* those first made by

Flinders on the Australian reefs, and which Captain

Horsburgh, and other hydrographers, have made in

re*gard to the coral islands of other seas. Thus the

Chagos Isles in the Indian Ocean are chiefly of a horse-

shoe form, the openings being to the northwest; whereas

Voyage to the Pacific, &c., p. 194.
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the prevailing wind blojvs regularly from the south-

east. From this fortunate^circumstance ships ca^ ent^r

and sail out again with ease ; whereas, if the^narrow

inlets were to windward, vessels which once entered

might not succeed for months in making their ifay out

again. The well-known security of many of these har-

bours depends entirely on this fortunate peculiarity in

their structure.

In what manner is this singular* conformation to be

accounted for ? The action of the trjives is seen to be

the cause of ^the superior elevation of some reefs on

their windward ^»idL.^, where sand and large masses of

coral rock are thrown up by the bieakcrs ; but there

is a variety of cases where this cau^ alone is inade-

quate to solve thtj i^roblem ; for reels submerged at

considerable depths, where the movements of ^ the sea

cannot exert much ])ower, have, neveftheless, the

same conformation, th% leeward being much lower

than the windwierd side.*

I am informed by Captain King, 4Iiat, on exjmTHing

the reefs called Rowley Shoals, which lie off

north-west coast of Australia, ivliere th^epgt and west

monsoons prevail alternately, lie found the oped side*”

of one crescent-shaped reef, the Iniperitase^ turned

to the east, and of another, the Mermaid, turned to

the west ; while a third ovdl reef, o^ the samS g>*oup,

was entirely submerged. This want of conformity is

exactly what we should expect, whve the winds varv

periodically.

It seems impossible to refer the phenomenon npw
under consideration to*any original uniformity in the

configuration of submarine volcanos, on the summits

Voyage to the Pacific, &c., p. 189.

PVOL. UI.
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of which we may suppose th^oral reefs to grow ; for

a^hoi^h it is very*common Tor craters to be brolien

down o^n one side only, we cannot imagine any cause

that should breach them all in the same direction.

But, the difficulty will, perhaps, be removed, ifwe call

in another part of the volcanic agency—Isubsidence

by earthquakes. Suppose the windward barrier to

have been raised by the mechanical action of the

waves to the height of two or three yards a^ove the

wall on the leewa^'d side, and then the whole island to

sink down a few fathoms, the appearai\ces described

would then be presented by the submerged reef. A
repetition of such operations, by the alternate elevation

and depression
||

same mass (an hypothesis strictly

conformable to analogy), might produce still greater

inequality in the two sides, especially as the violent

efflux of the tide^|ias probably a strong tendency to

check the a,pcumulation of the more tender corals on

the leeward reef ; while the action ’of the breakers

ciJt* jributes to rai*. the windward barrier.

the Red Sea the banks of coral are, for the most

part, onlycefcp when the tide is out. Neither in the

submerged banks, nor in such coral islets as are slightly

elevate^^above the sea, is the windward side higher

than the leeward, or that which is towards the coast,

and protected from the breakers. The prevailing wind

there is from the norte-*

Stratification of coral formations.—^The calcareous

formations of the Pacific are probably all stratified,

although single beds may sometimes attain a great

thickness. The occasional drilling of sand from the

exfiosed parts of a reef into (the lagoon or the sur-

Bhrenberg, as before cited, p. 29.
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rounding sea, would suf|^ to form occasional lines of

partition, especially during violent tempests, whi6h ofi-

cur annually among the South Sea Islands. Iflie de-

composition of felspathic lavas may supply the current

which wasl\es and undermines the cliffs of s«me i^lando

with fine clay; and this may be carried to great dis-

tances and deposited distinct layers between cal-

careous inasses, or may be mingled with them and

form argillaceous limestones. Ojher divisions will

arise from the arnangement of different species of

testacea and 2foophytes, which inhabit wat^r of various

depths, and which succeed^e^ch other as the sea is

deepened by the fall of its bed daring earthquakes, or

in proportion as i| grows shallower 4^ elfevation. (fue

to the same cause, or by the accumulation of organic

substances raising the bottom.

To these causes of mij;ior subdivi^n must be added

another of greatimportance — the ejection volcanic

ashes and sand, often carried by tlic wind over

areas, and the flowing of horizontal sheets of lav^

which may interrupt suddenly the growth of one cdlral

reef, and afterwards serve as a foundation for another.

An example of this kind is seen in the Isle ofFrance,

where a bed of coral, ten feet thick, intervenes be-

tween two currents of lava I; and in*the West Indies,

in the island of Dominica, Maclure observes, that “ a

bed of corral and madrepore limestone, with shells, lies

horizontally on a bed of cinders, a^out two or three

hundred feet above the level of the sea, at Rousseau,

and is covered with cinders to a considerable height?’*|'

* De la Beche, Geol. Ma||., p. 142. Quoyand Gaimard, Ann.
des Sci. Nat, tomevi.

f Observ, oir Geology of the West Indian Islands, Journ. of
Sci,, dsc., No. X* p.3i8.
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Heefs in the Padjic.— Th^ sunken® reefs in the Fa-

cile soraetimes of such extent that a series of ordi-

nary earthquakes might, in the course of a few cen-

turies, convert large tracts of them into dryland. It is

therefore a remarkable circumstance that there should

be so vast an area in Eastern Oceanica, studded with

minute islands, without one single spot where there is

a wider extent of land than belongs to such islands as

Otaheite, Owhyhee, and a few others, whi^h either

have been or areistill the seats of active volcanos. If

an equilibrium only were maintained between the up-

heaving and depressing force of earthrquakes, large

islands would very soon'be formed fil the Pacific ; for,

in «that case, thi^ growth of limestone, the flowing of

lava, and the ejection of volcanic ashes, would combine

‘witli^hp upheaving force to form new land.

Suppose the sh^l, above described as 600 miles in

length, to sink fifteen feet, dnd then to remain un-

moYcd for a thousand years ; during that interval the

gmi^ing coral may again approach the surface. Then
Wt^the mass be rcrclevated fifteen feet, so that the

original re«f if restored to its former position; in this

case, Ithtf new coral formed since the first subsidence

will con?jitute an-island 600 miles long. An analogous

result would have occurred if a lava-current fifteen

feet thifck had overflowed the submerged reef. The

absence, therefore, of more extensive tracts of land

‘in the Pacific seems to show that the amount of

subsidence by earthquakes exceeds, in that quarter of

the globe, at present the elevation due to the same

cause.

Elizabeth^ or Henderson's ^Island.— I mentioned

that one of the thirty-two islands, examined by our

navigators in the late expedition,, was raised about
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eighty feet above the lei^el of tho sea.* It called

Elizabeth or Henderson’s Island, and is five irdles In

length by one in breadth. It has a flat surfaie, and,

on all sides, except the north, is bounded by perpen-

dicular cliffs about fifty feet high, compo.»ed entirely

of dead coral, more or less porous, honey-combed at

the surface, and hardening into a comjiact calcareous

mass, which possesses the fracture of secondary lime-

stone, and has a s])ecies of mill^pore interspersed

through it. These* cliffs are considerably undermined

by the action* of the waves, and some of t^hem appear

on the eve of precipitating tlfbif superincumbent weight

into the sea. Those which arc* less injured in this

Fig. 60.

Slhabcth or Hcnderson*s Island.

way present no alternate ridges or indication of tl%B

different levels which the sea might havg occupieS at

different periods ; but a smooth as if the island,

which has probably been raised by ^vulcanic agency,

had been forced up by one great subterraneous con-

vulsion.f

At the distance of a few hundred yards from this

island, no bottom could be gainedjvith 200 fathoms

of line. It will be seen, from tha annexed sketch,

communicated to me by Lieutenant Smith, of the

Blossom, that the trees come down to tfie beach

towards the centre of the island ; a break which at

According jto some accounts, between sixty and seventy feet#

t Beechey*s Voyage to the Pacific, &c., p. 46.
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first sight resembles the o[)enings which usually lead

into lagoons: but the trees stand on a steep slope, and

no hollow of an ancient lagoon perceived. The

reader will remark, that such a mass of limestone

represents
,
exactly those horizontal cappings of cal-

careous strata which we sometimes find on hills which

have tabular summits.

As earthquakes are now feJt from time to time in

this part of the Pacific, and as indications of very re-

cent changes of level are not wanting*, the era of the

elevaiion of Henderson's Island may
,
not be very

remote.

We are informed bj^ Mr* Stutelibury, that upon

thfc summit, of nearly the highest mountain in Tahiti

(or Otaheite), an island composed almost entirely

of volcanic rocks, there is a distinct stratum of fossil

coral, showing that a great part, if not the whole, island

has been raised from the sek, and does not consist

mei;;ely of lava and scoriae, thrown out by supramarine

erufitiovis. Whether the species of coral were identi-

dalfWith those now living, or what was the exact height

^of the coi\J,* .was unfortunately not ascertained ; for

Mr. ^tu^chbury did not visit the spot, though he saw

some m^^sses of Che limestone which had fallen from

the high mountain, and which appeared to him to

resemble the coral of modern reefs. He supposed

that the altitude of the highest peak in Otaheite was

12,000 feet, and tiiat of the coral not greatly inferior;

but Captain Beecliey informs me, that the peak is not

quite 7000 feet high, as he found, by the mean of three

observations, carefully taken With the sextant. Mr.

Stutchbury suggests that “ as c great reef, or platform

‘ • See Captain Beechey’s Voyage to the Pacific, &c., pp. 1S9.

and 191.
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of coral, surrounds the actual shores of Otaheite, the

island, had it been raised out of the sea gradus^Jly, pr

by a succession If movements, must have bee» every-

where coated over with a covering of coral ; and as

this is not the case, no coral having yet been seen in

the interior, except on the mountain above mentioned,

Otaheite must have been projected suddenly to its

present height by a single upthrow/’^

Before*we adopt so important a conclusion we must,

in the first place, remember that tRe» surface ofja small

part only of Jthe island has been carefully exploded by

naturalists, afhd, what is far^more to the phint, we have

yet to learn whether sonii' cra'tej^s in Otaheite may not

have been in eruption subsequently to tly3 emergetice

of the island. At;a much lower elevation than the

coral, Mr. Stutchbury states that th^re is ap extinct

volcanic crater, having at its boitoin a lake, about a

mile in diameter ; a Act also mentioned by Captain

Beechey and ofhers. Now in the volcanic islqpd of

Ischia, in the neighbourhood of Naples, son»e of^the

tuffs near the highest peak contain marine sjjeflsj

similar to those now living in the Modhevranean
; so

that these tuffs were evidently submarine* deposits.

Consequently Ischia has, like Otah#ite, bce^ raised to

its present height above the level o^ the sea by a move-

ment from below. But we know, partly bj^istorical

and partly by geological evidence, that many of the

Ischian cones and craters have been in eruption sinefe

it emerged; and during these eruptions its surface has*

been overspread with so dense a coating of lava* and

scoriae, that it has now become impossible to determine

whether the land rosessuddenly or slowly, or what was

* Stut£hbury, West of Eng. Journ., No. 1., p. 55.

p 4j
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the state of its surface when, it first ^emerged. The
sa^e ofiservations apply to 6taheite^

Vast area of coral formations, -^The calcareous

masses above considered constitute, together with the

associated volcanic formations, the most extensive of

the groups of rocks which can be demonstrd'ted to be

now in progress. The space in the sea which they

occupy is so vast, that we may safely infer that they

exceed in area any group of ancient rocks wh^ich can

be proved to hav^*been of contemporaneous origin.

It is Ipue that each of the great archipelagos of the

Pacific are separated by unfathomable abysses, where

no zoophytes may live, and no lavas *fiow; where not

eve^j a particle of coral sand or volcanic scoriae may be

drifted: but still, if we confine ourwifiw to the extent

of reef ascertained to exist, and assume that a certain

space around feaSh volcanic or coral isle has been co-

vered with ejections, or matter horn the waste of cliffs,

it will then* be seen that the space occXipied by these

forma^ioiis may equal, and perhaps exceed in area, that

pare of our continents which has been accurately ex-

plored by geologists.

* That* the increase of these calcareous masses should

be principg,lly, if net entirely, confined to the shallower

parts of the ocean, or, in other words, to the summits

of submarine ranges of mountains and elevated plat-

forms, is a circumstance of the higl^est interest to the

g*'2ologist; for if parts of the bed of such an ocean

.should be upraised; so as to form large continents,

mou^tain>c]iains might appear, capped and flanked by
calcareous strata of great thickness, and replete with

organic remains; while in the ^tervening lower re-

gions no rocks of contemporary origin would ever have

ei^isted.
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Lirm^ whenc^ derived.*-^ A. modern writer Jias at-

tempted to revise the theory of some of the .earlier

geologists, that anlimestones have originated in organ-

ized substances. If we examine, he says, the quantity

of limestone in the primary strdla, it will ,be found Jo

bear a much smaller proportion to the siliceous and

argillaceous rocks than in the secondary; and this may
have some connexion with the rarity of testaceous

animalsiin the ancient ocean. He further infers, that,

in consequence of the operations *of animal.%, “the

quantity of calcareous earth deposited in the f6rm of

mud or stone is always increasing; and that, as the

secondary series *far exceeds t^e primary in this re-

spect, so a third^ series may hereafter arise from*the

depths of the sea,* which may exceed the last in the

proportion of its calcareous strata.”

If these proposition^went no farther than to suggest

that every particle of lime that now entg-s into the

crust of the globe may possibly in its turn hav^been

subservient to the purposes of life, by entt1*ing into

the composition of organized bodies, I should not ieen^

the speculation improbable; but, when It ii^ hinted thi^j;

lime may be an imimal product combined by the pow-

ers of vitality from some simple eftments,#*! can dis-

cover no sufficient ground^ for sucU an hypothesis, and

many facts which militate against it.

If a large pond ’be made, in almost* any soil, and

filled with rain water, it may usually become tenantefl

by testacea; for carbonate of lime is almost universally*

diffused in small quantities. But if no calcdteous tnat-

ter be supplied by waters flowing from the surrounding

high grounds, or by ^rings, no tufa or shell-niarl are

Macculloch's Syst. of Geol., vol. i. p. 219.

p 5
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formed. The thin shells of one generjition of molluscs

dcipompose, so that their elements affprd nutriment to

the suc(!eqding races ;,^nd it is only where a stream

enters a lake, which may introduce a fresh supply of

calcareous inatter, or %here the lake is fed by springs,

that 8he]|Js accumulate and form marl.

All the lakes in Forfarshire which have produced

deposits of shelf-marl have been the sites of springs,

which still evolve much carbonic acid, and^a small

quantity of carbbnafe of lime. But fhere is no marl in

Lock Fithie, near Forfar, where there ate tm springs^

although thal lake is surrounded by theSe calcareous

deposits, and althougl|i in every othe'r^ respect, the site

is favourable,to the accumulation of aquatic testacea.

We find those charae which Secrete the largest

quantity.of calc|reous matter in their stems to abound

near springs impregnated with carbonate of lime. We
know that, if the common hen'be deprived altogether

of calcareous nutriment, the shells of her eggs will

becofne f>f too slight a consistency to protect the con-

; and some birds eat chalk greedily during the

l^reeding seRson.

If, on rile other hand, we turn to the phenomena of

inorgihicsf^ature, i^'e observe that, in volcanic countries,

there is an enormous evolution of carbonic acid, either

free, in a gaseous form, or mixed with water; and the

springs of such districts are usually impregnated with

Carbonate of lime *in great abundance. No one who
‘ has travelled in Tuscany, through the region of extinct

volaanos and its confines, or who has seen the map
recently constructed by Targioni, to show the principal

sites qf mineral springs, can dotfbt, for a moment, that

this territory was submerged beneath the sea, i,t

might supply materials for the most extensive coral
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reefs. The importance />£ these springs is not to be
estimated by the magnitude of the rocks wliicji th^y

have thrown down on the slanti||g sides ofhills, although

of thes4 alone large cities might be built^^nor by a

coating of travertin that cover# the soil in some dis*

tricts for miles in length. The greater part the cal-

careous matter passes down in a state of solution to

the sea ; and a geologist might as well'assume the mass

of alluytm formed in a few yea/s in the bed of the

Po, or the Ganges to be the measure*of the quantity

deposited irt the course of centuries in the deltas of

those rivers,* as conceive tl^at the influence of the car-

bonated springs^fi Italy can be^stimated by the mass

of tufa precipitated by them near their sources.

It is generally ji^mitted that the abundance of car-

bonate of lime given out by springs, jn regiojris where

volcanic eruptions or earthquakes prevail, is referrible

to the solvent power’*of carbonic acid. For, as the

acidulous waters percolate calcareous strata, th^ take

up a certain portion of lime and carry it iq) vo^the

surface, where, under diminished pressure in tlje'*Sfc^

mosphere, it may be deposited, or, •being absorbed

by animals and vegetables, may be secreted by them.

In Auvergne, springs charged witUcarbom^e of lime

rise through granite, in which casjp we must suppose

the calcareous matter to be derived from soiffe primary

rock, unless we imagine it to rise up from the volcanic

foci themselves.

We see no reason for supposing that the lime now*

on the surface, or in the crust of the earth, raa}i not,

as well as the silex,* alumine, or any other mineral

substance, have existed before the first organic beings

^were created, if it be assumed that the arrangement

of the inorganic materials of our planet preceded^in

p 6
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tKe order of time the introduction of the first organic

inl^bit^nts.

But if,,the carbonate^!ime, secreted by the testacea

and corals^of the Pacific, be chiefly derivedfrom behwy

and if it be a very geiisral effect of the action of sub-

terranean heat to subtract calcareous matter from the

inferior rocks, and to cause it to ascend to the surface,

no argument can be derived in favour of the progres-

sive increase of limestone from the magnitude^pf coral

reefs, or the grewtQr'proportion of cjjJcareous strata, in

the more modern formations. A constant transfer of

carbonate of lime from the .inferior parts of the earth s

crust to its surface, w^ld cause throughout all future

time, and for an indefinite succession of geological

epochs, a preponderance of calcari^ious matter in the

newer^ as contrasted with the older formations.
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BOOK IV.

CHAPTER I.

PBELIMINAUY OBSERVATK^N8.

System iff inquiry into the causes of geological phenomena as

adopted in this wJrk, liow differing from that of ntany; pre-

ceding writers— Tllnstrations from the history of Geology

of the respective merits of ih-* two systems— l\easons for pre-

fixing to a work*dn Geology treaties respecting the changes

now in progress in the animate and inanimate world.

Having considered,in the preceding books, the actual

operation of the causes of change which a’ffect the

earth’s surface and it^ inhabitants, we are now about

to enter upon p new division of our inquiry, and it

may be useful to offer a few preliminary observlCtif)ns,

to establish the connexion between two distinct pai;^s

of this work, and to explain in what inanjier its*plaiN

differs from that usually follovrcd by preceding writerjf

on Geology.

All naturalists who have carefully examined the

arrangement of the mineral masScs comjj^sing the

earth’s crust, and who have studied their internal

structure and fossircontents, have recognized thereiij

the signs of a great succession c5‘ former changes

;

and the causes of these changes have been the olyect

of anxious inquiry. As the first theorists possessed

but a scanty acquaintance with the present economy
of the animate and Aanimate world, and the^vicis-

situdes to which these are subject, we find them ki

the situation of novices, who attempt to read a history
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written in a foreign language, doubting about the

meaning of the most ordinary terms; disputing, for

example, whether a s][i|P was really a shell,—whether

sand and^pebbles were the result of aqueoj»s tritu-

ration,— whether strsdiBcation was the effect of suc-

cessive deposition from water; and a thousand other

elementary questions, which now appear to us so easy

and simple, that ‘we can hardly conceive them to have

once afforded matter for warm and tedious ^ contro-

versy.

In the first book were enumerated many of the pre-

possessions wliich may have biassed the hiinds of the

earlier inquirers, and^hecked an iihpartial desire of

arriving at truth. But of all the causes alluded to, no

one contributed so powerfully to give rise to a false

method of philosophizing, as the entire unconscious-

ness^of the first geologists of the extent of their own
ignorance respecting the operations of the existing

agents of change.

They Imagined themselves sufficiently acquainted

^ith the mutations now in progress in the animate

^nd inanimate \/orld, to entitle them at once to deter-

mine, whether the solution of certain problems in

geol(^y G-mld ever be derived from the observation of

the actual economy of nature; and, having decided

that they could not, they felt themselves at liberty to

indulge their imaginations, in guessing at what might

be^ rather than in ^inquiring what is ; in other words,

they employed themselves in conjecturing what might

have been the course of nature at a remote period,

rather than in the investigation of what was the course

of natpre in their own times. •

^
It appeared to them more philosophical ^to speculate

on the possibilities of the past, than patiently to ex-
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plore the realitJfes of tho present; and having ^vented

theories under the influence of such maxims, tlsey

were consistently unwilling tf|tjte8t their validity by

the criterion of their accordance with the ordinary

operations of nature. On the contrary, tjie claims pf

each new*hypothesis to credibility appeared enhanced

by the great contrast of the causes or forces intro-

duced to those now* developed in our terrestrial

system ^during a period, as it has been termed, of

repose.

Never was there a dogma more calculated to foster

indolence, dnd to blunt the keen edge*of curiosity,

than this assum*{ftion oi the 'discordance between the

former and the existing causes of change. It pro-

duced a state ofjmind unfavourable in the highest

degree to the candid reception of the evidence of

those minute but incessant alterations which every

part of the earth’s surface is undergoiijg, and by
which the condition of its living inhabitants ^ con-

tinually made to vary. The student, instea(> of being

encouraged with the hope of interpreting the enigra^i^

presented to him in the earth’s structifre,~ instead of

being prompted to undertake laborious inquiries into

the natural history of the organic \^rld, anil the com-

plicated effects of the igneous and aqueous causes now
in operation, was taught to despond fronf the first.

Geology, it was affirmed, could never rise to the rank

of an exact science,— the greats number of phe-

nomena must for ever remain inexplicable, or only be*

partially elucidated by ingenious conjectifres. Even
the mystery which invested the subject was said to

constitute one of its principal charms, affording, as it

did, full scope to the fancy to indulge in a boundless

field of speculaktion.
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The ^course directly opposed to tHIese theoretical

vi^s eonsists in an earnest and patient endeavour

to reconcile the former indications of change with the

evidence of gradual mutations now in progress ; re-

stricting us, fin the first instance, to known causes, and

then speculating on those which may be in activity in

regions inaccessible to us. It seeks an interpretation

of geological monuments, by comparing the changes

of which they give evidence with the vicissitudes now
in progress, or whfkih inay he in progress.

I shall give a few examples in illustration of the

practical results already derived from the*two distinct

methods of theorizing j^for we have now the advantage

of being enabled to judge of their respective merits,

by the relative value of the fruiti which they have

produced.
^

From the historical sketch before given of the pro-

gress of gqology, the reader has seen that a contro-

versy*’vas maintained for more than a century respect-

ing the hrigin of fossil shells and bones — were they

y^anic or inorganic substances ? That the latter

opinion sholild^for a long time have prevailed, and

that these bodies should have been supposed to be

fashioned %:nto thdir present form by a plastic virtue,

or some other mysterious agency, may appear absurd ;

but it was, perhaps, as reasonable a conjecture as

could be expected from those who did not appeal, in

t*he first instance, tO the analogy of the living creation,

‘as affording the only source of authentic information.

It wlas onlj by an accurate exarnination of living tes-

tacea, and by a comparison of the osteology of the

existing vertebrated animals with the remains found

entombed in ancient strata, that this favourite dogma
was exploded, and all were, at length, persuaded that

these substances were exclusively of organic ofigin.
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In like manner, when ^ discussion had arisen as to

the nature of basalt ancf other mineral masse^, evi-

dently constituting a particular class of roqjis, the

popular opinion inclined to a belief that they were*of

aqueous, not of igneous origin. These rocks, ’it was
said, might have been precipitated from an aqueous

solution, from a chaotic duid, or an ocean which rose

over the continents, chaft-ged with the Requisite mineral

ingredients. Few will now dispute that it would have

been diflScult to invent a theory mfir'^ distant from the

truth
;
yet we must cease to wonder that it gained so

many proselytes, when we^remember thitt its claims

to probability arcfte partly froih the very circumstance

of its confirming the assumed want of all anal^igy

between geologicdl causes and those now in action.

By what train of investigation were all theorists

brought round, at length, to an opposite *opinion, and
induced to assent to till; igneous origin of these form-

ations ? By an examination of the structure of active

volcanos, the mineral composition of their IfyvM Itod

ejections, and by comparing the undoubted prod^ct|g

of fire with the ancient rocks in quostloa;i. <

I shall adduce one more exampie. Whep the or-

ganic origin of fossil shells had beei^ concei^d, their

occurrence in strata forming some of the loftiest moun-
tains in the world was adniftted as a proof o# a great

alteration of the rel|itive level of sea and land ; and
the question then arose, whether this change was to#

be accounted for by the partial dryiflg up of the ocean,

or by the elevation of the solid land. Tl\p fonder

hypothesis, although afterwards abandoned by general

consent, was at first ^braced by a vast majority.

A multitude of ingenious speculations were hazarded,
td show how the level of the ocean might have beerf
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depressed ; and when these tijeories had all failed, the

in^uir^*, as to what 'vicissitudes of this nature might

now be taking place, was, as usual, resorted to in the

last instance. On inquiring, whether any Changes in

the leviel of sea and land had occurred during the his-

tbrical period, it was soon discovered, by patient re-

search, that considerable tracts of land had been

permanently ele^^ated and dep'icssed, while the level

of the ocean remained unaltered. It was *therefore

necessary to re^^efst the doctrine which had acquired

so much popularity ; and the unexpected^solution of a

problem at krst regarded a^s so enigmatical gave, per^

haps, the strongest stimulus ever yet ufForded to inves-

tigate the ordinary operations of nature.

Of late years, the points of discussion in geology

have been transferred to new questions, and those, for

the most pari, of a higher and more general nature.

We are now nearly agreed ai; to what rocks are of

igneous, aAd what of aqueous origin,—^ in what manner

fosfciPsl^lls, whether of the sea or of lakes, have been

Jjubedded in strata,— how sand may have been con-

verted inta saqjdstone,— and are unanimous as to many
'other • pr,ppositions which are not of a complicated

nature ; but wherkwe ascend to those of a higher order,

we are still too often reluctant to make a strenuous

effort, ill* the first instance*, to search out an explana-

tion in the ordinary economy of Mature. If, for ex-

(Emple, we seek for the causes why mineral masses are

associated together in certain groups ; why they are

arr^ged jin a certain order, which is never inverted

;

why there are many breaks in the continuity of the

series; why diderent organic rqpains are found in dis-

tinct ^sets of strata; why there is often an abrupt

fiassage from an assemblage of species contained m
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one formation lo that in another immediately super-

imposed,— when these, and other topics of an /jqu^Ily

extensive kind are discussed, we often find th^ habit of

indulging conjectures, respecting irregular and extra-

ordinary causes, to be still in force.

We hear of sudden and violent revolutions of tfie

globe— of the instantaneous elevation of mountain

chains— of paroxysms of volcanic ehergy, declining,

accordqp^ to some, and, according to others, increas-

ing in violence, §*om the earliest to •the latest ages.

We are alsq told of general catastrophes, asid a suc-

cession of deluges— of the alternation bf periods of

repose and disorder— of the refrigeration of the primi-

tive heated nucleus of the globe— of th§ sudden smni-

hilation of whoTe graces of animals and plants*— and

other hypotheses, in which we see the ancipnt spirit

of speculation revived, and a desire manifestly shown

to cut, rather than jAtiently to untie, the Gordian

knot.

In the following attempt to unravel thes« Jifftcult

questions, I shall endeavour, as far as possible,

strict myself to the known or possiWe cfperations ot

existing causes; feeling assured that we have not yet

exhausted the resources wdiich the ^\i:\y of Uie present

course of nature may provide, anj} therefore that we
are not authorized, in the infancy of our Ifcience, to

recur to extraordiiMtry agents. I shall adhere to this

plan, not only on the grounds explained in the firtt

book; but because, as I have just slated, the history of

the science informs us that this method dias always

put geologists on the road that leads to truth— sug-

gesting views which, #ilthough imperfect at first, have

been found capable ofimprovement, until at last adopted

by universal consent. On the other hand, the opposite
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method, that of speculating or a former distinct state

‘of J:hings, has led invariably to a multitude of con-

tradictory systems, which have been overthrown one

after the other,—which have been found quite in-

capable bf modification,—and which are often required

to be precisely reversed.

In regard to the subjects treated of in the last two

books,—the recefit changes ofthe organic and inorganic

world,—they may be said to constitute the Alphabet

and grammar of* geo*iogy. If I had, found systematic

treatisef^P^iously written on these topics, I should

willingly nav6 entered at on^e upon the description of

geological monuments^ properly so Cdlled : in which

casor I should have referred to other authors for the

elucidation of elementary and coila^eral questions,

just as I shall now appeal to the best authorities in

conchology and comparative anatomy for the proof of

positions which, but for the labours of naturalists de-

voted to those departments, would have demanded long

digr^&smns.
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CHAPTER II.

OENERAIi ARRANGEMENT OP THE MATIJRIALS COMPOSING

THE earth’s CRU^T.

The existing continents chiefly composed of subaquea||^ deposits

— Distinctioii between sedimentary and volcaniciP^lts— Be-

tween priiTijft-y, secondtiry, a»d tertiary— Origin of the rocks

usually termed jfitmary— Transition formations (p. 340.)—
Secondary and tertiary strata— Chronological relatio\^ of

mineral masses—iia^ws of superposition— Refative age'proved

by included fragments of older rocks— Proofs of contem-

poraneous origin detived from ivuneral characters~ from

organic remains (p. 347.)— Zoological provinces of limited

extent— Modes whereby dissimilar mineral masses and dis-

tinct groups of Species may be proved to have been ^pntem-

poraneous.

When we examine into tlie structure of* the earth’s

crust, or that small portion of the exterinr *bf our

planet accessible to human observ^ti'^n, w.J)[ether we
pursue our inquiries by aid of mining operations, or by

observing the sections laicf open in the sea iHilFs, or in

the deep ravines qf mountainous countries, we dis-

cover everywhere a series of miskeral masses, whi(^

are not thrown together in a coitAised heap, but ar-<

ranged with considerable order ; and even vhere their

original position has undergone great subsequent dis-

turbance, there still jemain proofs of the order that

once reigned.

If we dram a lake, we frequently find at the bottoln
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a series,ofrecent deposits disposed with*great regularity

ono above the other ; the uppermost, perhaps, may
be a stratum of peat, next below a more compact va-

riety of the same material, still lower a bed of lami-

nated shell ^Tiarl alternating with peat, and then other

beds of marl divided by layers of clay. Now if a

second pit be sunk through the same continuous lacus-

trine deposit, at soin ( istance from the first, we com-

monly meet with nearly the same series of txj?ds, yet

with slight variations ; some, for exa^nple, of the layers

of sand, clay, or marl may be wanting, one or more of

them having thinned out abd given place to others, or

sometimes one of tha masses, first examined, is ob-

se^^ed to increase in thickness to ^the exclusion of

other beds. At length we reach la point where the

lyhole assemblage of lacustrine strata terminate, as for

example when we arrive at the borders of the original

lake-basin. , Here the beds come in contact with the

rocks ^{’^hich form the boundary of, and, at the same

time, pa^ under all the recent acci#nulations.

almost every estuary, we may observe at low

ivater j>henbmeha analogous to those of lakes, where

the current has cut away part of some newly formed

bank, consisting of a series of horizontal strata of peat,

sand, clay, and, sometimes,, interposed beds of shells.

Each iof tRese may often be traced over a considerable

area, some extending farther thaft others, but all of

necessity confine(J*^ within the basin of the estuary.

Similar remarks are applicable, on a much more ex-

tended scdle, to the recent deltas of great rivers, like

the Ganges, where, after the periodical inundations

have subsided, sections are exp6sed in the river-banks

ayd cliffs of numerous inlands, in which horizontal

beds of clay and sand may be traced over areas many
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hundred miles hi lengthy and mojffe than a hur^dred in

breadth.

Subaqmous deposits.— The greater parU of our

continents are evidently composed of subaqueous de*

posits ;
and in the manner of their arrangement w,e

discover many characters precisely similar to those

above described ; but the different groups of strata are,

for the most part, on a greater scale, both in regard

to deptlj*and area, than any observable in the form-

ations of lakes, deltas, or estuaries. • We find,«for ex-

ample, masses of limestone several hundred feet in

thickness, co*ntaining corals and |}iells, and stretching

from one country *to another; y^t always giving place,

at length, to a distinct set of strata, whk'h either ^ise

up from beneath like the rocks before alluded to as

forming the boundary of a lake, or covqr and conceal

them. In other places, we find beds of pebbles and

sand, or of clay, ofgroA thickness. The different form-

ations composed of these materials usually i^ntain

some peculiar an^ appropriate organic rendiins; as,

for example, certain species of shells and corak. 5a

certain plants*

Volcanic rocks. — Besides these strata oY aqueous

origin, we find other rocks which afe immediately re-

cognized to be the prodiy^ts of file, from their exact

resemblance to those which have been prodili^d in

modern times by vtilcanos, and thus we immediately

establish two distinct orders of liberal masses com*

posing the crust of the globe—-the sedimentary and*

the volcanic.

Hocks commonlp called primary*— But if we exa-

mine a large portioil^Qf a continent which cpntaillil

within it a lofty mountain range, we rarely fail to dis-

cover another class of rocks veiy distinct from either
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of those above allu4ld to, and which we can assimilate
«*

^
f 'IV

nc^th^ to deposits such as are now accumulated in

lakes oy seas, nor to those generated by ordinary vol-

caiiic action. This class consists of granite, granitic

schist, roofing slate, and many other rocks, of a much

more compact and crystalline texture than the sedi-

mentary and volcanic divisions before mentioned. In

the unstratified ‘portion of thei^e crystalline masses, as

in the granite, for example, no organic fossK^ remains

have eyer been* dkjc'overed, and only a few faint traces

of them in some of the stratified groups of the same

class ; for I Inay remark, that a considerable portion of

these rocks are divided, hot only into* strata, but into

laminae, so cjosely imitating the internal arrangement

of well-known aqueous deposits, as ‘to leave scarcely

any reasonable doubt that they owe this part of their

texture to similar causes.

These remarkable formatiorf;^|have been called jon-

witiv^ ixom their having been supposed to constitute

the^most^ ancient mineral productioj|s of the globe, and

ffhvi a notion that they originated befoye the earth

^was inhabited <by living beings, and while yet the

planet was in a nascent state. The high relative an-

tiquity of some tf them is indisputable; for in the

oldest sedimentary^ strata, containing organic remains,

we of|jSi Ineet with rounded pebbles of the crystalline

rocks, which must therefore have been consolidated

before the derivatke strata were formed out of their

ruins. The memijers of this granitic group generally

rise* up from beneath th*e rocks of mechanical origin,

entering into the structure of lofty mountains, so as

to oc^^upy, at the same time,t;the lowest and most

elevated position in the crust of the globe*

^ Origin of rocks called primary.— Nothing strictly
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analogous to thSse crystalline forffiktions can now be

seen in the progress of formation on the habitable sUt-

face of the earth— nothing, at least, within th^i range

of human observation. The first speculators, however,

in Geology found no difficulty in explaining then

origin, by supposing a former condition of the planet

perfectly distinct from the present, when certain che-

mical processes were developed on a great scale,

whereby-^ crystalline precipitates were formed, some

more suddenly, in*>huge amorphous'* masses, s^ach as

granite; others by successive deposition and with a

foliated and stratified structure, as in the rocks termed

gneiss and mica-schist. A great part of these views

have since been abandoned, more especially with fe-

gard to the origin of granite; but it is interesting to

trace the train of reasoning by which th^y were su^
gested. First, the stratified primitive rocks exhibited,

as was before mentioned, well-defined ma'dcs of suc-

cessive accumulation, analogous to those so conumon

in ordinary subaqueous deposits. As the latter form-

ations were found divisible into natural groups, eha^

racterized by certain peculiarities of ihineral compo-
sition, so also were the primitive. In the nc^t place,

there were discovered, in many districts, certain mem-
bers of the so-called primj|tive series, either alternat-

ing with or passing by intermediate gradatip^ into

rocks of a decidedly mechanical origin, containing

traces of organic remains. From sufc!^ gradual passage'

the aqueous origin of the stratified crystalline rocks

was fairly inferred ; ar^d as we find in the*^ different

strata of subaqueous origin every gradation between a

mechanical and a purely crystalline texture, between
s^id, for example, and saccharoid gypsum, so it was^

VOL. III. Q
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imagined that, in a former state of the planet, the dif-

ferent degrees of crystallization in the older rocks

might Jiave been dependent on the varying conditions

of the menstruum from which they were precipi-

tated/

The presence, however, of certain crystailline ingre-

dients in the composition of many of the primary rocks

rendered it necessary to resort to many arbitrary hy-

potheses, in order to explain their precipitajtion from

aqueous solution*; and for this reason a difference in

the condition of the planet, and in the pristine energy

of cheraicaJ causes, was assumed. A tlain of specu-

lation originally suggested by the 'Observed effects of

aq^-^’eous agepts was thus pushed beyond the limits of

analogy ; and it was not until a diterent and almost

opposite course of induction was pursued, beginning

with an examination of volcanic products, that more

sound theoretical views were ^ablished.

Granite of igneous origin.— A passage was first

traced from lava into other more crystalline igneous

^ejis, and from these again to granite, which last was

found to send forth dikes ^nd veins into the con-

tiguous strata, in a manner strictly analogous to that

observed in volcattic rocks, and to produce at the point

of contact such cl\anges as might be expected to result

frontItheSnfiuence ofa heated mass cooling down slowly

under^^eat pressure from a state of fusion. The
want of stratificafcton in granite supplied another point

of analogy in comirmation of its igneous origin ; and as

soKie masses were found to send out veins through

others, it was evident that there were grahites of dif-

ferent |ges ; and that in$tead«>of forming in all cases

the oldest part of the earth’s crust; as had at first be^p
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supposed, some granites w^re of comparatively jrecent

origin, and newer than the stratified rocks whioli

vered them and were pierced by granite veins. •

Strat^ed crystalline rochs,—The theory of the origfn

of the other crystalline rocks was soon nrvodified by.

these new views respecting the nature of granite.

First it was shown, by numerous examples, that or-

dinary volcanic dikes might produce great alterations

in die se^Jlmentary strata which they traversed, caus-

ing them to assunn^j a more crystalhnfc texture, and

nearly obliterating all traces of organic remains, with-

out, at the saAie time, destrejdng the surfaces of stra-

tification. It was*also found th^t granite dikes and

veins produced analogous, though somewhat difl^erfilit

changes ; and hence^it was suggested as highly proba-

ble that the effects to which small veins gave rise, to

the distance of a few yards, might be superinduced on

a much grander scale wilere vast masses of fpsed rock,

intensely heated* for ages, came in contact at ^reat

depths from the surface with sedimentary formations.

The slow action of heat in such cases, it was thought,

might occasion a state of semi-tusion ; go that, on the

cooling down of the masses, the difiereut materials

might be arranged in new forms, according' to their

chemical affinities, and all ^traces of organic remains

might disappear, while the stratiform and lamfllar tex-

ture remained. ^ ‘

According to these views, the pf^ary strata may
have assumed their crystalline struAure at as many
successive periods as there have been distinct eras* of

the formation of granite ; and thei^difference of mine-

ral composition may bo attributed, not to an ^rjginal

dj^erence of^the conditions under which they were

deposited at the surface, but to subsequent modifi-

Q 2
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cations superinduced by hett and other causes at great

depths below the surface.

Th^* strict propriety of the term primitive, as ap-

plied ^,0 granite, and to the granitiform and associated

crocks, thus, became questionable; and the t?rm primary

^as very generally substituted, as simply expressing the

fact that the crystalline rocks, as a mass^ were older

than the secondarn^ or those which are unequivocally

of a mechanical orj<^in and contain organic remains.

Transition foT^matwns.— It has been stated that the

crystalline or primary series sometimes passes by in-

termediate gradations intS strata of^mechanical origin

containing organic remains. The formations of inter-

mediate character by which that passage was effected

were often observed to partake, in a perplexing degree,

of the? characters of the crystalline series and of

those containing fossils. They were termed by

Werner transition rocks; ” and he imagined that as

gnfiri and rnica-schist had been precipitated from the

<iyaters of the first universal and chaotic ocean, so this

^oc^axi still continued to throw down some crystalline

matter after the waters were inhabited by a few of the

first created marine animals, and when the waves and

current! had afready begun to transport sand and

mujd^ ai^^ deposit^them at*the bottom of the sea.

estion whether the mineral peculiarities of

the roci^ called transition have b%en derived from sub-

sequent modihe^ons, which sedimentary strata may
in the course orages undergo, or from some original

’ aiid essehtial difference in their composition and struc-

ture, is one which^ cannot be discussed here, as it is

conaetted with inquiries into the nature of the

^granitic schists whi^ must be deferred,to the end<of

this work.
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All the stratified rocKs not arranged either in

the primary or transition class, were at first Calletl

secondary, a division including nearly the whole of

the fossiliferous strata then known
; but after, som'e

progress h^d beerf^made in classifying the»secondary»

rocks, and in assigning to each its relative place in a

chronological series, another division pf sedimentary

formations^was established, called tertiary

y

as being of

newer or^in than the secondary,^and characterized

by distinct species (tf fossil animals add plants. These

tertiary form£itions were found to consist very ge-

nerally of detached and isolated masses, surrounded

on all sides by primary and secondary rocks, and occu-

pying a position, in reference to the latter, very.hlce

that of the waters o^ lakes, inland seas, and gulfs, in

relation to a continent, and, like such viaters; being

often of great depth, though of limited area. The im-

bedded organic rjemains were chiefly those ©f marine

animals, but with frequent intermixtures of terrevti^ial

and fresh-water species which are rarely found*among
the secondary fossils. Frequently there was evidence

of the deposits having been purely lacaistrme, fi cir-

cumstance which had not been clearly ascertained in

regard to any secondary group.

I shall consider more particularly in the fou^h chap-

ter, how far this distinction of rpcks into sf|2qptlary

and tertiary is founded in nature, and in what relation

these two great divisions may be supposed to stand to

each others •

But before I offer any general vipws of thil kind,*it

will be necessary to explain to thel^udent in what man-

ner ^e geologist can dftermine^^the chronologicaji re-

lations of mineral masses composing the crust of the

earth
; for as different rocks have been formed in suc-

Q 3
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Session, one of^ th6 principal bfejectfa in geological in-

vestigations is to determine the time as well as the

mod^ of their formation.

Prjqfs of relative Age by Superposiiion.

It is evident that, where we find a series of hori-

zontal strata of sedimentary OFigin, the uppermost bed

must be newer than those which it overlies < and that,

when w’e observe^One distinct set of strata** reposing

upon another, the inferior is the older of the two. In

countries where the origip^l position of mineral masses

has been disturbed, at different periods, by convul-

sip,ns of extraordinary violence, as in the Alps and other

mouhtainous districts, there are .instances where the

original position of strata has been reversed. Such

exceptions, however,^ are rare, and usually on a small

scale ; and an experienced obsarver can generally ascer-

tain the true relations of the rocks in question, by ex-

amining some adjoining districts where the derangement

JiUs^been less extensive.

Soon after tjie first observers had convinced them-

selvek that strata of aqueous origin were divisible into

different^ groups, ^ach characterized by its peculiar fos-

sils and mineral characters, they also ascertained that

therp wai a determinate 6rder of succession in these

groups, which was illvcr inverted, although the differ-

i ent formations wgre not co-extensively distributed ; so

Fig. 61 .

thatj if ther^ Se four different formations, as by c, dy
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in the annexed diagrcKm (Fig. 61.)*, which, in Certain

localities, may be seen in vertical superposition, tlie

uppermost or newest of them, a, will in other placps

be in contact with c, or with the lowest of the*whole

series, d, all the intermediate formations beihg absent. *

In regard to the age of volcanic formations, if we
find a layer of tuff or ejected matter,* or a stream of

lava covering sedimentary strata, we may infer, with

confidence, ^hat the igneous rock k thg more recent;

but, on the other fiand, the superposition of aqueous

deposits to a yolcanic mass does not always prove the

superimposed beds to be of newer origin. If, ind^fed,

we discover strata of tuff with infbedde^d shells, or,^as

in the Vicentine •and other places, rollSd blocks of

lava, with adhering ‘shells and corals, we may then be

sure that these masses of volcanic origirr covered the

bottom of the sea before the superincumbent strata

were thrown down. But, as lava rises fromt)elow, and

does not always reach the surface, it may sometimes

penetrate a certain number of strata, and then cqpl

down, so as to constitute a solid mass of newer or%in,

although inferior in position. It is, for the mos^part,

by the passage of veins proceeding from such igneous

rocks through contiguous sedimentary strata, or by

such hardening and other •alteration of thcipverlying

bed as might be expjected to restft from contact with

a heated mass, that we are enabled to decide whether

the volcanic matter was previousljJ consolidated, or

subsequently introduced.

Proofs by included Fragmentof older Rocks,

geologist is sometimes all a loss, after inwesti-

ghting a district composed of two distinct formatibn8|

to deterinine the relative ages of each, from want of

Q 4?
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sections exhibiting iheir superposition. In such cases^

another kind of evidence, of a character no less con-

clusive, can sometimes be obtained. One group of

strata jbas frequently been derived from the degrada-

tion of anoiher in the immediate neighbourhood, and

may be observed to include within it fragments of such

older rocks. Thus, for example, we may find chalk

with flints ; and, in another part of the sam§ country,

a distinct series, consisting of alternations of clay,

sand, and pebbles. If some of these pebbles consist of

flints, with fossil shells of the same species as those

in the chalk, we may confidently inij^r that the chalk

is the oldest of the tv« o formations.

i have alieady remarked, that seme granite must

have existed before the most ancient of our secondary

rocks, because some of the latter contain rounded peb-

bles of granite. But for the ^existence of such evi-

dence, we might not have felt assured that all the

granite which we see was not protruded from below in

Restate of fusion, subsequently to the origin of the

secondary strata.

Proofi of contemporaneous Origin derived from
Mineral Characters,

When ,we have established the relative age of two

formations in a given place, from direct superposition,

or by other evidence, a far more difficult task remains,

—to trace the co^^-inuity of the same formation, or, in

other cases, to find means of referring detached groups

of rocks to a conte'^oraneous origin. Such identifi-

cations of age are chiefly derivable from two sources,

— mineral character fibd organic contents; but the

qtmost skill and caution are required in the application

of these tests, for scarcely any general rules can he
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laid down respecting either that» do not admit of im-

portant exceptions.

If at certain periods of the past, rocks of*peculiar

mineral composition had been precipitated siiyultane-

ously upon the floor of a universal ocean,’* so as to

invest the whole earth in a succession of concentric

coats, the determination of relative dates in geology

might have been a matter of th§ greatest simplicity.

To explain, indeed, the phenomenon would have been

difficult, dV, rathftr, impossible, a^ such appearances

would have*implied a former stat# of the globe, with-

out any analogy to that now ^prevailing. Suppose, for

example, there were three masses extending over

every continent,— the upper of chall» and chlSI’itic

sand ; the next beiow, of blue argillaceous limestone ;

and the third and lowest, of red marl ^nd saaidstone :

we must imagine that all the rivers and currents of the

world had been charged, at the first period, with red

mud and sand ; at the second, with blue oalcareo-

argillaceous mud ; and at a subsequent ejfbch, with

chalky sediment and chloritic sand.

But, if the ocean were universal, there could hav^

been no land to waste away by the action *of the sea

and rivers, and, therefore, no kndWn sourtie whence

the homogeneous sedimeiUar^ matter cculc^have been

derived. Few, perhaps, of the earlier geologists went

so far as to believb implicitly in such universality of

formations, but they inclined to fR opinion that they

were continuous over areas almJst indefinite
;

ancf

since such a disposition of miimral massed would, if

true, have been the least corapW^ and most convenient

for the purposes of cfassifica<|pn, it is probably that a

belief in its reality was often promote.d by the''ho|)e

that it might prove true. As to the objection, that

Q 5
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such art arrangement of mineral niasses cohld never

result Sfrom any combination of causes now in action^

it never weighed with the earlier ciiltivators of the

science,' since they indulged no expectation of being

e^er able to^account for geological phenomena by re-

ference to the known economy of nature. On the

contrary, they sdt out, as we have already seen, with

the assumption that the past and present conditions

of the planet \vere *toO dissimilar to admit o*f exact

comparison. v?

But, if weJnquiriB; into the true composition of any

stratum, or set of strata, and end[eavour#to pursue these

continuously through a*'country, we often find that the

character of tfie mass changes gradpally, and becomes

at length so different that we shoufcl never have sus-

pected its ide^itity, if we had not been enabled to

trace its passage from one form ^.o another.

We soon * discover that rocks dissinr.ilar in mineral

composYtipn have originated simultaneously : we find,

moKeover, evidence in certain districts, of the recur-

rence of rocVs of precisely the same mineral character

a*c very different periods; as for example, two form-

ations of ^ed sancj^stone, with a great series of other

strata intervening between them. Such repetitions

might havGcbeen anticipated,’feince these red sandstones

are produced by the decomposition of granite, gneiss,

ard mica-schist ; and districts composed exclusively of

,these must again dftid again be exposed to decompo-

sition, and to the erosive action of running water.

But, notwithstanding the variations before alluded

to in the composition of one continuous set of strata,

many i^cks retain the lame homogeneous structure

amd composition throughout considerable 'areas, and*

frequently, after a change of mjneral character, pre-
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serve their new peculiarities thipughout other tracts

of great extent. Thus, for example, we may trach a

limestone for a hundred miles, and then observe that

it becomes more arenaceous, until it finally, passes

into sand or sandstone. We may then follow the

last-mentioned formation throughout another district

as extensive as that gccupied by the limestone first

examined.

Proofs of conternpm'aneoris Origin from Qrgsinic

Remains.

I devoted sevjeral chapters; in the last book to show
that the habitable surface of tl#e sea and land may be

divided into a Qonsidcrablc number of^ distinct ^pro-

vinces, each peopled by a peculiar assemblage of ani-

mals and plants, and I endeavoured tcb point out the

origin of these separate divisions. It was shown that

climate is only one of many causes on •which they

depend; and that difference of longitude, as^vell as

latitude, is generally accompanied by a dissimilarity

of indigenous species of organic beings.

As different seas, therefore, and lakes are inUabiteds

at the same period, by different species of aquatic

animals and plants, and as the lands adjoining these

may be peopled by distincti turrei^ trial specie^, it follows

that distinct organic remains are imbedded in con-

temporaneous deposits. If it were otherwise— if the

same species abounded in every,climate, or even in

every part of the globe where a corresponding tem-

perature and other conditions favourable fo their ex-

istence were found, the identification ofmineral masses

of the same age, by^eans of their includedorganic

•contents, would be a matter of much greater facili^.

But, fortunately, the extent of the same zoological

Q 6
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provincj^s, especially those of marine hnimals, is very

grsat ; go that we are entitled to expect, from analogy,

that tha identity of fossil species, throughout large

arehs, will often enable us to connect together a great

v^iety of detached formations.

Thus, for example, it will be seen, by reference to

the second book, . that deposits now forming in different

parts of the Mediterranean, as in the deltas of the

Rhone and the Nile, are distinct in mineraf«compo-

sition ;
»for calcareous rocks are precipitated from the

waters of the Rhone^ while pebbles cairied into its

delta, and there cemented, by carbonate of lime, into

a conglomerate
; whereas strata exclusively of soft

mu^ and fine sand are formed in t^ie Nilotic delta.

The Po, again, carries down fine sand and mud into

the Adriatic ; but since this sediment is derived from

the degradation of a different assemblage of mountains

from those (trained by the Rhone or the Nile, we may
safely assume that there will never be an exact iden-

tity in thtiir respective deposits.*

Tl jve pass to another quarter of the Mediterranean,

for exantple,no the sea on the coast of Campania,

or near the base of Etna in Sicily, or to the Grecian

archipelagb, we fiifJ in all these localities that distinct

combinations of rorjks are jn progress. Occasional

showers oP volcanic ashes are falling into the sea, and
streams of lava are overflowing its ‘bottom; and in the

ihtervals between vulcanic eruptions, beds of sand and
clay are frequentf " derived from the waste of cliffs,

or the turbid waters of rivers. Limestones, moreover,

such as the Italian^H::avertins, are here and there

precipitated from the waters of mineral springs, while

V0I.L pp. S41. 346. 349.
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shells and corals accumulate inparlous places. Yet

the entire Mediterranean, where the above-meiltioifed

formations are simultaneously in progress, ma^ be con-

sidered as one zoological province ; for, although,certain

species of testacea and zoophytes may be very local,

and each region may probably have some species pecu-

liar to it, still a considerable number are common to the

whole sea. If, therefore, at some future period, the

bed of ifiis inland sea should converted into land,

the geologist miglrt be enabled, by rdferen*je toorgdhic

remains, to pr. e the contemporaneous origin of various

mineral m *. dn ghout a^space equal in area to a

great portion of Lurope. The Black Sea, moreover, is

inhabited by so piany species identical with thos? of

the Mediterranean^ that the deltas r 7 the Danube and

the Don might, by the sair^^ evidence,, be sho>\'n to

have originated fimultaneously.

Such identity of fossils, I may remark, not only

enables us to refer to the same era distinct rocks

widely separated from each other in the Iforizontal

plane, but also others which may be considerabl)^ dis-

tant in the vertical series. Thus, for examjje, wc>

may find alternating beds of clay, sand, and*lava, two

thousand feet in thickness, the whol^ of which may be

proved to belong to the ‘.anie epoch, by tj^e specific

identity of the to'^sil shells dispersed throughout the

whole series.

The reader, however, will percejle, by referring to

what was before said of zoological provinces*, that

they are sometimes separated froi^ each otifer by very

narrow barriers, and for this r^tfson contiguous rocks

may be formed at the%ame time, differing widely both

* See p. 100.
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in min^Jral contents ||nd organic remains. Thus, for

example, the testacea, zoophytes, and fish of the Red
Se^ are,' as a group, very distinct from those inhabiting

the adjoining parts of the Mediterranean, although the

tiVo seas arfi* separated only by the narrow isthmus of

Suez. Calcareous formations have accumulated, on a

great scale, in the Red Se|i, in modern times, and fossil

shells of existing species are well preserved therein

;

and we know that, the mouth of the Nife, large

deposit^ of mud amassed, including the remains of

Mediterranean i^ecies. Hence it follovi^s that if, at

some future period, the bed of the Rod Sea should be

laid dry, the geologist ’might experience great difficul-

ties in endeavouring to ascertain the relative age of

these formations, which, although® dissimilar both in

organic and riiineral characters, were of synchronous

origin.
^

But we ‘‘must not forget tliat the north-western

shores'of the Arabian Gulf, the plains of Egypt, and

th^ isthmus of Suez, are all parts of one province of

terrestrial species. Small streams therefore, occasional

^and-floods, and those winds which drift clouds of sand

along the ^deserts, jnight carry down into the Red Sea

the same shells of fluviatile and land testacea which

the Nile 14 sweeping into its delta, together with some

remains of terrestrial plants, whereby the groups of

strata, before alluded to, might, notwithstanding the

discrepancy of thfir mineral composition, and marine

organic fossils, be shown to have belonged to the same

epoch.

In like manner, the^rivers which descend into the

Caribbean Sea and Gulf of M&ico on one side, and

• See chap. x.
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into the Pacific on the dther, cifrry down the same

fluviatile and terrestrial spoils into seas which are in-

habited by different groups of marine species.

But it will much more frequently happen, that the

co-existence of terrestrial species of distinct zoological

and botanical provinces will be proved by the specific

identity of the marine organist remains Ivhich inhabited

the interViCning space. Thus, for example, the distinct

terrestriSl species of the souths af JEyrope, north of

Africa, and north-west of Asia, might all be shbwn to

have been contemporaneous, if we suf^ose the rivers

flowing from these, three countries to carry the remains

of different species of the animSl and vegetable ki^jg-

doms into the Mediterranean.
*

In like manner, \he sea intervening between the

northern shores of Australia and the islands of the In-

dian Ocean contains a* great proportion of the same

species of corallines and testacea; yet the Ichid animals

and plants of the two regions are very dissimibf, even

the islands nearest to Australia, as Java, New" Guinea,

and others, being inhabited by a distinct assemblage of

terrestrial species. It is well knowm that therp are cal-

careous rocks, volcanic tuff, and otljer strat4i in pro-

gress, in different parts of tlicse intermediate seas,

wherein marine organic rdhiains might be preserved

and associated with^ the terrestrial fossils above al-

luded to. ^
As it frequently happens that the' barriers between

different provinces of animals and plants are not vpry

strongly marked, espectally where *?hey are determined

by differences of temperature, tlTere will usually be a

passage from one set of species to another, as irP a sea

(^Ixtending frftm the temperate to the tropical zone* ly

such cases, we may be enabled to prove, by the fossils
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of intermediate deposits, the connexion between the

distinfct provinces, since these intervening spaces will

be inhdoited by many species, common both to the

temperate and equatorial seas.

‘ On the Other hand, we may be sometimes able, by

aid of a peculiar homogeneous deposit, to prove the

former co!;exist»ence of distinQt animals and plants in

distant regions. ISuppose, for example, that in the

course of ages the j^cjiment of a river, like that of the

RM River in Louisiana, is dispersed over an area

several hun^^red leagues in length, so as^to pass from

the tropics into the temperate zone, tJie fossil remains

imbedded in red mtd might indicate the different

forms which' inhabited, at the sameoperiod, those re-

mote regions of the earth.

It appearsi» then, that mineral and organic charac-

ters, although often inconstjyit, may, nevertheless,

enable us vo establish the contemporaneous origin of

formations in distant countries. The same species of

organic *beings probably extend over wider areas than

depbsits of homogeneous composition ; and if so, they

* will be of more importance in geological classification

even tha^ mineral peculiarities; but it fortunately may
happen that where the one criterion fails, we may
often av^i^l ourselvfes of the» other. Thus, for example,

sedimentary strata are as likely to preserve the same

^polour and composition in a part of the ocean reaching

from the borders bf the tropics to the temperate zonei

as in any other ^quarter of the globe ; but in such

spaces tlie variation of species is always most con-

siderable. ^
In ^conclusion, it may be observed, that in endea-

youring to prove the contemporaneous origin of strata

in remote countries by organic remains, we must form
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our conclusions^rom a gijeat number of specie^, since

a single species may be enabled to survive vicissitudes

in the earth's surface whereby thousands of others

are exterminated. When a change of climate takes

place, some may migrate and inhabit oth^r latitude^,

and so abound there as to become characteristic in

those regions of strata of a subsequent era.
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CHAPTER III.

Discovery of tertiary®groups of successive periods— Paris basin

— London and Hampshire basins— Tertiary strati^ of Bor-

deaux, Piedmont, Touj^ine, &c. (p. 359.)— Subapenrfcie beds

—^SngUsh crag— More recent deposits of Sicily, &c.

Having in the last chapter, considered some of the

general rules which dhable the gedlogist to deter-

mine with accuracy the' chronological relations of dis-

tinct sets of strata, I shall return to the history and

discovery of the tertiary strata.

Paris Basin.— The first series of deposits belong-

ing to the tertiary class, of which the characters were

accurately determined, were those whidi occur in the

neighbourjiood of Paris, first described by MM. Cuvier

andoBrongniart.*^ They were ascertained to fill a de-

Fig. 62.

a

b. Older secondarj; formations, c. Chalk.

d. Tertiary, formation.
f

pression in the chalk (as the beds e?, in Fig. 62., rest

* Environs de Paris, 1811.
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upon c), and fo be composed of different materials,

sometimes including the remains of marine an(? soAe-

times of fresh-water animals. By the aid ^f these

fossils, several distinct alternations of marine and

fresh-water formations were clearly sho\fn to lie su-

perimposed upon each other, and various speculations

were hazarded respecting the manner*in which the sea

had sucijessively abandoned and regained possession of

tracts vthich had been occupied ijj the intervals by the

waters of rivers dV lakes. In one of the subordiSate

members of this Parisian series, a grej^t number of

scattered bone.^ and skeletons of land animals were

found entombed, the species btfing perfectly dissimilar

to any known to* exist, as indeed were those of almost

all the animals and plants of which any portions were

discovered in the associated deposits. •

I must defer, to another part of this work, a more

detailed account of this interesting formation, and shall

merely observe, in this place, that the inve^igation

of the fossil contents of these beds forms an era in

the progress of the science. The French natuitelists

brought to bear upon their geological researches so

much skill and proficiency in comparative anatomy and

conchology, as to place in u strong ifght the importance

of the stud)| of organic remains, arfti the corjparatively

subordinate interest attached to the exclusive investi-

gation of the structure and mineral ingredients of

rocks.

A variety of tertiary formations wfere soon afterwards*

found in other parts of Europe^ as in the so\ith-east of

England, in Italy, Austria, artd Afferent parts ofFrance,

especially in the basAs of the Loife and Giromde, all

strongly contrasted with the secondary rocks. As in

the latter class many diflTej^ent divisions had been ob-
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served to preserve the same* 'mineral ^characters and

organic remains over wide areas, it was natural that an

attempt thould first be made to trace the different sub-

divisions of the Parisian tertiary strata throughout

iairope, for fsome of these were not inferior in thick-

ness to several of the secondary formations which had

a wide range. .

But in this case the analogy, however probable, was

not found to hold gojd ; and the error, thougii#*almost

unavoidable, retarded seriously the progress ofgeology.

As often as a new tertiary group was discovered, as

that of Italy, for example, an attempt was invariably

made, in the first insUince, to discover in what cha-

racfers it agreed with some one or ipore subordinate

members of the Parisian type. EWry fancied point

of correspondence was magnified into undue import-

ance, and such trifling circumstances, as the colour of

a bed of sand or clay, were dwelt upon as proofs of

identity, while the general difference in the mineral

character' and organic contents of the group from the

whole Parisian series was slurred over and thrown into

the shade.

By the influence of this illusion, the succession and

chronological relations of different tertiary groups were

kept out of sight. The difficulty of clearly discerning

these arose from the frequent isolation of the position

of the tertiary formations before described, since, in

proportion as the afeas occupied by them are limited,

It is rare to discover a place where one set of strata

overlap anfither, in such a manper that the geologist

might be enabled to determine the difference of age by

direct ^uperpositl^Iii.
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THE EUROPEAN TERTIARY STRATA FORMED AT AtC-

CESSIVE PERIODS.

I shall now very briefly enumerate some of the

principal steps which eventually led to a Conviction

the necessity of referring the European tertiary form-

ations to distinct peniods, and the ’leading data by

which such a chronological series*may be established.

LonHon and Hampshire Hasiw» —>Very soon after

the investigation* before alluded to, of the T*arisian

strata, thos^ of Hampshire and of the* basin of the

Thames were ^examined in* our own country. Mr.

Webster found these English tertiary deposits to re-

pose, like those*ir\ France, upon the cliklk, or newest

rock of the seconflary series. He identified a great

number of the shells occurring in the British and Pa-

risian strata, and ascertained that, in the Isle ofWight,

an alternation of marine an d freshwater bdtis occurred,

very analogous to that observed in the basift of the

Seine.* But no two sets of strata could well be lyore

dissimilar in mineral composition, and tb^ wer# only

recognized to belong to the same era by aid^of the spe?-

cific identity of their organic remains. TJie discord-

ance, in other respects, was a.'s complete as could well

be imagine!^ for the principal manne form|tion in the

one country consisted of blue clay, in the other of

white limestone ; and a variety ofjcurious rocks in tlje

neighbourhood of Paris had no representatives what-

ever in the south of England.

Snhapennine beds,-^ The next important discovery

of tertiary strata was in Italj^ wheje Brocchi traced

Webster in Englefield’s Isle of Wight and Geol. Trai^.,

vol. ii, y, 161 .
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them along the flank; of the t^penninek, from one ex-

tre%iitj of the peninsula to the other, usually forming

a lower mnge of hills, called by him the Subapennines.*

These §)rmations, it is true, had been pointed out by

the older Italian writers; and some correct ideas, as we

have seen, had been entertained respecting their re-

cent origin, as compared to the inclined secondary

rocks on which they rested.f 13ut accurate data were

now for the first timy collected, for instituting. a com-

parison '*between them and other members of the great

European series of tertiary formations.

Brocchi came to the conclusion that nearly one-half

of several hundred species of fossil shells procured by

hinfTrom these Subapenninc beds were identical with

those now living in existing seas, ap observation which

did not ’hold true in respect to the organic remains of

the Paris basin. It might have been supposed that this

important point of discrepancy would at once have

engendrjred great doubt as to the identity, in age, of

any part bf the Subapennine beds with any one mem-
ber 6f the Parisian series; but, for the reasons above

dluded to, this objection was not thought of much
weight, and it was supposed that a group of strata,

called “ the uppef marine formation,” in the basin of

the Seine, might bo repres«inted by all t^e Subapen-

nine clays and yellow sand.

Efiglish Crag.—Several years 'before, an English

naturalist, Mr, Parkinson, liad observed thj^t certain

‘shelly strata, in Sv ffolk, which lay over the blue clay

of iTondonJ contained distinct fossil species of testacea,

and that a considerable portion of these might be

identifi3d with sfyec'es now inhabiting the neighbouring

* Conch. Foss. Subap., 1814.

t See Vol. 1. p. 73., for opinions of Odoardi in 1761*
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sea.* These f)verlying J>eds, which were prqyincially

termed ‘‘ crag,” were of small thickness, aiKi were

not regarded as of much geological importanse. But,

when duly considered, they presented a fact wotthy

of great attention, viz., the superposition rf)f a tertiaxy

group, enclosing, like the Subapennine beds, a great

intermixture of recent species of shejls, upon tertiary

beds wherein a very few remains of recent or living

speciestwere entombed.

Mr. Conybeare^ in his excellent classification of*the

English strata f, placed tl\e crag as the uppermost of

the British Series ; and se^feral geologists tegan soon to

entertain an opinion that this.^newest of our tertiary

formations might correspond in age to the Italian .

strata described b^J^ Brocchi.

Tertiary strata of Touraine.— The^ next» step to-

wards establishing a .succession of tertiary periods was

the evidence adduced*to prove that certain formations

more recent than the uppermost members of^he Pa-

risian series, were also older than the Subapennine

beds, so that they constituted deposits of an age inter-

mediate between the two types abovd* alluded tc^ (

M. Desnoyers, for example, ascertained that a group

Fig. 63.

C. Chalk and other secondary formations.

d. Tertiary formation of Paris basin.

e* Superimposed marine teftiary b^s of the Loire.

* Geol. Tians., vol. i. p. 324., 1811.

t Outlines of the Geology of l^ngland and Wales, 1822*
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of marfcie strata, iir Touraifte, in the basin of the

Loire (e, Fig. 63.), rest upon the uppermost subdivi-

sion of the Parisian group which consists of a lacus-

trine formation, extending continuously throughout a

platform which intervenes between the basin of the

Seine and that of the Loire. These overlying marine

strata, M. Desnoyers assimilated to the English crag,

to which they bear some analogy, although their

organic remains differ considerably, as will be after-

wards shown. ‘

^

"

A large tertiary deposit had already been observed

in the south-west* of France, around Bordeaux and

Dax, and a description of its fossils had been published

by'M. de Bafsterot.* Many of the » species were pe-

culiar, and differed from those of the strata now called

Subaperfnine ;<iyet these same peculiar and character-

istic fossils reappeared in Piedmont, in a series of

strata inferior in position to tlie Subapennines (as e

underlksy; Fig. 64*.)

I^ig. 64.

. e. Tertiary str^to of same age as beds of the Loire.

f. Crag and Subapcnnine tertiary deposits.

This inferior group, c, composed principally of green

sand, occurs in the hiUs of Mo*ht Ferrat, and beds of

the same age seen in the galley of the Bormida.

They ^Iso form the hill of the Superga, near Turin,
f ®

I

• Mem, dela Soc. d’Hist. Nat. de Paris, tomeiL, 1825.
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where Signor B^nelli first formed.a large collection of

their fossils, and identified them with those discovered

near Bordeaux anu in the basin of the Gironde.^

But we are indebted to M* Deshayes for ^havfng

proved, by a careful comparison of the entire assemr

blage of shells found in the above-mentioned localities,

in Touraine, in the south-west of JFrance, and in

Piedmont, that the whole of these three groups pos-

sess the**same zoological character^ and belong to

the same epoch, as also do the ^ftlls descrifised by
M. Constant* Prevost, as occurring in the basin of

Vienna.f
*

Now the reader will perceiv% by reference to the

observations above made, and to the a^jcompany/hg

diagrams, that onei of tl^e formations of this inter-

vening period, e, has Keen found superipiposed upon

the highest member §(f *the Parisian series, while

another of the same set*has been observed to underlie

the Subapennine beds, f. Thus the chronoiogical

series, d, e, f, is made out, in which the deposits, ori-

ginally called tertiary, those of the Paris and Lowior]

basins, for example, occupy the loweiSt pSsition, and

the beds called the crag,*' and “ the Subaphnnines,”

the highest*

Tertiary strata newer thqin ike Suhapcnnine,— The

fossil remains which characterize each of ?lie three

successive periods alx)ve alluded to, approximate more

nearly to the assemblage of specif now existing, in

proportion as their origin is less rempte from our own

era, or, in other words^ the recent species are always

For farther notice of the laboufs

others on this subject, see bftow, ch. v.

f Sur la Ccnstitution, &c. du Bassin de Vienne, Joum. d<

Phys., Nov. 1820.

VOL. Ill*

of J^nor BonelU anc

R
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more mmierous, an^ th^ extii^ct more^rare, in proper*

tidn to the low antiquity of the formation. But the

discordance between the state of the organic world

indicated by the fossils of the Subapennine beds and

tjie actual f'tate of things is still considerable, and we
naturally ask, are there no monuments ofan intervening

period ? — no evidences df a gradual passage from*

one condition of the animate creation to that which

now prevails, and which differs so widely ?

^t w/ll appear, in the sequel, that such monuments

are not wanting, and tha| there are manne strata en-

tering into the compositjorl of extensive districts, and

of hills of no trifling height, which contain the exuviae

of^^estacea and zoophytes, hardly (distinguishable, as

a group, from those now pjeoplirig the neighbouring

seas. Thus, the line of deiilircation between the

actual period and that immed^t^y antecedent, is quite

evanescent, and the newest iliembers of the tertiary

series will be often found to blend with the formations

of tke historical era.

Tr Europe, these modern strata have been found in

jthe district* roulid Naples, in the territory of Otranto

and Calabria, and more particularly in the island of

Sicily; and the ‘bare enumeration of these places

cannot fa^il to remind the reader, that they belong to

regions inhere the volcano and the earthquake are now

active, and where we might hav6 anticipated the dis-

covery of emphatlp proofs that the conversion of sea

into land had b^n of frequent occurrence at very

mddern periods.
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CHAPTER IV.

DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER W^ICH THE SECONDARY

AND TERTIARY FORMATIONS MAY^AVE ORIGINATED.

Secondary series^ formed when the ocean prevailed
; tertiary during

the conversion of sea into land, and the growth ‘of a continent

— Origin of intem’uption in the sequence of formations— The
areas where new deposits take plaCe are always shifting-—

Causes of this— Denudation augments the discordance in the

age of rocks in conta4t (p. 371 .) — Unconformability of over-

lying formations— In w||fit manner the shifting of the areas of

sedimentary deposition ma^ combine with the gradual extinc-

tion and introduction of slices to produce a seriei* of deposits

having distinct mineral and organic characters.

I HAVE already glanced at the origin of some of the
principal points of difference in the characj;ers of^the

primary and secondary rocks, and may now briefly

consider the relation in which tlie secondary* stand to

the tertiary, and the cause s of that succession of ter-

tiary formations, which has^een deScribsd h^the last

chapter.

It is evident that large parts of Europe must have

been sea at one and the same time when different

portions of the secondary series wereformed, becau^fe

we And homogeneous mineral masses, inclutiing the

remains of similar marine aninmls, r^ferrible to the

secondary period, extending over gre^t areas ; wf^reas

the detached and isolated position ofthe tertiary groups,

in basins, or depressions bounded by secondary and

R 2
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primary' rocks, favours the hypothesis of a sea inter-

rupted by extensive tracts of dry land.
r

StUte of the Surface when the Secondary Strata were

foTTned.

Let us consider the changes that must be expected

to accompany the gradual conversion of part of the

bed of an ocean i^ito a continent, and the different

characters that miglit be imparted to subaqueous de-

posits formed durmg the period whe?a the sea prevailed,

as contrasted witli those that might belong to the

subsequent epoch when the land should predominate.

First, we may suppose a vast submarine region, such

as the bed of the western Atlantic, to receive for ages

the turbid waters of several great Fivers, like the Ama-
zon, Orinoco^ or Mississippi, ejich draining a consider-

able continent. The sedimei^ thus introduced might

be charactrerized by a peculiar colour and composition,

and the same homogeneous mixture might be spread

o\it over an immense area by the action of a powerful

curient, like the Gulf-stream. First, one submarine

basing and then another, might be filled, or rendered

shallow, J)y the influx of transported matter, the same

species of animals and plants still continuing to inhabit

the sea
^

* so that ’\he organic, as well as the mineral

characters, might be constant throughout the whole

series of deposits.

In another part of the same ocean, let us suppose

masses of corallme and shelly limestone to grow, like

those of tlie Pacific, simultaneorjsly over a space several

thousand mile^in length ; and thirty or forty degrees

of lakjitude in Ciloadth, while ^volcanic eruptions give

rise, at different intervals, to igneous rocks, havingi>a

common character in different parts of the vast area.
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It is evident that, durihg such»a state of a •certain

quarter of the globe, limestone and other rocks' might

be formed, and retain a common character over spaces

equal to a large portion of Europe,

State of the Surface when the Tertiary Groups were

^formed.

But, v^hen by the instrumentality of causes now in

action, ?n the manner already describee}, the area under

consideration began to be convertedf into land,'* a very

different condition of things must succeed. A series

of subterranear\ movements ‘might first give rise to

small rocks and islets, and then*, by subsequent eleva-

tions, to larger inlands, by the junction^ of those 2rst

raised. These lands would consist partly of the mine-

ral masses before described, whether eoralline, sedi-

mentary, or volcanic, a^id partly of the subjacent rocks,

whatever they may have been, which conMituted the

original bed of the ocean. Now the degradStion of

these lands would commence immediately upon tljeir

emergence, the waves of the sea undermining the tliffs,

and torrents flowing from the surface, so that nevP

strata would begin to form in different plaqes, at the

bottom of the still remaining seas : and. in proportion

as the lands increased, the^ie deposits wouldijiugment.

At length, by the continued rising and sinking of

different parts of the bed of the ocean, a number of

distinct basins would be formed, wherein different kinds

ofsediment, each distinguished by some local character,

might accumulate. Some of the groups of islands that

had first risen would, in the course of ages, become

the central mountain Anges of continents, and Afferent

dofly chains might thus be characterized by similar
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rocks of contemporaReous ori^n, the component strata

Imving originated under analogous circumstances in the

ocean before described.

finally,when large tracts ofland existed, there would

be a variety'of disconnected gulfs, inland seas, and lakes,

each receiving the drainage of distinct hydrographi-

cal basins, and becoming the receptacles of stratified

matter, distinguished by marked peculiarities ofmineral

composition. The 9rganic remains would also^e more

varied, Tor in one locality freshwater species would be

imbedded, as in the deposits now forming in the lakes

of Switzerland and the north of Italy ; in another, ma-

rine species, as in tiro Aral and Caspian ; in a third

region, gulfs of brackish water would he converted into

land, like those of Bothnia and Finland in the Baltic

;

in a fourth, there might be great fluviatile and marine

formations along the borders of a chain of inland seas,

like the dekas now growing at the mouths of the Don,

Danube, Nile, Po, and Rhone, along the shores of the

Sea of Azof, the Euxine, and Mediterranean. These

deposits would each partake more or less of the pecu-

liar mineral character of adjoining lands, the degrada-

tion of which would supply sediment to the difterent

rivers.

Now, i^ such be,' in a great measure, the distinction

between the circumstances under which the secondary

and tertiary series originated, it is quite natural that

particular tertiary groups should occupy areas of com^

paratively small e2^tent— that they should frequently

consist ofhttoral and lacustrine deposits-^and that they

ahould often c^tain those admixtures of terrestrial,

freshwif^ter, and^iorine remaindj which are so rare in

secondary rocks* It might also be expected that tho
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tertiary volcanic formatiiMis should be much less ex-

clusively submarine; and this we accordingly find to1i>e

the case.

Causes of the Superposition of successive ^FormaMort^

having distinct Mineral and Organic Characters,

But we have still account for those remarkable

breaks in^the series of superimposi^d formations, which

are common both to the secondagj and tertiary rocks,

but are more particularly frequent in the latteit Yhe

elucidation oT this curious point is the mo^e important,

because some geologists appeal to phenomena of this

kind in support of their doctrint^of sudden revolutions

of the globe, and great catastrophes out of the ordinary

course of nature. •

It is only by carefully considering the combined

action of all the causes of change now in operation,

whether in the animate or inuiiiuiate woi4d, that we
can hope to explain such complicated appearatices as

are exhibited in the general arrangement of mineral

masses. In attempting, therefore, to trace the cflrigin

of these violations of continuity, we must recur to many*

of the topics treated of in the tuo last books, such as

the effects of the various agents of decay and repro-

duction, the imbedding organic? remain^ and the

extinction of species.

Shifting of the areas of sedimentary deposition,-

By reverting to our survey of the destroying and reno-

vating agents, it will be seen that ihe surface of the

terraqueous globe may be divided into two fiarts, one

of which is undergoing repair, while the other, consti-

tuting, at any one pei^od, by far tke'*tSrger pc||tiitm of

the whole, is either suffering degradation, or remaining

stationary without loss or increment. The reader will

R 4
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assent *at once to this proposition, when he reflects that

the dry land is, for the most part, wasting by the action

of rain, Yivers, and torrents ; and that part of the bed

of the ^ea is exposed to the excavating action of cur-

rents, whijd the greater part, remote from continents

and islands, receives no new deposits. For as a turbid

river throws doVn all its sediment into the first lake

which it traverses, so currents flowing from the land or

from shoals pu^ge t^i^mselves from foreign ingredients

in •the *first deep fcasin which they enter, and beyond

this the bluf waters of the ocean may fo^ ages remain

clear to the greatest depths. If there^ are any relics of

organic beings at the bottom, they may decompose like

the leaves of" the forest in autumn, leaving no vestige

behind, but merely supplying nourishment, by their

decomposition, to succeeding races of marine animals

and plants.
^

The other part of the terraqueous surface is the re-

ceptade*" of new deposits ; and in this portion alone, as

1 pointed out in the last book, the remains of animals

and*plants become fossilized. Now the position of this

#area, where new formations are in progress, and where

alone any memorials of the state of organic life are

preserved, is always varying, and must for ever con-

tinue to yary ; and; for th^ same reason, that portion

of the terraqueous globe which is undergoing waste

also shifts its position, and these fluctuations depend

partly on the actio<a of aqueous, and partly of igneous

causes.

in illustration of these positions, I may observe, that

the sediment of the Bhone, which is thrown into the

Lake ^f Gene^ it-now conveyed to a spot a mile and

a half distant from that where it accumulated in the

tenth century, and six miles from the point where the
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delta began originally toVorm. We may lookTorward

to the period when the lake will be filled up, and rfen

a sudden change will take place in the distribution of

the transported matter; for the mud and sand brought

down from the Alps will thenceforth, instead of beiifg

deposited near Geneva, be carried nearly two hundred
miles southwards, where the Rhone enters the Medi-

terranean.

The idditional matter thus borj^e d(pvn to the lower

delta of the Rhone would not only accelerate its* in-

crease, but *might affect the mineral character of the

strata there deposited, and thus give rise to an upper

group, or subdivision of beds, having a distinct charac-

ter. But the filh’ng up of a lake, and the consequent

transfer of the sediment to a new place, may some-

times give rise to a still more abrupt transition from

one group to another ; as, for example, in a gulf like

that of the St. Lawrence, at the head of v^hich no de-

posits are now accumulated, the river being purged of

all its impurities in its previous course through the

Canadian lakes. Should the lowermost of these'lakes

be at any time filled up with sediment, or laid^ry by

earthquakes, the waters of the river would tfienceforth

become turbid, and strata would begin to be deposited

in the gulf, where a new fMinadon^would ii^mediately

overlie the ancient rocks now constitutiiig the bottom.

In this case there would be an abrupt passage from

the inferior and more ancient, to Jhe newer superim-

posed formation.

The same sudden coming on of new sedimentary

deposits, or the suspension of those which were in pro-

gress, must frequently occur in ^[iftetent su^iirine

basins where the prevailing currents are always liable,

in the^course of ages, to change their direction. Sup-

R 5
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pose^ for instance^ a<^sea to be Ming lip in the same

manned as the Adriatic, by the influx of the Po, Adige,

and othet rivers. The deltas, after advancing and con-

verging,^ may at last come within the action of a

transverse current, which may arrest the further de-

position of malter and sweep it away to a distant

point. Such a current now apppars to prey upon the

delta of the Nile, a,rid to carry eastward thc^ annual

accessions of sedimeji^ that once added rapidly to the

plaihs of Egypt.

On the other hand, if a current charged with sedi-

ment vary its course,— a circumstance which, as I

have shown, must happen to all of them in the lapse of

ages,— the accumulation of transported matter will at

once cease in one region, and comnience in another.

Although th^ causes which occasion the transference

of the places of sedimentary deposition are continually

in action in every region, yet they are particularly

influential where subterranean movements alter, from

time to time, the levels of land ; and their effect must

be very great during the successive elevations and

depressions which must be supposed to accompany the

rise of a great continent from the deep. A trifling

change of level may sometimes throw a current into

a new direction, or alter the course of a considerable

river. Some tracts will be alternately submerged and

laid dry by subterranean movements : in one place a

shoal will be formed, whereby the waters will drift

matter over spaces where they once threw down their

burden, and new cavities will elsewhere be produced,

both marine and lacustme, whicti will intercept the

waters Rearing sedicient, and thereby stop the supply

once carried to some distant basin. »

I have before stated, that a few earthquakes of mo-
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derate power \night cdwse a subsidence which would

connect the Sea of Azof with a large part of Asia how
below the level of the ocean.* This vast depression^

recently shown by Humboldt to extend over an 'area

of eighteen thousand square leagues, susrounds Labe
Aral and the Caspian ; on the shores df which seas it

sinks in some parts to the depth of about 350 feet

below the level of the ocean. The whole area might

thus suddenly become the recej)tacle of new beds of

sand and shells, probably differing ih mineral csharacter

from the noCasses previously existing in that country

;

for an exact correspondency could arise only from a

precise identity in the whole combination of circum-

stances which should give rise to formations prodftced

at different periods in the same place.

Without entering into more detailej^ explanations,

the reader will perceive that, according to the laws

now governing the aqufeous and igneous casises, distinct

deposits must, at different periods, be throwfiAlown on

various parts of the earth’s surface, and thfet, in the

course of ages, the same area may become, again*and

again, the receptacle pf such dissimifar sets of strati^.

«

During intervening periods, the space ma^ either re-

main unaltered, or suffer what is termed denudation;

in which case a superior iset t*f strata is removed by

the power of running water, and subjacent beds are

laid bare, as happehs wherever a sea encroaches upon

a line of coast. By such means, is obvious that tAe

discordance in age of rocks in contact must often be

greatly increased.

The frequent unconformabjlity in the stratification

of the inferior and ov%rlying formgtioif is another phe-

See p. 148.
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nomenou in their arrangemen^y which* may be con-

sidered«as a natural consequence of those movements

that accompany the gradual conversion of part of an

ocean into land : for by such convulsions the older set

o^ strata may become rent, shattered, inclined, and

contorted to anjr amount. If the movement cease en-

tirely, before a new deposit is formed in the same

tract, the superior strata may repose horizontally upon

the dislocated series. But even if the subterranean

convulsions continufe with increasing violence, the more

recent formations must remain comparatively undis-

turbed, because they cannot share in the derangement

previously produced i^ the older beds; while the

latte ]^, on the contrary, cannot fail to participate in all

the movements subsequently communicated to the

newer.

Change of species every where in progress,— If, then,

it be conceded that the combihed action of the vol-

canic and' the aqueous forces would give rise to a suc-

cession of distinct formations, and that these would be

sometimes unconformablc, let us next inquire in what

1
iganner these grdups might become characterized by

different aiSsemblages of fossil remains,

I endeavoured to show, in the last book, that the

hypothesis of the gradual ex^tinction of certain animals

and plants,*^and the successive introduction of new spe-

cies, was quite consistent with all that is known of the

existing economy erf the animate world ; and if it is

found to be the orily hypothesis which is reconcilable

with geological phenomena, w^ shall have strong

grounds for conceiving that such is, and has been, the

order of nature>*

Foss%>zation ofplants and animals partml,— We
have seen that the causes which limit the duration of
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species are not confined, at an3&one time, te a par-

ticular part of the globe ; and, for the same r^soif, if

we suppose that their place is supplied, fror/l time to

time^ by new species, we may suppose their introduc-

tion to be no less generally in progress. It would

follow, therefore, from all the foregoinf premises, that

the change of species^ would be in simultaneous oper-

ation every where throughout the habitable surface of

sea an^land; whereas the fossilization of plants and

animals must always be confined to* those areas where

new strata bre produced. These areas,^ as has been

proved, are always shifting their position ; so that the

fossilizing process, by means oi^which the commemor-
ation of the paiiticular state of the organic worlcJJ at

any given time, is effected, may be said to move about,

visiting and revisiting different tracts iq succession.

In order more distinctly to elucidate my idea of the

working of this macAinery, I shall compare it to a

somewhat analogous case that might easily b^ifnagined

to occur in the history of human affairs. Leli the mor-

tality of the- population of a large country represent

the successive extinction of species, and the, births

of new individuals the introduction of new species.

While these fluctualions are gradually taking place

every where, suppose conamissioi^tTs to be^ appointed

to visit each province of the country iii succession,

taking an exact adbount of the number, names, and

individual peculiarities of all the inhabitants, and leav-

ing^in each district a register cor:y:aining a record of

this information. If, after the completion of^ne census,

another is immediately made,on the same plan, and
then another, there will, at last, jje aperies o£ statis-

tical docupients in each province. When these are

arranged in chronological order, the contents of those
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which Stand next to<veach other will differ according

to the iength of the intervals of time between the

taking of^ach census. If, for example, there are sixty

province, and all the registers are made in a single

year and rerSewed annually, the number of births and

,
deaths will be so small, in proportion to the whole of

^ the inhabitants, during the interval between the com-

piling of two consecutive documents, that the indivi-

duals described in su^ documents will be nearly iden-

tical'; whereas, if the survey of each®of the sixty pro-

vinces occupies all the commissioners for aVhole year,

there will be an almost entire discordai^ce between the

persons enumerated in iwo consecutive registers in the

same province? There are undoubtedly other causes

besides the mere quantity of time, ^ich may augment

or diminish thecamount of discrepancy. Thus, at some

periods a pestilential disease may have lessened the

average dur&tion of human life, or a variety of circum-

stances Vnay have caused the births to be unusually

nunierous* and the population to multiply ; or, a pro-

vince Vnay be suddenly colonized by persons migrating

ffom siwrounding districts.

I must at^o remind the reader, that I do not propose

the case as an exact parallel to those geological phe-

nomena wl^ich I desire to illustrate ; for the commis-

sioners are supposed to visit the different provinces in

rotation; whereas the commemorating processes by

which organic remains become fossilized, although they

are always shifting,from one area to another, are yet

very irregutar in their movemeivts. They may aban-

don and revisit many spaces again and again, before

they on^e approach ^tnother distAct; and, besides this

source of irregularity, it may often happen that, while •

the depositing process is suspended, denudation may
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take place, whidi may bfe^coraparc^d to the occasion^

destruction by fire or other causes of some of the sA-

tistical documents before mentioned. It is evident that,

where such accidents occur, the want of contii^uity in

the series may become indefinitely great, and that the

monuments which follow next in succession will by no

means be equidistant from each other irf point of time.

If this^train of reasoning be admitted, the distinct-

ness of ehe fossil remains, in formations immediately

in contact, would be a necessary cohsequence »of <he

existing laws* of sedimentary deposition, apd of a con-

stant mortality qpd renovation, of species.

I have already stated, that wcishould naturally look

for a change in tl^e mineral character in strata throft^n

down at distant inlervals in the same place; and, in

like manner, we must also expect, for the reason last

set forth, to meet occasionally with sudden transitions

from one set of organic? remains to another! But the

causes which have given rise to such differences in

mineral characters have no necessary connex^n with

those which have produced a change in the species of

imbedded plants and animals.

When the lowest of two sets of strata are much dis-

located throughout a wide area, tlie upper being un-

disturbed, there is usually a consicifjrable discordance

in the organic remains of the tw o groups ; but the co-

incidence, in this instance, of the point where the fos-

sils and the stratification change tli^ir character, must

not be ascribed to the agency of the^idisturbing forces,

as if they had exterminated the living inhabitants of

the surface. The lapse of tim§ assumed to be requi^

site for the developmAit of so gr^t alberies jjjf sub-

terranean movements has, in such cases, allowed the
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species also throughout the^ globe to Vary, and hence

ttfe t^o phenomena are usually concomitant.

Although these inferences appear to me very ob-

vious, J am aware that they are directly opposed to

many popular theories respecting catastrophes ; I shall,

therefore, endeavour to illustrate these views still

more clearly by another analogous case. Suppose we
had discovered two, buried cities at the foot^ of Vesu-

vius, immediately sj^nerimposed upon each odler, with

a ^reaPt mass of* tuff and lava intervening, just as

Portici and,Resina, if now covered with 'ashes, would

overlie Herculaneum. ..An antiquary might possibly

be entitled to infer, *from the inscriptions on public

edifices, that*the inhabitants of the inferior and older

town were Greeks, and those of the modern Italians.

But he would*.reason very hastily, if he also concluded,

from these data, that there had been a sudden change

from the Greek to the Italian ^language in Campania.

Suppo^te he afterwards found three buried cities, one

above tfie other, the intermediate one being Roman,

whilb, as in the former example, the lowest was

Greeks and the uppermost Italian ; he would then per-

ceive the, falla^ of his former opinion, and would

begin to suspect that the catastrophes, by which the

cities wei;e inhumdd, might have no relation whatever

to the fluctuations in the language of the inhabitants

;

and that, as the Roman tongue “had evidently inter-

vened between the Greek and Italian, so many other

dialects may hav^ been spoken in succession, and the

passage fr\)m the Greek to the Italian may have been

very gradual; some terms growing obsolete, while

others^ere iiftrodpced from tiifje to time.

If this antiquary could have shown that the volcanic

paroxysms of Vesuvius were so governed as that cities
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should be burifcd one above the gther, just as often as

any variation occurred irl the language of the inhabit-

ants, then, indeed, the abrupt passage fron? a Greek

to a Roman, and from a Roman to an Italian city,

would afford proof of fluctuations no less audden in the

language of the people.

So, in Geology, if we could assumed that it is part of

the plan^of nature to preserve, in every region of the

globe, an unbroken series of monuments ^o commemo-
rate the vicissitudes of the organic breation, we might

infer the sudden extirpation of species, and the simul-

taneous introduction of others, as often as two form-

ations in contact are found to include dissimilar organic

fossils. But wa must shut our eyes to die whole

economy of the esasting causes, aqueous, igneous, and

organic, if we fail to perceive that suchjs not the plan

ofNature,
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CHAPTER V.

CLASSIFICATION OP TERTIARY FORMATIONS IN OHRONO.

LOGICAL ORDER.

Comparative value of different classes of organic rerpains —- Fossil

,
remains of tcstacea the most vnportant— Necessity of accu-

rately determining species— Four subdivisions of the tertiary

epoch proposed— Recent formations (p. 385.)— Newer Plio-

cAie period— Older Pliocene period—•Miocene period—
— Eocene period— The distinct zoological characters of these

periods may not imply sudden changes in the animate creation

— Numerical proportion of recent species of shells in different

tertiary periods (p. 395.)— The re^nt strata form a common
point of departure in distant regions— Mammiferous remains

— Syn6p\icdl table of recent and tertiary formations.

In tliv second chapter I explained the principles on

• tghich ti\e relative ages of different formations may be

ascertained^ and the distinctive character was found to

be chiefly derivable from superposition, mineral struc-

ture, and organic reVnains. It is by combining the evi-

dence deducible from all these sources, that we are

enabled to determine the chronological succession of

distinct formations.’,

* It will be seen, /hat in proportion as investigations

have been Extended over a larger area, it has become

necessary to intercalate new groups of an age inter-

mediat^betwedR th^se first exaKiined ; and we have

every reason to expect that, as the science advances,

ndw links in the chain will be supplied, and that the
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passage from ofle period•to another will become less

abrupt. We may even hope^ without travelling^to dis-

tant regions,— without even transgressing the^limitsof

western Europe, to render the series far more cojnplbte.

The fossil shells, for example, of many of the Subalpine

formations, on the northern limits of the plains of the

Po, have not yet been carefully collected and compared

with those of other countries, and we are almost en-

tirely ignorant of many deposits known to exist in

Spain and Portug&l.

The viewi^ developed in the last chaptej-, respecting

breaks in the sequence of^geological monuments, will

explain our reasons for anticipating the discovery of

intermediate gra<lations as often as ntw regionV of

great extent are ei^lorcd.

Comparative Value of different Classes of Organic

^Remains,

In the mean time, we must endeavour to ftnake the

most systematic arrangement in our power*of those

formations which are already known ; and in attempt-

ing to classify these in chronological* order, wg must

chiefly depend on the evidence afforded by fheir fossil

organic contents. In the execution of this task we
have first to consider what» class of remdins are most

useful ; for although every kind of fi3ssil animal and

plant is interesting, '•and cannot fail to throw light on

the former history of the globe a certain periodT,

yet those classes of remains whicjj are of rare and*

casual occurrence ara absolutely of no ule for Ihe

purposes of general classificat|pn. If we have plants

alone in one assemblSge of strat^ anti' the b^es of

cciammalia jn another, we can draw no conclusion

respecting the number of species of organic bein^
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commoa to two epochs ; or ifVe have plants and verte-

bi^ted animals in one series, and only shells in another,

we can Ibrm no opinion respecting the remoteness or

proxiragity of the two eras. We might, perhaps, draw

some concltisions as to relative antiquity, if we could

compare each of the two formations to a third ; as, for

example, if the* species of shells should be almost all

identical with those; now living, while the pjants and

vertebrated animalj^were all extinct; for v^e might

th6n infer that the shelly deposit was the most recent

of the two.^ But in this case the information would

flow from a direct comparison of the species of corre-

sponding orders of thef animal and vegetable kingdoms,

~ of plants with plants, and shells wirii shells ; the only

mode of making a systematic arrangement by reference

to organic remains.

Although the bones of mammalia in the tertiary

strata, and Vhose of reptiles in fhe secondary, afford us

instruction of the most interesting kind, yet the species

are too lew, and confined to too small a number of

localities, to be of much value in characterizing the sub-

divisions of geological formations. The remains of fish

will soon Jbecome of much more importance, although

the science offossil ichthyology is still so new that there

has been scarcely as yet tidie for the application of its

results to geology. The researches of Mr. Agassiz

have recently enabjed him to determine the existence

in European collections of no less than 850 species,

* which are distributed largely through deposits of every

age. A ififere tooth, or a few stales, is often sufficient

for the recognition of a rpecies, and the range of species

in thisycrlass slems,«m general, t^ be very limited in the

vertical series ; in other words, the same species

rarely common to two or more distinct groups of super-
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imposed strata/ Yet th'ese same iish are said«to have

a very wide horizontal range; that is to say, art* foilnd

fossil in the same formations in countries extremely

distant. Should farther investigation confirip these

views of Mr, Agassiz respecting the constancy of their

characters and their limitation to particular formations,

no class of fossils will contribute more^ powerfully than

fossil fish to the identification ofcontemporaneous strata

in distant parts of the earth.

We can scarcely hope to derive ecfhal assistance f^om

fossil botany, as it is only in a few formj^tions, and in

certain kinds of rock, that plants are numerous and

well preserved. In these places, however, they throw

great light on the former state of tho globe at *the

periods to which they lefer. Even in regard to zoo-

phytes, which are so much more abur/lant in a fossil

state than any of the classes above enumerated, we
have hitherto been im{j|jded in our endeavotir to classify

strata by their aid, in consequence of the snfs^lness of

the number of recent species which have been exam-

ined from those tropical seas w'here they occur in the

greatest profusion. But these difficulties will soon b«

lessened, and Mr. Ehrenberg’s recent investigation of

the corals of the Red Sea has greatly advanced this

department of science.*

Fossil remains of testacea ofchief importance.— The

testacea then are By far the most important class of

organic beings which have left thair spoils in the sub-

aqueous deposits ; and they have bqien truly said to be*

the medals which nature has chiefly selectdU to record

the history of the former changes of the globe. There

is scarcely any great feries of stra^ thSf does con-

See Bookiii. chap, xviii.
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tain some marine or fi*eshwater shells ; Und these fossils

ar6 oflen found so entire, especially in the tertiary

formatioiris, that when disengaged from the matrix,

they b^ye all the appearance of having been just pro-

oured from Che sea. Their colour, indeed, is usually

wanting, but the parts whereon specific characters are

founded remain ‘unimpaired ; and though the animals

themselves are gone, their form and habits <jan gene-

rally be inferred from the shell which coveredHhem.

The 'Utility of the testacea, in geological classifica-

tion, is grei^tly enhanced by the circunjistance that

some forms are proper tg the sea, others to the land,

and others to fresh water. Rivers scarcely ever fail to

car^y down into their deltas some land shells, together

with species which are at once fluviiitile and lacustrine.

The Rhone, fqr example, receives annually, from the

Durance, many shells which are drifted in an entire

state from the higher Alps of^Dauphiny ; and these

species,^ Such as SiUimus immianus^ are carried down

into the delta of the Rhone to a climate very different

from 'that of their native habitation. The young her-

1 ijfiit cr^bs may often be seen on the shores of the

Mediterranean, near the mouth of the Rhone, inhabit-

ing these univalves,' brought down to them from so great

a distance.^ At tlte same time that some freshwater

and land iSiells are carried into the sea, other indi-

viduals of the same species becdme fossil in inland

lakes, and by this ml^ns we learn what species offresh-

water and marine ^stacea coexisted at particular eras.

We*also m{&e out the connexion between various plants

and mammifers imbedded in those lacustrine deposits,

* M. Marcel de Serres pointed out this curious fact to me when *

I Visited Montpellier, July, 1828.
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and the testac€A which ^Hved at the same time in the

ocean*

There are t#o other characters of the melluscous

animals which render them extremely valuable in

settling chronological questions in Geolog/* The firet

of these is a wide geographical range, and the second

(probably a consequence of the formef) is the superior

duration of species in this class.
^
It is evident that if

the habitation of a species be verj local, it cannot aid

us greatly in establishing the contefnporaneous or^in

of distant groups of strata, in the manner, pointed out

in the last chapter; and if a jvide geographical range

be useful in connecting forma^ons far separated in

space, the longevity of species is no less serviceable in

establishing the relations of strata considerably distant

from each other in point of time. ,

I shall revert in the sequel to the curious fact, that

in tracing back the seiites of tertiary deposhs from the

newer to the older, many existing species of*tiestacea

accompany us after the disappearance of allTossil re-

mains of the recent mammalia and fish. We evew find

the skeletons of extinct quadrupeds in deposits wjierein*

all the land and freshwater shells are of living'species.^

Necessity of accurately determintng species,^ The
reader will already perceive that "the systematic ar-

rangement of strata, so far as it resics on organic

remains, must depenll essentially on the accurate de-

termination ofspecies; and the geolg^ist must therefore

have recourse to the ablest naturalises, devoted to the
‘

study of certain deparj^ments of organic nattire. It is

scarcely possible that they who are continually em-

ployed in laborious investigations in thUlif field, pnd in

*

See Vol. J. p. 142., and B4»okiv. chap, xk
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ascertaining the relative poshion and characters of

miiier^ masses, shojild have leisure to acquire a pro-

found knowledge of fossil osteology, <!bnchology, and

othdr branches of zoological inquiry; but it is de-

sirable thatu in these sciences they should become

acquainted with the principles at least on which spe-

cific characters ‘are determine^ and the habits of

species inferred from their peculiar forms.

When the specimens of shells are in an imperfect

stale of preservation*, or happen to ‘belong to genera

in which it is difficult to decide on the species, except

the inhabitant itself be ^present, or when any other

grounds of ambiguityt, arise, we must reject, or lay

smMl stress upon, the evidence, le^t we vitiate our

general results. We cannot do better than consider

the steps by v^hich the science of botanical geography

has reached its present stage of advancement, and

endeavour to introduce the sanfo severe comparison of

the specific characters, in drawing our geological in-

ferences.*

SUBDJVISIONS OF THE TERTIARY EPOCH.
•

I shall how proceed to consider the subdivisions of

tertiary strata whibh may be founded on the results of

a comparison of their respective fossils, and to give

names to the periods to which they may be severally

referred. Buff first, it will be necessary to explain the

difference between*the tertiary phenomena and those

described in the last two books. In the present work

air those ^geological monumen|s are called tertiary

which are newer than the secondary formations, and

which^n tha^other hand canimt be proved to have

originated smee the earth was inhabited by man^

Fart of the oiQ^ges, whether of the animate or in-
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animate world, considere4 In the preceding boojcs, ijras

ascertained by historical testimony to have taken pliice

within the human epoch ; as, for* example, the accu-

mulation of the newer portion of the deltas of the'Po,

Rhone, and Nile. Another part, where Jiistory wa^

silent, was proved to belong to the same epoch by the

evidence of the fossij^ remains of man or his works.

All formations, whether igneous or aqueous, which can

be show|i by any such proofs to be of a date posterior

to the introduction of man, wBt iye called JReoent

Some authois have applied the term contemporaneous

in the same* sense ; but ifs this word is so frequently

in use to express the synchronous origin of distinct

rocks of every age, it would be a sour(;e of grea'Wn-

convenience and aijibiguity if we were to copfine it to

a technical meaning.
^

^

The European tertiary strata may be referred to

four successive perioifc, each characterised by con-

taining a very different proportion of fossil* sliells of

recent species. I have considered that it maPyr be use-

ful to distinguish these four periods by the foll^wmg

terms : Newer Pliocene, Older Plibcenf, Miocene,

and Eocene. But, before explaining their etymology,

and the geological characters of the several groups

which they designate, it iiill be proper to point out

some of the steps by which I was led to adopt a four-

fold division, and to acknowledge the &-operation^of

other geologists, who about the sftme time, and froA

independent observations^ had come to conclusions

very similar to my own.

Before I visited Turin in 1828, in company with

Mr. Murchison, I ha^ already conceivrjd the Jdea of

classing the different tertiary grdlips reference to

che proportional number of recent specms found fossfil

VOL*. II.
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in eaclv Signor Bq^elli theili informed us, that the

foii»il shells of the |iill of the Superga differed as a

group frem those of Parma and other localities of the

Sulfapennine beds of northern Italy; and, on the other

band, that ehe characteristic shells of the Superga

agreed with the species found at Bordeaux . and other

parts of the south of France.^ We were the more

struck with this remark, as we had already inferred

that the highly-inciined strata of the valle*j; of the

Bormida, whict tigree with those* of the Superga,

were older
^

than the more horizontal ‘Subapennine

marls, by which the plains of the Tanaro and the

Po are skirted. At /.he same time, Signor Bonelli

called my attention to suites of fo^jsil shells in the

museum of Turin, of species common to the Sub^

apennine beds, and to the Mediterranean; and pointed

out that not only the ordinary type of the species,

but even the different varieties, had their counter-

parts both in the fossil and recent series. I after-

wards ej^amined a beautiful collection of the tertiary

shell# of Italy at Parma, in the cabinets of Professor

/jruido|;ti, who computed, on a loose estimate, that

there were about thirty per cent, of living species

in the SUbapenniAe beds bordering the plains of the

Po. I then continued n>y inquiries on the same

subject at Florence, Sienna, and Rome; and on my
arrival at Naples, became acqiiainted with Signor

6. G. Costa, wh4* had examined the fossil shells

of Otranto and ^alabria, and had collected many re-

cent test^ea from the seas ^rrounding the Cala-

brian coasts. His comjDarison of the fossil and living

specie^ had 1^ him^to a very different result respect-

ing the southern extremity of Italy, from t^at to which.

Signors Bonelli and Guidotti had arrived in regard to
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th? north, for he was of opinion Jhat few of the ter-

tiary shells were of extinct species. In confirniatidii

of this view, be showed me a collefction of fossiil shells

from the territory of Otranto, in which nearly all the

species were recent.

I then visited the Island of Ischia, the neighbour-

hood of Naples, and afterwards a great part of Sicily,

and was soon satisfied that in all these countries the

tertiary strata contained so many ^ells.of living spe-

cies that the extinct species forml&fl rafher the excep-

tion to the general rule, whereas in the tertiary strata

near Turin ft was decidecfly pore difficult to find a*

recent than an extinct fossil spei:ies.

On my return *to Turin, towards the* close ofThe
same year (1828^ I communicated the results of

my observations to Signor Bonelli, who, undertook to

draw' up for me a com{)arative table of the character-

istic shells common to the tertiary green-gand of the

Superga, and to the strata of the south of France

around Bordeaux and Dax ; intending me tcf publish

the table in my work. But the death of this amiafile

and zealous naturalisUsoon deprived me of his assist-*

ance. I had then (December, 1828) fully decided on

attempting to establish four subdivisAms of the tertiary

epoch, considering the basin of l^aris ami London to

be the type of the first; the beds of the Superga of the

second; the SubapeAnine strata of northern Italy of

the third; and southern Italy and tj^e Val di Noto, in

Sicily, of the fourth. I was also convinced that I had
seen proofs during my Jtour in Auvergne,Tuiicany, and

Sicily, of volcanic rocks contemporary with the sedi-

mentary strata of thre^ if not of all, the ibove periods.

• On my return to Paris, in February, |829, I com-
municated to M, Desnoyers some of the new views td

a 2
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which py examination of Sidily had kd me, and ipy

iniiention to attemnt a classification of the different

tertiary/ormations ii chronological order, by reference

to the comparative proportion of living species of shells

found fossil in each. He informed me that, during

my tour, he had been employed in printing the first

part of his memoir, not yet published, on “ the Ter-

tiary Formations more recent than the Paris Basin,”

in which he had insisted on the doctrine ‘‘o^iithe suc-

cessioi^, of tertiary ‘formations of different ages.” At

the end of the first part of his memoir, which was

'published before I left PaVis, he annexed a note on

the accordance of ma^y of ray views with his own, and

he* itnnouncecj my intention of arrai;iging the tertiary

formations chronologically, according to the relative

number of fossils in each group which were identifi-

able with species now living.*

At the game time I learnefd from M. Desnoyers,

that jM. ‘Deshayes had previously, by the mere inspec-

tion of f6ssil shells in his extensive museum, convinced

him%elf that the different tertiary formations might be

arranged in a chronological series, I accordingly lost

no time fti seeing M. Deshayes, who explained to me
the data on whic^i he considered that three tertiary

periods might be •established, the two first of which

corresponded to two of those which I was prepared to

adopt (the Eocene and the Miocene), and the last

‘embracing the Sub}ipennine beds as distinguished from

those of Bordeaux and the Superga. He had not

thfen separated the Subapennipe beds from those of

Sicily, to which I have given the name of Newer
Pliocene,”

See Ann. des Sci. Nat., xvi, p. 214.
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•On my return to Paris fh September, 1830, 1 studied

for six weeks in the museum o
j
M. Deshayes, ex-

amining his collection of fossil anti recent shells, and

profiting by his instructions in conchology. I then re-

quested him to furnish me with lists of thoSe species of

shells which were common to two or more tertiary pe-

riods, as also the names of those known to occur both

in some ^tertiary strata and in a living state. It was

agreed tbat this information shoiiljl bg^communicated

in a tabular form ;*and after we had laboured togetfler,

and made several modifications of the plan first pro-

posed the tables were executed by M. Deshayes, so

as to appear in his name in thb third volume of my
first edition, published in the beginning of the year

1833. These valuitble tables contained the results of

the examination of no less than 8000 tertiary and

recent shells, and on such data the classification

adopted in this work ^has been principally founded.

It has not been thought desirable to reprint these

tables, which have already had an extensive circula-

tion among geologists; for I was unwilling again to

allot so much spac^ to details which belong> more*

strictly to the province of fossil choncholog}^

When I published my third voli.rne I had not studied

the second volume of Professor Bronn’s “ Jfourney in

Italy,” published at Heidelberg in December, 1831, in

which he had remarked that the distinctive character

of the older as compared to the newer tertiary form-

ations of Italy, consisted in the mugh smaller propor-

tion of living species of shells found fossil iA the older

beds.* He had also stated, in thjp same volume (p.fi?^),

that the shells of the Superga bed^ have*a neawer con-

Brown’s Reisen, &c. ii. p. 678.

s 3
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nexioii with those Bordeaux than'with any other

tertiary formation, f

To resume my classification:— the tertiary strata

may be divided into four groups, in the older of which

we find an* extremely small number of fossils identi-

fiable with species now living*^; whereas on approach-

ing the superior and newer set^, we find the remains of

recent testicea in abundance. In no instaijce where

we have an op^ortijrjity of observing two distinct form-

ations* in contacf, the one superunposed upon the

^ other, do w*e meet with an assemblage qf organic re-

mains in the uppermost ‘differing more widely from the

existing creation thait the fossils of the inferior group.

If*^there is otcasionally an apparent exception to the

rule, it is only where the remairfs belong to distinct

classes of the iinimal kingdom ; as, for example, where

a deposit containing the bones of quadrupeds for the

most part bxtinct overlies a sfratum in which the im-

bedded shells are mostly of recent species— such ex-

ceptions seem to point to a difference in the compara-

tive duration of species in different classes, but do not

invalidate the general proposition before laid down.

Newer fHiocene period,— The latest of the four

periods before alluded to is that which immediately

preceded |.he Recent era. To this more modern period

may be referred a portion of the strata of Sicily, the

district round Naples, and sever&l others to be con-

sidered in the seqcel. They are characterized by a

'great preponderaijce of fossil shells referrible to species

still living, and may be called the Newer Pliocene

strata, the term Pliocene, or “ more recent,” being

derived from^wXc^wv, major, anR recens, as a

See p. 357.
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large, often by^far the Ingest, pqft of tlie fossil shells

are of recent species. ‘

Out of 226 fossil species brou|ht from th^ Sicilian

beds above alluded to, M. Deshayes found that nt/less

than 216 were of species still living, ands^for tlie mogt

part in the Mediterranean, whereas ten only were of

extinct or unknown species. I do not»imagine that any

of the groups referred to this period im the present

work contain much more than tlie proportion of one

in ten of extinct •species of sheliif. * Nevertheless^ the

antiquity of some Newer Pliocene strata of Sicily, as

contrasted with our most*remote historical eras, mu^t

be very great, embracing perl^ps myriads of years.f

There are no data for supposing tht^^ there is •any

break, or strong liiie oi'demarcation, between the strata

and fossils of this and the Recent epoch ; but, on the

contrary, the monuments of the one seem to pass in-

sensibly into those of$hc other. *

Older Plioceneperiod.—The formations ter^ied Sub-

apennine in the north of Italy, and in Tuscany, contain

among their fossil shells a large number Whicjji have

been identified with,living species. ’ •The Jjroportion of

recent shells usually approaches to one hdf. Out of

569 species examined from these strata ih Italy, 238

• .
•

In this and the other names which I hav»j adoatedj it will be

seen that the nomenclature has always reference to the relative

proportion of recent sjfecies in the fossils of each period. In the

terms Pliocene, Miocene, and Eocene,,the Greek diphthong? ei

and at are changed into the vow'els i and c, in conformity with tlys

idiom of our language. My friend, th^ Rev. Whew4irll, io

whom I have been much indebted for assisting me in inventing

and anglicizing these terms, reminds me that we have Encenia,

an inaugural ceremony, Serived from e^and itaj/os, rec^s ; and as

examples o€ the conversion of ei into t, we have icosaliedron.

f See chapters vi. vii. viii. ix.

s 4*
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were found to be still livings and 33T extinct or un-

kiA)wrP. Out of 111 from the English crag, M. De-

shayes determined IjDrty-five to be recent species, and

sjxty-si^ to be extinct or unknown. The relative po-

sition of those Older Pliocene beds is explained in Fig.

64}, p. 360., where they are designated by the letterf.

The plurality of species indicated by the name

Pliocene must not in this instance be understood to

imply an absolate majority of recent fossil shAls in all

cases, but a comparative prepondera'nce whenever the

Pliocene ar^ contrasted with strata of th*f period im-

mediately preceding.

Miocem period,— This antecedent tertiary epoch I

shtfil name Miocene, or “less recent,' ‘from minor,

and recens, a small minority only of fossil shells

imbedded in i^s formations being referrible to living

species. After examining 1021 Miocene shells, M.
Deshayes found that 176 only wire recent, being in pro-

portion of rather more than seventeen in one hundred.

As there'are a certain number of fossil species which

are 'exclusively confined to the Pliocene period, so also

,
tJiere ^re many* shells equally characteristic of the

Miocene. * The species which pass from the Miocene

into the Pliocene ^period, or which are common to

both, are^in number* 196, ofewhich 114^ are living, and

eighty-two extinct. The Miocene strata are largely

developed in Touraine, and in tKe south of France

nbar Bordeaux, in Ijiedmont, in the basin of Vienna,

und.other localities and their relative position has been

shoVn in Hgs. 63. and 64*., wher/5 they are designated

by the letter e.

Eocene periled,— The period next antecedent may
be called Eocene, from aurora, and recens, *

because the very small proportion of living species con-
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•
**

tained in thesd strata indicates wliat may be considered

the first commencement, or dawnh of the existing state

of the animate creation. To thi^ era the formations

first called tertiary, of the Paris and London basing-

are referrible. Their position is shown in Tigs. 63. an-d

64., letter in the third chapter.
,

The total number o^fossil shells of tfiis period already

'

known, when the tables ofM. Desbayes, before alluded

to, wert? constructed, was 1238, of^whi^h number forty-

two only are living species, being ifi the prop(frtidh of

nearly three and a half in one hundred. Of fossil

species, not known as recent^ forty-two were found to

be common to the Eocene and^Iiocene epochs.

The present geographical distributicAi of those^re-

cent species wdiich are found fossil in formations of

such high antiquity as those of the Parris and London
basins, is a subject of the highest interest. In the

more modern formaticAs, where so large S proportion

of the fossil shells belong to species still Imdg, they

also belong, for the most part, to species npw inhi^bit-

ing the seas immediately adjoining the countries frhere

they occur fossil ; whereas the recent speejes,* found

in the older tertiary strata, are frequently inhabitants

of distant latitudes, and u?iu7lly ut warmer climates.

Of the forty-two Eocene ^ecies, or thoL^c fijuhd in the

earliest tertiary strata, which occur lossil in England,

France, and Belgium, and are at the same time still lin-

ing, about half now inhabit the ses« wdthin or near the

tropics, and almost all the rest are inhabitants of J:he

more southern and warmer parts of Europ& If some

Eocene species still flourish^ in the same latitudes

where they are founof fossil, thej; are i^ecies«which,

like Lucina divaricata, are now found in many seas,

s 5
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Lucina divaricata.

even those of very distant quarters of the glqbe ; and

this wide geogmphical range indicates a capacity of en-

during a variety of external circumstances, which may
enable a species to survive considerabld changes of

climate and other revolutions of the, earth’s surface.

One fluviatile species (^Melania inquinata)^ fossil in the

^Melania inqwnata asfoundfossil in Paris basin.

Out third less than natural sixe.

Paris basin, is now known only in the Philippine

Islands ; and, during the lowering of the temperature

cf certaijB parts of, the earth’s surface, may perhaps

phave esekped destrliction by migrating to the south.

I have pointed o\K in the third book how rapidly tlie

eggs of freshwater species might, by the instrument-

ality of water-fowl, be^transported from one region to

anothdlr.* cTther Eocene species, which still survive

See p. 78.
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«ind range frcwi the tCaiperate /one to the equator,

may formerly have extended fiom the pole •to •the

temperate zone; and what was oiice the southern limit

of their range may now be the most northern.^

Even if geologists had not established several re-

markable facts in attestation of the longevity of cer-

tain tertiary i?pecies, we might still* have anticipated^

that the^ duration of the living species of aquatic and

terrestiial testacea would be very unequal. For it is

clear that those which have a w"iStf range, an4 inhabit

many different regions and climates, may survive the in-

fluence of (Testroying causes, /^hich might extirpate tlie

greater part of species at presc^it their contemporaries.

The increase of rgxisting species, and gr<vlual disaj5pear-

ance of the extirfct, as we trace the series of form-

ations from the older to the newer, is jomewhat analo-

gous, as was before observed, to the fluctuations of a

population such as n#ight bt? recorded at successive

periods, from the time when the oldest of the individu-

als now living was born to the present mofnent ; and

those Eocene testacea which still flourish may be* said

to have outlived saveral successive* states of^the oj;-^

ganic world, just as Nestor survived three generations

of men.

It appears, then, tliaUthe numerical proportion of

recent to extinct species of fossil sh ells in flie different

tertiary periods may be thus expressed.— In the
••

Newer Pliocene period about 90 to»95

'

Older Pliocene period . . . 35 to 50 cent of recent
Miocene period ..... .17 ' j" .fossils.**

Eocene period 3^

• The new terms maf be remembered by f’/iocenc^ recalling

P/us, more^ Mocenc, Minus, kss

;

and Eocene, the East, or

dawn.

5 6
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These numbers, liQwever, mbst be refgarded merely

as the Vesults obtained from a careful examination of

the first groups whicB chance has thrown in our way,

whiclj lie in the most accessible parts of Europe.

« The distribution of the fossil species from which the

above results were obtained by M. Deshayes was as

.follows :
—

In the formations of the Pliocene periods, older "1

777
and newer

^
. . j

In^'thc •Miocene .
*

. 1021

In the Eocc.ic ..... .
• 1238

*
<

3036

Only seventeen species of shells., \^ere found to be

common to the three epochs, whicfi may therefore be

said to characlf52rize the entire tertiary formations of

Europe. Thirteen of them are species still living,

while four are known only as^ fossil. The thirteen

living species are—

1.

* Dcntalium cntnJis. 8. Polyniorphina gibba.

2, strargulatum. 9. Triloculina oblonga.

. Fis'^urtjla gnvca. 10. Lucina divaricata.

4. Bulla lignaria. 11. gibbosula.

5, Rissua cochlearelfa. 12. Isocardia cor.

. Murcx fistiilosus. • •IS. Nucula margaritacca.

7. %ubifcr.

The four extinct species are

—

1. Dcntalium coarctatum. 3. Bulimus tcrebellatus.

2^ Tornatella infla^. 4. Corbula cotnplanata.
* .

In thus selecting the proportional number of recent

to extiijct speties of shells as a* useful term of com-

parison for successive tertiary groups, or as one from -

wliich a convenient nomenclature may be derived, I
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have no wish 1:o exalt *the mere* per-centage -of living

species of fossil shells into the leading charatteilstic

of each group. The Eocene stAta of Pari&pand Lon-

don, for example, are marked by the presence/)f a

variety of peculiar extinct species of testacea, as well

as of other animal and vegetable remains, in comparisoi^

of which the proportion of living species is a charac *

ter of subordinate importance.
^
At the same time it

should* be observed, that had the get)logist collected

the fossils of tflfe crag of Norfolk, the blua clay of

London, and the coarse white limestone,5f Paris, and

then considered these formations merely with refer-

ence to the number of recent shells contained in each,

he would have seen, by this cliaractei^alone, that the

Parisian and London strata differed widely from the

crag, and agreed very closely with eacji other. After-

wards, on extending his examination to the extinct sj^e-

ci^, he wdlild find tfAt those of the Parfe and London

formations also corresponded, and formed together an

assemblage very distinct from the extinct species in the

crag. In this and many other cases where ou» zoolo-

gical investigations* are far advanced, a reference 4,%

the proportion of recent species would ^lead to the

same general classitications, as the mere consideration

of extinct testacea in different tAtiary formations.•'It
Many geologists are desirous of connecting divisions

such as those abo^e pointed out with sudden and vio-

lent interruptions to the ordinar}i*o»urse oifljii^ents, and

they regard them as indicative of successive changes

in the organic worlds accompanying revoliftions equally

important in the physical geography of the earth’s

surface. But I ha'#e already attempt^jd to s^ow, that

such apparent breaks in the geological series may be

accounted for partly by the mode in which the edm-
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memora^^^ive processes^ operate,
^
partly by the removal

of i^trata by denudation, and that they arise, in part,

from the «m^i progrlss which we have hitherto made

the discovery and study of such deposits as are

preserved.*

From the experience of the last few years, we may
anticipate the discovery of many intermediate grada-

tions between the boundary lines first drawn^; and if

formations are brought to light intervening between

the Eocene and Itlisdene, or between* those of the last

period andr^he Pliocene, we may still find an appro-

pHate place for all, by forming subdivisions, on the

same principle as that yhich has determined the sepa-

ration of the Ipwer from the upper Pliocene groups.

Thus, for example, we might have,* three divisions of

the Eocene epoch, — the older, middle, and newer ;

and three similar subdivisions, both of the Miocene and

Pliocene epochs. In that case,|the formations of the

middle jy^riod must be considered as the types from

which the ‘assemblage of organic remains in the groups

on bbtt sides will diverge.

^
^When we instifute a new genus in natural history,

and intend 'it to occupy a place intermediate between

two genera previously established, as the genus B, for

example, between A and Q we select a particular

species as the generic type of B, and then deter-

mine to refer all other species to» the same genus,

prbvided they approSjch nearer to h than the types of

A or C. On comparing together the species of B, we
discdver that they deviate in variolas ways and degrees

from the typical species, some of them approaching

somewhat nearer to the characters of the genus A

* Seep. 367 .
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)Yhicli precedes, other® to C which stands next, in the

series. By due attention to thefts shades of difference

we may arrange all the congenels in order, Recording

to their natural affinities.

In like manner, when we desire to clgss geological

formations in a chronological series, we may select a

certain set of strata as b, and consider it as typical of

a particular period B. We may then refer other

formations to B, if they resemble in tfeeir organic con-

tents the normal group b more^hctarly than thefypes

of the antecedent or subsequent epock6».A and C.

And we may consider flie ^strata which in departihg

slightly from ^ approximate Jo A as being the older

divisions of the^^eriod B, and those wl^ich depart/rom

the type b in theidirection of C as the newer deposits

of the same era.

In determining originally the order of succession of

A, B, and C, we miisj be guided, as far as possible, by
the evidence of superposition by which tb^ relative

age of the principal groups may generally«be decided

with certainty.

It must not b^ inferred from* any* thin^ above

advanced, that the fourfold division of the tertiary

epoch is purely arbitrary, '^r tl:^it any dther number

of periods might in thfj present state of the science

have been chosen with equal propi.oty. •For, though

it be true that •zoological periods in geology, like

genera and orders, in Natural History, are purely arti-

ficial divisions
;
yet we have at present no alternative

but to accept those, lines of sepailition t)\^iich we find

in the series of monuments first brought to light.

It is a comparajively eaSy task to ^establish genera

in departments of zoology and feotany which Tiave been

enricheif with only a small number of speciesi and
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where there is as ye,t no tendfency in cfne set of char-

raclK!rs«to pass almobt insensibly, by a multitude of

connecting links, intw another. So, in geology, our

facilities of systematic arrangement are perhaps greater

now than they will be hereafter, when we shall be

under the necessity of intercalating new periods be-

*^ween those first ‘established.

In conclusion, I may observe, that althongh the

lapse of ages cocnprised within a single period is very

much narrowed iSiy ‘the fourfold subdivision above ex-

plained, yfJ'.nvhen all the Eocene or Miocehe deposits

afe said to be contemporamousy this term must be re-

ceived with a good deal of latitude. Considerable

intervals of time may have elapsed without giving rise

to any marked distinction in the imbedded organic

remains.
\

Suppose the growth of the delta of the Nile to cease

from this moment, and some iv«5w river to begin to

transport*- 'sediment into the Mediterranean at any

other poiiiFt, and to form a delta in the course of

many thousand years, this last formation might con-

tain the same fossils as the mari»e and fluviatile de-

posits of the Nile previously accumulated in Lower

Egypt ; the clifFerenefe at least might be so trifling that

future geologists would regard them as contempora-

neous, if they followed the same rules of classification

as those laid down in this chapter. ‘

'The recent strata a common point of departure

ix, all countries,— We derive one great advantage from

beginning ovr clas^aification of formations by a com-

parison of the fossils of the more recent strata with the

species now livyig
; namely, the acquisition of a com-

mon point of departu^'e in every region of tjie globe.

Thus, for example, if strata should be discovered in
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India or South Ameridh^ containing the same small

proportion of recent shells as ^e found in tfie ^aris

basin, they also might be termedJEocene ; aifd, on ana-

logous data, an approximation might be^ made'^o^
relative dates of strata placed in the arctft and tropioal

regions, or the comparative age might be ascertained,

of European deposit and those at the antipodes.*

There might be no species comnr^n to the two groups

;

yet we^night make some approaf]j, p^fliaps a near one,

towards determining their relative age from «he •com-

mon relaticyi which they Ijear to the existi«g^tate oftl^e

animate creation. We may‘afterwards avail ourselves

of the dates thus established? as eras to which the
• ^

monuments of jllr^ceding periods may fte referred.

Mammiferous remains of successive tertiary eras,—
But although a thirtieth part of the Eocene testacea

have been identified with species now living, none of

the associated mammiferous remains belong to species

which now exist, either in Europe or efsewhere.

Some of these equalled the horse, and others the, rhi-

noceros, in size ; and they could not possibly^ have

escaped observation, had they .survived down to oa*

time. More than forty of these Eocene mammifers

are r^ferrible to a particular division of the order

Pachydermata, which ha1» now only four laying repre-

sentatives on the globe, namely, throe tapirs and the

Daman of the Cape. Of those for^ fossil species, even

the genera are distinct from arty which have been

established for the classification of ]|^ving animals.
^

In the Miocene mammalia we find a* few of the

generic forms most frequei^ in the Eocene strata

associated with sonfb of those ^now e5cistingii and in

the Pliocene we find an intermixture of extinct and

recent species of quadrupeds. There is, therefore,
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a considerable deg]^^e of as&rdance*’ between the

resftlts * deducible fr^ an e|pniination of the fossil

testacea, «*and those ^derived from the mammiferous

,£a?silV; But although the latter are more important

h? respect tf) the unequivocal evidence afforded by

^them of the extinction of species, yet, for reasons

cbefore explained, they are of conjparatively small value

in the general classification of strata in geology.*

We have seen that the imbedding of mammiferous

remaina depends ofi rare casualties, a*nd that they are,

for the iiiOSlt part, preserved in detached alluvium

covering the emerged land, or in osseous breccias

and stalagmites formed in caverns and fissures, or

in iScJlated lacustrine formations.f Such fissures and

caves may probably have remained open during suc-

cessive geological periods; and the alluvions, spread

over the surface, may have been disturbed again and

again, until *the mammalia of afaccessive epochs were

mingled* Jnd confounded together. Hence we must

be carefuf, when we endeavour to refer the remains

of mafnmali^ to certain tertiary periods, that we as-

coertain, not only their association with testacea of

which the date is known, but, also, that the remains

were intermixed in such a manner as to leave no

doubt of the former*’co-exislfence of the species.

In the next page will be found a Synoptical Table*

of the Recent and Tertiary Formations alluded to in

tfiis and the followi»g chapters.

See p/380. f Book iik chaps, xiii. and xiv.
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Synoptical Table ofRecent and^JTertiary Formations,

PERIODS.
Character

of Localities of the diflhrent i^nnatio?^
Formations. •

Marine. f Coral formations of Pacific.

(Delta of Po, Oanges, Mississippi.

{

Modern deposits in Lake Superior—
Lake mi Geneva— Marl lakes of
Scotland — Itelian travertin.

1. Newer
Pliocene.

Volcanic.

Marine.

f JoruHo— Monte Nuovfw— Modern
( lavas of Iceland, Vesuvius.

^ Strata of the Val 3i Noto in Sicily.

I Jkichia.

2. Older
Pliocene.

tYcshwater.l^^J^^.^^ around Colle in

• f Older parts of Vesuvius, Etna, and
Volcanic. < Ischia— Volcanic rocks of the Val

I di Noto in Si^ly.

{

Northern Subapennine formations,
as at Parma, As^. Sienna, Perpi-
gnan, Nice— English Crag.

iTrPiihwatpr 1 Alternating with marin? beds near*reshviater.
^ town of Sienna. •

Volcanic.

Marine.

3. Miocene.

4. Eocene.

I Volcanos of Tuscany and C^impagna
\ di Roma.

{

Strata ofTouraine, B®rdeaiix,Valfef
of the Bormida, and tin? Superga
nearTu#in— Basifi of Vienna.

Trn.Rliwat.ir 1 AltornatiBg witli raanue at Saucats,
Jf reshwater.

{ .south^f Bordeaux.

{

Hungarian and Transylvanian vol-
canic rocks.

Part of ^e volcanos of ikuvergne,
Cautal7andVelay?

^
Marine. Paris and London Basins.

/'Alternating with nfkrine in Paris

Fr.ifili w(it.>r 1 basin— Isle of Wight— purely ia-rreshwater.

|
^^trine in Auvergne, Cantal, and

Volcanic.
{

Oldest Jfart of volcanic rocks of An-
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CHAPTER VL

NEWER PLIOq?NE FORMATIONS SICILY.®

Reascos ^or considerin S the first place, the Inorc 'nodern periods

— Ceoloj^iik str? of Sicily

I

urinations ‘of the Val d»

‘ Noto— Di visi^rle intr ^ ee .it limekone— Schis-

tose and areuaceous — i) ni'HMatf her — Strata^

subj[acent to ihi ahove—5 Volcubi ’'m ' *•.; Val di Is-

(p*. 4n.)~Dr's--Tufl’ Hi’ 1 . 1- ,ios- ji .iiiic

raves— Proofs of mterva Oet. • inic i .

Dip and directii^p of li' '-.^r Piior S

Having encjeavoured, in the Just chapter, vo expjJ
the principles on which the dmtient tertiary torm-

ations may be arranged in chronological order, I shall

now» proceed to consider in detail the newest division,

or that which, froKi its containing Jthe greatest propor-

'tion of recent shells of any of the four tertiary groups,

has been na\ne4 tha Newer Pliocene.*

It may appear, tfcat I reverse the natural order of

historical ivsearch by thus describing, in the first

place, the monuments of a period jvhich immediately

preceded our own eitta, and then passing to the events

pf antecedent ages. But, in the present state of geo-

logical science, tli^s retrospective order of inquiry is

the only one which can conduct us gradually from the

known to the unknown,! from th| simple to the more

complei^ phenomena.^ I have already explained my

• See pp. S90. and 395.
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reasons for commencing with an^j examination^ in the

last two books, of the events of t?ie recent epoch, from

which the greater number of rules of interpretation in

geology may be derived. The forihations of the -Newe^

Pliocene period will be considered next->in order, be-

cause these have undergone the least degree of alter-

ation, both in position and internal ^structure, subse->

quently to their origin. They are monuments of

which t^he characters are more easily deciphered than

those belonging to more remote pteviods, for they
.have

been less niutilated by the hand of tlrne.'-T’^ organic

remains, more especially \)f this ora, are most import-

ant, not only as being n a nujre perfect state of pre-

servation, but al^o as being chiel’y referrible to sf>ii>cies

now living; so that tlieir habits are known to us by
direct comparison, and not merely by inference from

analogy, as in the case of extinct species.

Geological structure^/ Sicily.— I shall iirst describe

an extensive district in Sicily, where the Newer Plio-

cene strata are largely developed, and whei« they are

raised to considerable heights above the levehof the

sea. After presenting the reader w'ith a view of the^e

formations, I shall endeavour to explain the' manner in

which they originated, and shall speculate on the sub-

terranean changes of vjihich tlieir present position

affords evidence.

The island of Sicily consists partly of primary and

secondary rocks, which occupy,iJ*perhaps, about t^o

thirds of its superficial area ; and the remaining part

is covered by tertiayy formations, Vhichiare of ^eat
extent in the southern and central parts of the island,

while portions are f|und bordering nearjy the whole of

the coasts.

Formdtions of the Val di Noto.— If we first turn
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our attention to the l/al di N«tX) (see map, PL VII.),

a d<strfct which intWvenes between Etna and the

southern promontory^of Sicily, we find a considerable

tiS^t, >sontaining within it hills which are from one to

tvo thousan<*feet in height, entirely composed of lime-

stone, marl, sandstone, and associated volcanic rocks,

iwhich belong to the Newer Pliocene era. The recent

shells of the Mediterranean abound throughput the

sedimentary strata, and there are abundant procfs that

the igneous rocks Af eVc the produce df successive sub-

marine eifl5Tr5^)ns, repeated at intervals duribg the time

when the subaqueous formations were jn progress.

These rising grounds^ of the Val di Noto are separ-

ated from the #cone of Etna, and the marine strata

whereon it rests, by the low leveL plain of Catania,

just elevated abpve the level of the sea, and watered

by the Simeto. The traveller who passes from Catania

to Syracuse has an opportunity| of observing, on the

sides of valley, many deep sections of the modern

formations* above described, especially if he makes a

slight detour^by Sortino and the valley of Pentalica.

^fThe whole series of strata, in the Val di Noto, is

divisible into three principal groups, exclusive of the

associated volcanic focks. The uppermost mass con-

sists of limestone, which sometimes acquires the enor-

mous thickness of seven or eight hundred feet, below

which is a series much inferior in thickness, consisting

of*a calcareous sandstone, conglomerate and schistose

limestone, and beneath this again blue marl. The

whole ofthe^^above^roups contain shells and zoophytes,

nearly all of which are referrible to species now in-

habiting,the contiguous BesL. c

Great Umestoneforntation {a, Fig. 67.).— In mineral

chUracter this rock often corresponds to the yellowish
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white building;Stone ofJ^aris, wel]|known by the name
of Calcaire grassier^ but it ofter| passes into*^ mpch
more compact stone. In the deep ravine-li^e valleys

of Sortino and Pentalica, it is seel in nearly horizontal

strata, as solid and as regularly bedded aj tht? greaSer

part of our ancient secondary formations. It abounds

in natural caverns, which, in many places, as in the

valley of Pentalica, Have been enlarged by artificial

excavatfons.

Fig. 67. Syracuse. Girgenti.

Fig. 68.

Castrogiovanni.

«. Gyeat limestone of Val di Noto.

h, i|ihistose and arenaceous limestone of

Floridia.

c. Blue marl with shells.

d. White laminated marl.

c.. Blue clay and gyj^um, without shells..

The shells in the limestone are often ver^ indistinct,

sometimes nothing but c;|sts renitiining ; but in many
localities, especially where there is a slight i/ftermixture

of volcanic sand, th^y are more entire, and, as I have

already stated, can almos^t all be i^ntified with receat

Mediterranean testacea. Several species of the genua

Pecten are exceedingly numerou£> particularly ’the

large scallop (P. Jacoh<sus)y now so common on the

coasts of Sicily. TJje shells* which I collected from

this limestone at Syracuse, Villasmonde, Milifello (V.

di Noto),'and Girgenti, have been examined by M*
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Deshayes, and found, with tf).ree or four exceptions,

to J)e referrible t^^ species now living.*

The 'mineral characters of this great calcareous

formation vary cons,'derably in different parts of the

island. In the south near the town of Noto, the rock

puts on the compactness, together with the spheroidal

concretionary structure, of some of the Italian tra-

vertins. At the same place, also, it contains the leaves

of plants and reeds, as if a stream of fresh water,

charged with Carbo\ute of lime and terrestrial vege-

table remains, had entered the sea in the neighbour-

Lood. At Spaccaforno, and other places in the south

of Sicily, a similar compact variety of the limestone

ocq\irs, where it is for the most part pure white, often

very thick bedded, and occasionally without any lines

of stratifeation. This hard white 'rock is often four

or five hundred feet in thickness, and appears to con-

tain no fossil shells. It has much the appearance of

having b^en precipitated from^'the waters of mineral

springs, such as frequently rise up at the bottom of

the .sea in the volcanic regions of the Mediterranean.

As these springs give out an equal quantity of mineral

matter' at all seasons, they are much more likely to

give rise to unstrjjtified masses, than a river which
is swoln and charge.d with sedimentary matter of dif-

ferent kinds, and in unequal quantities, at particular

seasons of the year.

•

I procured at VillaLiriohde, seven species
;
at Militello, ten

;

‘^in the limestone of Girgenti, of which the ancient temples are
built, ten speeies ; fibm the limestone subjacent clay at Syra-
cuse, twenty-six species

; in the limestone and clay near Palermo,
also belonging to the Newe* PUocene^ formation, one hundred
species, tlie names of whjeh were published in Appendix II. of
the octavo edition.
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. The great Itmestone ,* ^bove mJhtioned, prevails not

only in the Val di Noto, but reappears in the* cehtre

of the island, capping the hill of Castrogiovaflni, at the

height of three thousand feet above the levQ? of

sea. It is cavernous there, as at Sortino Snd Syracuse,

and contains fossil shells and casts of§helIs of the same,

species.*

'Schisiose and arenaceous limesto^e^ (6. Fig. 67.).

—

The limestone above mentioned passes*downwards into

a white calcareous sand, which ha# sometimes a tend-

ency to an politic and pii^olitic structure,ranalogous Jo

that before described when* speaking of the travertin

of Tivoli.
-I*

At Floridia, near* Syracuse, it contains a

sufficient number of pmall calcareous pebbles to con-

stitute a conglomcvate, where also beds of sandy lime-

stone are associated, replete with numerous fragments

of shells, and much resembling, in structure, the En-

glish corn-brash. A |liagonal lamination is often ob-

servable in the calcareous sandy beds analogoifs to that

represented in the first volume (p. 371*. Fig. 10.),, and

to that exhibited in many sections of^the English

crag-t

In some parts of Sicily, this sandy cqjcareous di-

vision, h, seems to be represented by yellow sand,

exactly resembling that* so frequently sv^perimposed

on the blue shelly marl of the Subapennines in the

Italian peninsula. * Thus, near Grammichele, on the

road to Caltagirone, beds of incoherent yellow sand,

several hundred feet in thickness, with occasional

Dr. Daubeny correctly identified the Val di Noto limestone

of Syracuse with that of the summitpf Ca&trogiovanni.—Jameson,

Ed. Phil. Journ., No. Av. p. 107. July, 1825.*

* t Vol.
J. p. 318* I

See* chap. xiii.

VOL. III. T
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layers of shells, re{!|^3se upon the blue' shelly marl of

Caltagirone.

WhenVe consider the arenaceous character of this

femafion, the disposition of the laminae, and the

broken shells sometimes imbedded in it, it is difficult

onot to suspect tihat it was formed in shallower water,

and nearer the action of superfcial currents, than the

superincumbent limfjstone, which was evidently accu-

mulated in a sea of^considerable depth. If vc-e adopt

this' view, we must suppose a subsidence of the bed of

the sea, subsequent to the de^position of thp arenaceous

beds in the Val di Noto.

Blue marl with shells (c, Figs. 67, 68.).— Under

the sandy beds, last mentioned, is found an argilla-

ceous deposit of variable thickness, called Creta in

Sicily. It resembles the blue marl of the Subapennine

hills, and, like it, encloses fossil shells and corals in a

beautiful state of preservation.
()
Of these I collected a

great abundance from the clay, on the south side of

the. harbour of Syracuse, and twenty species in the

environs of^Caltanisetta, all of which, with three ex-

^ceptions, M. Deshayes was able to identify with recent

species. From similar blue marl, alternating with

yellow sand, at Caltagirone, at an elevation of about

500 feet above the level of the sea, I obtained forty

species of shells, of which all but six were recognized

as identical with recent species.^ The position of this

argillaceous formation is well seen at Castrogiovanni

and Girgenti, as represented in the sections, Figs.

67, 68. Id both'of these places', the limestone of the

Liste of these shells were given in Appendix II. of the iSrst,

or octavo editibn.
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Val di Noto reappears, passing pownwards i^o a cal-

careous sandstone, below which is a shelly blue clay.

Strata beneath the blue tnarL ^— The clay rests, in

both localities, on an older series of white ‘and !51ue

marls, probably belonging to the tertiary period, but *ot

which I was unable to determine the* age, having pro*

cured from it no organic remains save the skeletons ol*

fish, all* of extinct species, wdiiclt I found in the white

thinly taminatec^ marls.*

These marls arc sometimes gypseous, ^and^^elong to

a great argillaceous formation which stfetches ovei* a

considerable f^rt of Sicily,* anvi contains sulphur and

salt in great abundance. Tfie strata of this.gyoup

have been in some places contorted in the most extra-

ordinary manner, *their convolutions often resembling

those seen in the most disturbed disrt’icts of primary

clay slate.

But 1 wish, at presint, to direct the rea^pr's exclu-

swp attention to strata decidedly referrij^le to the

Newer Pliocene era, and I have yet to mention the

igneous rocks associated with the .sedinientary form-

ations already alluded to.

Volcanic rocks of the Val dt ]\pto,— The volcanic

rocks occasionally associated with the limestones,

sands, and marls already described, constitute a very

prominent feature throughout the Val di Noto. Great

confusion might have been expected to prevail, whiye

lava and ejected sand and scoriae* are intermixed witj^i

the marine strata, and, accordingly, we find it r/teii

1 foutK),these fossil fish in great abondance on the road, half

a mile north-west of Radusa, on my way to CafcArogiovyni, whei e

ihe marls are fetid; and near Castro^ovanni inigypseous marJk,

dt the milc^stone No. 88., and between that and No. 89.

T 2
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impossible to recognise the e>^act part of the series to

which the beds thus interfered with belong.

Sometimes there are proofs of the posterior origin

of 'the lava, and sometimes of the newer date of the

stratified rock, for we find dikes of lava intersecting

i)oth the marl aud limestone, while, in other places,

‘calcareous beds repose upon lava, and are unaltered at

the point of contact,. Thus the shelly limestone of

Capo Santa Cro?e rests in horizontal strata 'upon a

mass of- lava, which had evidently been long exposed

tQ the action of the waves, ^ so that the surface has

been worn perfectly smooth. The limestone is un-

changed at its junction^with the igneous rock, and in-

closes within it pebbles of the lava.*

The volcanic formations of the Val di Noto usually

consist of the nvost ordinary variety of basalt, with or

without olivine. The rock is sometimes compact, often

very vesicular. The vesicles a^ e occasionally empty,

both in (likes and currents, and are in some localities

filled with calcareous spar, arragonite, and zeolites.

The stiuctui;e is, in some places, spheroidal; in others,

iliough ' rarely, columnar. I fouiid dikes of amygda-

loid, wacke,^nd prismatic basalt, intersecting the lime-

stone at the bottom of the hollow trailed Gozzo degli

Martiri, belpw Melilli.

Dthe§,— Dikes of vesicular and amygdaloidal lava

arje also seen traversing peperino, Vest of Palagonia,

near a mill by the road side.

In these cases we may suppose the peperino to have

resulted from showers of volcanic sand and scoria?,

together with fragments of limestone thrown out by

a submarine explosion, similar tv that which lately

This locality is described by Professor Hoffmann, Archiv fiir

Mineralogie, &c. Berlin, 1831.
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gave rise to Ahe volcaijic islanc| ofF Sciacca.^ When
the mass was, to a certain degree, consolidatecK itanay

have been rent open, so that the lava ascendf^d through

fissures, the walls of which wet% perfectly even gr^d

parallel. After the melted matter that filled*the rent

in No. 69. had cooled down, it must have been frac-

tured and shifted horizontally by a lateral movement..

Fig. 69. Fig. 70.

' Horizontal sect^n <\f dikes near Patagonia.

. Lava.

. Feperino, consisting of volcanic sand, mixed wjjh fragments

of lava and limestone.

In the second figure. No. 70., tlie*lava has njore thg

appearance of a vein which forced its way tlirough the

peperino, availing itself, perhaps,*of a slfght passage

opened by rents caused by earthijfuakes. Some of the

pores of the lava, in these dikes, are empty, while

others are filled with carbonate of lime.

The annexed diagrams (Figs. and 70.) represeht

a ground plan of the rocks as they are exposed t<5

view on a horizontal {girface. It is highly probable {hat

similar appearances would be seen, if we could exa-

mine the floor of the^sea in tlfat part of ihe Mediterra-

nean where the waves have recently washed away the

new volcanic island ; for when a superincumbent mass

T 3
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of ejected fragments ?ias been .removed by denudation,

we may expect to se^ sections of dikes traversing tufft

or, in other words, sections of the channels of com-

munication by which 'the subterranean lavas reached

the surfate.^

On the summit of the limestone platform of the Val

8i Noto I more thin once saw analogous dikes, not only

of lava but of volcanic tuff, rising vertically through

the horizontal strata, and having no connection with

any ifi^neous masses i:ow apparent on the surface. In

regard to the dikes of tuff or peperino^ we may suppose

them to have been open fissures at the bottom of the

sea, into which volcanic sand and scoria were drifted

by current.

Tuffs and peperinos.— In the hill of Novera, be-

tween Vizzini and Militelli, a mass of limestone, hori-

zontally stratified, comes in contact with inclined strata

of tuff (see Fig. 71.); while a mixed calcareous and

A.^ Limestone.

aa. Calcareous breccia with

fragments of lava,

ft. Black, tuff,

c. Tuff.

volcanic breccia, a a, supports the inclined layers of

tuff, c. The verticalvfissure, b b, is filled with volcanic-

sand of a different colour. An inspection of this sec-

tion will coFvince the reader that, the limestone must

have been greatly dislocated during the period of the

submarine eruptions. ^

At the tovm of Vizjuini a dike of lava intersects the

See Vol. IT. p. 203.
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argillaceous strata, and, converts them into siliceous

schist, which has been contorted^and shivered int^ an

immense number of fragments.

I have stated that the beds ofilimestone, clay, and

sand, in the Val di Noto, are often partially intermixed

with volcanic ejections, such as may have been show-

ered down into the sea during eruptions, or may havej

been sv^ept by rivers from the land. When the vol-

canic n^atter predominates, these compound rocks con-

stitute the peperinos of the ItaliaA.inincralogists, |ome
of wdiich arc highl^r calcareous, full ol' sh^ls, and

extremely hard, being capable of a high polish like

marble. In some parts of th^ Val di Noto they are

variously mottled with spots of red and yellow, *and

contain small an^lar fragments, similar to the lapilli

thrown from volcanos.

It is recorded that, during the eruption of Graham
Island off the southerr/ coast ot Sicily, the sea was in

a state of violent ebullition, and filled for seve^jal weeks

continuously with red or chocolate-coloured»mud, con-

sisting of finely comminuted scoria?.* During this pe-

riod, it is clear thaLthe waves and Curredts that have

since had power to sweep away the island, and disperse

its materials far and wide over tlui^bcd of die sea, must

with still greater ease have carried to vast distances

the fine red mud, which was seen boiling Tip from the

bottom, so that it.may have entered largely into the

composition of modern peperinos]*

Professor Hoffmann relates that, during the eruptioiv

(June 1831,) the sujface of the sea*was sjrewed ewer,

at the distance of thirty miles from the new volcano,

with so dense a coygring of spcoriae, that the fishermen

were obliged to part it with iheir oars^ in \)rder to

• Vol. II. p. 200.
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propel their boats though thq water. It> is, therefore,

quite consistent with'-analogy, that we should find the

ancient tqfFs and peperinos so much more generally

distributed than the i ubmarine lavas.

’ In th6 rogd which leads from Palagonia to Lago
l![aftia, and at the distance of about a mile and a half

Yrom the former ]place, there is a small pass where the

hills, on both sides, consist of a calcareous gri,t, inter-

mixed with sonn^e grains of volcanic sand.

Section qf calcareous grit and peperino^ east ofPalagonia. South side ofpass

4. ‘ Vertical height about thirtyfeet.

Section qfjlhe same beds in the north ^*de qfthe pass.

The disposition of the strata, on both sides of the

paso, is most singular, and remarkably well exposed,
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the harder layers Imve resi{|ted the weatjiering of

the atmosphere and project in relief. The Sections

exhibited on both sides of the pass are nearly vertical,

and do not exactly correspond, hs will be seen ii^t^e

annexed diagrams (Figs. 72. and 73.) It is somewhat

difficult to conceive in what manner^this arrangement

of the layers was occasioned ; but we may, |»erhape^

suppose it to have arisen from the throwing down of

calcareous sand and volcanic matter,^apon steep slant-

ing banks at the? bottom of the se*at in which gase* they

might have accumulated at various angljjs of between

tliirty and fifty degrees, asjmay be frequently seen m
the sections of volcanic cones jn Ischia and elsewhere.

The denuding power of the waves rfia^j, then, havfe cut

off the upper pofgtion of these banks ; so that nearly

horizontal layers may have been supe/*imposed uncon-

formably, after which another bank may have been

formed in a similar nidnner to the first.
•

Volcanic conglomerates*— In the Val dl •Noto we
sometimes meet with conglomerates entirel;^ composed

of volcanic pebbles. They usually occur in th<» neigh-

bourhood of masses of lava, and may, perhaps, hav^

J>een the shingle produced bj'^ the wasting cliffs of

small islands in a volcanic archipei^go. The formation

of similar beds of volcanic pebble?; may now be seen in.

progress on the beach north of Catania, where the

waves are underraining one of the modern lavas of

Etna ; and the same may also bJe seen on the shofes

of Ischia.

proofs of gradual accumulation^— Intone part of

the great limestone formation near Lentini, I found

some imbedded vokanic pebbles, covsred with full-

grown serpulfle, supplying a btfiautiful pnoof of a con-

T 5
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siderable interval of time having elapsed between the

rounding of these pebbles and their inclosure in a solid

stratum. 4 also observed, not far from Vizzini, a very

striking illustration of<Jthe length of the intervals whicli

occasioiiaily sreparated the distinct lava currents. A
bed of oysters, perfectly identifiable with our qommon

eatable species, rio less than twenty feet in thickness,

is there seen resting upon a current of basaltic lava

;

upon the oystercbed again is superimposed a jjecond

mass, of lava, together with tuff or peperino. Near

Galieri, not far from the same place, a horizontal bed,

about a foot and a half in thickness, composed entirel^’^

of a common Mediterranean coral (^Cdryophyllia ees^

Lam.), i^ also seen in the mi^st of the, same

series of alternating igneous and aqueous formations.

These corals stand erect as they grew; and after

being traced for*^ hundreds of yards, are again found

at a corresponding height on the opposite side of the

valley.
,

<

Dip ami direction.— The disturbance which the

Newer Pliocene strata have undergone in Sicily, sub-

sequent to their deposition, varies greatly in degree in

Jifferent places ; in general, however, they are nearly

horizontal, and are not often highly inclined. The

calcareous schists, on- which part of the town of Len-

tini is built, *^are much fractured, ' and dip at an angle

of twenty-five degrees to the northTwest. In some of

the valleys in the w^ighbourhood an anticlinal dip is

Sioen, the beds on one side being inclined to the north-

west; and on,,the other to the south-east.

Throughout a considerable part of Sicily which 1

examined, the ^dips of thhj tertiar;^^ strata were north-

east and *sout|i-west
; ag, for example, in the district
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included between Terranuova, ^irgenti, Caljanisetta,

and Piazza, where there are several parallel iinc^, or

ridges of elevation, which run from nortji-west to

south-east.*

* I have reprinted this chapter without additions, and almost

without alterations, nearly as I wrote it soon after my tour in Sicily?

in 1828. But we may •shortly expect a fuller account of the

geology bf Sicily from Professor Hoffinanri of Berlin, who has

dcvoted^more than a year to its examination.j
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CHAPTER VIL

NEWER PLIOCENE FORMATibNS— ETNA.

Marine and volcanic formations at the base of Jftna— Their con-

nection ^Ith the strata of the Val di Noto— Bay of Trezza—
•i*

^

(j^yclopian isles— Fossil shells of recent species f{p. 425.)—
Basalt and altered rocks in the Isle of Cyplops— Internal

structure of the cone of ]^tna— Val di Calanna (p. 434.)—
Vab'dM Bove not^an ancient crater— its pri^cipices intersected

by countless dikes— Scenery of the Val ‘del Bove— Form,

composition, and origin of the dikes (p. 440. )— Lavas and

breccias intersectet by them.

The phenomena considered in th*^ last chapter suggest

many theoretical views of the highest interest in geo-

logy ; but before entering upon these topics I am de-

sirous of des,cribing some analogous formations in

Vrfdemoiie.^ »

If the travieller passes along the table-land, formed

by the great limestone of the Val di Noto, until it

terminates s\iddenly near Prirfosole, he there sees the

plain of Catania at his feet ; and before him, to the

north, the cone of Etna (see Fig. 74.). At the base

of the cone he behol3s a low line of hills, e e, formed

of clays and marls, associated with yellowish sand,

similar to the formd'tion provincially termed Creta,’'

in various parts of Sicily. *

This n\arine formation, which is^omposed partly of

See Greta, before described, p. 410.
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volcanic and partly of sedimentai^ rocks, is seen to lie

below the modern lavas* of Etna. To what extent it,

forms the base of the mountain cannot be observed,

for want of sections of the lower part of the cone; but

the marine sub-Etnean beds areJhot seen to rise t?> a

greater elevation than eight hundred, or, at the utmo^,

one thousand, feet .above the levdl of the sea. *The

annexed drawing is not a section, but an outline view

of Etna, as seen fi»m Prinibsole ; so that tlje propor-

tional height of the volcanic cdne, whicli is, in reality,

ten tpvt^s greater than that of the hills of ** Creta,*^ at
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its base, is not expressed, tlv?' summitf Of the cone

being ten or twelve miles more distant from the plain

of Catania (than Licodia.

Connection of tJie sifj-Etnean strata with tJwse of the

Val di These marine strata are found both on
r

the southern and eastern foot of Etna, and it is impos-

sible not to infer that they belong to the inferior ar-

gillaceous series of the Val di Noto, which they

resemble both ir> mineral and organic character's. In

one U^cality tliey appcjar on the oppoiiite sides of the

Valley o^- the;^ Simeto, covered on the north by the

lavas of Etna, and on the^south by the Val di Noto

limestone. ^

Val di 5toto. Fig. 75. Etna.

Sectionfrom PaterrUi by Logo di NaMa to Palagonia.

a* Plain of the Simeto.

b. Base of the cone of Etna, composed of modern lavas.

c. LimS^stone of the Val di Noto.

Clay^ sand, and associated sul)marine volcanic rocks.

If in the country adjacent to the Lago di Naftia,

through which the annexed section is drawn, and in

several other districts where the “ creta” prevails,

together with associated submarine, lavas, and where

thore is no limestone^ capping, a volcano should now
burst forth, and give rise to a great cone, the position

of such a cope would exactly correspond to that of

the modern Etna, with relation to the rocks on which

it rests.
^

Southern hqee ofEtna.—The marine strata of clay

and sand already alluded to, alternate in thin iKy^ers at
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the southern base of £li}a, sometimes attaining a thick*

ness of three hundred feet, or more, without* an|r in-

termixture of volcanic matter. Crystals gf selenite

are dispersed through the clay, Accompanied by a^few

shells, almost entirely of recent Mediteriimeah species.

This formation of blue marl and yellow sand greatly

resembles in character that ofthe Italian SubapenninJ

beds, apd, like them, often presents a surface denuded

of vegetation, in consequence of the action of the rains

on soft incoherent materials.

In travelling by Paternd, Mistcrbianco^ and La
Motta, we*pass through cleep narrow valleys excavated

through these beds, which ai^ sometimes capped, as

at La Motta, by columnar basalt, ^ccompanfed by

strata of tuff and yolcanic conglomerate. (Fig. 76.)

Fig. 76.

The conglomergyte is here composed of rolled masses

of basalt, which may have originated either when first

the lava was produced in a volcanic archipelago, qr

subsequently when the whole country was rising firora

beneath the level of the sea. Its occurrence in this

situation is striking, as not| a single pebble can be

observed in the entire thickngss of sub^aceilt beds of

sand apd. clay.

T«he dip of the marine strata, at the base of Etna, is
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by no means uniform ; on the eastern •side, for ex-,

ample, they are sometimes inclined towards the sea,

and at others towards the mountain. Near the aque-

duct at Adernd, on the southern side, I observed two

sections, In cfaarries not far distant from each other,

where beds of clay and yellow sand dipped, in one

locality, at an angle of forty-five degrees to the east-

south-east, and in the other at a much higher^ inclin-

ation in the opposite direction. These facts wpsuld be

of small interest, if^toese mixed marine and volcanic

deposits, which encircle part of the base of Etna, had

not been considered by a geologist of high authority as

the outer margin of an erhebungs crater.*

Near Catania the marine formation, consisting chiefly

of volcanic tuff thinly laminated, terminates in a steep

inland cliff, or escarpment, which is from six hundred

to eight hundred feet in height. A low flat, composed

of recent lava and volcanic sand, intervenes between

the sea ard the base of this esca/pment, which may be

well seen at Fasano. (f, Fig. 74.)

Easte(rn side of Etna—Eay of Trezza.— Proceed-

ing northwards from Catania, wehgive opportunities of

examining the same sub-£tnean formations laid open

more distinctly in th^- modern sea cliffs, especially in

the Bay of Trezza asd in th® Cyclopian islands (Dei

Faraglioni), which may be regarded as the extremity of

a promontory severed from the main land. Numerous

arc the proofs of subft?arine eruptions of high antiquity

m this spot, where the argillaceous and sandy beds have

beeW invaded- and intersected by lava, and where those

peculiar tufaceous breccias occur which result from

ejections of fragmentary matter, pr,ojected from a vol-

canic vent. J observed many angular and hardened

fragments of laminated clay (creta), in differei!FlisStates

* See Vol. II. p. 216.
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of alteration, between Trezza and Nizzitta, and in

the hills above Aci Gastello, a town on the mainland

contiguous to the Cyclopian isles, which coaid not be

mistaken by one familiar with Sfcmma and the nMn«r

cones of Ischia, for any thing but masses thrown oiit

by volcanic explosions. From the t*ifFs and marls oj'

this district I collected a great variety of marine shells^

almost *all of which have been identified with species

now irAabiting the Mediterranean, ghd, for the most

part, now frequent on the coast imftiediately a^ijatent.^

Figji77.

VietD ofthe Isle qf Cyclops in the Bay qf T ’ezm. f

* A list of sixty-live species of shells, named bj^M. Deshayes,*

which I procured from the hills called Monte Cavalaccio, Rocca

di Ferro, and Rocca di Bempolere (or Borgia), was published in

App. II. of 1st edit. The occurrence shells in these and some

neighbouring localities was not unknown to the naturalists df

Catania ;
but, having b^en recognized by4hem a| recent spfeies,

they were supposed to have been carried up from the sea-shore to

fertilize .the soil, and therefore (^sregarded. Their position is

well known to many oPlhe peasants of the country, b^ whom the

fossils are called <*roba di diluvio.**

t Tk'ts view of the Isle of Cyclops is from an original drawing
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Some fe\fir of these fossil sheHs retain ^oart of their

colotew, \^hich is the same as in their living analogues.

The loftiest of the Cyclopian islets, or rather rocks,

is about two hundred ^eet in height, the summit being

formed ofa m&ss of stratified clay (creta), the lamime of

which are occasio^aally subdivided by thin arenaceous

layers. These strata dip to the N.W., and rest on a mass

of columnar lava (see Fig. 77.), in which the tops of the

pillars are weath^j*ed, and so rounded as to be^* often

hemispherical. In Some places in the adjoining and

lai^gest islet (^f the group, which lies to the north-

eastward of that represented in the draw;ing (Fig. 77.),

the overlying clay ha» been greatly altered, and

hardl*^ned by the igneous rock, and (Occasionally con-

torted in the most extraordinary manner; yet the

lamination has n^t been obliterated, but, on the con-

trary, rendered much more conspicuous, by the in-

durating process.
‘

The airaiexed wood-cut (Fig. 7^^.) is a careful repre-

sentation oi a portion of the altered rock, a few feet

square, rvhere the alternating thin laminae of sand ancl

cj^y have put on the appearance •which we often ob-

serve in some of the most contorted of the primary

schists.
‘

A great fissure, running fibm east to west, nearly

divides this larger island into two parts, and lays open

its internal structure. In the section thus exhibited,

a (like of lava is seen, first cutting through an older

iiiass of lava, and then penetrating the superincumbent

tertiary strata. Iii one place, the lava ramifies and

by my friend Qiptain Basii Hall, R, N., and is a correction of

on^. given in a former edition.
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Contortions in theNetoer Pliocene strata in the largest of the Cfclopian IslaiuTs.

%

terminates in thin veins, from %. few feet to a few

inches in thickness (see^’ig, 79.)1 ^
The arenaceous laminae are much hardened at the

point of contact, and the clays are converted into sili-

ceous schist. In this island thol altered rocks assufhe

a honeycombed structure on their weathered surface,

singularly contrasted with the smooth and even oufline

which the same beds present in their usual soft and

yielding state.

The pores of the lava are sowietimes coated, or en-
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such a tiieory; for wc must ‘admit that a sufficient

series of ages has elapsed since the limestone of the

Val di Nolo was deposited, to allow it to be elevated

t<5 the h^ght of from two thousand to three thousand

Ibet, in whicii case there may also have been sufficient

time for the growth of a volcanic pile like Etna, since

the period when the Newer Pliocene strata now seen

at the base of the volcano originated.

I^tiernal Str^acture of the Cone of Etna.
< o »

“In the second book I nierely described that part of

Etna which is known to have been fqrmed during the

histcrical era*; an insignificant p6rtion of the whole

mass. Nearly all the remainder m^Ry be referred to

the tertiary period immediately antecedent to the rc~

cent epoch. The great cone is, in general, of a very

symmetrical ferm, but is broken^ on its eastern side, by

a deep vj^lley, called the Val del » Bove, or in the pro-

vincial dialect of the peasants, “Val di Bue,” for here

the herdsman

• “ in rcduct^ valte mugientium

Prospectat crraiites greges.’*

(

Dr. Buckland was, 1 ‘believe, the first English geologist

who examined this valley with attention, and I am in-

debted to him having described it to me, before

I visited Sicily, as iI(ore worthy of attention than any

single spot in that island, or perhaps in Europe.

Descripticffi ofFlate VIII.^—Thq accompanying view

(PLVIII.) is part of a panoramic sketch which I made

in November, 1828, and my assi§f the reader in com-

prehending ^rae topographical details, to be alluded

Vol. 11. p. 164.
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projecting in the manner aftei Wards to^oe described.

In the distance appears the fertile region ” of Etna,

extending«like a great plain along the sea coast.

4 The sj^ots particultirly referred to in the plate are

the following'.

—

^
a. Cape SpartivcRto, in Italy, of which the outline is seen in

the distance.
^

b. The promontory of Taormino, on the Sicilian coast.

c. The river Alc«ntra«

d. The small village ^o£ Ripo^to.

/! T^awil of Aci Realc.
4

. ,
>

£• Cyclopian Islands, or “FaraglUni,** in the bay of Trezza.

h. The great harbour of Syracuse. <

k. City of Catania, near which is marked the course of the lava

s which flowed fromtlie Monti Rossi in (166 9, and destroyed

part of the city.
^

i. The lake of Lentini.

L To the left of*the view is the crater of 1811, which is also

shown at No. 7., in Plate VIII.

m. Rock of Musara, also seen at No* 9., in Plate VI If.

e. Valley oV Calanna. ^

The Val Sel Bove, represented in the above drawings,

commences near the summit of Etna, and descending

into the woody region is farther* continued on one

a. Highest con^. ^
6. jy^ontagnuola.

c. Head of \^l del Bove. cf, d, Serre del Solfizio.

e» Village of ZafTarana on the f. One of the lateral cones,

lower border of the woody region, g. Monti Rossi.
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side by a 3e^;orid and.jiarrower valley, called the Val’

di Calanna. Below this another, named the Val jii St.

Giacomo, begins,— a long narrow ravine, w|jich is pro-

longed to the neighbourhood of^affarana (c. Fig. 80.)

on the confines of the fertile region. JlieSe natural

incisions, into the side of the volcano, are of suA
depth that they expose to view a great part of tlfe

structure of the entire mass, which, in the Val del

Bove,^is laid open to the depth of fr®m four thousand

to five thousan(i feet from the saijimit of Etna^ The
geologist thus enjoys an opportunity pf ascertaining

how far ifir internal conformation of tfie cone corte-

spends with wljat he might have anticipated as the

result of that njode of increase whigh has beei;^ wit-

nessed during th^e historical era.

It is clear, from what was before said of the gradual

manner in which the principal cone* increases, partly

by streams of lava ,and showers of volcanic ashes

ejected from the submit, partly by the throwing up of

minor hills and the issuing of lava-currants on the

flanks of the mountain, that the whole cone must con-

sist of a series of cones enveloping othters, fhe re^-

larity of each being only interrunted bv tjhe interfer-

ence of the lateral volcanos.

We might, thereforc,,have an;icipated that a section

of Etna, as exposed in a ravine which Should begin*

near the summit and extend nearly to the sea, would

correspond very closely to the section of the ancijpnt

Vesuvius, commencing ^ith the escarpment of Somnja,

and ending with the Fossa Grande^; bu^with thi% dif-

ference, that where the ravine intersects the woody

region of Etna, indications must appear of changes

brought about byTiateral eruptions. Now the section,

which can be traced from the head of the Val del Ji^ve

^oL. HI. u
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, t

to the inferior borders of the, woody region, fully

answers /such expectations. We fin^ almost every

where, a series of layers of tuff and breccia interstrati-

Hed with lavas, which slope gently to the sea, at an

atfgld of from ^twenty to thirty degrees ; and as we rise

tb the parallel of the zone of lateral eruptions, and still

njore as we approach the summit, we discover indica-

tions of disturbances, occasioned by the passage of

lava from below^ and the successive inhumation of

lateral cones. .

Val d( Calanna.—On leaving Zafiaran.a, on the

borders of the fertile region, We enter the ravinedike

valley of St. Giacomo, and see on the noVth side, or on

our right as we ascend, Hsing ground composed of the

modern lavas o^ Etna. On our left, a lofty cliff,

wherein a regular series of beds is exfiibited, composed

of tuffs and lavas', descending with a gentle inclination

towards the spa. In this lower part of the section

there are no intersecting dikes, n^r any signs of minor

cones interfering with the regular slope of the alter-

nating volcanic products. If we then pass upwards

through \i detile, called the Portello di Calanna,” we
etfter a Second valley, that of Calarina, resembling the

ravine before mentioned, but wider and much deeper.

Here again we find,^ on our right, many currents of

'modern lavai piled one upon the other; and on our left

a continuation of our former section, in a perpendi-

cujar cliff from four hundred to five fiundred feet high.

this lofty wall sweeps in a curve, it has very much

tlte.appearance of the escarpment which Somma pre-

sents towards Vesuvius, and this 'resemblance is in-

creased by the occurrence of two or three vertical

dikes which traverse the gently-incJined volcanic beds.

AVhen I first beheld this* precipice, I fancied that I had

entered a lateral crater, but was soon undeceived, by
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discovering tbat on alNsides, both at the he%d of the

valley, in the hill ofZocolaro, and at its side aftd l«wer

extremity, the dip of the beds was always in the same

direction, all slanting to the easfi| or towards th^ soa,

instead of sloping to the north, east, %nd south,

would have been the case had they constituted three

walls of an ancient q^ater.

It is not difficult to explaip J^ow the valleys of St.

Giacoi|io and Calanna originated, wbln once the line

of lofty precipices on the north Sie of them^had been

formed. iVfeny lava currents flowing dow/i successively

from th<; lugl^er regions of Etna, along the foot of a

great escarpment of volcanic jock, have at length been

turned by a promontory at the head»of the vallfy of

Calanna, which runs out at right angles to the great

line of precipices. This promontory consists of the

hills called Zocolaro and Calanna, and of a ridge of in-

erior height which co^inects them. (Sdb Fig. 81.)

Fig. 8h A

6. L^as of 1811 and 1819 flowing round the hill of Calanna.'

u 2
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(

The flows of melted mattor liave b^eli deflected

fron^ their course by this projecting mass, just as a

tidal current, after setting against a line of sea cliffs,

is often thrown off in^o a new’ direction by some rocky

headland.'

Lava streams it is well known, become solid exter-

nally, even while yet in motion ; and their sides may
be compared to two rocky walls, which are sometimes

inclined at an angle of forty-five degrees. Whpn such

streaips descend a--'jbnsiderable slope at the base of a

line of pt ecipi'ies, and are turned from theii’ course by

a projecting rock, they mpve right onwards in a new

direction, so as to leave, a considerable space (as in the

valley' of Calanpa) between them and the cliffs which

may be continuous below the point deflection.

It happened in 1811 and 1819, that tlie flows of

lava overtopped the ridge intervening between the

hills of Zocofaro and Calanna,«so that they fell in a

cascade over a lofty precipice, al 1 begap to fill up the

valley (a, 5?ig. 81.).*

The narrow cavity of St. Giacomo will admit of an

explanation ‘precistly similar to jbhat already offered

for Calannli.

Val del liove,— After passing up through the de-

file, called the Rocoa di Cdanna,” we enter a third

valley of truly magnificent dimensions— the Val del

Bove— a vast amphitheatre, four or five miles in di-

ameter, surrounded ^y nearly vertical precipices, vary-

ing from 1000 to above 3000 feet in height, the loftiest

bcfxig at thciuppef' end, and the, height gradually di-

minishing on both sides. The feature which first

strikes the gec^ogist as d^'stinguisjvng this valley from

This is the cascade mentioned in Vol. II. p. 75.
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those befote«mention^, is the prodigious n^ultitudes

of vertical dikes, which are seen in all directh)ns» tra-*

versing the volcanic beds. The circular fc^ni cf this

great chasm, and the occurrence of these couj^tl^s

dikes, amounting perh^s to several thousands ij(j

number^ so forcibly recalled to my #nind the pheno-

mena of the Atrio del Cavallo, on Vesuvius, that J
imagined once more that I had entered a vast crater,

on a icale as far exceeding chat of*Somma as Etna

surpasses Vesuvius in magnitudef •

But hayjng already b^en deceived i»regafd to the

crescent-shaped precipice of the valley of Calanna,* I

began attentively to explore Jjie different sides of the

great amphitheatre, in order to satisfy myself whether

the semicircular jvall of the Val del Bove had ever

formed the boundary of a crater, andjwhether the beds

had tlic same qu^ua-versal dip which is so beautifully

exhibited in the escairpment of Sommsf. If the sup-

posed analogy between Somma and the Val del Bove
should hold true, the tuffs and lavas, at the head of the

valley, would dip to the west, those on the nq^th side

towards the north, ,and those on the southerly side ^o

the south. But such I did not find to be*the inclin-

ation of the beds ; they all dip •towards* U)e sea, or

nearly east, as in the Valley of Onlanna.

There are undoubtedly exceptions to this general

rule, which might ileceive a geologist who was strongly

prepossessed with a belief that had discovered the

hollow of an ancient crater. It is evident that, wherc^

ever lateral cones ay6 intersected U the4)recipice9r*^

series of tuffs and lavas, very similar to those which

enter into the strugtipre of t]|e great cone, will be seen

dipping at a much more rapid ^gle.

The lavas and tuffs, which have conformed to*fjie

u 3
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sides of ^tna, dip at angles of4rom fifteen to twenty-

five degfees, while the slope of the lateral cones is from

thirty-five«‘to fifty degrees. Now, wherever we meet

wfth sections of thes^ buried cones in the precipices

bordering the Val del Bove (and they are frequent in

the cliffs called the Serre del Solfizio, and in those near

the head of the valley not far from the rock of Musara),

we find the beds dipping at high angles and inclined

in various directions.

Semerp of the Vtd'del Bove.— Without entering at

present into any further discussions respecting the

origin of the Val del Bove^ I shall proceed to describe

some of its most remarkable features. Let the reader

picture to himself a large amphitheatre, five miles in

diameter, and surrounded on three sides by precipices

from 2000 to 3Q00 feet in height. If he has beheld

that most picturesque scene in the chain of the Pjnre-

nees, the celebrated << cirque uf Gavarnie/* he may
form some li^onception of the ma^ificent circle of pre-

cipitous ro^ks which inclose, on three sides, the great

plain ofJhe Val del Bove. This plain has been deluged

by. repeated stream's of lava ; and although it appears

almost level when viewed from a distance, it is, in fact,

more uneven than th6 surface of the most tempestuous

sea. Besides the mifior irregularities of the lava, the

valley is in one part interrupted by a ridge of rocks,

two of which, Musara and Capra, a!fe very prominent.

It*can hardly be said'that they
‘

'
** like giants stand

To sentinel enchanted land ;

”

for although, like the Tvosachs kt^the Highlands of

Scotland,^ they are of gigantic dimensions, and appear

ali^iost isolated as seen from many points, yet the intern
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and severe grandeur dfthe scenery which they adorn

is not such as would be selected by a poet fbr at vale

of enchantment. The character of the soene would

accord far better with Milton’s picture of the ii^rijal

world; and ifwe imagine ourselves to beltold in motioi^

In the darkness of the nighty one of those fiery cur-

rents which have s<4 often traversed the great valley,

we may well recall

'
yon dreary pldin, forloni and wild.

The seat*of desolation, void of ?lght,
^

Sa^e what the glinynering of these liMd flaides

Casts ^ale and dreadfu^**

The face of* the precipices already mentioned is

broken in the mbst picturesque maniffer by the v^tical

walls of lava which traverse them. These masses

usually stand out in relief, are excee^dingly diversified

in form, and of immense altitude. In the autumn,

their black outline ftiay often be seen relieved by
clouds of fleecy vapiur which settle behind them, and

do not disperse until mid-day, continuing td fill the val-

ley while the sun is shining on every othor part of

Sicily, and on the higher regions of Etna.

As soon as the vapours begin to rise, the changes of

scene are varied in the highest degree, different rocks

being unveiled and hiddbn by turns, and ijie summit of

Etna often breaking through the clouds for a moment
with its dazzling*snows, and being then as suddenly

withdrawn from the view.

An unusual silence prevails ; for there are no torreifts

dashing from the rocks, nor any mdvemont of ruhfflbg

water in this valley, such as may almost invariably be

heard in mounta^us regions. Eveiy drop of water

that falls from the heavens, or flows frim the melting

icejand snow, is instantly absorbed by the porous lava

;

V 4
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amd suclitis dearth of springs, that the herdsman is

eompellfcd to supply his docks, during the hot season,

from storas of snow laid up in hollows of the moun-

t^jin goring winter. »

The strips of green herbage and forest land, which

have here and there escaped the buring lavas, serve,

Ity contrast, to heighten the dei^plation of the scene.

When I visited the vall^, nine years after the erup-

tion of 1819, I s%w hundreds of trees, or xatksr the

white «^»keletons of trees, on the borders of the black

lava, the trucks and branches being all leafless, and

deprived of their bark by the scorching heat emitted

from the melted rock ; aei image recalling those beau-

tifulsines :
—

— Ab when heaven’s fire

Hath scath’d^tlie forest oaks, or mountain pines,

With singed top their stately groveth, though bare,

Stands on, the blasted heath.’*

Fornif composition^ and orig%n^\of tJte dikes,— But

without indulging the imagination any longer in de-

scription^ of scenery, I may observe, that the dike6

b^ore n\entioned form unquestionably the most inter-

esting geological phenomenon in the Val del Hove.

Some of these are composed of trachyte, others of

compact bl^e basalt with olivine. They vary in

breadth from two to twenty feet and upwards, and

usually ^project from the face of tfce cliffs, as repre-

sented in the annexed^ drawing (Fig. 82,). They con^

sist of harder materials than the strata which they tra-

WirSe, and tha'*efore waste away les3 rapidly under the

influence of that repeated congelation and thawing to

which the rocks*.in this zoiDe ofEtna are ej^posed. The
dikes are,' fonthe most^part, vertical, but sometimes

the^^ riin in a tortuous course through the tuffs and



JHk( S at the base of the S<frre tie %lfixiOy Etna.

breccias, as represented in F\g, 83. la the escarp-

ment of Somina, where siinilai wails of lava cut

through alternating beds of sand and scuriaj, a coat-’

ing of coal-black rock, approaching in its nature and

appearance to piffch-stone, is s^en at the contact of

the dike with the intersected betls. I did not observe

such parting layers at the junction of the Etnean

dikes which I examined, but they may perhaps be (Rs^

coverable.

The geographicl^positioif of these dikes i| most in-

teresting, as they are very nftmerous J&r the head

of tjje Val del Bove, where the cones of 1811 and ft>19
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Fig. 8S.

Feins qfLaoa. Punio di GuinJ^to.

were*'thrown up, as also in that zone of the mountain

where lateral eruptions are frequent fwhereas, in the

Valley of Calanna, which is below that parallel, and in

a region where lateral eruptions are extremely rare,

scarcely any dikes are seen, and none whatever still

lower in the Valley of St. GiacomA^; This is precisely

what we might have expected, if we consider the ver-

tical fissures now ^lled with rock to have been the

feeders erf lateral cones, or, in othef words, the chan-

nels which gave passage to the lava currents and

scoriae that have issued from vents in the forest zone.

There may 6e lateral cones ' in the parallel of the

Valley of Calanna in other parts of Etna, because the

line of lateral eruptions is not everyiifhere at the same

height above the sea; but in the section above al-

luded to there appeared to me an obvious connexion

b^iween the ffbquency of dikes and bflateral eruptions.

Some fissures may have been filled from above, but

I did not
^

see ahy which, by termri^ting downwards,

gave proof of fuch an origin. Almost all the isolated

masses in the Val del Bove, such as Capra, Musara,



Finochio, Capra, •and Musara, is representq^. The

height of the two laftt-mentioned isolated masses has

been much diminished by the elevation of their bajte,

caused by these currents. They rAay, perhaps, be^rh^

remnants of cones which existed before the Val del

Bove was formed^ ^nd may hereafter be once more

buried by the lavas that are pow accuisuala&ig in the

valley.

V 6
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From Of) point of view are the 'dikes mof 2 conspicu-

ous thdu from the summit of the highest cone of Etna ;

a view of y^oiiie of tliem are given in the annexed

(lra,wii|g (Fig*

•Ml

m
yF'-"'

’M'.

• V

The small cone and crater immediately below were among those

funned during the eruptirms of l^\4d^\nd 18J 1. *

This drawing is part of^a panoramic sketch which I made
froitf the summit of the cone, December ]. 1828, when every part

of Etna was free from clouds except the Val del Bove.
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Lavas smd hreectas, — In regard to tl^e volcanic

masses which are intersected by dikes in the ¥al del

Bove, they consist, in great part, of greystone lavas,

of an intermediate characllfer lietweeii basalt linchtra-

chyte, and partly of the trachytic vdVietfes of laj^a.

Beds of scoriae and sand, j^so, are v(?ry numerous, alter-

nating with breccias formecLof angular blocks of igne-

ous rock. It is possible thalsgme of the breccias may
be i^jferred to aqueous causfs, as we have before seen

tliat great floods do occasiontlily sweeps d»wn the

flanks o( Etna when ^eruptions take •place* in winter,

and when the snows are melted by lava.

Many of the angular fkigments may have bcoiste®

thrown out volcanic explosion^ which, falftig on

the hardened SKirface of moving lava currents, may
have been carried to a considerably distance. It may
also happen, that when lava advances very slowly, in

the manner of the •flow of 1819, des*cribed in the se-

cond volume tl^ angular masses resulting from the

frequent breaking of the mass, as it rolls over upon

itself, may produce these breccias. I{ is least cer-

tain, that the upper portion of the lava currents of

1811 and 1819 now consist of angulai;, masses to the

depth of many yards,

D’ Aubuisson has cofhpared flie surface of one of thu3

ancient lavas of Auvergne to that of a river suddenly

frozen over by ^e stoppage of^immense fragments of

drift-ice, a descripuon perfectly applicable to tfiese

modern Etnean flows.

l^ 175.
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CHAPTER VIIL

NEWER PLIOCENE FOR;tf||rioNs— ETNA, contifiuedL

Speculations on the origin qjf the Val del Bove on Etna—Sub-
sidence^ --- Antiquity of the cone of Etna— Mode of comput-

ing the age of volcanos— Their grewth analogous ^to that of

exogenous trees (p. 450.)— Period required for, the production

of the lateral cones of Etna—^Whether signs of Diluvial Waves

are oi sellable on E^a.

Origin of the Val del Bove.

Before concluding my observations on the cone,,of

Etna, the structfire of which hasobeen considered in

the last chapter, I desire to call th% reader's attention

to several qitbstions first, in regard to the probable

origin of ^fie great valley already described ; secondly,

whether any estiihat? can be made« of the length of

the period required for the accumulation of the great

cone; and, thirdly, whether there are any signs on

the surface of the olcFer part* of the mountain, of

those devastating waves which, according to the the-

ories of ^me geologists, have swepti again and again

ovePour continents.

I explained in the last chapter my reasons for not

^<seenting to the opiiSion, that the great cavity on the

eastern side of Etna was the hollow of a vast crater,

from which the«volcanic ^passes Qf«):he surrounding

walls were produced. 0,n the other hand, it seems

imppsbible to ascribe the valley to the action of run-
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ning water ftlone ; for* if it had been excavated exclu-

sively by that power, its depth would have ^nci^ased

in the descent ; whereas, (|) the contrary, the preci-

pices are most lofty at tie %pper extremity, "tod

diminish gradually on ^gproaching the Tower regionW
the volcano.

The structure o£ the sur^unding walls is such ^s

we should expect to see emibited on any other side

of Etna, if a cavity of equaF depth should be caused,

whether by subsidence, or by tHb blowing4ip^f part

of the f&nks of the volcano, or by Vther of tl^ese

causes co-opsrating with die removing action of run-

ning water.

Dr. Daubeny, informs me, that dftring the eruption

of Vesuvius in 1834, the mountain, and all the adja-

cent country was violently shake* on the night of

August 24. At the same time, two small conical

hillocks of volcanic diatter which existed in the great

crater disappeared# They do not seem to have been

ejected, or blown into the air, but to have been actually

swallowed up in some internal cavity.

It is recorded, as was stated in the histor)^ of eaUth-

quakes, that in the year 1772 a great subsidence took

place on Papandayang, the largest volcano in the

island of Java, an extent of ground, fftem miles in

length and six in breadth, covered by no less than forty

villages, was engftlphed, and the^cone lost 4000 feet of

its height.*

Now we might imagine a similar event, or a series

of subsidences to have formerly occurred on the e^tb

ern side of Etna, although such catastrophes have not

been witnessed ih-moderm times, or* only ^n a very

* Vol. II. p, 293,
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trifling sc^le. A narrow ravint'J about mile long,

twenty feet wide, and fi^um twenty to thirty-six in

depth, has been formed, vif^thin the historical era, on

the flanks of the volcano,^ near the town of Mascalu-

<iia ; and a srhall circular tra^ called the Cisterna,

n^ar the summit,'* sank doy%j ih the year 1792 to the

depth of about forty feet^ and left on all sides of the

chasm a vertical sectioiP of the beds, exactly resem-

bling those whiclk are s\ en in the precipices oT the

Val do! IJpve. At* some remote periods, therefore,

we might suppose more extetfisive portions of the

mountain to have fallen in during great earthquakes.

' But some geologists vill, perhaps,' incline to the

opinion, that th^ removed mass wa^ blown up by

paroxysmal explosions, such as that which in the

year 79 destroyed the ancient cone of Vesuvius, and

gave rise to the escarpment of Somma. The Val ’del

Bove, it will be remembered, li€fl» within the zone of

lateral cruplions ; so that a repetMon of volcanic ex-

plosions might have taken plaqe, after which the action

of running water may have contributed powerfully to

degrade the rocks, and to transport the materials to

the sea. I h,ave before alluded to the effects of a

violent flood, which sWept through the Val del Bove

in the year k755, when a fieryTorrent of lava had sud-

denly overflowed a great depth of snow in winter.*

In the^* present imperfect state of Our knowledge of

the history of volcanos, we have some difficulty in

deciding on the relative probability of these hypothe-

but if wtf emb*^ace the theory Of explosions from

below, the cavity would still by no means accord with

the theorjf of tlio so-calletk*<< eIeva4toh craters.’*

Vol. 1 1. p.l76.
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Antiquity of Com of Etna,

It was before remarked, ftat confined nttions in re-

gard to the quantity of pas time have tended> n^pre

than any other prepossessions, to retail the progress

of sound theoretical vict!||l in Geofogy*; the inade-

quacy of our conceptions o^he earth antiquity hav-

ing cramped the freedom on our speculations in this

scieifie, very much in the salne way as a belief in the

existence of a* vaulted firmarneitt once re^ariled the

progress Jof astronomy^ It was not •yntil *Descajtes

assumed the indefinite extent of the celestial spaces,

and removed the supposed boundaries of the universe^-

that
j
ust opinidfisToegan to be entertained of th? rela-

tive distances di the heavenly bodies ; and until we
habituate ourselves to contemplate the possibility of an

indefinite lapse of ages having been comprised within

each of the more modern periods of the earth's history,

we shall be in darifcr of forming niost erroneous and

partial views in Geology.

Mode of computing the age of volcanqs*—Jf history

had bequeathed ta us a faithful record of the«eruptk)ns

of Etna, and a hundred other of the principal active

volcanos of the globe, during Ae last three thousand

years,— if we had an fixact account of volume* oC
lava and matter ejected duimg that period, and the

times of their production,—we might, perhaps, be able

to form a correct ei^imate of ffie average rate of the

growth of a* volcanic cone. For we might obtaiA a

’mean result from^he comparison*of tHe eruptions

so great a number of vents, however irregular might

be the developmiwi**of the%igneous attion m any one

of them, if contemplated singiy durin^^^brief period.

Vol. I. p. lll.
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It would be necessary to balar^ce protracted periods

of ii^ction against the o'^asional outburst of par-

oxysmal e3q)losions. Son\ stimes we should have evi-

dence of a repose of^se|enteen centuries, like that

which was interposed in Ischia, between the end of

the fourth century, b. c,, J" the beginning of the

fourteenth century of ou‘ era.* Occasionally a tre-

mendous eruption, like .hat of Jorullo, would be re-

corded, giving rio§, at oace, to a considerable ipoun-

tain.
^ f

If we tfesire to approximate to the age of a cone

such as Etna, we ought first to obtain some data in

regard to the thickness^ of matter \irhich has been

adde'^ during the historical era, and then endeavour

to estimate the time required for the accumulation of

such alternating lavas and beds of sand and scoriae as

are superimposed upon each other in the Val^del

Bovej afterwaids we should try, to deduce, from ob-

servations on other volcanos, the^jtnore or less rapid

increase ofburning mountains in all the difierent stages

of their ^owth.

Mode pf iftcrease^of whams amhgous to that of

eax>genous ti'ees.— There is a considerable analogy be-

tween the mode of inc-ease of a volcanic cone and that

of trees of exogemm growth. These trees augment,

both in heigtit and diameter, by the successive appli-

cation externally of cone upon con§ of new ligneous

master ; so that if we make a trrnsverse section near

th? base of the trunk, we intersect a much greater

number of layers than nearer to thje summit. When
branches occasionally shoot out from the trunk they

first pierce the bark; and then, after^growing to a cer-

tain size,* if hey chance to be broken off, they may

• Sec Vol, II, p. 123,
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become iSclosed in life body of the tree, as iUaugments

in size, forming knots i^'&e woo^ whichW them-

selves composed of layerswf ligneous matter, cone

within cone.

In like manner, a volcanic mountain, as we hav4^

seen, consists of a succlli^n of conical masses

veloping others, wljile latem cones, having a similar

internal structure, often projict, in the first instance,

like liranches from the surwe of the main cone, and

then becoming*buried again, are hidden lika the knots

of a tree.J

We can ascertain the age of an oak or pine, by

counting the number of cancentric rings of annua)

growth, seen iifa^transverse sectiorfnear the bate, so

that we may know the date at which the seedling be-

gan to vegetate. The Baobab-tree s)f Senegal (Adan^

doma digitata) is supposed to exceed almost any other

in longevity; Adannon inferred that one which he

measured, and fou|^ to be thirty feet in diameter, had

attained the age of 5150 years. Having made an in-

cision to a certain depth, he firs^t counted Ihree hun-

dred rings of annual growth, and observed^what thick-

ness the tree had gained in that period.^ The average

rate of growth of younger tree?, of the same species,

was then ascertained, aSd the calculationmnade accord<«.

ing to a supposed mean rate of increase. De Candolle

considers it not Improbable, that the celebrated Tax-

odium of Chapultepec, in Mex^o (^Cupressus disticha^

Linn.), which is 117 feet in circumference, may^e
still more aged.* •

It is, however, impossible, until more data are col

• On" the Longevity of Trees, ^ibliot. Uni^ May, 1831.
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lected respecting the average i»t1feRsity of ^hd volcanic

action, to^make any thing an approximation to the

age of a cor^ like "Etna; l^^cause, in this case, the sue*

cessive envelopes ^^f lava a??d scoriae are not continuous,

like the lasers of wood in a tree, and afford ms no

definite measure of time, iJach conical envelope is

made up of a great nurr^jer of distinct lava currents

and showers of sand and^scoriae, differing in quantity,

and which may iiave bt^n accumulated in unequal

periods^ of time. YetVe cannot fail to' form the most

exalted conception of the antiquity of this fountain,

when we consider that its base is about nmety miles in

circumference
; so that it would require ninety flows

of la\% each a mile; in breadth at thell^'termination, to

raise the present foot of the volcano as much as the

average height of one lava current.

There are no records within the historical era which

lead to the opinion, that the altitude of Etna has ma-

terially varied within the last two thousand years. Of
the eighty most conspicuous minor cones which adorn

its flanks, only one of the largest, Monti Rossi, has

been produced within the times of authentic history.

Even this hill, thrown up in the year 1669, although

450 feet in height, (/*jly ranks as a cone of second

magnitude. Monte Minardo, near Bronte, rises, even

now, to the height of 750 feet, although ^ts base has

been elevated by more modern lavas and ejections.

The dimensions of the^e larger dbnes appear to bear

testimony toparoxysms of volcanic activity, after which

we may conclude, ft'om analogy, that the fires of Etna

remained dormant for many years — since nearly a

century of rest has sometimes followed a violent erup-

tion in theliis^iH-ical era. It must also be remembered,
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that of tSetsmall nuftiber of eruptions occur in

a century, one only is^ISlunated tb issue^from the

summit of Etna for every wo thaCprocei^d from the

sides. Nor do all the lat#*alierup^ions give*risetto

such ^ones as would be reckoned amongst the smallest

of the eighty hills abov^enumeratted ; some of thgm

produce merely insignifican^ponticules, which are soon

afterwards buried by showeil (jf ashes.

H|>w many years then mqpt we not suppose to have

been expended in the formation iof the eigjbt)* cones ?

It is diiijcult tcrimagkie that a fourth part of them

have originated during the last thirty centuries. But

if we conjecture the whol^ of them to have bee**

formed in tweWc thousand years, how inconsidirable

an era would tiiis portion of time constitute in the

history of the volcano ! If we coulcl strip off from Etna

all^the lateral monticules now visible, together with

tlie lavas and scoriaoi that have been poured out from

them, and from t]jpe highest crater, duridg the period

of their growth, the diminution of the* entire mass

would be extremely slight ! Etna miglit lo§^, perhaps,

several miles in 4liameter at its base, and aome l^un-

dreds of feet in elevation; but it woi\ld still be the

loftiest of Sicilian mountains, sthdded with other cones,

which would be recallbTl, as it Vere, int# existence bjt

the removal of the rocks under which they are now
buried.

There seems notliing in tHfe deep sections o^^the

Val del Bove to indicate that the lava current? of

remote periods were greater in \?»lura® than those

modern times
; and there are abundant proofs that the

countless beds #f««olid r§ck and storiae were accu-

mulated, as now, in succession. Oythe grounds,

therefore, already explained, we must infer that ^n^ass.
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eight thousand or nine thousaind feet in thickness,

must-have required an im^ \se series of ages anterior

to our hist9rical p'i^riods, *cr its growth
;
yet the whole

must be regarded^as ^he fcroduct of a modern portion

of the Newer cPliocene epoch. Such, at least, lis the

conclusion that seems to Ciiow from the geological

data already detailed, whjifm show that the oldest parts

of the mountain, if not olg posterior date to the marine

strata around its B^se, w^e at least of coeval ori^rin.

Whether signs ofJ}tluvial Waves a/h observable on

Etna.— Some .geologists cont^^nd, that th-r sudden

elevation of large continents from beneath the waters

of the sea have again and again produced waves which

haveeswept overcast regions of th^ earth, and left

enormous rolled blocks strewed upon the surface.*

That there are signs of local floods of extreme violence,

on various parts of the surface of the dry land, is^in-

controvertible, and I have endeavoured to point out

causes which must for ever continue to give rise to

such phenomena ; but such appearances afford no geo-

logical proof of a general cataclysm. It is clear that

no devastating’wave has passed over the forest zone of

Etna, since "hny of the lateral cones before mentioned

were thrown up ; for none of these heaps of loose sand

and scoriae ppuld have resisted for a moment the

denuding action of a violent flood.

To some, perhaps, it may appear that hills of such

inccherent materials ckidnot be of very great antiquity,

because the mere action of the atmosphere must, in

the course of ^veral thousand year?, have obliterated

their original forms. But there is no weight in this

* Sedgwick, A>)r)iv. Address, to the Geol. Soc., p. S5. Feb.

1831. ,
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objection; •for the olSer hills are covered with trees

and herbage, which prot^^hem waste ; tnd in

regaWi to the newer ones, ach is fte pordlity of their

component materials, that^he^raim which^fatts ti|k>n

themes instantly abso||jed, and, for tffe same reasoti

that the rivers on Etn^^we a subterranean courae,

there are none de»cending\he sides of the minor

cones.

N# sensible^ alteration l4s J)e^ observed in the

form of these cones since the earfiest period^ rtf which

there ar<^ memorials ; %.nd there seenfs no reasonufor

anticipating n;hat in the cburse of the next ten thou-

sand or twentjf thousand yetrs they will undq^go anj^

great alteration^n their appearance,*unless they ^lould

be shattered hf earthquakes or covered by volcanic

ejections.

r* shall hereafter point out, that in other parts of

Europe, similar lod^e cones of scoriae, probably of

nigher.antiquity«i|^pin the whole mass of Etna, stand

uninjured, at inferior elevations above the level of the

sea.

END pF THE THIRD VOLUME.










